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5 BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention.

 

The present invention relates generally 'to an image processing system, and

more particularly to. the use of a generic image processing system to detect
drowsiness.

10 A 1.Description ofthe Related Art.

Itis well known that a significant number of highway accidents result from
drivers becoming drowsy or falling asleep, which results in many deaths and

injuries. Drowsiness is also a problemin other fields, such as for airline pilots and

power plant operators, in which great damage may result from failure to stay alert.
15 A number of difi‘erent physical criteria may be used to establish when a

person is drowsy, including a change in the duration'and interval of eye blinking.
Normally, the duration of blinking is about 100m 200 ms when awake'and about

 
 

 
25 three categories: '1) devices that dete movement of the head of the driver e.g.,

tilting; ii) devices that detect a phys' logical change in the driver, e.g., altered
heartbeat or breathing, and iii) devi s thatdetect a physical result of the driver

falling asleep, e.g., a reduced grip o the steering wheel. None of these devices is

believed to have met with cornrnerc' success.
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an area comprising the driver’s ey s,

o the detection ofthe tim gap between the closing of the driver eyelids and

10 their full opening and

0 a treatment in a mem ry 11 and a processor 22 in combination with unit

10? to calculate a ratio of slow link apparition.

The object of the international patent application published WO-97/01246

is a security system comprising a video camera placed within the rear-view mirror

15 of a car and a video screen remotely disposed for the analysis ofwhat is happening
in the car and around it, as well as of what happened due to the recording of the

output video signal of the camera This is in ‘fact a concealed camera (within the
 

rear-view mirror), so that it is imperceptible to vandals and thieves and which

observes a large scope including the inside of the car and its surroundings, the

20 record allowing one to know later. what has happened in this scope (page 6, lines

13 to 19), this is not a detector whose efi‘ective angle is strictly limited to the car

driver face in order to detect its eventual drowsiness and to make him awake.

p ommonly—owned PCT pplication Serial Nos. PCT/FR97/013 54 and

98/05383 disclose a 'g eric image processing system that operates to
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'METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR DETECTION OF DROWSINESS

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention.

The present invention relates generally to an image processing system,

and more particularly to the use of a generic image processing system to detect
drowsiness.

1.Description of the Related Art.

It is well known that a significant number of highway accidents result from

drivers becoming drowsy or falling asleep, which results in many deaths and injuries.

Drowsiness is also a problem'in other fields, such as for airline pilots and power plant

operators, in which great damage may result from failure to stay alert.

A number of different physical criteria may be used to establish when a person is

drowsy, including a change in the duration and interval of eye blinking. Normally, the

duration of blinking is about 100 to 200 ms When awake and about 500 to 800 ms when

drowsy. The time interval between successiveblinks is generally constant while awake,

but varies within a relatively broad range when drowsy.

Numerous devices have been proposed to detect drowsiness of drivers. Such

devices are shown, for example, in US Patent Nos. 5,841,354; 5,873,99;

5,689,241;5,684,461; 5,682,144; 5,469,143; 5,402,109; 5,353,013; 5,195,606;

4,928,090; 4,555,697; 4,485,375; and 4,259,665. In general, these devices fall into

three categories: i) devices that detect movement of the head of the driver, e.g., tiltinggii)

devices that detect a physiolOgical change in the driver, e.g., altered heartbeat or
breathing, and iii)ldevices that detect {a physical result of the driver falling asleep, e.g., a

reduced grip on the steering wheel. None of these devices is believed to have met With

commercial success. I

Commonly-owned PCT Application Serial Nos. PCT/FR97/Ol354 and

PCT/EP98/05383 disclosea generic image processing system that operates to localize
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objects in relative movement in an ima e and to detennine the speed and direction of the

objects in real-time. Each pixel of an mage is smoothed using its own time constant. A

binary value corresponding to the e stence of a significant variation in the amplitude of I

the sm00thed pixel from the pri r frame, and the amplitude of the variation, are

determined, and the time constant or the pixel is updated. For each particular pixel, two

matrices are formed that include subset of the pixels spatially related to the particular

pixel. The first matrix contain the binary values of the subset of pixels. The second

matrix contains the amplitude the variatidn of the subset of pixels. In the first matrix,
it is determined whether the xels- along an oriented direction relative to the particular

pixel have binary values repr sentative of significant variation, and, for'such pixels, it is

determined in the second m trix whether the amplitude of these pixels varies in a known

manner indicating move ent in the oriented direction; In domains that include

luminance, hue, saturatio speed, oriented direction, time constant, and x and y position,

a histogram is, formed the values in the first and second matrices falling in user

selected combinations 0 such domains. Using the histograms, it is determined whether

there is an area having t 1 characteristics of the selected combinations of domains.

It would be desirable to apply such a generic image processing system to detect

the drowsiness of a person. \

SUMMARY or THE INVENTION

The present invention is a process of detecting a driver falling asleep in which an

image-of the face of the driver is acquired. Pixels of the image having characteristics

corresponding to characteristics of at least one eye of the driver are selected and a

histogram is formed of the selected pixels. The histogram is analyzed overtime to

identify each opening and closing of the eye, and from the eye opening and closing

information, characteristics indicative of a driver falling asleep are determined.

In one embodiment, a sub-area of the image comprising the eye is detennined

prior to the step of selecting pixels of the, image. having characteristics corresponding to

characteristics of an eye. In this embodiment, the step of selecting pixels of the image

having characteristics of an eye involves selecting pixels within the suboarea of the image.

The step of identifying a sub-area of the image preferably involves identifying the head of

SUBSTITUTE SWEET (RVFEngmsuNG EXHIBIT 1004,
Page‘WiO 6f‘4m04
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the driver, or a facial characteristic of the driver, such as the driver's nostrils, and then

identifying the sub-area of the image usingan anthropomorphic model. The head of the

driver may be identified by} selecting pixels of the image having characteristics ‘

corresponding to edges of the head of the driver. Histograms of the selected pixels of

5 the edges of the driver's head are projected onto orthogonal axes. These histograms are

then analyzed to identify the edges of the driver's head.
 

 

 
 

 
selected pixels of the facial characteristic .

histograms are then analyzed to identify t e facial characteristic. If desired, the step of

identifying the facial characteristic in th image involves searching sub-images of the

image until the facial characteristic is to nd. In the case in which the facial characteristic

is the nostrils of the driver, a histogra is formed of pixels having low luminance levels 
to detect the nostrils. To confirm det ction of the nostrils, the histograms of the nostril

15 pixels may be analyzed to determine hether the spacing between the nostrils is within a

desired range and Whether the dim sions of the nostrils fall within a desired range. In

order to confirm the identification f the facial characteristic, an anthropomorphic model 
— and the location of the facial ch racteristic are used to select a sub-area of the image

containing a second facial ch acteristic. Pixels of the image having characteristics 1
20 corresponding to the second acial characteristic are selected and a histograms of the

selected pixels of the sec nd facial characteristic are analyzed to confirm the

identification of the first faci lcharacteristic. _

 
n order to determine openings at closings of the eyes of the driver, the step of

 

 

 

shadowing of the eye. In this embodi ent, the step analyzing the histogram over time to

identify each opening and closing 0 the eye involves analyzing the shape of the eye

shadowing to determine openings closings of the eye. The histograms of shadowed

pixels are preferably projected onto orthogonal axes, and the step of analyzing the shape

30 of the eye shadowing involves» anal ’ng the width and height ofthe shadowing.
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alternative method of de rmining openings and closings of the eyes of the

involves selecting pixels 0 the image having characteristics of movement

corresponding to blinking. In thi embodiment, the step analyzing the histogram over

time to identify each opening an clOsing of the eye involves analyzing the number of '
5 pixels in movement Correspon ng to blinking over time. The characteristics of a

blinking eye are preferably se cted from the group consisting of i) DP—fl, ii) CO

indicative of a blinking eyelid, ii) velocity indicative of a blinking eyelid, and iv) up and

down movement indicative o a blinking eyelid.

$55.10 ani
forming a histogram on pixels having sele ted characteristics. The controller controls the

  
 
 

 

 

An apparatus for detecting a driver lling asleep includes a sensor for acquiring

of the face of the driver, a co troller, and a histogram formation unit for

histogram formation unit to select pixels of the image having characteristics

e corresponding to characteristics of at 1 ast one eye of the driver and to form a histogram

‘3’ of the selected pixels. The centroller analyzes the histogram over time to identify each

: 15 opening and closing of the eye, and terrnines from the opening and closing information
Q on the eye, characteristics indicativ of the driver falling asleep.

5w In one embodiment, the controller interacts with the histogram formation unit to

,.-;,; identify a sub-area of the image comprising the eye, and the controller controls the

it; histogram formation unit to select pixels of the image having characteristics
20 corresponding to characteristics of the eye only within the sub-area of the image. In

order to select the suboarea of the image, the controller interacts withthe histogram

formation unit to identify the head of the driver in the image, or a facial characteristic of

the driver, such as the driver's nostrils. The controller then identifies the sub-area of the '

image using an anthropomorphic model. To identify the head of the driver, the

25 histogram formation unit selects pixels of the image having characteristics corresponding

to edges of the head of the driver and forms histograins of the selected pixels projected

onto orthogonal axes. To identify a facial characteristic of the driver, the histogram

formation unit selects pixels of the image having characteristics corresponding to‘the

facial characteristic and forms histograms of the selected pixels projected onto

30 orthogonal axes. The controller then analyzes the histograms of the selected pixels to

SUBSTITUTE SigET (RULE 26)
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identify the edges ofthe head of the driver or the facial characteristic, as the case may be.
If the facial characteristic is the nostrils of the driver, the histogram formation unit selects

pixels of the image having low luminance levels corresponding to the luminance level of

the nostrils. The controller may also analyze the histograms of the nostril pixels to

determine whether the'spacing between the nostrils-is within a desired range and whether
dimensions of the nostrils fall within a'desired range. If desired, the controller may

interact with the histogram formation unit to search sub-images of the image to identify

the facial characteristic.

In order to verify identification of the facial characteristic, the controller uses an

anthropomorphic model and the location of the facial characteristic to cause the

histogram formation unit to select a sub-area of the image containing a“ second facial

characteristic. The histogram formation unit selects pixels of the image in the sub-area

having characteristics corresponding to the second facial characteristic and forms a

histogram of such pixels. The controller then analyzes the histogram of the selected

pixels corresponding to the secnnd facial characteristic to identify the second facial

characteristic and to thereby confirm the identification ofthe first facial characteristic.

In one embodiment, the histogram formation unit selects pixels of the image

having low luminance levels corresponding to shadowing of the eyes, and the controller

then analyzes the. shape of the eye shadowing to identify shapes corresponding to

openings and closings of the eye. The histogram formation unit preferably forms

histograms of the shadowed pixels of the eye projected onto orthogonal axes, and the

controller analyzes the width and height of the shadowing to determine openings and

closings of the 'eye. ‘

In an alternative embodiment, the histogram fonnation unit selects pixels of the

image in movement corresponding to blinking and the controller analyzes the number of
pixels in movement over time to determine openings and closings of the eye. The

characteristics of movement corresponding to blinking are preferably selected from the

group consisting of i) DP=l, ii) C0 indicative of a blinking eyelid, iii) velocity indicative

of a blinking eyelid, and iv) up and down movement indicative of a blinking eyelid.

“g.
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If desired, the sensor may be integrally constructed with the controller and the

histogram formation unit. The apparatus may comprise an alarm, which the controller

operates upon detection of the driver falling asleep, and may comprise an illumination

source, such as a source of IR radiation, with the sensor being adapted to view the driver

when illuminated by the illumination source.

A rear-view mirror assembly comprises a rear-view mirror and the described

apparatus for detecting driver drowsiness mounted to the rear-view mirror. In one

embodiment, a bracket attaches the apparatus to the rear-view mirror. In an alternative

embodiment, the rear-view mirror comprises a housing having an open side and an

interior. The rear-view mirror is mounted to the open side of the housing, and is see-

through from the interior of the housing to the exterior of the housing. The drowsiness

detection apparatus is mounted interior to the housing with the sensor directed toward

the rear-view mirror. If desired, a joint attaches the apparatus to the rear-view mirror

assembly, with the joint being adapted to maintain the apparatus in a position facing the

driver during adjustment of the mirror assembly by the driver. The rear-view mirror

assembly may include a source of illumination directed toward the driver, with the sensor

adapted to view the driver when illuminated by the source of illumination. The rear-view

mirror assembly may also include an alarm, with the controller operating the alarm upon

detection of the. driver falling asleep. Also disclosed is a vehicle comprising the

drowsiness detection device.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS E“

Figxl‘iis a diagrammatic illustration of the system according to the invention.

 

Fig. 215‘ a block diagram of the temporal and spatial processing units of the

inventionat"'§fl I
Fig31s a block diagram of. the temporal processing unit of the invention.

Fig: 41s a block diagram of the spatial processingunit of the invention.
Fig.5isa diagram showing the processing of pixels in accordance with the

invention. I I I

Fig. 6 illtistrates the numerical values of the Freeman code used to detemiine

movement dii’ection in accordance with the invention.
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f/

Fig. Zillustrates nested matrices as processed by the temporal processing unit.

Fig. {Sh/illustrates hexagonal matrices as processed by the temporal processing
unit. /

Fig. 9 illustfates reverse-L matrices as processed by the temporal processing unit.

Fig.1 illustrates angular sector shaped matrices as processed by the temporal

processing unit / . .
Fig. 11 IS a block diagramshowing the relationship between the temporal and

spatial prozsing units, and the histogram formation units.
Fig.121’1s/a block diagram showing the interrelationship between the various

histogram formation units

Fig 13shows the formation of a two-dimensional histogram of a moving area

from two one-dimensional histograms.

Fig.11s/a block‘ diagram6f an individual histogram formation unit.
Figs. 15A and ISB’illustrate the use of a histogram formation unit to find the

orientation of a line relative to an analysisaxis.

Fig. 16illustrates a one-dimensional histogram.
Fig. /7illustrates the use of semi-graphic sub-matrices to selected desired areas

of an image /”'
Fig. 118" is a side view illustrating a rear view mirror in combination with the

drowsiness detection system of the invention. 1..
Fig. 19ISatop view illustrating operation of a rear view mirror
Fig. 26is a schematic illustrating operation of a rear view mirror.

Fig 2 is a cross-sectional top view illustrating a rear view mirror assembly

incorporating the drowsiness detection system of the invention.
Fig. Ms a partial cross-sectional top view illustrating a joint supporting the

drowsiness detection, system oftheinvention in the mirror assembly of Fig. 21.
Fig..«2‘3fyisfla top view illustrating" the relationship between the rear view mirror

assembly of Fig. 21./and a driver. I

Fig. M/lfistrates detection of the edges of the head of a person using the system
of the invention.
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. Fig.1 illustrates masking outside of the edges of the head of a person.

Fig. fidfistraies masking outside of the eyes of a person.
Fig. Mistrates detection of the eyes of a person using the system of the

invention. l

5 Figkzgfillustrates successive blinks in a three-dimensional orthogonal coordinate
system. ~ M"; ,

Figs. 2%nd/ygillu5trate conversion of peaks and valleysof eye movement
histograms to infofr/rpation indicativeiofblinking.

Fig: 394% a flow diagram illustrating the use of the system of the invention to‘
10 detect drowsines

Fig. }/Ii/ll:strates the use of sub~images to search a complete image.
f a

Fig. 32/illustrates the use of the system of the invention to detect nostnls and to

track eye madame.
Fig.fl} illustrates the use of the system of the invention to detect an open eye.

 
15 . Fig. Qilflflus’trates the use ofthe system of the invention to detect a closed eye.

,3 // .

FWOW diagram of an alternative method of detecting drowsiness.
F'g. 5, illustrates use of the system to detect a pupil.

a DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

The present invention discloses an application of the generic image processing

 

20 system disclosed in commonly-owned PCT Application Serial Nos. PCT/FR97/Ol354

and PCT/EP98/05383, the contents of which are incorporated herein by reference for

detection of various criteria'associated withthe human eye, and especially to detection

that a driver is falling asleep while driving a vehicle.

/ n The apparatus of the inventi is similar to that described in the aforementioned

23%Mpc ‘pplication Serial Nos. .Pcr 1197/0354 and PCT/EP98/05383, which will be
described herein for purposes of cl 'ty. Referring to Figs. 1 and 10, the generic image

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

processing system 22 includes a s atialand temporal processing unit ll in combination

with a histogram formation unit a. Spatial and temporal processing unit 11 includes

an input 12 that receives a digital 'deo signal S originating from a video camera or other

30 imaging device 13 which moni ors a scene 13a. Imaging device 13 is preferably a
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conventional CMOS-type CCD amera, which for purposes of the presently-described

invention is mounted on a vehicl facing the driver. It will be appreciated that when used

in non-vehicular applications, e camera may be mounted in any desired fashion to

detect the specific criteria of nterest. It is also foreseen that any other appropriate

5 sensor, e.g., ultrasound, IR, dar, etc., may be used as the imaging device, Imaging

device 13 may have a direct igital output, or an analog output that is converted by an

A/D converter into digital si nal S. Imaging device 13 may also be integral with generic

if desired.

signal S may be

image processing system 2

 

 
 
 

 
 

  
 

 

 

 

progressive signal, it is preferably composed of a

cession of pairs of interlaced rames, TR, and TR'I and TR; and TR'z, each consisting

of a succession of horizontal canned lines, e.g., l“, ll_2,...,ll.17 in TR}, and 2,; in TRz.

Each line consists of a succ sion of pixels or image-points PI, e.g., an, an and am for

line I”; aim and allnif f line 11.17 ; alu and am for line 111. Signal S(PI) represents
signal S composed of pix ls PI.

 

S(PI) includes a frame sync onization signal (ST) at the beginning of each

synchronization signal SL) at the beginning ofeach line, and a blanking

gnal (BL). Thus, S(PI) includes a succession frames, which are representative of the

time domain, and within each fr e, a series of lines and pixels, which are representative

of the spatial domain.

frames" shall refer to successive frames of the
I“... e

R, or even frames such as TR'I), and "successwe

‘t 11 generatesoutputs ZH and SR 14 to a

 
30 output from the system is input digit V video signal S, which is delayed (SR) to make it
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synchronous with the output for the frame, taking into account the calculation time

for the data in composite si al ZH (one frame) The delayed signal SRis used to
display the image received by» amera 13 on a monitor or television screen 10, which may

also be used to display the1 formation contained1n composite signal ZH. Composite i

5 signal ZH may also be trans 'tted to a separate processing assembly 10a in which fiirther

processing of the signal may e accomplished.

Referring to Fig. 2, spatial and temporal processing unit 1‘] includes a first

assembly 11a, which consists of a temporal processing unit 15 having an associated

memory 16, a spatial processing unit 17 having a delay unit 18 and sequencing unit 19,
S

and a pixel clock 20, which generates a clock signal HP, and which serves‘as a clock for“Wit

2“3223!43.131
my temporal processing unit 15 and sequencingunit 19. Clock pulses HP are generated by1::

clock 20 at the pixel rate ofthe image, which is preferably 13.5 MHZ.rim}:lifi’ézKim}::5"
Fig. 3 shows the operation of temporal processing unit 15, the function of which

i

is to smooth the video signal and generate a number of outputs that are utilized by spatial13':was.ad“1m==
15 processing unit 17. During processing, temporal processing unit 15 retrieves from

6“]:
memory 16 the smoothed pixel values LI of the digital video signal from the immediately1)):ra

prior frame, and the values of a smoothing time constant CI for each pixel. As used(Emit

herein, L0 and CO shall be used to denote the pixel values (L) and time constants (C)El"3L5152?:72mg11:2211333limit,1?“
«an:

stored in "memory 16 from temporal processing unit 15, and LI and CI shall denote the

20 pixel values (L) and time constants (C) respectively for such values retrieved from

memory 16' for use by temporal processing unit 15. Temporal processing ui'iit 15

generates a binary output signal DP for each pixel, which identifies whether the pixel has

undergone significant variation, and a digital signal CO, which represents the updated

  
 
 

 

calculated value of time constant C. .
‘ erring to Fig. 3, tempora processing unit 15 includes a first block 15a which

5 the pixels PI of input vide signal S. For each pixel PI, the temporal processing

unit retrieves from memory 16 a moothed value LI of this pixel from the immediately
preceding corresponding frame,

 

hich was calculated by temporal processing unit 15

during processing of the imme iately prior frame and stored in memory 16 as L0.

30 Temporal processing unit 15 ca ulates the absolute value AB of the difference between
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each pixel value PI and L1 for the s e pixel position (for example an, of In in TR; and

of!” in TR2:

f-= lPI-LI

Temporal processing unit 15 is controlled by clock signal HP from clock 20 in

5 order to maintain synchronization with the incoming pixel stream. Test block 15b of

temporal processing unit 15 receives signal AB and a threshold .value SE. Threshold SE

may be constant, but preferably varies based upon the pixel value PI, and more preferably

varies with the pixel value so asto form a gamma correction. Known means of varying

SE to form a gamma correction is represented by the optional block 15e shown in dashed

10 lines. Test block 15b compares, on a pixel-by-pixel basis, digital signals AB and SE in

order to determine a binary signal DP. If AB exceeds threshold SE, which indicates that 
pixel value PI has undergone significant variation as compared to the smoothed value LI

of the same pixel in the prior i‘rame, DP is set to "1" for the pixel under consideration.

Otherwise, DP is set to "O" for such pixel.

15 ‘ When DP = 1, the difference between the pixel value PI and smoothed value LI

of the same pixel in the prior frame is considered too great, and temporal processing unit 
15 attempts to reduce this difference in subsequent frames by reducing the smoothing

w time constant C for that pixel. Conversely, if DP = 0, temporal processing unit 15

attempts to increase this difference in subsequent frames by increasing the smoothing

20 time constant C for that pixel. These adjustments to time constant C as a fiinction of the

value ofDP are made by block ,15c. IfDP = 1, block 15c reduces the time constah't by a

unit value U so that the new value of the time constant CO equals the old value of the
constant CI minus unit value U.

CO=CI-U

25 1f DP = 0, block 15c increases the time constant by a unit value U so that the new

Value of the time constant CO equals the old value of the constant Cl plus unit value U.

CO=CI+U '

Thus, for each pixel, block 15c receives the binary signal DP from test unit 15b

and time constant CI from memory 16, adjusts C1 up or down by unit value U, and

D
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generates a new time constant CO which is stored in memory 16 to replace time constant

CI.

In a preferred embodiment, time constant C, is in the form 2?, where p is

incremented or decremented by unit value U, which preferably equals 1, in block 15c.

Thus, if DP = 1, block 15c subtracts one (for the case where U=1) from p in the time

constant 2" which‘becomes 2"". If DP = 0, block 15c adds one to p in time constant 2",

which becomes 2?”. The choice of a time Constant‘of the form 2” facilitates calculations

and thus simplifies the structure ofblock 15c.

Block 15c includes several tests tn; ensure proper operation of the system. First,

CO must remain within defined limits. In a preferred embodiment, CO must not become

negative (CO _>_ 0) and it must not exceed a limit N (CO _<_ N), which is preferably seven.

In the instance in which CI and C0 are in the form 2", the upper limit N is the maximum

value for p.

The upper limit N may be constant, but is preferably variable. An optional input

Unit 15f includes a register of memory that enables the user, or controller 42 to vary N.

The consequence of increasing N is to increase the sensitivity of the system to detecting

displacement of pixels, whereas reducing N improves detection of high speeds. N may

be made to depend on PI'(N may vary on a pixel-by-pixel basis, if desired) in order to .

regulate the variation of L0 as a function of the lever of PI, i.e., Na}: = f(PIi,-¢), the

calculation of which is done in block 15f, which in this case would receive the value of PI

from video camera 13. s”

' Finally, a calculation block 15d receives, for each pixel, the new time constant

CO generated in block 15c, the pixel values PI of the incoming video signal S, and the

smoothed pixel value LI of the pixel in the previous frame from memory 16. Calculation

block 15d then calculates a new'smoothed pixel value L0 for the pixel as follows:

LO=LI + (PI - LI)/CO

Ifco = 2", then .

LO=l..I + (PI - LI)/2"°

where "po", is the new value of p calculated in unit 15c and which replaces previous

value of "pi" in memory 16.
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- The purpose .of the smoothing operation is to normalize variations in the value of

each piXel PI of the incoming video signal for reducing the variation differences. For

each pixel of the frame, temporal processing unit ‘15 retrieves LI and CI from memory

16, and generates new values LO (new smoothed pixel value) and CO (new time

5 constant). that are stored in memory 16 to replace LI and CI respectively. As shown in

Fig. 2, temporal processing unit 15 transmits the CO and DPvalues for each pixel to

spatial processing unit 17 through the delay unit 18.

The capacity of memory 16 assuming that there are R pixels in a frame, and

therefore 2R pixels per complete image, must be at least 2R(e+t) bits, where e is the

10 number ofbits required to store a single pixel value LI (preferably eight bits), and f is the

number of bits required to store a single time constant CI (preferably 3 bits). If each

video image is composed ofga single frame (progressive image), it is sufficient to use

R(e+f) bits rather than 2R(e4t) bits.

Spatial processing unit 17 is used to identify an area in relative movement in the

 
is; 15 ' images from camera 13 and to determine the speed and oriented direction of the

E: ' ' movement. Spatial processing unit 17, in conjunction with delay unit 18, co-operates

E with a control unit 19 that is controlled by clock 20, which generates clock pulse HP at

w the pixel frequency. Spatial processing unit ‘17 receives signals DPij and COij (where i

and j correspond to the x and y coordinates of the pixel) from temporal processing unit

20 15 and processes these signals as discussed below. Whereas temporal processing unit 15

processes pixels within each frame, spatial processing unit 17 processes groupings of

pixels within the frames.

Fig. 5 diagrammatically shows the temporal processing of successive '

corresponding frame sequences TR;, TR; TR; and the spatial processing in the these

25 frames of a pixel Pl with Co'ordinates x, y, at times t., t2, and t;. A plane in Fig. 5

‘ corresponds to the spatial processing of a frame, whereas the superposition of frames

corresponds to the temporal processing of successive frames.

Signals DPij and C03 from temporal processing unit 15 are distributed by spatial

processing unit 17 into a first matrix 21 containing a number of rows and columns much

30 smaller than the number of lines L of the frame and the number of pixels M per line.

B
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Matrix'21 preferably'includes 21+ 1 lines along the y axis and 2m+l columns along the x
axis (in Cartesian coordinates), where l and m are small integer numbers.
Advantageously, l and m are chosen to be powers of 2, where for example I is equal to 2a .

and m is equal to 2", a and b being integer numbers of about 2 to 5, for example. To
5 simplify the drawing and the explanation, m will be taken to be equal to 1 (although it

may be different) and m=1=23=8. In this case, matrix 21 will have 2 x 8 + 1 = 17 rows

and 17 columns. Fig. 4 shows a portion of the 17 rows Y0, Y1,..‘. Y”, Y”, and 17

columns X0, X1, X15, X15 which form matrix 21.
 
 

 
 

of all Dngt and C091 values w’ be included in matrix 21, since the frame is much larger,

having L lines and M pix per row (e.g., 312.5 lines and 250-800 pixels), depending
upon the TV standard u d. ‘

In order to distinguish the L x M matrix of the incoming video signal from the 1 x

m matrix 21 of spatial processing unit 17,. the indices i and j will be used to represent the

coordinates of the former matrix and the indices x and y will be used to represent the

coordinates of the latter. At a given instant, a pixel with an instantaneous value P1,}, is

- characterized at the input of the spatial processing unit 17 by signals DPijt and C05,}. The

(21H ) x (2m + 1) matrix 21 is formed by scanning each of the L x M matrices for DP

20 and CO. ‘-
In matrix 21, each pixel is defined by a row number between 0 and 16 (inclusive),

for rows Yo to .Y“ respectively, and a column number between 0 and 16 (inclusive), for

columns X0 to X16 respectively, in the case in which I = m = 8. In this case, matrix 21

will be a plane of 17 x 17 = 289 pixels.

25 In Fig. 4, elongated horizontal rectangles Yo to Y“; (only four of which have been

shown, i.e., Y0, Y1, Y” and Y“) and vertical lines X0 to X15 (of which only four have

been shown, i.e., X0, X1, X1, and X15 ) illustrate matrix 21 with 17 x 17 image points or

pixels having indices defined at the intersection of an ordinate row and an abscissa

column. For example, the Pas is at the intersection of column 8 and row 8 as illustrated

30 in Fig. 4 at position g, which is the center of matrix 21.

1e
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In response to the HP and BL signals from clock 20 (Fig. 2), a rate control or

sequencing unit 19: i) generates a line sequence signal SL at a frequency equal to the

quotient of 13.5 MHZ (for an image with a corresponding number of pixels) divided by q
the number of columns per frame (for example 400) to delay unit 18, ii) generates a

frame signal SC, the frequency of which is equal to the quotient 13.5/400 MHZ divided

by the number of rows in the video image, for example 3125, iii) and outputs the HP

clock signal. Blanking signal BL is used to render sequencing unit 19 non-operational

during synchronization signals in- the input image.

A delay unit 18 carries out the'distribution of portions of the L x M matrix into

matrix 21. Delay unit 18 receives the DP, CO, and incoming pixel S(PI) signals, and

distributes these into matrix21 using clock signal HP and line sequence and column

sequence signals SL and SC.

In order to form matrix 21‘ from the incoming stream of DP and CO signals, the

successive row, Yo to Ym for the DP and CO signals must be delayed as follows:

row Yo - not delayed; .

row Y1 - delayed by the duration of a frame line TP;

row Y2 - delayed by 2 TP;

and so on until

row Y‘s - delayed by 16 TP.

The successive delays of the duration of a frame row TP, are carried out in a

cascade of sixteen delay circuits r|,r2,...r16 that serve rows Y1_Y2...Y16, respectively, row

Yo being served directly by the DP and CO signals without any delay upon arriving from

temporal processing unit 15. All delay circuits r.,r2,...r16 may be built up by a delay line

with sixteen outputs, the delay imposed by any section thereof between two successive

outputs being constant and equal to TP.

Rate control unit 19 controls the scanning of the entire L x M frame matrix over

matrix 21. The circular displacement of pixels in a row of the frame matrix on the 17 x

17 matrix, for example from X, to X"; on row Yo, is done by a cascade of sixteen shift

registers d on each of the 17 rows from Yo to Y", (giving a total of 16 x 17 = 272 shift

registers) placed in each row between two successive pixel positions, namely the register

I 92-
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do. between positions P100 and P10, register doz between positions P101, and PI02, etc
Each register imposes a delay TS equal to the time difference between two successive
pixelsin a row or line, using column sequence signal SC. Because rows 11, 12.. .'117in a

frame TR] (Fig. 1), for S(Pl) and for DP and CO, reach delay unit 18 shified by TP
5 (complete duration of a row) one after the other, and delay unit 18 distributes them with

gradually increasing delays of TP onto rows Y0, Y1 Yn', these rows diSplay the DP

and CO signals at a given time for rows 1,,12 In in the same frame portion. Similarly in
a given row, e.g., 1;, successive pixel signals a”, a;,2 arrive shifted by TS and, shift
registers d impose a delay also equal to TS. As a result, the pixels of the DP and CO

signals in a given row Yo to Yrs in matrix 21, are contemporary, i.e., they correspond to
the same frame portion.

The signals representing the C05 and DPs in matrix 21 are available at a given
instant on the 16 x 17 = 272 outputs of the shift registers, as well as upstream of the
registers ahead of the l7_rows, i.e., registers d0_|, d”... d1“, which makes a total of 16 x

.17 + 17 = 17x 17 outputsfor the 17 x 17 positions Po,o,Po,1,...Pg.s...P.5,16.
In order to better understand the process of spatial processing, the system will be

 
described with respect to a small matrix M3 containing 3 rows and 3 columns where the

3 central element of the 9 elements thereof is pixel g with coordinates x = 8, y = 8 as
w illustrated below:K I

20 /~_ . a b c

26L} d e f (M3) ‘“
> g hi

 
 

 
identified using the Freeman cod illustrated in Fig. 6, the directions being coded 0 to 7

starting from the x axis, in steps f 45-, _In the Freeman code, the eight possible oriented
directions, may be represented a 3-bit number since 23 = 8.

Considering matrix M3, the 8 directions of the Freeman code are as follows:
30
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3 2 1

4 e O

5 6 7

Returning to matrix 21 having 17 x 17 pixels, a calculation unit 17a examines at

the same time various nested square second matrices centered on g, with dimensions 15 x

15,13 x13,11x11, 9 x 9, 7 x 7, 5 x 5 and 3 x 3, within matrix 21,‘the 3 x 3 matrix

being the M3,matrix mentioned above. Spatial processing unit 17 detemtines which

matrix is the smallest in which pixels with DP = 1 are aligned along a straight line which

determines the direction of movement ofthe aligned pixels.

For the aligned pixels in the matrix, the system determines if CO varies on each

side of the central position in the direction of alignment, from +a in an oriented direction

and -a in the opposite oriented direction, where l<a<N. For example, if positions g, e,

and c of M3 have values -1, 0, +1, then a displacement. exists in this matrix from right to

left in the (oriented) direction 1 in the Freeman code (Fig. 6). However, positions g, e,

and c must at the same time have DP = l. The displacement speed of the pixels in motion

is greater when the matrix, among the 3 x 3 to 15 x 15 nested matrices, in which CO

varies from +1 or -1 between two adjacent positions along a direction is larger. For

example, if positions g, e, and c in the 9 x 9 matrix denoted M9 have values - 1, 0, +1 in

oriented direction 1, the displacement will be faster than for values -1, 0, +1 in 3 x 3

matrix M3 (Fig. 7). The smallest matrix for which a line meets the test of DP=l ft; the

pixels in the line and CO varies on each side of the central position in the direction of

alignment, from +a in an oriented direction and -a in the opposite oriented direction, is

chosen as the principal line of interest.

Within a given matrix, a greater value of ACO indicates slower movement. For

example, in the smallest matrix, i.e., the 3x3 matrix, CO=A2 with DPs=l determines

subpixel movement i.e. one half pixel ‘ per image, and CO=A3, indicates slower'

movement, i.e. one third of a pixel per image. In order to reduce the calculation power

in the system and to simplify the hardware, preferably only those values of C0 which are

symmetrical relative to the central pixel are considered.
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Since CO is represented as a power of 2 in a preferred embodiment, an extended

range of ‘speeds may be identified using only a few bits for CO, while still enabling

identification of relatively low speeds. Varying speed may be detected because, for

example -2, 0, +2 in positions g, e, c in 3 x 3 matrix M3 indicates a speed half as fast as

the speed corresponding to 1, 0, +1 for the same positions in matrix M3.

ed on the results to remove uncertainties. The 

 

 

Two tests are preferably perfo

st test chooses the strongest variat' n, in other words the highest time constant, if

there are variations of CO along sev ral directions in one of the nested matrices. The

second test arbitrarily chooses one two (or more) directions .along which the variation

of CO is identical, for example by choosing the smallest value of the Freeman code, in

the instance when identical lines f' motion are directed in a single matrix in different

directions. This usually arises w, n the actualdirection of displacement is approximately

between two successive coded directions in the Freeman code, for example between

directions 1 and 2 correspondi g to an (oriented) direction that can be denoted 1.5 (Fig.

6) of about 67.5- with the x

The scanning of an entire frame of the digital video signal S preferably occurs in

3 direction (direction 0 in the Freeman code).

the following sequence. The first group of pixels considered is the first 17 rows or lines

of the frame, and the first 17 columns of the frame. Subsequently, still for the first 17

rows of the frame, the matrix is moved column by column from the left of the frame to

the right, as shown in Fig. 5, i.e., from portion TM. at the extreme left, then TMz offset

by one column with respect to TM}, until TMM (where M is the number of pkEIS per

frame line or row) at the extreme right. Once the first 17 rows have been considered for

each column from lefi to right, the process is repeated for rows 2 to 18 in the frame.

This process continues, shifting down one row at a time until the last group of lines at

the bottom of the frame, i.e., lines L - 16 L (where L is the number of lines per frame)

are considered.

Spatial processing unit 17 generates the following output signals for each pixel: i)

a signal V repreSenting thedisplacement speed for the pixel, based upon the amplitude of

the maximum variation of CO surrounding the pixel, the value of which may be, for

example, represented by an integer in the range 0 - 7 if the Speed is in the form of a
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power. of 2, and therefore may be stored in 3 bits, ii) a signal DI representing the

direction of displacement of the pixel, which is calculated from the direction of maximum
variation, the value of DI being also preferably represented by an integer in the range 0 -

' 7 corresponding to the Freeman code, stored in 3 bits, iii) a binary validation signal VL

which indicates whether the result of the speed and oriented direction is valid, in order to

be able to distinguish a valid output with V = O and D1 = 0, from the lack of an output
due to an incident, this signal being 1 for a valid output or 0 for an invalid output, iv) a

time constant signal CO, stored in 3 bits; for example, and v) a delayed video signal SR
consisting of the input video signal S delayed in the delay unit. 18 by 16 consecutive line

durations TR and therefore by the duration of the distribution of the signal S in the 17x

17 matrix 21, in order to obtain a video signal timed to matrix 21, which may be

displayed on a television set or monitor. Also output are the clock signal HP, line

sequence signal SL and column sequence signal SC from control unit 19.

Nested hexagonal matrices (Fig 8) or an inverted L—shaped matrix (Fig. 9) may

be substituted for the nested rectangular matrices in Figs. 4 and 7. In the case shown in

Fig. 8, the nested matrices (in which only the most central matrices MRI and MR2 have

been shown) are all centered on point MRO which corresponds to the central point of

matrices M3, M9 in Fig. 7. The advantage of a hexagonal matrix system is that it allows

the use of oblique coordinate axes x., y., and a breakdown into triangles with identical

sides, to carry out an isotropic speed calculation. _
The matrix in Fig. 9 is composed of a single row (Lu) and a single column (Cu)

starting from the central position MR..'In which the two signals DP and CO respectively
are equal to "l" for DP and increase or decrease by one unit for CO, if movement
occurs.

If movement is in the direction of the x coordinate, the CO signal is identical in

all positions (boxes) in column Cu, and the binary signal DP is equal to l in all positions

in row L“, from the origin MR,” with the value CO“, up to the position in which C0 is

equal to CO“ +1 or -1 inclusive. ‘If movement is in the direction of the y coordinate, the

CO signal is identical in all positions (boxes) in row Lu, and the binary signal DP is equal

to 1 in all positions in column Cu, from the origin MR.., with the value CO“, up to the

.2)
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positionin which CO is equal to CO“, +1 or -I inclusive. If movement is oblique relative

to the x and y coordinates, the binary signal DP is equal to l and CO is equal to CO“ in

positions (boxes) of]... and inpositions (boxes) of C.., the slope being determined by the!

perpendicular to the line passing through the two positions in which the signal COu

5 changes by the value of one unit, the DP signal always being equal to 1.

 

 
 

 

 

 

' . 9 shows the case in which = I and COu changes value by one unit in the

specific positions Lu; and Cug and ndicates the corresponding slope Pip. In all cases,

the displacement speed is a function , f the position in which CO changes value by one
unit. If CO changes by one unit in or Cu only, it corresponds to the value of the CO

10 variation position. If CO changes y one unit in a position in LH and in a position in C“,

the speed is proportional to the istance between MR" and Ex (intersection of the line

perpendicular to Cu- 1.,u passing t ough MR“).

Fig. 10 shows an imaging device with sensors located at the intersections of

concentric lines c and radial lines d that correspond to the rows and columns of a

15 rectangular matrix imaging device. The operation of such an imaging device is

controlled by a circular scanning sequencer. In this embodiment, angular sector shaped n
 

x n matrices MC are formed, (a 3x3 matrix MC3 and a 5x5 matrix MCS are shown) and

except for sequencing difi‘erences, the matrices are processed identical to the square

93%
:54.
s:
3"“:

F a;:2.

:3:
matrix embodiments discussed above.

“31‘“12’Sa‘“
20 As shown in Figs. Ill-l6, spatial and temporal processing unit ll is used in.

connection with a histogram processor 22a for identifying objects within the input‘signal

based upon user specified criteria for identifying such objects. A bus Z-Zi (See Figs. 2,

11 and 12) transfers the output signals of spatial and temporal processing unit 11 to

histogram processor 22a. Histogram processor 22a generates composite output signal

25 ZH which contains information on the areas in relative movement in the scene. .
Referring to Fig. 12, histogram processor 22a includes a bus 23 for

communicating signals between the various components thereof, for receiving input

commands from a controller 42 and for transmitting output signals to controller 42.

Histogram formation and processing blocks 24 - 29 receive the various input signals, i.e.,

30' delayed digital video signal SR, speed V, oriented directions (in Freeman code) DI, time
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constant CO, first aXis x(m) and second axis y(m), which are discussed in detail below.

The function of each histogram formation block is to enable a histogram to be formed for

the domain associated with that block. _ For example, histogram formation block 24
receives the delayed digital video signal SR and enables a histogram to be formed for the

luminance values of the video signal. Since the luminance of the signal will generally be

represented by a number in the range of 0-255, histogram formation block 24 is

preferably a memory addressable with 8a bits, with each memory location having a

sufficient number of bits to correspond to the number of pixels in a frame.

Histogram formation block 25 receives speed signal ‘V and enables a histogram to

be formed for the various speeds present/in a frame. In a preferred embodiment, the
speed is an integer in the range 0-7. Histogram formation block 25 is then preferably a

memory addressable with 3 bits, with each memory location having a sufficient number

of bits to correspond to the number of pixels in a frame.

Histogram formation block 26 receives oriented direction signal DI and enables a

histogram to be formed for the oriented directions present in a frame. In a preferred

embodiment, the oriented direction is an'integer in the range 0-7, corresponding to the

Freeman code. Histogram formation block 26 is then preferably a memory addressable

with 3 bits, with each memory location 3having"‘a sufficient number of bits to correspond

to the number of pixels in a frame. g

Histogram formation block 27 receives time constant signal CO and enables a

histogram to be formed for the time constants of the pixels in a frame. In a prbferred

embodiment, the time constant is an integer in, the range 0-7. Histogram formation block

27 is then preferably a memory addressable with 3 bits, with each memory location

having a sufficient number ofbits to correspond to the number of pixels in a frame.

Histogram formation blocks 28 and 29 receive the’x and y positions respectively

of pixels for which a histogram is to be formed, and form histograms for such pixels, as

discussed in greater detail below. Histogram formation block 28 is preferably

addressable with the number of bits corresponding to the number of pixels in a line, with

each memory location having a sufficient number of bits to correspond to the number of

lines in a frame, and histogram formation block 29 is preferably addressable with the
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number of bits corresponding to the number of lines in a frame, with each memory
location having a sufiicient number ofbits to correspond to the number of pixels in a line.

Referring to Figs. 12 and 14, each of the histogram formation blocks 24 7- 29 has
an associated validation block 30 - 35 respectively, which generates a validation signal ’

V1 - V6 respectively. In general, each of the histogram formation blocks 24-29 is

identical to the others and functions in the same manner. For. simplicity, the invention

will be described with respect to the operation of histogram formation block 25, it being

appreciated that the remaining'histogram formation blocks operate in a like manner.

Histogram fermation block 25. includes a histogram forming portion 25a, which forms

the histogram for that block, and a classifier 25b, for selecting the criteria of pixels for

which the histogram is to be formed. Histogram forming portion 25a andiclassifier 25b

operate under the control of computer software in an integrated circuit (not shown), to

extract certain limits of the histograms generated by the histogram formation block, and

to control operation of the various components of the histogram formation units.

Referring to Fig. 14, histogram forming portion 25a includes a memory 100,

which is preferably a cenventional digital memory. In the case of histogram formation

block 25 which forms a histogram of speed, memory 100 is sized to have addresses 0-7,

each of which may store up to the number cf pixels in an image. Between frames,

memory 100 is initiated, i.e., cleared of all memory, by setting init=l in multiplexers 102

and 104. This hasthe effect, with respect to multiplexer 102 of selecting the "0" input,

which is output to the Data in line of memory 100. At the same time, settingw‘niFl

causes multiplexer 104 to select the Counter input, which is output to the Address line of

memory 100. The Counter input is connected to a counter (not shown) that counts

through all of the addresses for memory 100, in this case OSaddresss7. This has the

efi‘ect of placing a zero in allmemory addresses of memory 100. Memory 100 is
preferably cleared during the blanking interval between each-frame. After memory 100 is

cleared, the init line is set to zero, which in the case of multiplexer 102 results in the

content of the Data line being sent to memory 100, and in the case of multiplexer 104

results in the data from spatial processing unit 117, Le, the V data, being sent to the

Address line of memory 100.
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\gClassifier 2513 enables only dat
Sail“? c ‘a‘fi fitrther, meaning to possib

histogram formation blocks 24-29.

having selected classification criteria to be » 
 

 

 

 

 

be included in the histograms formed by

r example, with respect to speed, which is

preferably a value in the range of 0-7, Iassifier 25b may be set to consider only data

5 within a particular speed category or c egories, e.g., speed 1, speeds 3 or 5, speed 3-6,
etc. Classifier 25b includes a register 06 that enables the classification criteria to be set

by the user, or by a separate-comput program. By way of example, register 106 will

include, in the case of speed, eight re isters numbered 0-7. By setting a register to "l",

e.g., register number 2, only data th meets the criteria‘ofthe selected class, e.g., speed

10 2, will result in a classification outp t of "1". Expressed mathematically, for any given
at, register in which R(k) = b, where is the register number and b is the vboolean value

stored in the register:

' utput= R(data(V))

So for a data point V of magni de 2, the output of classifier 25b willbe "1" only if
aif"n2,“um;twa-‘my".2timeits.Irma?tailwas
if

G R(2)=l. The Classifier associate with histogram formation block 24 preferably has 256

registers, one register for eac possibleluminance value of the image. The classifiermg,Fig,1,,gm, rim?

associated with histogram fo ation block 26 preferably has 8 registers, one register for

each possible direction value. The classifier associated with histogram formation block

is 27 preferably has 8 registers, ne register for each possible value of CO. The classifier

20 associated with histogram rmation block 28 preferably has the same number of

registers as the number of pi els per line. Finally, the classifier associated with histogram

formation block 29 preferab y has the same number of registers as the number of lines

per frame. The output of ea h classifier is communicated to each of the validation blocks

30-35 via bus 23, in the case of histogram formation blocks 28 an 29, through

combination unit 36, which ill .be discussed further below.

 
 

lidation units 30-35 receiv the classification information in parallel from all

 

sification units in histogram form tion blocks 24 - 29. Each validation unit generates

a validation signal which is commu ' ated to its associated histogram formation block 24

- 29. The validation signal dete ° es, for each incoming pixel, whether the histogram

30 formation block will utilize that pix l informing it histogram. Referring again to Fig. 14,
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which shows histogram formation block 25, alidation unit 31 includes a register block

108 having a register associated with each hi ograrn formation block, or more generally, 

 

 

 

a register associated with each data domai that the system is capable of processing, in

this case, luminance, speed, direction, CO and x, and y position. The content of each

controller. Each~validation unit receive v' bus 23 the output of each of the classifiers, in

this case numbered 0 p, keeping in‘ ‘nd that for any data domain, e.g., speed, the

output of the classifier for that data do ain will only be "1" if the particular data point
being considered is in the claSs of the registers set to "1" in the classifier for that data

10 domain. The validation signal from ach validation unit will only be '11" if for each

register in the validation unit that is set to "1", an input of "1" is received from the

classifier for the domain of that regis r. This may be expressed as follows:

out = (it—10 + Rego). (i 11 + Regl) (7;, + Regn )(ino + in, +... in") 
.. 15 where Reg; is‘ the register in the va dation unit associated with input ino. Thus, using the

classifiers in combination with v lidatibn units 30 - 35, the system may select for
 

processing only data points in a y selected classes within any selected domains. Fora“
:1”.:3.i I?
eat
:34
3;"

example, the system may be use to detect only data points having speed 2, direction 4,

nun:“wk“"4 fin and luminance 125 by setting e h of the following registers to "1": the registers in the

20 validation units for speed, dir tion, and luminance, register 2 in the speed classifier,

register 4 in the direction class' er, and register 125 in the luminance classifier. In order

to form those pixels into a b ck, the registers in the validation units for the x and y

directions would be set to "l" as well.

 

 

 

 
 

 

erring again to Fig. 13, validati ’ signal V2 is updated on a pixel-by-pixel

If, for a particular pixel, validation signal V2 is ”1", adder 110 increments the

output of memory 109 by one. If, for a particular pixel, validation signal V2 is "0",

adder 100 does not increments the outpu of memory. In any case, the output of adder
100 is stored in memory 100 at the addr‘ 5 corresponding to the pixel being considered.

For example, assuming that memory 1 is used to form a histogram of speed, which

30 may be categorized as speeds 0-7 and where memory . 100 will include 0-7

_ corresponding memory locations, if a xel with speed 6 is received, the address input to

2c
SUBS '
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multiplexor 104 through the dat line will be 6. Assuming that validation signal V2 is

"l", the content in memory at cation 6 will be incremented. Over the course of an

 

image, memory 100 will conta' a histogram of the pixels for the image in the category

associated with the memory. f, for a particular pixel, validation signal V2 is "0" because

5 that pixel is not in a catego for which pixels are to be counted (e g., because that pixel

does not have the correct, rection, speed, or luminance), that pixel will not be used in

forming the histogram.

For the histogram formed in memory 100, key characteristics for that histogram

are simultaneously computed-in a unit 112. Referring to Fig. 14, unit 112 includes

memories for each of the key characteristics, which include the minimumflVflN) of the
histogram, the maximum (MAX) of the histogram, the number of points (NBPTS) in the histogram, the position (POSRMAX) of the maximum of the histogram, and the number

of points (RMAX) at the maximum of the histogram. These characteristics are

iv“ determined in parallel with the formation of the histogram as follows:

_3 15 , For each pixel with a validation signal V2 of "1 "z

w (a) if the data value of the pixel < MIN (which is initially set to the maximum

i: possible value of the histogram), then write data value in MIN;

3» (b) ifthe data value of the pixel > MAX (which is initially set to the minimum
possible value of the histogram), then write data value in MAX;

20 (c) if the content of memory 100 at the address of the data value of the pixel

> RMAX (which is initially set to the minimum possible value of the histogram), ‘then i)

write data value in POSRMAX and ii) write the memory output in RMAX._

(d) increment NBPTS (which is initially set to zero).

At the completion of the formation of the histogram in memory 100 at the end of

25 each frame, unit 112 will contain important data characterizing the histogram. The

histogram in each memory 100, and the characteristics of the histogram in units 112 are '

read during the scanning spot of each frame byncontroller 42, and the memories 100 are

cleared and units 112 are re-initialized for processing the next frame.
 

 

 
The system of the invention in udes a semi-graphic masking function to select

> o be considered by the'system Fig. ‘16 shows a typical. image 53 consisting of

. ,qu
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pixels arranged in a Q x’R matrix, w ch is divided into sub-matrices 51 each having a

dimension Of 3 x I, wherein each s x sub-matrix includes s x 1 number of pixels of the

image. Each sub- matrix shown in F g. 17 is a 3x4 matrix. In a preferred embodiment,

s=9 and (=12, although any appropri te sub-matrix size may be used, if desired, including ,
1 x 1. Referring to Fig. 12, histogra processor 22a includes a semi-graphic memory 50,

which includes a one-bit memory cation corresponding to each s x 1 matrix. For any

given sub-matrix551, the correspo ding bit in memory 50 may be set ‘to "O", which has
the effect of ignoring all pixels in uch sub-matrixllSO', or may be set to "1" in which case

all pixels in such sub-matrix will be considered in forming histograms. Thus, by using

semi-graphic memory 50, it is p sible to limit those areas of the image to be considered

during histogram formation. F r example, when an image of a road taken by a camera

facing forward on a vehicle is ed to detect the lanes of the road, the pixel information
 of the road atvthe farthestdis nces from the camera generally does not contain usefiJl

information. Accordingly, in uch an application, the semi- graphic memory is used to

mask off the distant portion of the road by setting semi-graphic memory 50 to ignore

such pixels. Alternatively, he portion of the road to be ignored may be masked by
setting the system to track ixels only within a detection box that excludes the undesired
area of the screen, as disc sed below. .

In operation, for any pixel under consideration, an AND operation is run on the

validation signal fer such pixel and the content of semi-graphic memory 50 for the sub-

matrix in which that pixel is located. If the content of semi-graphic memory 50 for the
sub-matrix in which that pixel is located contains "0", the AND operation will yield a "0"

and the pixel will be ignored, otherwise the piXel will be considered in the usual manner.

It is foreseen that the AND operation may be run on other than the validation signal,

with the same resultant functionality. Also, it is foreseen that memory 50 may be a frame

size memory, with each pixel being independently selectable'in the semi-graphic memory.
This would enable any desired pixels of the image to be considered or ignored as desired.

Semi-graphic memory 50 is set by controller 42 via data bus 23. I

Fig. 16 shows an example of the successive classes C1, C2...C...1, Cn, each

representing a particular velocity, for a hypothetical velocity histogram, with their being
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categOrization for up to 16 velocities (15 are shown) in this example. Also shown is

envelope ,3 8, which is a smoothed representation of the histogram.

 
In order to locate the'position of an ject having user specified criteria within.

 
the image, to localize this area, d/or to determine its speed and oriented direction.

Because the area in relative mov ent may be in an observation plane along directions x

and y which are not necessarily rthogonal, as discussed below with respect to Fig. 18, a
 

data change block 37 may be ed to convert the x and y data to orthogonal coordinates.

'” 15 Data change block 37 recei s orientation signals x(m)‘ and y(m)1 for x(m)o and y(m)o

.2; axes, as well as pixel cloc signals HP, line sequence and column sequence signals SL

and SC (these three sign 5 being grouped together in bundle F in Figs. 2, 4, and 10) and
generates the orthogon x(m)1 and y(m). signals that are output to histogram formation

blocks 28 and 29 resp ctively.

  

 

XMIN and XMAX values in a user-pro ammable memory in x-direction histogram

formation unit 28 or in linear combination units 30-35. Any pixels outside of this class

25 will not be processed. Similarly, y-direct' n histogram formation unit 29 may be set to

process pixels only in a class of pixels de ned by boundaries YMIN and YMAX. This is

accomplished by setting the YMIN and values in a user-programmable memOry

in y-direction histogram formation uni 29 or in linear combination units 30-35. Thus,

the system can process pixels only i a defined rectangle by setting the XMIN and

30 XMAX, and YMIN and YMAX valu s as desired. Of course, the classification criteria
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and validation criteria from the other is'togram formation units may be set in order to

form histograms of only selected class 5 of pixels in selected domains within the selected

rectangular area. The XMIN and memory locations have a sufficient number of

bits to represent the maximUm numb r of pixels in the x dimension of the image under

5 consideration, and the YMIN and memory locations have a sufficient number of

bits to represent the maXimum nu ber of pixels in the y dimension the image under

10 represent the maximum numbe of pixels along the diagonal of the image under
consideration (the distance from Origin" to "Stop" in Fig. 15). In this way, the system

may be used to search within a ser-defined rectangle along a user-defined rotated axis

system.

In order for a pixel PI(a,b) to be considered in the formation of x and y direction

15 histograms, Whether on the orthogonal coordinate axes or along rotated axes, the

conditions XMIN<a<XMAX and YMIN<b<YMAX must be satisfied. The output of

these tests may be ANDed with the validation signal so that if the conditions are not

satisfied, a logical "0" is ANDed with the validation signal for the pixel under

 
“" consideration, thereby avoiding consideration of the pixel in the formation of x and y

20 direction histograms.

Fig. 13 diagrammatically r resents the envelopes of histograms—38 and

604.16. 39, respec ° x and y coordinates, rvelocity data. In this example, xM and w
maxima of the two histograms 38 and 39,

 

 

 
 resent the x and y coordinates of t

whereas I, and lb for the x axis and lc and d for the y axis represent the limits of the range

25 of significant or interesting speeds, 1. an 1.; being the longer limits and lb and 14 being the

upper limited of the significant portion of the histograms. Limits 1., lb, 1c and la may be

set by the user or by. an application pro ram using the system, may be set as a ratio of the

maximum of the histogram, e.g., x 2, or may be set as otherwise desired for the

particular application.
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The vertical lines L. and Lb of abscissas l, and 1., and the horizontal lines LC and L;

of ordi‘nals 1c and 1.; form a rectangle that surrounds the cross hatched area 40 of
significant speeds (for all x and y directions). A few smaller areas 41 with longer speeds,

exist close to the main area-40, and are typically ignored. In this example, all that is '

5 necessary to characterize the area with the largest variation of the parameter for the

histogram, the speed V in this particular‘case, is to identify the coordinates of the limits

L, lb, 16 and la and the maxima XM and YM, which may be readily derived for each

histogram from memory 100, the data in units 112, and the xy(m) data block.

Thus, the system of the invention generates in real time, histograms of each of the

Si 10 parameters being detected. Assuming that it were desired to identify an object with a

3 speed of "2" and a direction of "4", the validation units for speed and direction would be
re: set to "l", and the classifiers for speed "2"-and direction "4" would be set to "1". In

addition, since it is desired to locate the object(s) with this speed and direction on the

video image, the validation signals for histogram formation blocks 28 and 29, which

15 correspond to the x and y coordinates, would be set to "l" as well. In this way,

histogram formation blocks 28 and 29 wOuld form histograms of only the pixels with the 
selected speed and direction, in real-time. Using the information in the histogram, and

‘” especially POSRMAX, the object with the greatest number of pixels at the selected

speed and direction could be identified on the video image in real-time; More generally, '

20 the histogram formation blocks can localize objects in real-time meeting user-selected

criteria, and may produce an output signal if an object is detected. Alternatively, the

information may be transmitted, e.g., by wire, optical fiber or radio relay for remote

applications, to a control unit, such as unit lOa in Fig. l, which may be near or remote .

from spatial and temporal processing unit 11. 

 

 
 

 

 

‘While the system of the invention been described with respect to formation of

s using an orthogonal coordina e system defined. by the horizontal and vertical

axes of the video image, the system may be used to form histograms using non-

orthogonal axes that are user-defined V Figs, 15A and 153 show a method of using

rotation of the analysis axis to dete ne the orientation of certain points in an image, a

30 method which may be used, for exa pie to detect lines. In a preferred embodiment, the

‘3 l
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i x-axjs may be rotated in Up to 16 difi‘e entdirections (180°ll6), and the y-axis may be
independently rotated by up to 16 ifferent directions. Rotation of the axes is

accomplished using data line change bl ck 37 which receives as an input the user-defined .

10

 
Lia functionality described above, i cluding searching within user-defined rectangles (on the

rotated axes), forming histogr ms on the rotated axes, and searching using velocity,
direction, etc.

As discussed above, each histogram ‘formation unit calculates the following

15 values for its respective histogram.

MIN, MAX, NBPTS, RMAX, POSRMAX

Given that these values are calculated in real-time, the use of these values allows the

system to rapidly identify lines on an image.‘ While this may be accomplished in a

 
number of different ways, one of the easier methods is to calculate R, where R

20 =NBPTS/RMAX, i.e., the ratio of the number of points in the histogram to the number

of points in the maximal line. The smaller this ratio, i.e., the closer R approaches ILthe
more perpendicularly aligned the data points under consideration are with the scanning
axis.

Fig. 15A shows a histogram certain points under consideration, where the

 
 

 

 

 
the orientation of the points under nsideration. As the x-axis is rotated, the ratio R

increases, until, as shoWn in Fig. 'l , at approximately 45° the ratio R would reach a ‘

maximum. This indicates that the oints under consideration are most closely aligned

30 perpendicular to the 45° x-axis. n operation, on successive frames, or on the same

0t. f‘) '
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frame if multiple x-direction histo am formation units are available, it is advantageous

to calculate R at difi‘erent angles, .g., 33.75° and 57.25° (assuming the axes are limited

to 16 degrees of rotation), in or er to constantly ensure that R is at a minimum. For

applications in which it is desirab e to detect lines, and assuming the availability of 1,6 x- i

5 direction histogram formation u its, it is advantageous to carry out the calculation of R

simultaneously along all possi e axest‘o determine the anglewith the minimum R to

determine the direction of ori ntation‘bf the line. Because the x and y axes may be

rotated independently, the and y histogram formation units are capable of

simultaneously independently detecting lines, such as each side line of a road, in the same
manner.

 

 
 
 

As discussed above, the system 0 the invention may be used to search for objects

d area defined by XM , XMAX, YMIN and YMAX. Because moving

object may leave the bounded area the ystem preferably includes an anticipation fiinction

which enables XMIN, XMAX, YM and YMAX to be automatically modified by the

a; 15 system to compensate for the speed nd direction of the target. This is accomplished by

 

determining values for O-MVT, co esponding to orientation (direction) of movement of

the target within the bounded area using the direction histogram, and I-MVT,

corresponding to the intensity (velocity) of movement. .Using these parameters,

controller 42 may modify the va es of XMIN, XMAX, YMIN and YMAX on a frame-

20 by-frame basis to ensure that he target remains in the bounded box being searched.

 
These parameters also enable e system to determine when a moving object, egfa line,

that is being tracked base upon its axisof rotation, will be changing its axis of

orientation, and enable th system to anticipate a new orientation axis in‘ order to

maintain a minimized valu ofR.

Referring to Fig. 12-, a controlle 42, which is preferably a conventional 

 
' r-based controller, is used t control the various elements of the system

M and to enable user input of commands an controls, such as with a computer mouse and
vice. Components 11a and 22a, and controller

 

 
 

 

keyboard (not shown), or'other input

42, are preferably formed on a ingle integrated circuit. Controller 42 is in

30 communication with data bus 23, whi ' allows controller 42 to run a program to control

“2 «Z\

c2)
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various parameters that maybe set it the system and to analyze the results. In order to

select the criteria of pixels to be tracked, controller 42 may also directly control the

following: i) content of each regi er in classifiers 25b, ii) the content of each register in

validation units 31, iii) the con nt of XMIN, XMAX, YMIN and YMAX, iv) the

5 orientation angle of each of e ‘x and y axes, and v) semi-graphic memory 50.

Controller 42 may also retrieve i) the content of each memory 100 and ii) the content of

registers 112, in order to an yze the results of the histogram fon’nation process. In

addition, in general controller 42 may access and control all data and parameters used in

the system. 3

10 The system of the invention may be used to detect the. driver of a vehicle falling

asleep and to generate an alarm upon detection thereof. While numerous embodiments

of the invention will be described, in general the system receives an image of the driver

from a camera or the like and processes the image to detect one or more criteria of the 
’"i. eyes of the driver to determine when the driver's eyes are open and when they are closed.

in; 15 As discussed above, a wide-awake person generally blinks at relatively regular intervals

;-:3 of about 100 to 200 ms. When a person becomes drowsy, the length of each eye blink
an:V.

7.: increases to approximately 500 to 800 ms, with the intervals between blinks being“5::

iii}!3i“. becoming longerand variable. Using the information on the opening and closing of the

:n ii“hm}! driver‘s eyes, the system measuresthe duration of each blink and/or the intervals betweennun:m5,,0“
20 blinks to determine When the driver is falling asleep. This is possible because the video

signal coming from the sensor inuse, e.g., sensor 310 of Fig. 21, preferably generates 50

or 60 frames per second, i.e., a frame every 20 ms or 16.66 ms respectively. This makes

it possible for the system, which processes each image in real time, to distinguish

between blink lengths of 100 to 200 ms for an awake person from blink lengths of 500 to

25 800 ms for a drowsy person, i.e., a blink length of 5 to 10 frames for an awake person or

a blink length of 25 to 40 frames for a drowsy person, in the case of a 50 frames per

second video signal. v

The system of the invention uti zes a video camera or other sensor to receive '

  river T in order to dete when the driver is falling asleep. While various-

methods of positioning the sensor all be described, the sensor may generally be

354‘J
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position by any means and in any locati that permits acquisition of a continuous image

of the face'of the driver when seated i the driver's seat. Thus, it is foreseen that sensor

10 may be mounted to the vehicle or n the vehicle in any appropriate location, such as

in or on the vehicle dashboard, Stee ' g wheel, door, rearwiew mirror, ceiling, etc., to

5 enable sensor 10 to view- the face of e driver. An appropriate lens may be mounted on

the sensor 10 to give the sensor a w' er view if required to see drivers of diflferent'sizes.
 

 

 
 

Figs. 18 and 19 show a conventional ear-view mirror arrangement in which a

see ahead along direction 301 and rearward (via rays 302a and 302b)

through a rear-view mirror 303. _ Referring 0 Fig. 20, mirror 303 is attached to the

vehicle body 305 through a connecting arm 04 which enables adestment of vision axes

302a and 302b. Axes 302a and 302b ar generally parallel and are oriented in the

direction of the vehicle. Optical axis 306 which is perpendicular to the face 303a of£1a“.
E"

E? mirror 303, divides the angle formed by es 302a and 302b into equal angles a and b.

{W23““: Axis 307, which is perpendicular to axi 302b and therefore generally parallel to the

*1 15 attachment portion of vehicle body 305, efines an angle c between axis 307 and mirror

face 303a which is generally equal to ng‘les a and b. A camera or sensor 310 is

preferably mounted to the mirror by cans of a' bracket 299. The camera may be mounted in any desired position to en le the driver to have a clear view of the road

,m while enabling sensor 310 to acquire i ages of the face of the driver. Bracket 299 may

20 be an adjustable bracket, enabling th camera to be faced in a desired direction, i.e.,

toward the driver, or may be at a fix d orientation such that when the mirror is adjusted

by drivers of different sizes, the ca era continues to acquire the face of the driver. The

signal from the camera is communi ated to the image processing system, which operates
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'1

bracket 311, is oriented facing th driver using mechanical arrangement that enables

sensor 310 to receive an image oft e face of the driver when mirror 309 adjusted so that

the driver has a rear View of the vehicle. The mechanical arrangement consists of a '
Cardan type mechanical joint, w ich causes automatic adjustment of the bracket 31]

310a of sensor 310 receives th image of the face of the driver, i.e., optical axis 310b
remains aligned toward the hea of the driver. 1

Bracket 31] includes rods 31-2 and 313 that are movably coupled together by a

pivot pin 314a (Fig. 21) or a sleeve 314b (Fig. 22). Rod 312 is attached at one end to a

10 mounting portion of the vehicle 305. A pivot pin 315, which preferably consists of a ball

and two substantially hemispherical'caps, facilitates movement of mirror assembly 308.

Rod 312 extends through pivot pin 315, and attaches to rod 313 via a sleeve 314b or

another pivot pin 314a. At one’end, rod 313 rigidly supports bracket 311 on which

sensor 310 is mounted. Rod 313 extends through clamp 316 of mirror assembly 308 via

15 a hollow pivot 317. Pivot 317 includes a ball having a channel therethrough in which rod

313 is engaged, and which rotates in substantially hemispherical caps supported by clamp

316. The joint constantly maintains a desired angle between mirror 309 and bracket 311,

 
E thereby permitting normal adjustment of rear-view mirror 309 while bracket 311 adjusts
L" the direction of sensor 310 so that the face 310a of the sensor will receive an image of

20 the face of the drivers If desired, it is foreseen that sensor 310 may be mounted interior

to rear-view mirror assembly 308 at a fixed angle relative to the face 309a of the mirror

assembly, provided that sensor 310 is able to receive an image of the face of the driver

when the mirror is adjusted to drivers of different sizes. A wide angle lens may be

mounted to sensor 310 to better enable the sensor to be used under different adjustment

circumstances.

   
preferred embodiment, image processin system 319'is integrally constructed with sensor

30 310. Alternatively, image processing ystem 319 may be located exterior to mirror

1‘

’57,” C;M
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assembly 308 by means of conventio al lead wires. While controller 310 is preferably a

microprocessor, it is foreseen that c ntroller 310 may be an ASIC or simple controller

designed to perform the functio specified herein, particularly if the system is ,

embedded, e.g. contained in a mirro assembly or integral with a vehicle. A

Electroluminescent diodes 320 may be incorporated in mirror assembly 308 to

illuminate the face“ of the driver with infrared radiation when ambient light is insuflicient

for image processing system 319 to *determinevthe blinking characteristics of the driver.

When such diodes are in use, sensor 310, must be of the type capable cf receiving

infrared radiation. Illuminationof electroluminescent diodes 320 may be controlled 'by

controller 42 (Fig. 12) of image processing system 319, if desired. For example,

controller 42 may illuminate electroluminescent diodes 320 in the event that the

histograms generated by image processing system 319 do not contain sufficient useful

information to detect the features of the driver's face requ-ired,,e.g., NBPTS is below a

threshold. Electroluminescent diodes 320 may be illuminated gradually, if desired, and

may operate in connection with one or more photocells (not shown) that generate a

signal as to the ambient lighting near the driver, and which may be used to control

electroluminescent diodes 320, either alone or in combination with controller 42 or

another control circuit. If desired, an IR or other source of EMF radiation may be used

to illuminate the face of the driver at all times, provided that sensor 310 is compatible

with the illumination source. This eliminates many problems that may be associated with

the use of ambient lighting to detect drowsiness. t.
An optional alarm 322, which may be for example a buzzer, bell or other

notification means, may be activated by controller 42 upon detecting that the driver is.

falling asleep. All of the components contained in mirror assembly 308, and image

processing system 319, are preferably powered by the electrical system of the vehicle.

Image processing system 319 monitors the alertness cf the driver by detecting, in

real time and on a continuous basis, the duration of the blinks of the driver's eyes and/0r

intervals between blinks, and‘by triggering alarm 322 to wake Up the driver in the event

the driver is detected falling asleep. Image processing system'3l9 receives an image of ,

the face of the driver from sensor 310. The image may be of the complete face of the
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driver, or of a seleCted area of the driver's face that includes at least one eye of the

, driver.‘ Image processing system 319 is capable of detecting numerous criteria that are

associated with blinking eyes. These include any feature of the face that may be used to

discern the closing of an eye, including detection of the pupil, retina, white, eyelids, skin

-5 adjacent to the eye, and others. The eye may also be detected by detecting either

changes in the appearance of the eye when blinking or by detecting motion of the eyelid

during blinking. “

Referring to Fig. 30, as an initial step, the system of the invention preferably

detects the presence of a driver in the driver's seat (402). This may be accomplished in

10 any number of ways, such as by an electrical weight sensor switch in the driver's seat or

‘3‘”: by interfacing with a signal generated by the vehicle indicating that the vehicle is in use in

““ motion, e.g., a speed sensor, ,;a:. switch detecting that the vehicle is in gear, a switch

2*“ detecting that closing of the seat belt, etc. Upon detection of such a signal, the system

enters into a search mode for detecting the driver's face or driver's eye(s). Alternatively,

15 since the system is powered by the electrical system of the vehicle, and more preferably

by a circuit of the electrical system that is powered only when the vehicle is turned on, .

the system turns on only when the engine is turned on, and enters into a search mode in

which it operates until the face or eye(s) of the driver are detected. UpOn detection of a

driver in the vehicle (404), a Driver Present flag is set to "1" so that controller 42 is

 
20 aware of the presence of the driver.

  

 
 

  
 

 

m a manner that enables (or r uires) that the sensor be adjusted toward the

face of the driver prior to use, e.g., by djustment of the rear-view. mirror shown in Fig.

21, the system may activate an alarm ntil the sensor has acquired the face of the driver.

The driver may also be detected by using the image processing system to detect

ver entering the driver‘s seat. This ssumes that the'image processing system and
sensor 10 are already powered when th driver enters the vehicle, such as by connecting

the image processing system and sens ‘to a circuit of the vehicle electrical system that 
 

 

has constant power. Altematively, he system may be powered upon detecting the

30 vehicle door open, etc. When the d ver enters the driver's seat, the image from sensor

. :2) 5 .
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10 will be characteriZed by many pixel of the’image being in motion (DP=1), with CO

having a relatively high value, moving n a lateral direction away from the driver's door.

The pixels will also have hue charact '

 

 

stics of skin. In this embodiment, in a mode in

which the system is trying to detect the presence of the driver, controller 42 'sets the ,

5 validation units to detect movement f the driver into the vehicle by setting the histogram

formation units to detect moveme characteristic of a driver entering the driver's seat.

Most easily, controller 42 may se the validation units to detect DP=‘1, and analyze the

histogram in the histogram fo ation unit for DP to detect movement indicative of a

person entering the vehicle, e.g NBPTS exceeding a threshold.

Fig. ‘23 shows the field of view 23 of sensor 310 between directions 323a and

  
  the driver during driving are limite . Limitation of field 23 improves the sensitivity of   

 
the system since the driver's face ill be represented in the images received fi'om sensor

am 15 10 by a greater number of pixe , which improves the histogram formation process

discussed below.

”3:; In general‘the number of pixels in motion will depend upon the field of view of
g the sensor. The ratio of the number of pixels characteristic of a driver moving into the
2. vehicle to the total number of pixels in a frame is a fimction of the size of the field of

20 vision of the sensor. For a narrow field of view (a smaller angle between 3233 and 323b

in Fig. 23), a greater number, and possibly more than 50% of the pixels will be “in
movement” as the driver entersthe vehicle, and the threshold will be greater. For a wide

field of view (a greater angle between 323a and 323b in Fig. 23), a smaller number of
pixels. will be “in movement” as the driver enters the vehicle. The threshold is set

25 corresponding to the particular location and type of sensor, and based upon other

characteristics of the particular installation of the system. If NBPTS for the DP

histogram exceeds the threshold, the controller has detected the presence of the driver.

As discussed above, other characteristics of the driver entering the vehicle may be

detected by the system, including a high CO, hue, direction, etc., in any combinations, as

30 appropriate, to make the system more robust. For example, controller 42 may set the

/ ,
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linear combination units of the direction histogram formation unit to detect pixels moving

into the vehicle, may set the linear combination unit for CO to detect high values, and/or

may set the linear combination unit for hue to detect hues characteristic of human skin. -

Controller 42 may then set the'validation units to detect DP, CO, hue, and/or direction,

as appropriate. The resultant histogram may then“ be analyzed“ to detemiine whether
NBPTS exceeds a,threshold, which would indicate that the driver has moved. into the

driver's seat. It is foreseen that characteristics other than NBPTS of the resultant

histogram may be used to detect the presence of the driver, e.g., RMAX exceeding a

threshold.

When the driver has been detected, i.e., the Driver Present flag has been set to

“1", the system detects the face‘of the driver in the video signal and eliminates from

further processing those superfluous portions of the video signal above, below, and to

the right and left of the head of the driver. In the image of the drivers head, the edges ofI

the head are detected based upon movements of the head. The edges of the head will

normally be characterized by DP=I due to differences in the luminance of the skin and

the background, even due to minimal movements of the head while the head is still.

Movement of the head may be fiirther characterized by vertical movement on the top and

bottom edges of the head, and left and right moVement on the vertical edges of the head.

The pixels of the head in movement will also be characterized by a hue corresponding to

human skin and relatively slow movement as compared to eyelid movement for example.

Controller 42 preferably sets the linear combination unit of DP to detect DP=1 and sets

the linear combination unit for direction to detect vertical and horizontal movement only
(406). Optionally, the linear combination‘units for velocity and hue may be set to detect

low velocities and human skin hues to make the system more robust. Also, the linear

combination unit for CO may beset to eliminate the very fast movements characteristic

of eye blinking in order to- prevent the eyes from being considered at this stage of

processing during which the headis being detected Finally, controller 42 sets the
validation units for DP, direction, and x and y position to be "on" (406) Optionally, the

validation units for velocity, hue, and CO may be set "on" if these criteria are being

detected.

ato
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‘ As illustrated in Fig. 24, the pixe having the selected characteristics are formed 
 
 

ams 324x and 324y along axes Ox and 0y, i.e., horizontal and vertical

projections, respectively. Slight mo ements of the head of the driver having the

characteristics selected are indicated 5 ripples 327a, 327b, 327C and 327d, which are

 

 
 

 
 

 

5 shown in line form but which actual extend over a small area surrounding the periphery

of the head. Peaks 325a and 325 of histogram 324x, and 325C and 325d of histogram

coordinates 326a, 326b, 326C and 326d, a frame

, Xc, Xd, which generally correspond to the area in

324y delimit, by their respecti

bounded by straight lines Ya,

which the face V of the driv

10 324y from the histogram fo ation units, preferably during the blanking interval, and

detects the locations of pea 325a, 325b, 325a and 325d (408). In order to ensure that l
the head has been identifi

, located. Controller 42 reads the histograms 324x and

 
 

 
 

,' the distance between peaks 325a and 325b and between

peaks 325b and 325C are preferably tested to fall with a range corresponding to the

normal ranges of human h ad sizes.

Once the location of coordinates 326a, 326b, 326C and 326d has been

, the area surrounding the face 0 the driver is masked from further processing

(410). Referring to Fig. 25, this is ace plished by having controller 42 set XMIN,
XMAX, YMIN and YMAX to corresp nd to Xc, Xd, Ya, and Yb respectively. This

- masks the cross; hatched area surroun ing face V from fiirther consideration, which

 

 

 

20 helps to eliminate background movem nt from affecting the ability of the system to

detect the eye(s) of the driver. Thus, f r subsequent analysis, only pixels in central area

Z, framed by the lines Xc, Xd, Ya, Y and‘containing face V are considered. As an

alternative method of masking the are outside central area Z, controller 42 may set the

semi-graphic memory to mask ofi‘ t se areas. As indicated above, the semi-graphic

25 memory may be used to mask ofi‘ lected pixels of the image in individual or small

I rectangular groups. Since head V ' not rectangular, use of the semi-graphic memory

enables better masking around t reunded’ edges of the face to better eliminate

background pixels from fiirther co ideration.

The process of detecting the head of the driver and masking background areas is

30 repeated at regular intervals, and preferably once every ten frames or less. It is foreseen

/E
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that this process may be repeated every frame, if desired, particularly if more than one set

of histogram formation units is available [for use. Controller 42 may also compute
average values over time for coordinates 326a, 326b, 3266 and 326d and use these

values to set mask coordinates Xc, Xd, Ya, Yb, if desired. This will establish a nearly
, 5 fixed position for the frame over time.

  
 

OnCe the frame has been established, Centered-Face flag is set to “l " (412), and

er 42 initiates the proCess of reducin the frame size to more closely surround the

eyes of the driver. Referring to Fig. 26, i which fiame Z denotes the area bounded by

Ya, Yb, Xc, Xa' determined in the prio step, controller 42 initially uses the usual

10 anthropomorphic ratio between the zon of the eyes and the entire face for a human

being, especially in the vertical direction to reduce the area under consideration to cover

a smaller zone 2' bounded by lines 1"a, Y 'b, X’c and X’d that includes the eyes U of the
driver Thus, the pixels1n the outer ross—hatched area of Fig. 27is eliminated from
conSideration and only the area w thin frame Z’ is further considered. This is

15 accomplished by having controller 42 set. XMIN, XMAX, YMIN and YMAX to
correspond to X 'c, X ’d, Y 'a, and Y b respectively (414). This masks the pixels in the

area outside 2' from fiirther consid ation. Thus; for subsequent analysis, only pixels in

- area 2' containing eyes U are cons' ered. As an alternative method of masking the area

outside area 2', controller 42 may set the semi-graphic memory to mask off these areas.

20 It is foreseen that an anthropom rphic ratio may be used to set fi'ame 2 around only a

single eye, with detection of bli king being generally the same as described below, but

for one eye only.  
Once the area 2' is determined using the anthropomorphic ratio, a Rough Eye-

(Centering flag is set to “l" (416), and controller 42 performs the step of analyzing the

25 pixels within the area 2' to identify movement of the eyelids. . Movement of eyelids is

characterized by criteria that include high speed vertical movement of pixels with the hue

of skin. In general, within the area 2', formation of histograms for DP=1 maybe

sufficient to detect eyelid movement. This detection may be made more robust by

detection of high values of CO, by detection of vertical movement, by detection of high

30 velocity, and by. detection of hue. As an alternative to detection of hue, movement of the
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pixels of the‘eye may" be detected by detecting pixels with DP=1 that do not have the hue

of skin. This will enable detection of changes in the number of pixels associated with the

pupil, retina, iris, etc.

Controller 42 sets the linear combination unit for DP to detect DP=1 and sets the

S validation units for DP, and x and y position to be on (418). Optionally, thelinear

combination units and validation units may be set to detect other criteria associated with

eye movement, such as CO, velocity, and hue. Initially, controller 42 also sets XMIN,

XMAX, YMIN and YMAX to correspond to X ’c, X'd, ~Y’a, and Y ’b respectively.

Referring to Fig. 27, a histogram is formed of the selected criteria, which is analyzed by

10 controller 42 (420). If desired, a test is performed to ensure that the eyes have been

detected. This test may, for example, consist of ensuring that NBTS in the histogram

exceeds a threshold 6.g. 20% of the total number of pixels in the frame Y'a Y ’b, X’c, 
X 'd. Once the eyes have been detected an Eye-Detected flagis set to “l “ (422).

6m5willustrates histogram 28x alon axis 0x and histogram 28y along axis 0y
pixels with the selected criteria corr sponding to the dnver’ s eyelids, preferably

 
 

 

 

 

DP=1 with vertical movement. Controll 42 analyzes the histogram and determines

peaks 29a, 29b, 29c and 29d of the hi ogram. ‘ These peaks are used to determine
horizontal lines X“c and X"d and verti al lines Yl‘a and Y“b which define an area of 
movement of the eyelids Z”, the move cuts of the edges of which are indicated at 30a

20 and 30b for one eye and 30c and 30d» r the other eye (424). The position of the frame
bounded by Y"a, Y“b, X“c, X"d ispr ferably determined and updated by time-averaging

the values of peaks 29a, 29b, 29c an 29d, preferably every ten frames or less. Once the
eyes have been detected and frame " has been established an Eye Centered flag is set to

“l " (426) and only pixels within fr me Z” are thereafter processed.

25 Controller 42 then determines the lengths of the eye blinks, and, if applicable, the

time interval between successive blinks. Fig. 28 illustrates in a three-dimensional

orthogonal coordinate system: 0Q, which corresponds to the number of pixels in areal", .

having the selected criteria; To, which corresponds 'to the time interval between

successive blinks; and 02 which corresponds to the length of each blink. From this
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information, it is poSsible to determine when a driver is falling asleep. Two successive

blinks Cl and C2 are shown on Fig. 28.

Fig. 29A illustrates on curve C t e variation over time of the number of pixels in

aving the selected criteria, .g., DP = 1, ,wherein successive peaks P1, P2,
 P3 correspond to successive blinks. T is information is determined by controller42 by

reading NBPTS of the x and/or y histo ram formation units. Alternatively, controller 42

may analyze the x and/or y histogra s of the histogram formation ‘units (Fig. 27) to

detect peaks 29a and 2% and/or 9c and 29d, which over time will exhibit graph
characteristics similar to those show in Fig. 29A. ‘

Controller 42 analyzes the data in F g. 29A over time to determine the location

‘ng 0 peaks in the graph (428). T 5 may be done, for example, as shown in Fig.

  
298, by converting the graph shown“ in F g. 29A into a binary data stream, in which all

pixels counts over a threshold are set to ’l ", and all pixel counts below the threshold are

set to "0" (vertical dashes 31), in order 0 convert peaks P1, P2, P3 to framed rectangles

R1, R2 R3, respectively. Finally, Fig. 9B shows the lengths of each blink (5, 6, and 5
frames respectively for blinks P1, P2 d P3) and the time intervals (14 and 17 frames for

the intervals between blinks P1 and P V, and P2 and P3 respectively). This information is
determined by controller 42 through n analysis of the peak data over time.

Finally, controller 42 calculates the lengths of successive eye blinks and the

interval betweensuccessive blinks .(430). If the length of the blinks exceeds a threshold,

e.g., 350 ms, a flag is set to “l " indicating that the blink threshold has been exceeded. 7f _
the time interval between successive blinks is found to vary significantly over time, a flag

is set to "l" indicting a variable intervals between blinks. Upon setting the first flag,

which indicates that the driver is blinking at a rate indicative of falling asleep, controller

42 triggers alarm 322 for waking up the driver. The second flag may be used either to

generate an alarm in the same manner as with the first flag, or to reinforce the first flag

to, for example, increase the alarm sound level.

 

 
 

l - 36 show an alternati e method by which the generic image processing

tem may be used to detect a driver falling asleep. Initially, controller 42 is placed in a

search mode (350), in which contr ler 42 is scans the image 'to detect one or more

. fl;
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characteristics of the'face, and preferabl the nostrils of the nose. Nostrils are generally

shadowed, and as such are usually defi ed by low luminance. Referring to Fig. 31, the

area of the image is broken up into a n mber of sub-images 352, in this case six, labelled

A-F, which are sequentially analyzed controller 42 to locate the nostrils. As shown,

5 each of the sub-images 352 preferab overlaps each adjacent sub-image by an amount

353 equal to at least the normal combined width of the nostrils and the spacing

therebetween to minimize the likelih od of missing the nostrils while in‘the search mode.

Controller 42 sets XMIN, XMAX, YMIN, and YMAX to correspond to the first

sub-image A (354). Controller 42 then sets the registers 106 in the luminance linear

to combination unit to detect low luminance levels (356). The actual luminance level

m selected will vary depending upon various factors, such as ambient lighting, time of day,

weather conditions, etc. Keeping in mindthat controller 42 is able to access the

Li; histogram calculated for luminance from histogram formation unit 24, controller 42 may

j:— use a threshold or other desired technique to select the desired luminances to search for

im' 15 the nostrils, e.g.,.selecting the lowest 15% of luminance values for consideration, and

may adapt the threshold as desired. Controller 42 also sets the validation units for

luminance and x and y histogram on (358), thereby causing x and y histograms to be 
formed of the selected low luminance levels. controller 42 then analyzes the x and y

,M direction histograms to identify characteristics indicative of the nostrils, as discussed

20 below (3 60). If nostrils are not identified (3 62), controller 42 repeats this process on the

next sub-image, i.e., sub-image B, and each subsequent sub-image, until nostrils are

identified, repeating the process starting with sub-image A if required. Each sub-image

is analyzed by controller 42 in a single frame. Accordingly, the nostrils may generally be

acquired by the system in less than Six frames. It is foreseen that additional sub-images

25 may be used, if desired. It is also foreseen that the area in which the sub-images are

searched may restricted to an area in which the nostrils are most likely to be present,

either as determined from past operation of the system, or by use of an anthropomorphic ‘

model. For example, the outline of the head of the driver may be determined as

described above, and the nostril search may then be restricted to a small sub- area of the

Z"
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image. It is also foreseen that the entire image may be search at once for the nostrils, if

desired.

While the invention is being described with respect to identification of the nostrils

as a starting point to locating the eyes, it is foreseen that any other facial characteristic,

5 e.g., the nose, ears, eyebrows, mouth, etc., and combinations thereof, may be detected as

a starting point for locating the eyes. These characteristics maybe discerned from any

characteristics capable of being searched by the system, including CO, DP, velocity,

direction, luminance, hue and saturation. It is also foreseen that the system may locate

the eyes directly, e.g., by simply searching the entire image 'for.DP=l with vertical

10 movement (or any other searchable characteristics of the eye), without the needfor using

another facial criteria as a starting point. In order to provide a detailed view of the eye while enabling detection of the head or other facial characteristic of the driver, it is

k: foreseen that separate sensors may be used for each purpose.

3. Fig. 32 shows sample x and y histograms of a sub-image in which the nostrils are

511:5 15 located. Nostrils are characterized by a peak.370 in the y-direction histogram, and two

peaks 372 and 374 in the x-directioh histogram. Confirmation that the nostrils have been

identified may be accomplished in several ways. First, the histograms are analyzed to 
ensure that the characteristics of each histogram meets certain conditions. For example,

NBPTS in each histogram should exceed a threshold associated with the normal number

20 of pixels detectable for nostrils. Also, RMAX in the y histogram, and each peak of the x

histogram should exceed a similar'threshold. Second, the distance between nostrils afis

fairly constant. The x histogram is analyzed by controller 42 and d is measured to ensure

that it falls within a desired range. Finally, the width of a nostril is also fairly constant,

although subject to variation due to shadowing efi‘ects. Each of the x and y histograms is

25 analyzed by controller 42 to ensure that the dimensions of each nostril fall within a

desired range. If the nostrils are found by controller 42 to meet these criteria, the

nostrils have been acquired and the search mode is ended. If the nostrils have not been

acquired, the search mode is continued. Once the nostrils are acquired, the x position of

the center of the face (position d/2 within the sub- image under consideration) is
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determined, as is the y location of the nostrils in the image (POSRMAX of the y

histogram) (364).

In the‘present example, only a sing eye is analyzed to determine when the driver

Sill L is f '
used to determine from the shape of th shadow whether the eye is open or closed. As

 

 

 

 
 
 

eep. In this case the shado of the eye in, the open and closed positions is

discussed above, for night-time a lications, the invention is preferably used in

combination with a short-wave IR 1' ht source. For the presently desCribed example, the

IR light source is preferably pos' toned above the driver at a position to cast a shadow

having a shape capable of tected by the system. The anthropomorphic model is

IO preferably adaptive to mo ' n, to features of the driver, and to angular changes of the

 
 

 
 
 

driver relative to the sen or.

 

 

 

 

Referring to Fig. 32, having detemiined th location of the nostrils 272 of the

avmg a center position XN, YN, a search box 276 is established around an eye 274

of the driver (366). The location of search box 76 is set using an anthropomorphic

model, wherein the spatial relationship between th eyes and nose of humans is known.

Controller 42 sets XMIN, XMAX, YMIN, and

by search box 276. Controller 42 fiirther set the luminance and x and y direction

to search within the area defined

histograms to be on, with the linear combinat' n unit for luminance set to detect low

I?“ histogram levels relative to the rest of the im e, e.g., the lowest 15% of the luminance

20 levels (368). AS a confirmation of the dete tion of the nostrils or other facial feature

being detected, search box 276, which is stablished around an eye 274 of the driver

using an anthropomorphic model, may be alyzed for characteristics indicative of an eye

present in the search box. These chara teristics may include, for example, a moving

eyelid, a pupil, iris or cornea, a shape c

25 to an eye, or any other indica indicati e of an eye. Controller 42 sets the histogram

formation units to detect the desired riteria. For example, Fig. 36 shows a sample

histogram of a pupil 432, in which th linear combination units and validation units are

set to detect pixels with very 10w lu nance levels and high gloss that are characteristic

of a pupil. The pupil may be verified y comparing the shapes of the x and y histograms

30 to known characteristics of the pupil, which are generally symmetrical, keeping in mind

4
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that the symmet may be affected by the angular relationship between the sensor and the

head of the dri r.

Upon detection of the desired secondary facial criteria, identification of the

nostrils is confirmed and detection of eye openings and closings is initiated.

5 Alternatively, the criteria being detected to confirm identification of the nostrils may be

eye blinking using the~technique described below. If no blinking is detected in the search

box, the search mode is reinitiated. I I

Blinking of the eye is detected during a tracking mode 400. In the tracking mode

controller 42 sets XMIN, XMAX, ‘YMIN, and YMAX to search within the area defined

10 by search box 276. Controller 42 fiirther sets the luminance and x and y direction

histograms to be on, with the linear combination unit for luminance set to detect low

histogram levels relative to the rest of theimage, e.g., the lowest 15%» of the luminance

levels (368), in order to detect shadowing of the eye. During the tracking mode, the 
system monitors the location of nostrils 272 to detect movement of the head. Upon

"m 15 detected movement of the head, and a resultant Shift in the position of XN, YN, search
box 276 is shifted according to the anthropomorphic model to retain the search box over

the eye of the driver. _

Fig. 33 shows the shapes of the x and y histograms 376, 378 with the eye open, 
.. and Fig. 34 shows the. shapes of the x and y histograms 380, 382 with the eye closed.

20 The shapes of the shadows, and especially the shape of the shadow with the eye closed

will vary depending upon the location of the camera and the location of the light sousfce

creating the shadow, e.g., the sun or the IR light source. In any case, the width MAXx -

MINx and the height MAX, - MIN, of each histogram will generally be significantly

greater for an open eye than for a closed eye. Controller 42 analyzes the width and

25_ height of each histogram to determine when the eye is open and when it is closed (3 82).

An open eye may be determined by any number of characteristics of the x and y

histograms, including width MAXx - MINx and height MAX, - MIN, exceeding

thresholds, NBPTS of each histogram exceeding a threshold, RMAX of each histogram

exceeding a threshold, change in position of POSRMAX as compared to a closed eye,

30 etc. Similarly, _a closed eye may be determined by any number of characteristics of the x
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and y histograms, including width MAXx - MINx and height MAX, - MENy being below

thresholds, NBPTS of each histogram being below a threshold, RMAX of each

histogram being below a threshold, change in position of POSRMAX as compared to an

open eye, etc., In a preferred embodiment, controller ‘42 calculates the width MAXx -

5 MIN" and height MAXy - MINy of each histogram and utilizes thresholds to determine

whether the eye is open or closed. If each width MAXx - MINx and height MAXy -

MINy exceed thresholds, the eye is determined to be open. If each‘ of width MAXx -

MINx and height MAXy - MINy fall below thresholds (which may be different from the

thresholds used to determine an open eye), the eye is determined to be closed (384).

10 MAX and MIN are preferably the MAX and MIN calculated in thehistogram formation

units. On the other hand, MAX and MIN may be other thresholds, e.g., the points on the

histograms corresponding to RMAX/2 or some other threshold relative to RMAX.

Controller 42 analyzes the number of frames the eye is open and closed over time

to determine the duration of each blink and/or the interval between blinks (386). Using 
15 this information, controller 42 determines whether the driver isdrowsy (388). Upon

determining that the driver is drowsy, controller 42 generates an alarm to awaken the

driver (390) or another signal indicative that the driver is sleeping.

Controller 42 constantly adapts operation of the system, especially in varying 
lighting levels. Controller 42 may detect varying lighting conditions by periodically

20 monitoring the luminance histogram and adapting the gain bias of the sensor to maintain

as broad a luminance spectrum aspossible. Controller 42 may also adjust the thresholds

that are used to determine shadowing, etc. to better distinguish eye and nostril

shadowing from nOise, e.g. shadowing on the side of the nose, and may also adjust the

sensor gain to minimize this effect. If desired controller 42 may cause the histogram

25 formation units to form a histogram of the iris. This histogram may also be monitored

for consistency, and the various thresholds used in the system adjusted as necessary.

It will be appreciated that while the invention has been described with respect to

detection of the eyes of a driver using certain criteria, the invention is capable of

detecting any criteria of the eyes using‘any possible measurable characteristics of the

30 pixels, and that the characteristics of a driver falling asleep may be discerned from any

other infermation in the histograms formed by the invention. Also, while the invention

M
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has been described with respect to detecting driver drowsiness, it is applicable to any

application in which drowsiness is to be detected. Moregenerally, although the present

invention has been described with respect to certain embodirnents and examples,
variations exist that are within the scope of the invention as described in the following

5 claims.
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CLAIMS

1. A process of detecting a person falling asleep, the process comprising the

steps of:

acquiring an image of the face of the person;

selecting pixels of the image having characteristics corresponding to

characteristics of at least one eye of the person;

forming at least one histogram of the selected pixels;

analyzing the at least one histogram over time’to identify each opening

and closing of the eye; and

determining from the opening and closing information on the eye,

characteristics indicative of a person falling asleep.

2. The process according to‘ claim 1 fitrther comprising the step of identifying a

sub-area of the image comprising the at least one eye prior to the step of selecting pixels

of the image having characteristics corresponding to characteristics of at least one eye,

and wherein the step of Selecting pixels of the image having characteristics corresponding

to characteristics of at least one eye comprises selecting pixels within the sub-area of the

image.

3. The process according to claim 2 wherein the step of identifying a sub- area

of the image comprising the at least one eye comprises the steps of:

identifying the head of the person in the image; and

identifying the sub-area of the image using an anthropomorphic model.

4. The process according to claim 3 wherein the step of identifying head of the

person in the image comprises the steps of:

selecting pixels of the image having characteristics corresponding to

edges of the head of the person;

forming histograms of the selected pixels projected onto orthogonal axes;

and I g

analyzing the histograms of the-1 selected pixels to identify the edges of the

head of the person».
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5. The process according to claim 2 wherein the step of identifying a sub- area

of the image comprising the at least one eye comprises the steps of:

identifying the location of a facial characteristic of the person in' the

image; and

identifying the sub-area of the image using an anthropomorphic model

and the location of the facial characteristic.

, 6. The process according to claim 5 wherein the step of identifying the location

of a facial characteristic ofthe person in the image comprises the steps of:

selecting piXels of the image having characteristics corresponding to the
facial characteristic; »

forming histograms of the selected pixels projected onto orthogonal axes;
and

analyzing the histograms of the selected pixels to identify the position of

the facial characteristic in the image.

7. The process according to claim .6 wherein the facial characteristic is the

nostrils of the person, and wherein the step of selecting pixels of the image having

characteristics corresponding to the facial characteristic comprises selecting pixels having

low luminance levels.

8. The process according to claim 7 fiirther comprising the step of analyzing

the histograms of the nostril pixels to determine whether the spacing between the nostrils
is within a desired range and whether the dimensions of the nostrils fall within a desired

range.

9. The process according to claim 1 wherein:

the step of selecting pixels of the image having characteristics

corresponding to characteristics ofat least one eye of the person comprises selecting

pixels having low luminance levels corresponding to shadowing ofthe eye; and

wherein the Step analyzing the at least one histogram over time to identify
each opening and closing of the eye comprises analyzing the shape of the eye shadowing

to determine openings and closings of the eye.
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10'. The process according to claim 9 wherein the step of forming at least one

histogram of the selected pixels comprises forming histograms of shadowed pixels of the

eye projected onto orthogonal axes, and wherein the step of analyzing the shape of the

eye shadowing comprises analyzing the width and height of the shadowing.

11. The process according to claim 1 wherein:

the step of selecting pixels of the image having characteristics

corresponding to characteristics of at least one eye of the person comprises selecting

pixels in movement corresponding to blinking; and

wherein the step analyzing the at least one histogram over time to identify

each opening and closing of the” eye comprises analyzing the number of‘ pixels in

movement over time to determine openings and closings of the eye.

12. The process according to claim 11 wherein the step of selecting pixels of

the image having characteristics corresponding to characteristics of at least one eye of

the person comprises selecting having characteristics selected from the group consisting

of i) DP=1, ii) CO indicative of a blinking eyelid, iii) velocity indicative of a blinking

eyelid, and iv) up and down movement indicative of a blinking eyelid.

13. The process according to claim 5 wherein the step of identifying a facial

characteristic of the person in the image comprises the step of searching sub-images of

the image to identify the facial characteristic.

14. The process according to claim 7 wherein the step of identifying a facial

characteristic of the person in the image comprises the step of searching sub-imageg-of

the image to identify the nostrils.

15. The process according to claim 13 wherein the facial characteristic is a first

facial characteristic and further comprising the steps of:

using an anthropomorphic model and the location of the first facial

characteristic to select a sub-area of the image containing a' second facial characteristic;

selecting pixels of the imagehaving- characteristics corresponding to the

second facial characteristic; and

analyzing the histograms of the selected pixels of the second facial

characteristic to confirm the identification of the first facial characteristic.
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16, An apparatus for detecting a person falling asleep, the apparatus
comprising: . h

a sensor for acquiring an image of the face of the person, the image

comprising pixels corresponding to the eye of the person;
a controller; and

a histogram formation unit for forming a histogram on pixels having

selected characteristics,

the controller controlling the histogram formation unit to select pixels of

the image having characteristics corresponding to characteristics of at least one eye of

the person and to form a histogram of the selected pixels, the controller analyzing the
histogram over time to identify each opening and closing of the eye, and detemtining
from the opening and closing information on the eye, characteristics indicative of a

person falling asleep.

17. The apparatus according to claim 16 wherein the controller interacts with

the histogram formation unit to identify a sub-area of the image comprising the at least

one eye, and the controller controls the histogram formation unit to select pixels of the

image having characteristics corresponding to characteristics of at least one eye only

within the sub~area of the image.

18. The apparatus according to claim 17 wherein:

the controller interacts with the histogram formation unit to identify the

head of the person in the image; and *

the controller identifies the sub-area of the image using an

anthropomorphic model.

19. The apparatus according to claim 18 wherein:

the histogram formation unit selects pixels of the image having

characteristics corresponding to edges of the head of the person and forms histograms of

the selected pixels projected onto orthogonalaxes; and

the controller analyzes the histograms of the selected pixels to identify the

edges of the head of the person.

20. The apparatus according to claim 17 wherein:
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the controller interacts with the histogram formation unit to identify the

location of a facial characteristic of the person in the image; and

the controller identifies the sub-area of the image using. an

anthropomorphic model and the location of the facial characteristic.

21. The apparatus according to claim 20 wherein: _

the histogram formation unit selects pixels of the image having

characteristics corresponding to the facial characteristic and forms~histograms of the

selected pixels projected onto orthogonal axes;

the controller analyzes the histograms of the selected pixels to identify the

position of the facial characteristic in the image. ..
22. The apparatus according to claim 21 wherein the facial characteristic is the .

nostrils of the person, and wherein the histogram formation unit selects pixels of the

image having low luminance levels corresponding to the luminance level of the nostrils.

23. The apparatus according to claim 22 wherein the controller analyzes the

histograms of the nostril pixels to determine whether the spacing between the nostrils is

within a desired range and whether the dimensions of the nostrils fall within a desired

range.

24. The apparatus according to claim 16 wherein:

the histogram formation unit selects pixels of the image having low

luminance levels corresponding to shadowing of the eye; and

wherein the controller analyzes the shape of the eye shadowing‘to

determine openings and closings of the eye.

25. The apparatus according to claim 24 wherein histogram formation unit

forms histograms of shadowed pixels of the eye projected onto orthogonal axes, and

wherein the controller analyzes the width and height of they shadowing to determine

openings and closings of the eye.

26. The apparatus according to claim 16 wherein:

the histogram formation unit selects pixels of the image in movement

corresponding to blinking; and
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the controller analyzes the number of pixels in movement over time to

determine openings and closings of the eye.

27. The apparatus according to claim 26 wherein the histogram formation units

selects pixels of the1mage having characteristics of movement corresponding to blinking,
5 such characteristics being selected from the group consisting of i) DP=1, ii) CO

indicative of a blinking eyelid, iii) velocity indicative of a blinking eyelid, and iv) up and

down movement indicative of a blinking eyelid.

28. The apparatus according to claim 20 wherein, the controller interacts with

the histogram formation unit to search sub-images of the image to identify the facial

10 characteristic. '1 I

29. The apparatus according to claim 22 wherein the controller interacts with

the histogram formation unit to search sub—images of the image to identify the nostrils.

30. The apparatus according to claim 28 wherein the facial characteristic is a

first facial characteristic and fiirther comprising:

15 the controller using an anthropomorphic model and the location of the

first facial characteristicto cause the histogram formation unit to select a sub-area of the

image containing a second facial characteristic, the histogram formation unit selecting

pixels of the image in the sub-area having characteristics corresponding to the second

facial characteristic and forming a histogram of such pixels; and

20 the controller analyzing the histogram of the selected pixels
corresponding to the second facial characteristic to confirm the identification of the first

facial characteristic.

31. The apparatus according to claim 16 wherein the sensor is integrally

constructed with the controller and the histogram formation unit.

25 32; The apparatus according to claim 16 further comprising an alarm, the

controller operating the alarm upon detection of the person falling asleep.

33. The apparatus according to claim 16 fiirther comprising an illumination

source, the sensor being adapted to view the person when illuminated by the illumination
SOUTCC.
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34. The apparatus according to claim 33 wherein the illumination source is a
source of IR radiation.

35. A rear-view mirror assembly for a vehicle which comprises:

a rear-view mirror;and '

the apparatus according to claim 16 mounted to the rear—view mirror.
36. The reargview mirror assembly according to claim 35 fiirther comprising a

bracket attaching the apparatus to the rear-view mirror.

37. The rear-view mirror assembly according to claim 35 fiirther comprising a

housing having an open side and an interior,.the rear-view mirror being mounted to the

open side of the housing, the rear view mirror being see-through from the interior of the
housing to an exterior of the. housing, the apparatus being mounted interior to the

housing with the sensor directed toward the rear-view mirror.

38. The rear-view mirror assembly according to claim 37 further comprising a

joint attaching the apparatus to the rear-view mirror assembly, the joint adapted to

maintain the apparatus in a position facing a driver of the vehicle during adjustment of
the mirror assembly by the driver. 5

39. The rear-view mirror assembly according to claim 35 further comprising a

source of illumination directed toward the person, the sensor being adapted to view the

person when illuminated by the source of illumination

40. The rear-view mirror assembly according to claim 35 further comprising an

alarm, the controller operating the alarm upon detection of the person falling asleep. ’*

41. A rear-view mirror assembly which comprises:
a rear-view mirror; and I

the apparatus according to claim 16, the sensor being mounted to the

rear-view mirror, the controller and the histogram formation unit being located remote
from the sensor.

42. A vehicle comprising the apparatus according to Claim 16.

43. A process of detecting a feature of an eye, the process comprising the steps
of:
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acquiring an image of the face of the person, the image comprising pixels

corresponding to the feature to be detected;

selecting pixels of the image having characteristics corresponding to the

feature to be detected;

forming at least one histogram of the selected pixels; _

analyzing the at least one histogram over time to identify characteristics

indicative of the feature to be detected.

44. The process according to claim 43 wherein the feature is the iris, pupil or
cornea.

45. An apparatus for detecting a feature of an eye, the apparatus comprising:

a sensor for acquiring an image of the eye, the image comprising pixels

corresponding to the feature to be detected;

a controller; and

a histogram formation unit for forming a histogram on pixels having

selected characteristics,

the controller controlling the histogram formation unit to select pixels of

the image having characteristics corresponding to characteristics of at least one eye of

the person and to form a histogram of the selected pixels, the controller analyzing the

histogram over time to identify eaqh opening and closing of the eye, and determining

from the opening and closing information on the eye, characteristics indicative of a
3.

person falling asleep.
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1. A process of detecting a person = ling asleep, the process comprising ‘

the steps

445 5 _ acquiring an image ofthe face V) ofthe person;
selecting pixels ofthe image ving characteristics corresponding to

characteristics of atleast one eye ofthe peron;

forming at least one histou ' (328x) ofthe Selected pixels;

analyzing the at least o e histogram (3282:), over time to identify

10 each opening and closing of the eye; .. d

determining fi'om th opening and closing information on the eye,

characteristics indicative of a perso falling asleep;
 

identifying a sub- ea of the image comprising the at least one eye

prior to the step of sel ' pixels of the image having characteristics,

15 corresponding to characteristic of at least one eye, this step of selecting pixels

comprising selecting pixels wi ' '

of: i

the sub-area of the image, comprising the steps 
identifying the , ead ofthe person in the image; and

identifying th sub-area of the image using an anthropomorphic

20 model.

2. The process acc- cling to claim 1 wherein the step of identifying head

ofthe person in the image co ‘ prises the steps of.

selecting pixe ‘ ofthe image having characteristics corresponding to

edges of the head ofthe perso ' V

25 ‘ forming histoa - (328x, 328y) of the selected pixels projected

onto orthogonal axes; and

analyzing the stograms of the selected pixels to identify the edges

of the head ofthe person.

3. The process of detecting a person falling asleep, the process
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opening and closing ofthe eye; and

determining from the ope g and closing‘ infermation on the eye, .

characteristics indicative of a person fallin asleep;

identifying a sub-area of e image comprising the at least one eye

prior to the step of selecting pix s of the image having characteristics

corresponding to characteristics of least one eye, and wherein the step of

selecting pixels ofthe image having aracteristics corresponding to characteristics

cf at least one eye comprises selec ' g pixels within the sub-area of the image;

identifying the loca on of a facial characteristic of the person in the

image; and .

identifying the b—area of the image using an anthropomorphic

model and the location of the f cial characteristic.

4. The process according to claim '3 wherein the step of identifying the

location of a facial characteristic ofthe person in the image comprises the steps of?

‘ selecting pixels ofthe image having characteristics corresponding to

the facial characteristic;

forming histograms ofthe selected pixels projected onto orthogonal
axes; and l ’

analyzing the histograms of the selected pixels to identify the

position ofthe facial characteristic in the image.

5. The process according to claim 4 wherein the facial characteristic is

the nostrils of the person, and wherein the step of selecting pixels of the image

having characteristics corresponding to the facial characteristic comprises selecting
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pixels having low luminance levels.

6. The process according to claim 5 further comprising the. step of

analyzing the histograms of the nostril pixels to determine whether the spacing

between the nostrils is within a desired range and Whether the dimensions of the

5 nostrils fall within a desired range.

 

 

 

 
 

  

 
 

. The process of detecting a p on falling asleep, the process

“acquiring an image ofthe. face (V) ofthe person;

selecting pixels ofthe image havin characteristics corresponding to

10 characteristics of at least one eye ofthe person; . .

forming at least one histogram (3 8x) of the selected pixels;

analyzing the at least one hist gram over time to identify each

opening and closing of the eye; and 
determining from the opening and closing information on the eye,

 15 characteristics indicative ofa person falling leep;

the step of selecting pixe of the image having characteristics

corresponding to characteristics of atl ast one eye of the person comprises 
selecting pixels having low luminance vels corresponding to shadowing of the

eye; and

20 wherein the step anal ' .

identify each opening and closing 0 the eye comprises analyzing the shape of the

eye shadowing to determine ope ' gs and closings ofthe eye. .

/( . f. The process according to claim/9 wherein the step of forming at least
one histogram of the selected pixels comprises forming histograms of shadowed

25 pixels ofthe eye projected onto orthogonal axes, and wherein the step of analyzing

the shape of the eye shadowing comprises analyzing the width and height of the

shadowing

b ~\g.>_'l'_he process of detec' g a person falling asleep, the process

$44 ‘ prising the steps of:
i K” 1‘

r» 3)
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acquiring an image of the fa V of the person;

‘ selecting pixels of the image h ving characteristics corresponding to

characteristics of at least one eye of the perso ' .

forming at least one histogram 328x) of the selected pixels;

5 analyzing the at least one hi ogram over time to identify each

opening and closing iof the eye; and

detennining from the opening and closing information on the eye,

characteristics indicative of a person falling cap;

the step of selecting pixels of the image having characteristics

10 corresponding to characteristics of at 1e one eye of the person comprises

selecting pixels in movement correspondin to blinking; and

Wherein the step analyzing the at least one histogram over time to

identify each opening and closing of th eye comprises analyzing the number of

15 10. The process according to laim 9 wherein the step of selecting pixels 
 

20 blinking eyelid.

facial Characteristic of the person the imagecomprises the step of searching sub-

irnages ofthe image to identify t e facial characteristic. 1

i 12. The process acco ing to claim 5 -wherein the step of identifying a

25 facial characteristic of the pers n in the image comprises the step of searching sub-

images ofthe image to identify the nostrils. i
q )3. The process according to claim llwherein the facial characteristic is

a first facial characteristic and further comprising the steps of:

using an anthropomorphic model and the location of the first facial
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characteristic to select a sub-area of the image containing a second facial

characteristic;

selecting pixels of the image having characteristics corresponding to

the second facial characteristic; and

5 analyzing the histograms of the selected pixels of the second facial

characteristic to confirm the identification ofthe first facial characteristic.

fl/ y. An apparatus for detecting a person falling asleep, the apparatus
comprising: '

a sensor for acquiring: an image of the face cf the person the image

10 comprising pixels corresponding to the eye ofthe person; I I

a controller, and

a histogram formation unit for forming a histogram on pixels having

selected characteristics, 1 '

the controller controlling the histogram formation unit to select

15 I pixels of the image having characteristics corresponding to characteristics of at

least one eye of the person and to form a histogram of the selected pixels, the

controller analyzing the histogram over time to identify each opening and closing

 
of the eye, and determining fi'om the opening and closing information on the eye,

characteristics indicative of a person falling asleep;

20 the controller interacting with the histogram formation unit to

identifi a sub-area of the image comprising the at least one eye, and the controller

controls the histogram formation unit to select pixels of the image having

characteristics corresponding to characteristics of at least one eye only Within the

sub-area of the image;

25 p the controller interacting with the histogram formation unit to

identify the head ofthe person in the image; and

the controller identifies the sub-area of the image using an

anthropomorphic model.

15. The apparatus according to claim 14 wherein:

Qis
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, the histogram formation unit selects pixels of the image having

characteristics corresponding to edges of the head of the person and forms

histograms of the selected pixels projected onto orthogonal axes; and

the controller analyzes the histograms of the selected pixels to

5 identify the edges of the head ofthe person. i

16. The apparatus according to claim 14 wherein:

the controller interacts with the histogram formation unit to identify

the location ofa facial characteristic ofthe person in the image; and

i the controller identifies the sub-area of the .image using an

10 anthropomorphic model and the location ofthe facial characteristic.

17._ The apparatus according to claim 16 wherein:

the histogram formation unit selects pixels of the image having

characteristics corresponding to the facial characteristic and forms histograms of
the selected pixels projected onto orthogonal axes; I

15 the controller analyzes the histograms of the selected pixels to

identify the position of the facial characteristic in the image. .

18. The apparatus according to claim 17 wherein the facial Characteristic

 
 

is the nostrils of the person, and wherein the histogram formation unit selects pixels

of the image having low luminance levels corresponding to the luminance level of

20 the nostrils. - s.

19. The apparatus according to claim 18 wherein the controller analyzes

the histograms of the nostril pixels to determine whether the spacing between the

nostrils is within a desired range and whether the dimensions of the nostrils fall

within a desired range. 1

25 a1} }0‘. The apparatus according to claim 14 wherein: i

the histogram formation unit selects pixels of the image having low

luminance levels corresponding to shadowing ofthe eye; and

wherein the controller analyzes the shape of the eye shadowing to

determine openings and closings ofthe eye.

Sip ’
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43
)4 %. The apparatus according to claim 9?! wherein histogram formation

unit forms histograms of shadowed pixels of the eye projected onto orthogonal

axes, and wherein the controller analyzes the width and height of the shadowing to ‘

determine openings and closings of the eye. .

5 £5 21. The apparatus according to claim 14 wherein:
the histogram formation unit selects pixels of the image in

movement corresponding to blinking; and

the controller analyzes the number of pixels in movement over time

to determine openings and closings ofthe eye.

3. The apparatus according t claim 22 .wherein the histogram formation

  e ects pixels of the image having haracteristics of movement corresponding
selected fiom the group Consisting of i)

eyelid, and iv) up and down move nt indicative of a blinking eyelid. .

15 £4 )4. The apparatus according to claim 4%wherein the controller interacts
with the histogram formation unit to search sub-images of the image to identify the

facial characteristic. ‘

' 92/0 25. The apparatus according to claim 18 wherein the controller interacts

 
 

with the histogram formation unit to Search sub-images of the image to identify the

20 nostrils. ’ , Du _

#426. The apparatus according to claiij wherein the facial characteristic
is a first facial characteristic and further comprising:

3..

the controller using an anthropomorphic model and the location of '

the first facial characteristic to cause the histogram formation unit to select a sub-

25 area of the image containing a second facial characteristic, the histogram formation

unit selecting pixels of the image in the ' sub-area having characteristics

corresponding to the second facial characteristic and forming a histogram of such

pixels; and I
\the controller analyzing the histogram of the selected pixels

’ 5?
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corresponding to the second facial characteristic to confirm the identification of the

first facial characteristic.

#77/. The apparatus according to claim 14 wherein the sensor is integrally

constructed with the controller and the histogram formation unit.

28. The apparatus according to claim 14 fiirther comprising an alarm, theUI

controller operating‘the alarm upon detection ofthe person falling asleep.

29. The » apparatus according to claim 14 further comprising an

illumination source, the sensor being adapted to view the person when illuminated

by the illumination source.

10 30. The apparatus according to claim 29 wherein the illumination "Source

is a source ofIR radiation.

3 l. A rear-view mirror assembly for a vehicle which comprises:

a rear-view mirror, and

the apparatus according to claim 14 mounted to the rear-view

15 mirror.

32. The rear-view mirror assembly according to claim 31 further

comprising a bracket attaching the apparatus to the rear-view mirror.

33. The rear-view mirror assembly according to claim 31 fiirther

comprising a housing having an open side and an interior, the rear-view mirror

20 being mounted to the open side of the housing, the rear view mirror being see»

through from the interior of the housing to an exterior of the housing, the

apparatus being mounted interior to the housing with the sensor directed toward

the rear-view mirror. I i

34. The rear—view mirror assembly according .to claim '33 firrther

25 comprising a joint attaching the apparatus to the rear-view mirror assembly, the

joint adapted to maintain the apparatus in a position facing a driver of the vehicle

during adjustment of the mirror assembly by the driver.

. 35. The rear-view mirror assembly according to claim 31 further

comprising a source of illumination directed toward the person, the sensor being
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adapted to view the person when illuminated by the source of illumination.

36.. The rear-view mirror assembly according to claim 31 further

comprising an alarm, the controller operating the alarm upon detection of the

person falling asleep.

37. A rear-view mirror assembly which comprises:

a rear-view mirror; and

the apparatus according to claim 14, the sensor being mounted to

the rear-view mirror, the controller and the histogram formation unit being located I

remote fi'om the sensor.

38. A vehicle comprising the apparatus according to claim 14.

 
pixels corresponding to the feature to be :1 ected;

selecting pixels ofthe imag having characteristics corresponding to

the feature to be detected;

forming at least one histo am ofthe selected pixels;

analyzing the at least one histogram over time to identify

characteristics indiCative ofthe feature t be detected.

said feature being the in , pupil or cornea
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‘ (54) Title: ‘METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR DETECTION OF DROWSINESS

(57) Abstract

In a process of detecting a person falling asleep, animage of the face of the person is acquired. Pixels of the image having
characteristics corresponding to an eye of the person are selected and a histogram is formed of the selected pixels. The histogram is
analyzed over time to identify each opening and closing of the eye, and characteristics indicative of the person falling asleep are determined.
A sub—area of the image including the eye may be determined by identifying the head or a facial characteristic of the person, and then
identifying the sub—area using an anthropomorphic model. To determine openings and closings of the eyes, histograms of shadowed pixels
of the eye are analyzed to determine 'the width and height of the shadowing, or histograms of movement corresponding to blinking are
analyzed. An apparatus for detecting a person falling asleep includes a sensor for acquiring an image of the face of the person, a controller,
and a histogram formation unit for forming a histogram on pixels having selected characteristics. Also disclosed is a rear—view mirror
assembly incorporating the apparatus. . ~
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FORM PTO—l390 ' U.S j ’SPARTMENT OF COMMERCE PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE ' ATTORNEYS DOCKET NUMBER(may 11-9‘8)

TRANSMITTAL LETTER TO THE UNITED STATES .20046H-000600Us
DESIGNATED/ELECTED OFFICE (DO/EO/US) us. APPLICATION NO. (truism see 37 cm 1.51

CONCERNING A FILING UNDER 35 U.S.C. 371 U ' 6 .0 I

INTERNATIONAL APPLICATION NO. INTERNATIONAL FILING DATE PRIORITY DATE CLAIMED

PCT/EP99/00300 Januar 15, 1999 Januar 15, 1998

TITLE OF D‘lVENTION'
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR DETECTION OF DROWSINESS

‘ APPLICANT(S) FOR DO/EO/US
PATRICK PIRIM, THOMAS BINFORD '

Applicant herewith submits to the United States Designated/Elected Office (DO/EO/US) the following items and other information:

1.-

LE]
3.

4. HIE

ED

3.E]

9.[]

10. E]

This is a FIRST submission ofitems concerning a filing under 35 U.S.CI 371. '

This is a SECOND or SUBSEOUENT submission ofiterns concerning a filing under 35 U.S.C. 371.

This express request to begin national examination procedures (35 U.S.C. 371(1)) at any time rather than delay
, examination until the expiration of the applicable time limit set in 35 U.S.C. 37103) and PCT Articles 22 and 39(1).

A proper Demand for International Preliminary Examination was made .by the l9th month from the earliest claimed priority date.

A copy of the Intemational Application as filed (35 U.S.C. 371(c)(2))
a. E] is transmitted herewith (reouired onlv if not transmitted bv the International Bureau).
1: has been transmitted by the International Bureau.
c. [:1 is not required as the application was filed'in the United States Receiving Office (RD/US).
A translation of the International Application into English (35 U.S.C. 371(c)(2)).

Amendments to the claims of the International ApplicatiOn under PCT Article 19 (35 U.S.C. 371(c)(3))

a D are transmitted herewith (required only if not transmitted by the Intemational Bureau).
b. D have been transmitted by the International Bureau
c. D have not been made; however, the time limit for making such amendments has NOT expired.

:1. a have not, been made and will not be made.

A translation ofthe amendments to the claims under PCT Article 19 (35 U.S.C. 371(c)(3)).

An oath or declaration of the inventor(s) (35 U.S.C. 371(c)(4)).

A translation of the annexes to the International Preliminary Examination Repdrt under PCT Article 36

(35 U.S.C. 371(c)(5)). 1
Items 11. to 16. below concern document(s) or information included:

11. E

121:]

13. [:1

E]

14. E]

15. D

An Information Disaosure. Statement under 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98.

An assigtment documentfor recording. "A separate cover sheet in compliance with 37 CFR 3.28 and 3.31 is included.$.

A FIRST oreliminarv amendment

A SECOND or SUBSEQUENT preliminary amendment. -

A substitute specification.

A change of power of attorney and/or address letter.

16- E Other items orinformation:

Courtesy copy of published applicationISR

3 references ,

IPER w/amended spec. sheets l—lA, claim sheets 49—57

Note: The claims under consideration are amended claims 1—39, submitted with

pagelof‘.’

applicantS' letter of January 11, 2000, and which are attached to the

courtesy copy of the published application.
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us. APPLICATION No. (Crime-m a: 37 cm 1.5) . « ns‘t‘ERNAnON/u. APPLICATION no ”rowers 00cm NUMBER
. 9 ' e ! ! ‘ l PCT EP99 00300 20046H-000600US

. PTO ' ..
17. The followrnz fees are submitted: CALCULATIONS (’5: ONLY

BASIC NATIONAL FEE (37 CFR 1.492 (a) (r) - (5)) :

Neither international preliminary examination fee (37 CFR 1.482)
nor international search fee (37 CPR 1.445(a)(2)) paid to USP'I‘O

 

  
  
  
  

  
and International Search Report not prepared by the EPO or IPO '''''''' 3970‘00

International preliminary examination fee (37 CFR 1.482) not paid to
USPT‘O but lnteman‘onal Search Report. nrenared hv the EPO or IPO ....... $840.00

  
  

International preliminary examination fee (37 CFR 1.482) not paid to USP'IO but
international search fee (37 CPR 1.445(a)(2)) paid to USPTO .......... 5760.00

International preliminary examination fee paid to USPTO (37 CFR 1.482)
but all claims did not satisfy provisions of PCT Article 33(1)-(4) ...... ‘..... $670.00

International preliminary examination fee paid to USPTO (37 CFR 1.482)
and all claims satisfied provisions of PCT Article 33(1)-(4) ................$96.00

 

 

  
ENTER APPROPRIATE BASIC FEE AMOUNT

Surcharge of $130.00 for furnishing the oath or declaration later thanE] 20 D 30 --months from the earliest claimed priority date (37 CFR l.492(e)).

—-_-_

MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIMtS) (if applicable) . ‘ —_
TOTAL F ABOVE CAL ATIONS =

Reduction of 1/2 for filing by small entity, ifapplicable. A Small Entity Statement
must also by filed (Note 37 CFR 1.9, 1.27, 1.28).

 

  

 

  

   

 

Processing fee of$130.00 for furnishing the English translation later than [:20 D 30
months from the earliest claimed priority date (37 CFR l.492(f)).

 Fee for recording the enclosed assignment (37 CFR 12101)). The assignment must be
accompanied by an appropriate cover sheet (37 CFR 3.28, 3.31). $40.00 per property

. TOTAL FEES ENCLOSED =-_

1"

a. E] A check in the amount of $____ to cover the above fees is enclosed.

b. . Please charge my Deposit ACcount No.Min the amount of $.Li.‘l_1_§____ to cover the above fees.
A duplicate copy of this sheet is enclosed.

c. The Commissioner is hereby authorized to cha e any additional fees which may be required, or credit any
overpayment to Deposit Account No. ML. A duplicate copy of this sheet is enclosed.

NOTE: Where an appropriate time limit under 37 CFR 1.494 or 1.495 has not been met, a petition to revive (37 CFR
1.137(a) or (b)) must be filed and granted to restore the application to pending status.

fiNDMLCONGBKmDflmERI

Babak S. Sani

Townsend and Townsend and Crew LLP szAnmfl

Two Embarcadero Center, 8th fl. Babak S. Sani
San Francisco, CA 94111 NAME

37,495.
REGISTRATION NUMBER
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FORM PTO-1390 us: " juemorcoumeacspAm—r ANDTRADEMARK omcs iii'TORN'r-LY‘S DOCKETNUMBER(RE/1138) . .. 4. ‘

TRANSMITTAL LETTER TO THE UNITED STATES 20046H-0006POUS

DESIGNATED/ELECTED- OFFICE @O/EO/US) us. APPLICATION N 9. dream 5:: 37 cm 1.5»

CONCERNINGAFILING UNDER 35030371 09 /6 00390
INTERNATIONAL APPLICATION No. INIERNAIIONAL more DATE PRIORITY DATE CLAIMED

PCT/EP99/00300 Januar 15, 1999 Januar 15, 1998

TITLE OF INVENTION '
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR DETECTION OF DROWSINESS

APPLICANT(S) FOR DO/EO/US
PATRICK PIRIM, THOMAS BINFORD

Applicant herewith submits to the United States Designated/Elected Office (DO/EO/US) the following items and other information:

1. This is a FIRST submission ofitems concerning a filing under 35 U.S.C."37l.

. E] This is a SECOND or SUBSEOUENT submission ofitems concerning a filing under 35 U.S.C. 371.2

3

4.

9.

t 10.

Items 11. to 16. below concern document(s) or information included:

-

.

E]

E]

El

[:1

D

This express request to beginnational examination procedures (35 U.S.C. 371(0) at any time rather than delay
examination until the expiration of the applicable time limit set in 35 U.S.C. 371(0) and PCT Articles 22 and 39(1).
A proper Demand for International Preliminary Examination was made by the 19th month from the earliest claimed priority date.

A copy of the International Application as filed (35 U.S.C. 371(c)(2))

a. Cl is transmitted herewith (reouired only if not transmitted bv the International Bureaui.

b. has been transmitted by the International Bureau. ‘ ~
c. D is not required, as the application was filed in the United States Receiving Office (RD/US).
A translation of the International Application into English (35 U.S.C. 371(c)(2)).

Amendments to the claims of the International Application under PCT Article 19 (35 U.S.C. 371(c)(3))

a. [:1 are transmitted herewith (required only if not transmitted by the International Bureau).
b. C] have been transmitted by the International Bureau.
c. C] have not been made; however, the time limit for making such amendments has NOT expired.

d. have not. been made and will not. be made.
A translation of the amendments to the claims under PCT Article 19 (35 U.S.C. 371(c)(3)).

An oath or declaratiou of the invent.or(s) (35 U.S.C. 371(c)(4)).

A translation of the annexes to the International Preliminary Examination Report under PCT Article 36
(35 U.S.C. 371(c)(5)). l

11. E An Information Disclosure Statement under 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98.

12. D An assignment document for recording.- A separate cover sheet in compliance with 37 CFR 3.28 and 3.31 is included.

13. El A FIRST preliminary amendment

El

“up. D

A SECOND or SUBSEQUENT preliminary amendment.

14. i] A substitute specification.

15. El A change of power of attorney and/or address letter.

16. 8 Other items orinforrnation:

Courtesy copy of published application
ISR ~

3 references ,

IPER w/amended spec. sheets 1—1A, claim sheets 49—57

Note: The claims under consideration are amended claims l—39, submitted with

ngeloi'Z

applicants' letter of January 11, 2000, and which are attached to the
courtesy copy of the published application.
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‘ - T ' a
17. The followme fees are submitted: CALCULATIONS P Obs OM'Y
BASIC NATIONAL FEE (37 CFR 1.492 (a) (r) - (5) ) :

Neither international preliminary examination fee (37 CFR 1.482)

nor international Search fee (37 CFR 1.445(a)(2)) paid to USPTO
and lntemau'onal Search Reoort not prepared bv the EPO or PO """"" 5970‘00

International preliminary examination fee (37 CFR 1.482) not paid to
lISP’l‘O hut. International Search Renortnrenared hv the EPO or PO ------- 3341100

international preliminary examination fee (37 CPR 1.482) not paid to USPTO but

international search fee (37 CFR l.445(a)(2)) paid to USPTO .......... 5760.00

International preliminary examination fee paid to USPTO (37 CFR 1.482)
but all claims did not satisfy provisions of PCT Article 33(l)-(4) ....... . . . $670.00

International preliminary examination fee paid to USPTO (37 CFR 1.482)
and all claims satisfied provisions ofPCT Article 33(1)-(4) ................$96-00

ENTER APPROPRIATE BASIC FEE AMOUNT = $840

Surcharge of $130.00 for furnishing the oath or declaration later thanD 20 D 30
months from the earliest claimed priority date (37 CPR l.492(e)).

NUMBER Em

Totalclaims 5342

mdeocndent claims X 578-00 5 234

s -

TOTAL OF ABOVE AL ULATIONS = S l ,416

Reduction of 1/2 for filing by small entity, ifapplicable. A Small Entity Statement
must also by filed (Note 37 CFR 1.9, 1.27, 1.28).

SUBTOTAL =‘

Processing fee of $130.00 for furnishing the Engl'mh translation later than [320 D 30
months from the earliest claimed priority date (37 CFR 1.492(1)). +

TOTAL NATIONAL FEE = $1,416

Fee for recording the enclosed assignment (37 CPR 12101)). The assignment must be
accompanied by an appropriate cover sheet (37 CFR 3.28. 3.31). $40.00 per property

‘ TOTAL FEES ENCLOSED = 51,416
Amount to be:

lli
 

  
 

 
 

 

  
 

+

II
-

charged

a. E] A check in the amount of $__.____.... to cover the above fees is enclosed.

b. . Please charge my Deposit Account No. ___.___20‘1430 if! the amount 0f 5—1-L‘i6-——t° cover the 313°“ fees.
A duplicate copy of this sheet is enclosed.

c. H The Commissioner is hereby authorized to cha e any additional fees which may be required, or credit any
overpayment to Deposit Account N0. JLZO-l. A duplicate copy of this sheet is enclosed.

NOTE: Where an apprOpriate time limit under 37 CFR 1.494 or 1.495 has not been met, a petition to revive (37 CFR

1.137(3) or (h)) must be filed and granted to restore the application to pending status.
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INTERNATIONAL APPLICATION PUBLISHED UNDER THE PATENT COOPERATION TREATY (PCT)
(51) International Patent Classification 6 :

G08B 21/00
(11) International Publication Number: WO 99/36893  A1 

 
 

(43) International Publication Date: 22 July 1999 (22.07.99)

——1
(21) International Application Number: PCT/EP99/00300 (81) Designated States: AL, AM, AT, AU, AZ, BA, BB, BG, BR,

BY, CA, CH, CN, CU, CZ, DE, DK, EE, ES, FI, GB’, GD,
GE, GH, GM, HR, HU, ID, IL, IN, IS, JP, KE, KG, KP,
KR, KZ, LC, LK, LR, LS, LT, LU, LV, MD, MG, MK,
MN; MW, MX, NO, NZ, PL, PT, RO, RU, SD, SE, SG,
SI, SK, SL, '1‘], TM, TR, TT, UA, UG, US, UZ, VN, YU,
ZW, ARIPO patent (GH, GM, KE, LS, MW, SD, SZ, UG,
ZW), Eurasian patent (AM, AZ, BY, KG, KZ, MD, RU, TJ,
TM), European patent (AT, BE, CH, CY, DE, DK, ES, FI,
FR, GB, GR, IE, IT, LU, MC, NL, PT, SE), OAPI patent
(BF, BJ, CF, CG, CI, CM, GA, GN, GW, ML, MR, NE,

  
 

 
 (22) International Filing Date: 15 January 1999 (15.01.99)
 
 
  (30) Priority Data:

98/00378 15 January 1998 (15.01.98) FR

PCT/EP98/05383 25 August 1998 (25.08.98) EP

 
  
  
 

    (63) Related by Continuation (CON) or Continuation-in-Part

    
  
 

 
  
 
 
 

(CIP) to Earlier Application SN, TD, TG).
US PCTfEP98/05383 (CIP)
Filed on ‘ 25 August l9987 (25.08.98)

Published

With international search report.
Before the expiration of the time limit for amending the
claims and to be republished in the event of the receipt of
amendments.

 (71) Applicant (for all designated States except US): HOLDING

B.E.V. S.A. [LU/LU]; 69, route d’Esch, L—Luxembourg
(LU).  
 

  
 

(71)(72) Applicants and Inventors: PlRIM, Patrick [FR/FR];
56, rue Patay, F—75013 Paris (FR). BINFORD, Thomas
[US/US]; 16012 Flintlock Road, Cupertino, CA 95014
(US).

  
  

 (74) Agent: PHELIP, Bruno; Cabinet Harlé & Phélip, 7, rue de
Madrid, F—75008 Paris (FR).  
 

 
 

(54) Title: METHOD A D APPARATUS FOR DETECTION OF DROWSINESS

(57) Abstract 

 
 

 
 

In a process of detecti 1 a person falling asleep, an image of the face of the person is acquired. Pixels of the image having
characteristics corresponding t an eye of the person are selected and a histogram is' formed of the selected pixels. The histogram is
analyzed over time to identify ea opening and closing of the eye, and characteristics indicative of the person falling asleep are determined-
A sub-area of the image includin the eye may be deterrnined by identifyihg'me‘headiof4a facial characteristic of the person, and then
identifying the sub—area using an a ropomorphic model. To determine openings and closings of the eyes, histograms of shadowed pixels
of the eye are analyzed to determim the width and height of the shadowing, or histogramsof mavement correspondingho blinking are
analyzed. An apparatus for detecting . person falling asleep includes a sensor for acquiring an image of the face of the person, a controller,
and a histogram formation unit for fo ing a histogram on pixels having selected characteristics. Also disclosed is a rear—view mirror
assembly incorporating the apparatus. ‘
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lntééiationel Application No
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I. Basis of the report

1. This report has been drawn on the basis of (substitute sheets which have been furnished to the receiving Office in
response to an invitation under Article 14 are referred to in this report as “originally filed” and are not annexed to
the report since they do not contain amendments):

Description, pages:

2-57 as originally filed

1,1 a as received on 15/01/2000 with letter of 11/01/2000

Claims, No.:

139 as received on 15/01/2000 with letter er 11/01/2000

Drawings, sheets:

1/20—20/20 ‘ as originally filed

2. The amendments have resulted in the cancellation of: ‘

[I the description, pages:

III the claims, Nos.:

D the drawings, sheets:

3. [I This report has been established as it (some oi) the amendments had not been made, since they have been
considered to go beyond the disclosure as filed (Rule 70.2(c)):

4. Additional observations, it necessary:

II. Priority

1. E] This report has been established as it no priority had been claimed due to the failure to furnish within the
prescribed time limit the requested: ‘

E] copy of the earlier application whose priority has been claimed.
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2. El This report has been established as if no priority had been claimed due to the fact that the priority claim has
been found invalid.

Thus for the purposes of this report, the international filing date indicated above is considered to be the relevantdate.

3. Additional observations, if necessary:

see separate sheet

V. Reasoned statement under Article 35(2) with regard to novelty, inventive step or industrial

applicability; citationsand explanations supporting such statement

1 . Statement

Novelty (N) Yes: Claims 1-39
No: Claims

Inventive step (IS) Yes: Claims 1-39
No: Claims

Industrial applicability (IA) Yes: Claims 1-39
No: Claims

2. Citations and explanations

see separate sheet

VI. Certain documents cited

1. Certain published documents (Rule 70.10)

and / or

2. Non-written disclosures (Rule 70.9)

see separate sheet

Vll. Certain defects in the international application

The following defects in the form or contents of the international application have been noted:

see separate sheet
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INTERNATIONAL PRELIMINARY — lntemational application No. PCT/EPQQ/OOSOO

EXAMINATION REPORT - SEPARATE SHEET

1. The following documents will be referred to inthis report;

D1 WO 98/05002 [Carlus Magnus Ltd.] Published 05.02.1998; filed
22.07.1997. .

D2 , DE-A-19 715 519 [MITSUBISHI]

D3 WO-A—97/01246 [STEED]

The examiner is of the opinion that the priorities claimed are validly claimed.

Document D1 is published after the first claimed priority, P1 (FR 60 048) of the
application but before the second claimed priority, P2 (PCT EP 98/05383).

As such D1 constitutes prior art within the sense of Rule 64.1 PCT with regard to

subject matter which is not covered by the priority document P1. The document

D1 could constitute a national/regional prior right as indicated in Rule 64.3 PCT,

however this is for information of the applicant only and is beyond the scope of

the International Examination.

2. In the following discussion, the patentability of the claims will be examined with

regard to the requirements of the PCT. In particular, the claims will be examined

for novelty, as defined in Art. 33(2) PCT, 'and’for inventive step, as defined in Art.

33(3) PCT. In addition other aspects, such as clarity requirements of Art. 6 PCT,

may be discussed as appropriate.

2.1 Conciseness of the claims.

Art. 6 PCT requires that the claims of the application are concise. This applies not

only to individual claims but the overall set of claims, see Guidelines PCT Section

IV-Ill-5. ‘

In the present case the examiner is of the opinion that the independent claims 1,
3,7,9, 14,39 constitute an unreasonably. large number of independent claims

which could better be claimedIn the form of one or two claims per category with
the remaining features claimed as independent claims.

Form PCT/Separate Sheet/409 (Sheet 1) (EPO-April 1997)
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INTERNATIONAL PRELIMINARY International application No. PCT/EPQQ/OOSOO
EXAMINATION REPORT - SEPARATE SHEET ., 

2.2

2.3

2.4

Independent Claims, Claims 1,3,19,14,39

Claims 1,3,19,14,39 all differ from the prior art in that they include at least one

identification of a sub area of an image using anxanthropomprphic model'ofaone
kind or another.

The closest prior art to the application is considered to beithgat disclosed in D2.

Whilst D2 discloses for exampleat col. 3, lines 19-33 to monitor an area of the
face including the eyes, there is not disclosed in D2 to "identify" a sub area of an .

image including the eyes or the corresponding method of "selecting pixels" of the

image having characteristics corresponding to a facial characteristic using an

anthropomorphic model (claims 1,3) or one of the kinds of anthropomorphic
models given in the other independent claims.

The examiner is of the opinion that it the person skilled in the art, presented with

the teaching of D2 alone or in combination with other available prior art would not

arrive at the subject matter of “identifying" a sub area or "selecting pixels" based

on the models given, rather it would appear from the teaching of D2 that the

apparatus only looks at the eyes and then monitors movement. Whilst the blinking
rate is compared to an anthropomorphic model in D2 this is for the purpose of

recognising drowsiness of the driver and not to identify a particular area of the

face. ‘

The remaining dependent claims would appear to be allowable under Art. 33(3)

PCT since they refer to allowable claims.

Clarity of the claims, Art. 6 PCT.

In order to satisfy the requirements of Rule 6.2 B reference signs in the claims

should be placed in parenthesis. This applies to all references including "V", page
52, first line

Conversely, the examiner notes that other expressions placed in brackets are

likely to be interpreted as being references falling under Rule 6.23 In the case of

. the expression "(328x) ori(328y) etc.", appearing in claims 12,37 and 9 the

Form PCT/Separate Sheet/409 (Sheet 2) (EPO-April 1997)
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INTERNATIONAL PRELIMINARY I Intemational application No. PCT/EPQQ/OOBOO
EXAMINATION REPORT - SEPARATE SHEET .

claimsare rendered unclear. Theclaims should have been clarified to remove

these terms from brackets.

The terms "DP" and "CO" in claims 10 and 23 are not defined in the claims and

therefore render the scope of these claims unclear, Art. 6 PCT.

3. In the following section, certain defects in the'lnternational Application will be
noted. '

The description should have been brought into-,zconform‘ity with the claims placed
on file in accordance with the Rule 51 a iii PCT. '

Form PCT/Separate Sheet/409 (Sheet 3) (EPO-April 1997)
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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR DETECTION OF DROWSJNESS 

Inventors: Dr. Patrick Pirim

Dr. Thomas Binford

BACKGROUND or THE INVENTION

1. Field ofthe‘Invention.

 

The presentg'invention relates generally to an image processing system, and

more particularly to the use of a generic image processing system to detect

drowsiness.

1.Description ofthe Related'Art.

It is well known that a significant number of highway accidents result fiorn

drivers becoming drowsy or falling asleep, which results in many deaths and

injuries. Drowsiness is also a problem in other fields, such as for airline pilots and

power plant operators, in which great damage may result from failure to stay alert.

A number of difi‘erent physical criteria may be used to establish when a

person is drowsy, including a change in the duration and interval of eye blinking.

Normally, the duration of blinking is about 100 to 200 ms when awake and about
500 to 800 ms when drowsy. The time interval between successive blinks is

generally constant while awake, but varies within a relatively broad range when
drowsy. I g 3..

Numerous devices have been proposed to detect drowsiness of drivers.

Such devices are shown, for example, in US. Patent Nos. 5,841,354; 5,813,99;

5,689,241; 5,684,461; 5,682,144; 5,469,143; 5,402,109; 5,353,013; 5,195,606;

4,928,090; 4,555,697; 4,485,375; and 4,259,665. In general, these devices fall into
three categories: i) devices that detect movement of the head of the driver, e.g.,

tilting; ii) devices that detect a physiological change in the driver, e.g., altered

heartbeat or breathing, and'iii) devices thatdetect a physical result of the driver

falling asleep, e.g., a reduced grip on the steering wheel. None of these devices is

believed to have met with commercial success.

AMENDED SHEET
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The German patent application DE-l9715515 and the corresponding

French patent application FR-2.747.346 disclose an apparatus and a process of

evaluation of drowsiness level of a driver using a video camera placed near the feet

of the driver and a processing unit for the camera image with a software detecting
the blinks of the eyes determining the time gap between the beginning and the end

of the blink. More particularly, a unit 10 ofthe processor realizes : i

o a memorization of the video image and its treatment, so as to determine

an area comprising the driver’s eyes,

0 the detection ofthe time gap between the closing ofthe driver eyelids and

their fiill opening and

o a treatment in a memory 11 and a processor 22 in combination with unit

10 to calculate a ratio of slow blink apparition.

The object of the international patent application published WO-97/01246
is a securitgfa'system comprising a video camera placed within the rear-view mirror

ofa car and a video screen remotely disposed for the analysis of what is happening

in the car and around it, as well as of what happened due to the recording of the.

output video signal of the camera This is in fact a concealed camera (within the

rear-view mirror), so that it is irnperceptible to vandals and thieves and which

observes a large scope including the inside of the car and its surroundings, the

record allowing one to know later, what has happened in this scope (page 6, lines 1;

13 to 19), this is not a, detector whose efi‘ective angle is strictly limited to the car

driver face in order to detect its eventual drowsiness and to make him awake. _

Commonly-owned PCT Application Serial Nos. PCT/FR97/01354 and

PCT/EP98/05383 disclose a generic image processing‘system that operates to
localize '
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CLAMS

1.’ A process of detecting a person falling asleep, the process comprising
the steps of: '

acquiring an image ofthe face (V) ofthe person;

selecting pixels ofthe image having charaCteristics corresponding to

characteristics ofat least one eye ofthe person; _

forming at least one histogram (328x) of the selected pixels;

.analyzing the at least one histogram (328x) over time to identify

each opening and closing of the eye; and

determining from the Opening and closing information on the eye,

characteristics indicative of a person falling asleep;

identifiling a sub-area of the image comprising the at least one eye

prior to the step of selecting pixels of the image having characteristics,

corresponding to characteristics of at least one eye, this step of selecting pixels

comprising selecting pixels Within the sub-area of the image, comprising the steps
of. '

identifying the head ofthe person in the image; and

identifying the sub-area of the image using an anthropomorphic
model.

2. The process according to claim 1 wherein the step of identifying head‘”

ofthe person in the image comprises the steps of:

selecting pixels ofthe image having characteristics corresponding to
edges ofthe head ofthe person;

forming histograms (328x, 328)!) of the selected pixels projected
onto orthogonal axes; and

analyzing thehistograms of the selected pixels to identify the edges
of the head ofthe person.

3. The process of detecting a person falling asleep, the process
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comprising the steps of:

‘ acquiring an image ofthe face V ofthe person;

selecting pixels ofthe image having characteristics corresponding to

characteristics of at least one eye ofthe person; 7

S forming at least one histogram (328x) of the selected pixels;
0 analyzing the at least one histogram :over time to identify each

opening and closing ofthe eye; and I ‘
determining from the opening and closing infermation on the eye, .

characteristics indicative of a person falling asleep; _

10 identifying a sub-area ofthe image comprising the at least one eye

prior to the step of selecting pixels of the image having characteristics

corresponding to characteristics of at least one eye, and wherein the step of

selecting pixels ofthe image having" characteristics corresponding to characteristics

of at least one eye comprises selecting pixels within the sub-area of the image;

15 identifying the location of afacial characteristic of the person in the

image; and

identiiying the sub-area of the image using an anthropomorphic _

model and the location ofthe facial characteristic.

4. The process according to claim 3 wherein the step of identifying the

20 location of a facial characteristic ofthe person in the image comprises the steps of: ‘5.

selecting pixels ofthe image having characteristics corresponding to

the facial characteristic; ‘

forming histograms of the selected pixels projected onto orthogonal

axes; and

25 analyzing the histograms of the selected pixels to identify the

position ofthe facial characteristic in the image.

5. The process according to claim 4 Wherein the facial characteristic is

the nostrils of the person, and wherein the step of selecting pixels of the image

having characteristics corresponding to the facial characteristic comprises selecting

AMENDED SHEET
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pixels having low luminance levels.

6., The process according to claim 5 further comprising the step of
analyzing the histograms of the nostril pixels to determine whether the spacing

between the nostrils is withina desired range and Whether the dimensions of the

5 nostrils fall within a desired range. .

7. The process of detecting a person falling asleep, the process

comprising the steps of:_

acquiring an image ofthe face (V) ofthe person;

selecting pixels ofthe image having characteristics corresponding to
10 characteristics of at least one eye ofthe person;

forming at least one histogram (328x) of the selected pixels;

analyzing the at (least one histogram over time to identify each

opening and closing ofthe eye; and ‘

determining from the opening and closing information on the eye,

15 characteristics indicative ofa person falling asleep;

the step of selecting pixels of the image having characteristics

corresponding to characteristics of at least one eye of the person comprises

selecting pixels having low luminance levels corresponding to shadowing of the
eye; and V

20 wherein the step analyzing the at least one histogram over time to a

identify each opening and closing of the eye comprises analyzing the shape of the

eye shadowing to determine openings and closings ofthe eye.

8. The process according to claim 7 wherein the step of forming at least _

one histogram of the selected pixels comprises forming histograms of shadowed

25 pixels ofthe eye projected onto orthogonal axes, and wherein-the step of analyzing

the shape of the eye shadong comprises analyzing the width and height of the
shadowing.

9. The process of detecting a person falling asleep, the process

comprising the steps of:
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acquiring an image of the face V of the person;

selecting pixels of the image having characteristics corresponding to

characteristics of at least one eye of the person; p .

forming. at least one histogram (328x) ofthe selected pixels;

5 analyzing the at least one histogram overtime to identify each

opening and closing ofthe eye;‘and

determining from the opening and closing information on the eye,

characteristics indicative ofa person falling asleep;

the step of selecting pixels of the image having characteristics

10 corresponding to, characteristics of at least one eye of the person comprises

selecting pixels in movement corresponding to blinking; and

wherein the step analyzing the at least one histogram over time to

identify each opening and closing of the eye comprises analyzing the number of

pixels in movement over time to determine openings and closings of the eye.

15 10. The process according to claim 9 wherein the step of selecting pixels

of the image having characteristiCs corresponding to characteristics of at least one

eye of the person comprises selecting having characteristics selected fiom the

group consisting of i) DP=1, ii) CO indicative of a blinking eyelid, iii) velocity

indicative of a blinking eyelid, and iv) up and down movement indicative of a

20 blinking eyelid. '

11. The process according to claim 3 wherein the step of identifying a "’

facial characteristic of the person in the image comprises the "step of searching sub-

_images ofthe image to identify the facial characteristic.

12. The process awarding to claim 5 wherein the step of identifying a

25 facial characteristic of the person in the image comprises the step of searching sub-

images of the image to identify the nostrils.

13. The process according to claim 11 wherein the facial characteristic is
. a first facial characteristic and fiirther, comprising the steps of:

using an anthropomorphic model and the location of the first facial
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characteristic to select a sub-area of the image containing a second facial

characteristic;

selecting pixelsof the image having characteristics corresponding to

the second facial characteristic; and ‘

5 analyzing the histograms of the selected pixels of the second facial

characteristic to confirm the identification ofthe first facial characteristic.

14. An apparatus for detecting a person falling asleep, the apparatus

comprising:

a sensor for acquiring an image of the faces-of the person, the image

10 comprising pixels corresponding to the eye ofthe person;

a controller; and

a histogram formation unit for forming a histogram on pixels having

selected characteristics, 1

the controller controlling the histogram formation unit to select

15 pixels of the image having characteristics corresponding to characteristics of at

least one eye of the person and to form a histogram of the selected pixels, the

controller analyzing the histogram over time to identifir each opening and closing _

of the eye, and determining from the opening and closing information on the eye,

characteristics indicative of a person falling asleep;

20 the controller interacting with the histogram formation unit tog

identify a subarea of the image comprising the at least one eye, and the controller

controls the histogram formation unit to select pixels of the image having

characteristics corresponding to characteristics of at least one eye only within the

sub-area of the image;

25 ' the controller interacting with the histogram formation unit to

identify the head ofthe person in the image; and , I
the controller identifies the sub-area of the image using an

anthropomorphic model.

15. The apparatus according to claim 14 wherein:
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the histogram formation unit selects pixels of the image having

characteristics corresponding to edges of the head of the person and forms

histograms of the selected pixels projected onto orthogonal axes; and

the controller analyzes the histograms of the selected pixels to

,5 identify the edges of the head ofthe person. i

16. The apparatus according to claim 14 wherein:

the controller interacts with the histogram formation unit to identify

the location of a facial characteristic ofthe person in the image; and

I the controller identifies the sub-area of the image using an

10 anthropomorphic model and the location ofthe facial characteristic.

17. The apparatus according to claim 16 wherein: i

the histogram formation unit selects pixels of the image having

characteristics corresponding to the facial characteristic and forms histograms of

the selected pixels projected onto orthogonal axes; I
15 ’ the controller analyzes the histograms of the selected pixels to

identify the position of the facial characteristic in the image.

18. The apparatus accordingto claim ‘17 wherein the facial characteristic .

is the nostrils of the person, and wherein the histogram formation unit selects pixels

of the image having low luminance levels corresponding to the luminance level of

20 the nostrils. . .b

19. The apparatus according to claim 18 wherein the controller analyzes

the histograms of the nostril pixels to determine whether the spacing between the

nostrils is within a desired range and whether the dimensions of the nostrils fall

within a desired range. I

25 20. The apparatus according to claim 14 wherein:

the histogram fermation unit selects pixels of the image having low

luminance levels corresponding to shadowing ofthe eye; and

wherein the controller analyzes the shape of the eye shadowing to

determine openings and closings ofthe eye.
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21. The apparatus according to claim 20 wherein histogram formation

unit forms histograms of shadowed pixels of the eye projected onto orthogonal

axes, and wherein the controller analyzes the width and height of the shadowing to

determine openings and closings of the eye.

5 22. The apparatus according to claim 14 wherein:

the ’ histogram formation unit selects pixels of the image in

movement corresponding to blinking; and

. the controller analyzes the number of pixels in'movement over time

to determine openings and closings ofthe eye. 1

10 23. The apparatus according to claim 22 wherein the histogram formation

units selects pixels of the image having characteristics of movement corresponding

to blinking, suCh characteristics being selected from the group consisting of i)

DP=1, ii) CO indicative of a blinking eyelid, iii) velocity indicative of a blinking

eyelid, and iv) Up and down movement indicative of a blinking eyelid.

15 24. The apparatus according to Claim 16 wherein the controller interacts

with the histogram formation unit to search sub-images of the image to identify the
facial charaCteristic. I

25. The apparatus according to claim 18 wherein the controller interacts

with the histogram formation unit to search sub-images ofthe image to identify the

20 nostrils. “

26. The apparatus according to claim 24 wherein the facial characteristic

is a first facial characteristic and further comprising:

the controller using an anthropomorphic model and the location of

the first facial characteristic to cause the histogram formation unit to select a sub-

25 area ofthe iniage containing a second facial characteristic, the histogram formation

unit selecting pixels of the image in the sub-area having characteristics

corresponding to the second facial characteristic and forming a histogram of such
pixels; and

the controller analyzing the histogram of the selected pixels
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corresponding to the second facial characteristic to confirm the identification of the

first facial characteristic.

27. The apparatus according to claim 14 wherein the sensor is integrally

constructed with the controller and the histogram formation unit.

28. The apparatus according to'claim 14 further comprising an alarm, theLII

controller operating the alarm upon detection ofthe person falling asleep.

29. The apparatus according to claim 14 further comprising an

illumination source, the sensor being adapted to view the person when illuminated

by the illumination source. .

10 30. The apparatus according to claim 29 wherein the illumination source

is a source of IR radiation.

31. A rear-view mirror assembly for a vehicle which comprises:

a rear-view mirror; and

the apparatus according to claim. 14 mounted to the rear-view

15 mirror. I

32. The rear-view mirror assembly according to claim 31 further

comprising a bracket attaching the apparatus to the rear-view mirror.

33. The rear-view mirror assembly according ‘to claim 31 firrther

comprising a housing having an open side and an interior, the rear-view mirror

20 being mounted to the open side of the housing, the rear view mirror being see- a.

through fi'om the interior of the housing to an exterior of the housing, the

apparatus being mounted interior to the housing with the sensor directed toward

the rear-view mirror. I
34. The rear-view mirror assembly according to claim '33 further

25 comprising a joint attaching the apparatus to the rear-view mirror assembly, the

joint adapted to maintain the apparatus ina position facing a driver of the vehicle

during adjustment of the mirror assembly by the driver.

35. The rear-view mirror assembly according to claim 31 further

comprising a source of illumination directed toward the person, the sensor being
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adapted to view the person when illuminated by the source of illumination.

36', The rear-view mirror assembly according to claim 31 further

comprising an alarm, the controller operating the alarm upon detection of the

person falling asleep.

5 37. A rear—view mirror assembly which comprises:

a rear-view mirror; and

the apparatus according to claim 14, the sensor being mounted to

the rear-view mirror, the controller and the histogram formation unit being located .

remote from the sensor. _

10 38. A vehicle comprising the apparatus according to claim 14.

39. A process of detecting a feature of an eye, the process comprising the

steps of:

vauiring an image of the face of the person, the image comprising

pixels corresponding to the feature to be detected;

15 selecting pixels of the image having characteristics corresponding to

the feature to be detected; I

forming at least one histogram ofthe selected pixels;

analyzing the at least one histogram over time to identify

characteristics indicative of the feature to be detected.

20 said feature being the iris, pupil or cornea.
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I. Basis of the report

have been furnished to the receiving Office in
1. This report has been 'drawn on the basis of (substitute sheets whichrt as ”originally fi/ed” and are not annexed to

response to an invitation under Article 14 are referred to in this rape
the report since they do not contain amendments):

Description, pages:

2-57 as originally filed

1,1a as received on 15/01/2000 with letter of 11/01/2000

Claims, No.:

1-39 as received on . 15/01/2000 with-letter of 11/01/2000

Drawings, sheets:

1/20-20/20 as originally filed

2. The amendments have resulted in the cancellation of:

[I the description, pages:

E] the claims, Nos.:

III the drawings, sheets:

3. [I This report has been established as it (some of) the amendments had not been made, since they have been ‘
considered to go beyondthe disclosure as filed (Rule 70.2(c)):

4. Additional observations, it necessary:

II. Priority

1. El This report has been established as if no priority had been claimed due to the failure to furnish within the
prescribed time limit the requested;

III copy of the earlier application whose priority has been claimed.

CI translation of the earlier application whose priority has been claimed.
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2. D This report has been established as if no priority had been claimed due to the fact that the priority claim has
been found invalid.

Thus for the purposes of this report, the international filing date indicated above is considered to be the relevant date.

3. Additional observations, it necessary:

see separate sheet

V. Reasoned statement under Article 35(2) with regard to novelty, inventive step or industrial
applicability; citations and explanations supporting such statement

1 . Statement

Novelty (N) Yes: Claims 1-39
No: Claims

Inventive step (IS) Yes: Claims 1-39
No: Claims

Industrial applicability (IA) Yes: Claims 1-39
No: Claims

2. Citations and explanations

see separate sheet

VI. Certain documents cited

1. Certain published documents (Rule 70.10)

and / or

2. Non-written disclosures (Rule 70.9)

see separate sheet

VII. Certain defects in the international application

The following defects in the form or contents of the international application have been noted:

see separate sheet
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VIII. Certain observations on the international application

The following observations on the clarity of the claims, description, and drawings or on the question whether the
claims are fully supported by the description, are made:

see separate sheet
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INTERNATIONAL PRELIMINARY lntemational application No. PCT/EPQQ/OOBOO
EXAMINATION REPORT - SEPARATE SHEET .

1. The following documents will be referred to in this report;

D1 . WO 98/05002 [Car'lus Magnus Ltd.] Published? 05.02.1998; tiled
22.07.1997.

D2 DE-A—19 715 519 [MITSUBISHI]

D3 WO-A-97/01246 [STEED]

The examiner is'ot the opinion that the priorities claimed are validly claimed.

Document D1 is published after the first claimed priority, P1 (FR 60 048) of the
application but before the second claimed priority, P2 (PCT EP 98/052383).

As such D1 constitutes prior art within the sense of Rule 64.1 PCT with regard to
subject matter which is not covered by the priority document P1. The document
D1 could constitute a national/regional prior right as indicated in Rule 64.3 PCT,
however this is for information of the applicant only and is beyond the scope of
the International Examination.

2. In the following discussion, the patentability of the claims will be examined with
regard tothe requirements of the PCT. In particular, the claims will be examined
for novelty, as defined in Art. 33(2) PCT, and for inventive step, as defined in Art.
33(3) PCT. ln addition other aspects, such as clarity requirements of Art. 6 PCT,
may be discussed as appropriate. .

2.1 Conciseness. of the claims.

Art. 6 PCT requires that the claims of the application are concise. This applies not
only to individual claims but the overall set of claims, see Guidelines PCT Section
'IV-III-S.

In the present case the examiner is ‘of the'opinion that the independent claims. 1,
3,7,9,14,39 constitute an unreasonably large number of independent claims
which could better be claimed in the form of one or two claims per category with
the remaining features claimed as independent claims.
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2.2

2.3

2.4

Independent Claims, Claims 1,3,7,9,14,39

Claims 1,3,79,14,39 all differ from the prior art in that they include at least one

identification of a sub area of an image using an anthropomorphic model of one
kind or another. '\

The closest prior art to the application is considered to be that disclosed in D2.
Whilst D2 discloses for example at col. 3, lines 19-33 to monitor an area of the

face including the eyes, there is not disclosed in D2 to "identify" a sub area of an
image including the eyes or the corresponding methOdof "selecting pixels" of the

image having characteristics corresponding to a facial characteristic using an

anthropomorphic model (claims 1,3) or one of the, kinds of anthropomorphic

models given in the other independent claims.

The examiner is of the opinion that it the person skilled in the art, presented with

the teaching of D2 alone or in combination with other available prior art would not

arrive at the subject matter of “identifying" a sub area or “selecting pixels“ based

on the models given, rather it would appear from the teaching of D2 that the

apparatus only looks at the eyes and then monitors movement. Whilst the blinking

rate is compared to an anthropomorphic model in D2 this is for the purpose of

recognising drowsiness of the driver and not to identify a particular area of the
face.

The remaining dependent claims would appear to be allowable under Art. 93(3)

PCT since they refer to allowable claims.

Clarity of the claims, Art. 6 PCT.

In order to satisfy the requirements of Rule 6.2 B reference signs in the claims

should be placed in parenthesis. This applies to all references including "V", page

52, first line.

Conversely, the examiner notes that other expressions placed in brackets are

likely to be interpreted as being references falling under Rule 6.28. In the case of

, the expreSsion "(328x) or (328y) etc.", appearing in claims 1,2,3,7 and 9 the
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claims are rendered unclear. The claims should have been clarified to remove

these terms’from brackets.

The terms "DP" and "CO" in Claims 10 and 23 are not defined in the claims and

therefore render the scope of these claims unclear, Art. 6 PCT.

3. In the following section, certain defects in the International Application will be
noted. '

The description should have been brought into conformity with the claims placed
on file in accordance with the Rule 51 a iii PCT.
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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR DETECTION OF DROWSINESS

’ Inventors: Dr. Patrick Pirim

Dr. Thomas Binford

5 BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field ofthe”Invention.

 

The present invention relates generally 'to an image processing system, and

more particularly to the use of a generic image processing system to detect
drowsiness. A i

10 1.Description of the Related Art.

It is well known that a significant number of highway accidents result from

drivers becoming drowsy or falling asleep, which results in many deaths and

injuries. Drowsiness is also a problem in other fields, such as for airline pilots and
power plant operators, in 'which great damage may result fiom failure to stay alert.

15 A number of difi‘erent physical criteria may be used to establish when a

person is drowsy, including a change in the duration and interval of eye blinking.

Normally, the duration of blinking is about 100 to 200 ms when awake'and about

500 to. 800 ms when drowsy. The time interval between successive blinks is
generally constant while awake, but varies within a relatively broad range when

20 drowsy. ‘—

Numerous devices have been proposed to detect drowsiness of drivers.

Such devices are shown, for example, in U.S. Patent Nos. 5,841,354; 5,813,99;

5,689,241; 5,684,461; 5,682,144; 5,469,143; 5,402,109; 5,353,013; 5,195,606;
4,928,090; 4,555,697; 4,485,375; and 4,259,665. In general, these devices fall into

25 three categories: i) devices that detect movement of the head of the driver, e.g.,

tiltinggiii) devices that detect a physiological change in the driver, e.g., altered

heartbeat or breathing, and iii) devices thatdetect a physical result of the driver

falling 35156p, e.g., a reduced grip on the steering wheel. None of these devices is

believed to have met with commercial success.
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The German patent application DE-19715515 and the corresponding

French patent application FR-2.747.346 disclose an apparatus and a process of

evaluation of drowsiness level of a driver using a video camera placed near the feet

of the driver and a processing unit for the camera image with a software detecting

UI the blinks of the eyes determining the time gap between the beginning and the end

of the blink. More particularly, a unit 10 ofthe processor realizes :

n a memdrization of the video image and its treatment, so as to determine

an area comprising the driver’s eyes, ,

o the detection ofthe time gap between the closing of the driver eyelids and

’10 their full opening and i

o a treatment in a memory 11 and a processor 22 in combination with unit

10 to calculate a ratio of slow blink apparition.

The object of the international patent application published WO-97/01246

is a security system comprising a video camera placed ’within the rear-view mirror

15 of a car and a video screen remotely disposed for the analysis ofwhat is happening
in the car and around it, as well as of what happened due to the recording of the.

output video signal of the camera This is in fact a concealed camera (within the

rear-view mirror), so that it is imperceptible to vandals and thieves and which

observes a large scope including the inside of the car and its surroundings, the

20 I record allowing one to know later what has happened in this scope (page 6, lines

13 to 19), this is not a detector whose efiective angle is strictly limited to the car

driver face in order to detect its eventual drowsiness and to make him awake.

Commonly-owned PCT Application Serial Nos. PCT/FR97/01354 and

PCT/EP98/OS383 disclose a generic image processing system that operates to

25 localize I
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»CLAIMS

1. A process of detecting a person falling asleep, the process comprising

the steps of: I

‘ acquiring an image Iof the face (V) ofthe person;

selecting pixels ofthe image having characteristics corresponding to

characteristics of at least one eye ofthe person;

forming at least one histogram (328x) ofthe-selected pixels;

analyzing the at least one histogram (328x). over time to identify

each opening and closing ofthe eye; and

determining fiom the opening and closing information on the eye,

characteristics indicative of a person, falling asleep; i

identifying a sub-area of the image comprising the at least one eye

prior to the step of selecting pixels of the image having characteristics,

corresponding to characteristics of at least one eye, this step of selecting pixels

comprising selecting pixels within the sub-area-of the image, comprising the steps

of: i ‘

identifying the head ofthe person in the image; and _

identifying the sub-area of the image using an anthropomorphic
model. ' L

2. The process according to claim 1 wherein the step of identifying head

ofthe person in the image comprises the steps of.

_ selecting pixels ofthe image having characteristics corresponding to

edges of the head ofthe person;

forming histograms (328g 328y) of the selected pixels projected

onto orthogonal axes; and

analyzing the histograms of the selected pixels to identify the edges

of the head of the person

3. The process of detecting a person falling asleep, the process
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comprising the steps of.

acquiring an image of the face V ofthe person;

selecting pixels ofthe image having characteristics corresponding to

characteristics of at least one eye of the person;

forming at least one histogram (328x) of the selected pixels;

analyzing the at least one histogram over time to identify each

opening and closing ofthe eye; and V

‘ determining from the opening and closinginformation on the eye, _

characteristics indicative ofa person falling asleep; A I
identifying a sub-area of the image comprising the at least one eye

prior to the step of selecting pixels of the image having characteristics

corresponding to characteristics of at least one eye, and wherein the step of

selecting pixels ofthe image having characteristics corresponding to characteristics

of at least one eye comprises selecting pixels within the sub-area of the image;

identifying the location of a facial characteristic of the person in the

image; and 3

identifying the sub-area of the image using an anthropomorphic

model and the location ofthe facial characteristic.
4. The process according to claim 3 wherein the step of identifying the

location of a facial characteristic ofthe person in the image comprises the steps oft.

selecting pixels of the image having characteristics corresponding to

the facial characteristic; ‘ .

I forming histograms ofthe selected pixels projected onto orthogonal

axes; and i y

analyzing the histograms of the selected pixels to identify the I

position ofthe facial-characteristic in theirnage, ‘

5. The process according to claim 4 wherein the facial characteristic is

the nostrils of the person, and wherein the step of selecting pixels of the image

having characteristics corresponding to the facial characteristic comprises selecting
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pixels having low luminance levels.

6. The process according to claim 5 further comprising the step of

analyzing the histograms of the nostril pixels to determine whether the spacing

between the nostrils is within a desired range and Whether the dimensions of the

5 nostrils fall Within a desired range.

7. The process of detecting a person falling asleep, the process

comprising the steps of._

acquiring an image ofthe face (V) ofthe person;

selecting pixels ofthe image having characteristics corresponding to

10 characteristics of at least one eye ofthe person; _

forming at least one histogram (3282:) of the selected pixels;

analyzing the at'yleast one histogram over time to identify each

opening and closing ofthe eye; and _

determining from the opening and closing information on the eye,

15 characteristics indicative ofa person falling asleep;

the step of selecting pixels of the image having characteristics

corresponding to characteristics of at- least one eye of the person comprises

selecting pixels having low luminance levels corresponding to shadowing of the

eye; and

20 wherein the step analyzingthe at least one histogram over time td'

identifii each opening and closing of the eye comprises analyzing the shape of the

eye shadowing to determine openings and closings ofthe eye.

_8. The process according to claim 7 wherein the step of forming at least

one histogram of the selected pixels comprises forming histograms of shadowed

25 pixels ofthe eye projected onto orthogonal axes, and wherein the step of analyzing

the shape of the eye Shadowing comprises analyzing the width and height of the

shadowing.

9. The process of detecting a person falling asleep, the process

. comprising’the steps of:
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_ acquiring an image of the face V of the person;

‘ selecting pixels of the image having characteristics corresponding to

characteristics of at least one eye of the person; .

forming at least one histogram (328x) 0f the selected pixels;

5 analyzing the at least one histogram over time to identify each

opening and closing’ofthe eye; and

determining from the opening and closing information on the eye,

characteristics indicative of a person falling asleep;

the step of selecting pixels of the image having characteristics

10 corresponding to characteristics of at least one eye of the person comprises

selecting pixels in movement corresponding to blinking; and

' wherein the step analyzing the at least one histogram over time to

identify each opening and closing of the eye comprises analyzing the‘number of

pixels in movement over time to determine openings and closings ofthe eye.

15 10. The process according to claim 9 wherein the step of selecting pixels 1

of the image having characteristics corresponding to characteristics of at least one

eye of the person comprises selecting having characteristics selected fi’om the

group consisting of i) DP=1, ii) CO indicative of a blinking eyelid, iii) velocity

indicative of a blinking eyelid, and iv) up and down movement indicative of a

20 blinking eyelid.

 
11. The process according to claim 3 wherein the step of identifying a

facial characteristic of the person in the image comprises the step of searching sub-

irnages ofthe image to identify the facial characteristic. l
12. The process according to claim 5 wherein the step of identifying a

25 facial characteristic of the person in the image comprises the step of searching sub-

images of the image to identify the nostrils.

13. The process according to claim 11 wherein the facial characteristic is

a first facial characteristic and further comprising the steps of:

using an anthropomorphic model and the location of the first facial
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characteristic to select a sub-area of the image containing a second facial

characteristic;

selecting pixels of the image having characteristics corresponding to

the second facial characteristic; and

S analyzing the histograms of the selected pixels of the second facial

characteristic to confirm the identification ofthe first facial characteristic.

14. An apparatus for detecting a person falling asleep, the apparatus

comprising: I

a sensor for acquiring an image of the face ofthe person, the image

10 ‘ comprising pixels corresponding to the eye ofthe person; I

a controller; and

a histogram formation unit for forming a histogram on pixels having

selected characteristics, 0 i
the controller controlling the histogram formation unit to select

15 V pixels of the image having characteristics corresponding to characteristics of at

least one eye of the person and to form a histogram of the selected pixels, the

controller analyzing the histogram over time to identify each opening and closing

’ of the eye, and determining fiom the opening and closing information on the eye,

characteristics indicative of a person falling asleep;

20 the controller interacting with the histogram formation unit to

identify a sub-area of the image comprising the at least one eye, and the controller

controls the histogram formation unit to select pixels of the image having.

characteristics corresponding to characteristics of at least one eye only within the

sub-area of the image;

25 ' V the controller interacting with the histogram formation unit to

identify the head ofthe person in the image; and

the controller identifies the sub-area of the image using an

anthropomorphic model.

15. The apparatus according to claim 14 wherein:
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the histogram formation unite selects pixels of the image having

characteristics corresponding to edges of the head of the person and forms

histograms of the selected pixels projected onto orthogonal axes; and

the controller analyzes the histograms of the selected pixels to
5 identify the edges of the head ofthe person.

16. The apparatus according to claim 14 wherein:

thecontroller interacts with the histogram formation unit to identify

the location of a facial characteristic ofthe person in the image; and

a the controller identifies the sub-area of the image using an

10 anthropomorphic model and the location ofthe facial characteristic.

17.. The apparatus according to claim 16 wherein;

the histogram formation unit selects pixels of the image having
characteristics corresponding to the facial characteristic and forms histograms of

the selected pixels projected onto orthogonal axes; I
- 15 the controller analyzes the histograms of the selected pixels to

identify the position ofthe facial characteristicin thennage.

18. The apparatus according to claim, 17 wherein the facial characteristic

is the nostrils of the person, and wherein the histogram formation unit selects pixels

of the image having low luminance levels corresponding to the luminance level of

20 the nostrils.

19. The apparatus according to claim 18 wherein the controller analyzes

‘5.

the histograms of the nostril pixels to determine whether the spacing between the

nostrils is within a desired range and whether the dimensions of the nostrils fall

within a desired range.

25 V 20. The apparatus according to claim 14 wherein:

the histogram formation unit selects pixels of the image having low

luminance levels corresponding to shadoWing of the eye; and

wherein the controller analyzes the shape of the eye shadowing to

determine openings and closings of the eye.
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2.1. The apparatus according to claim 20 wherein histogram formation

unit forms histograms of shadowed pixels of the eye projected onto orthogonal

axes, and wherein the controller analyzes the width and height of the shadowing to

determine openings and closings of the eye.

5 22. The apparatus according to claim 14 wherein: .

the histogram formation unit selects pixels of the image in

movement corresponding to blinking; and I

. the controller analyzes the number of pixels in movement over time

to determine openings and closings ofthe eye.

10 ' 23. The apparatus according to claim 22 'wherein the histogram formation

units selects pixels of the image having characteristics of movement corresponding

to blinking, such characteristics being selected from the group consisting of i)

DP=1, ii) co indicative of a blinking eyelid, in) velocity indicative of a blinking

eyelid, and iv) up and down movement indicative of a blinking eyelid.

15 24. The apparatus according to claim 16 wherein the controller interacts

with the histogram formation unit to search sub-images of the image to identify the

facial characteristic. \

25. The apparatus according to claim 18 wherein the controller interacts

with the histogram formation unit to search sub-images of the image to identify the

20 nostrils. I ‘1:—

26. The apparatus according to claim 24 wherein the facial characteristic
is a first facial characteristic and filrther comprising: i

i the controller using an anthropomorphic model and the location of '

the first facial characteristic to cause the histogram formation unit to select a sub-

25 area pfthe image containing a second facial characteristic, the histogram formation

unit selecting pixels of the image in the sub-area having characteristics

corresponding to the second facial characteristic. and forming a histogram of such

pixels; and

the controller analyzing the histogram of the selected pixels
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corresponding to the second facial characteristic to confirm the identification of the

first facial characteristic. 3

27. The apparatus according to claim 14 wherein the sensor is integrally

l constructed with the controller and the histogram formation unit. .

5 28. The apparatus according to claim 14 fiirther comprising an alarm; the

controller operating the alarm upon detection ofthe person falling asleep.

29. The apparatus according to claim 14 further comprising an

illumination scurce, the sensor being adapted to view the person when illuminated

by the illumination source. I

10 30. The apparatus according to claim 29 wherein the illumination source

is a source ofIR radiation.

31. A rear-view mirror assembly for a vehicle which comprises:

a rear-view mirror; and i

the apparatus according to claim 14 mounted to the rear-view

15 mirror._ I

32. The rear-view mirror assembly according to claim 31 further

comprising a bracket attaching the apparatus to‘the rear-view mirror.

33. The rear-view mirror assembly according to claim 31 fiirther

comprising a housing having an open side and an interior, the rear-view mirror

20 being mounted to the open side of the housing, the rear view mirror being sch”-

through from the interior of the housing .-to an exterior of the housing, the

apparatus being mounted interior to the housing with the sensor directed toward

the rear-view mirror. . i

34. The rear-view mirror assembly according to claim '33 further

25 comprising a joint attaching the apparatus to the rear-view mirror assembly, the

joint adapted to maintain the apparatus‘in a position facing a driver of the vehicle

during adjustment of the mirror assembly by the driver.

. 35. The rear-view mirror assembly according to claim 31 further

comprising a source of illumination directed toward the person, the sensor being
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adapted to 'view the person when illuminated by the source of illumination. ‘

36. i The rear-view mirror assembly according to claim 31 further

comprising an alarm, the controller operating the alarm upon detection of the

person falling asleep.

5 37. A rear—view mirror assembly which comprises:

a rear-view mirror; and

the apparatus according to claim 14, the sensor being mounted to

the rear-view mirror, the controller and the histogram formation unit being located
remote fi'om the sensor. i

10 3 8. Avehicle comprising the apparatus according to claim 14.

39. A process of detecting a feature of an eye, the process comprising the

steps of: v ‘

acquiring an image of the face of the person, the image comprising

pixels corresponding to the feature to be detected; -
15 selecting pixels ofthe image having characteristics corresponding to

. the feature to be detected; . i .
forming at least one histogram ofthe selected pixels;

analyzing the at least one histogram over time to identify

characteristics indicative of the feature to be detected.

20 said feature being the iris, pupil or cornea &
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on va déCrire maintenant' un mode de realisation préféré d’un dispositif selon

l’invention, mettant en oeuvre le procédc’ selon l’invention, ainsi que» certaines variantes de

celui-ci, avec référence aux dessins annexés, Sur lesquels :

Les figures 1 et 2 sont des vues, respectivement- de cote' et par-dessus, illustrant,

schématiquement la téte d’un conducteur de véhicule automobile et ses axes de vision vers
l’avant et vers l’arriére. '

La figure 3~illustre Schematiquement la disposition classique du miroir d’un rétro-

viseur intérieur dans un véhicul‘é automobile et lesdifi‘érents axesde vision du conducteur,

cette figure Correspondantéia l’étatéde la technique.
L Les figures 4 et 5 repréSententérespectivement,l’ensemble et les articulations d’un

rétroviseur avec le capteur Optoelectronique etson électrOnique associée dans le cadre de
l’invention. '

La. figure 6' illustre 1e champ'du'Capteur optoélectroniqueprévu dans le rétroviseur

des figures 4 et 5.

Les figures 7 et 8 représentent la-maniére de cadrerle visage du conducteur en

place. V '
Les figures 9 et 10 représentent la maniére ,de cadrer les yeux du conducteur en

place.

I Les figures 11 et 12 sont relatives 21 la .mesure de la durée des clignements des yeux
du conducteur et des intervalles temporels séparentvdeux clignements successifs.

La figure 13 représente l’ordino'grammezdes phases successives de fonctionnement.
En se référant tout d’abord aux figures -1 a 6,,on va commencer la description

détaillée du mode de réalisation préféré ~de l’invention par celle du dispositif optique et

me'cani ue avec le ca teuri o toélectroniquc (niicrozcamera vidéo ou capteur MOS avec 

lentille incorporée) et son ensemble e'lectronique associé, constitué essentiellement par une

ou plusieurs puces, qui-:transforirne l’im’age capte'e par le capteur en un signal vidéo qui est
traite' afin de détecter une tendance a l’endormissement du conducteur en place, observé

par ledit capteur.

En effet l’invention utilise essentiellement laVariation de la durée des clignements

des yeux d’une personne lors du passage de'l'état'éveillé- a l’étatr somnolent on assoupi de celle-ci :
une personne éveillée cligne, aéintervalles relativement réguliers,idec paupiéres, et done des cils, en
100 a 200 ms environ, tandis quela durée des clignements de cette personne a l’état somnolent

passe a 500 a 800 ms environ, les intervalles entre clignements augmentant et étant variables.
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sensiblement hérnisphériques porte'es par l’étrier 16) avant de rejoindre par son autre

extremite la rotule 14a ou le manchon 14b.

Une telle articulation, qui maintient en permanence un angle approprié entre le

miroir 9 et' le support 11, permet a la fois l’orientation habituelle du rétroviseur intérieur

par le conducteur et l’orientation du support 11 du'capteur 10 pour que la face 10a de ces

capteur recoive l’image d’au moins le visage du conducteur en place lorsque lere'troviseur
est convenablement orienté. I

Le capteur: optoélec-tronique 10 débite par un conducteur 18 dans une unité
électronique ‘d’analyse 19 (avantageusement constituee par un boitiera puce cu puces loge’

2‘1 l’intérieur du rétroviseur 8) le signal vidéo qu’il élabore "a partir de l’image qu’il recoit
sur sa face 10a.

On peut prévoir des diodes electroluminescentes 20 pour émettre, en direction du
conducteur en place, lorsque 1e rétroviseur est correctement orienté, un rayonnement
infi'arouge apte a éclairer au moins 1e visage de conducteur en place, lorsque la lumiére

d’ambiance (y compris celle du tableau de bord) est insuffisante pour 1e fonctionnement

correct du capteur 10, qui, dans ce cas doit étre sensible au rayonnement infrarouge, et de

son unité electronique 1'9 ; l’excitation, éi/entuellernent progressive, de ces diodes est, par

exemple, controlée par l’unité electronique 1'19 grace a une cellule photoélectrique (non

représentée) ou en réponse a des signaux dc pixels (dans le signal vidéo) d’intensité

insuffisante (comme représenté schématiquement par le conducteur 21).
L’alarmeactivée, en cas d’endormissement du conducteur, par l’unité électronique

19 est illustrée schématiquement en 22 sur le figure 4, sur laquelle on n’a pas illustré les

alimentations du capteur 10,de l’unité electronique 19 et des diodes 20, pour sigplifier
fiefiefigurer-
 

L’unité 19 pourrait, en variante, étre disposée hors du boitier du rétroviseur.
On va maintenant exposer 1e traitement, dansil’u-nité électronique d’analyse 19, du

signal vidéo issu du capteur'optoélectroniQue 10 (1‘1” micro-carnéra électronique ou capteur

MOS avec‘lentille incorporée suivie d’une unité electronique), ce signal video comportant
1111c succession de trames correspondantes (de méme nature) a la cadence de 50 on 60 telles
trames par seconde (soit les trames paires ou bienimpaires dans 1e cas d’un signal‘a deux

trames entrelacées par image, soit les traines uniques dans le cas d’un signal a une seule

trame par image), ce traitement a pour objet de re'aliser la surveillance de la vigilance du
conducteur en place en determinant, en temps réel et en continu, 1a durée des clignements

'"fii;;ii;iij,,ji1"‘" 1 SAMSUNGEXHIBIT 1004
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de ‘ses yeux et en déclenchant, en cas de tendance du conducteur a l’endorrnissement

(révélée par la variation de cette durée), un signal d’alarme apte a éveiller celui-ci.

Le'procédé et le dispositif, selon la préSente invention mettant en oeuvre, pour

repérer et localiser une zone en mouvement (a savoir successivement 1e conducteur, son

visage et ses yeux, en particulier ses paupiéres) et determiner la direction et éventuellement

la vitesse de ce mouvement, 1e proce’dé et le dispositif selon les demandes de brevet sus-

visées, dont les descriptions sont incorporées dans la présente description détaillée par

référence, il est utile de résumer 1e processus décrit dans ces demandes de brevet.

Dans ces demandes, 1e signal vidéo (produit par une caméra vidéo ou autre

capteur), qui comprend une succession de'trames de méme nature (constituées par les

trames correspondantes, soit paires, soit impaires, dans le cas d’un Systeme vidéo a deux

trames entrelacées par image, soit les trames successives dans le cas d’un systéme vidéo a

trame unique par image), est traité pour sucCessivernent

- déduire, des variations delay valeur ou intensité de chaque pixel entre une trame et la

trame correspondante antérieure,

0 d’une~ part, un signal binaire, noté DP, dont les deux Valeurs possibles sont

representatives, l’une, d’une variation significative de la valeur du pixel et,1’autre,
d’une non-variation significative de cette valeur, valeurs notées par exemple «1» et
«0» respectivement, et

0 d’autre part, un signal Anumérique, noté C0, 1 nombre réduit de valeurs possibles, ce

signal étant representatifde 1a grandeur de cette variation de la valeur du pixel ;

- N répartir suivant une matrice, par roulement, des valeurs de’ ces deux signaux QP et C0

pour une méme trame qui défile a travers la matrice ; et

- déduire, de cette repartition matricielle, 1e déplacement recherché et ses paramétres

(localisation, direction et vitesse). ‘

Cette demiére operation de detection du déplacement met ten préférence en oeuvre,
selon ces demandes de brevet précitées, I

- la formation d’histogramrnes, suivant deux axes, par exemple Ox et 0y orthogonaux,
,d’au moins les signaux DP et C0, repartis rnatr'iciellement dans l’opération précédente,
et

- le repérage, dans chacun des histograrnmes relatifs a DP et C0, d’un domaine de
variation significativede C0 avec sirnultanéme’nt DP = «1».
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La présente invention, réalise successivement, par mise en ceuvre du procédé et
dispositif‘ selon les demandes de brevet précitées, donton vient de résumer 1e processus,
- dans une phase préliminaire, la detection de la présence d’un conducteur en place;
- dans une premiere phase, le cadrage du visage du conducteur dans les trames de méme

nature, on correspondantes, successives du signalfvide'o ; i
- : dans une deuxiéme phase, 1e cadrage des yeux du conducteur a l’intérieur du cadrage

du visage; ‘
- dans une troisiéme phase, la détermination des durées successives des clignements des

séparant deux clignements Successifs;
- dans une quatriéme phase, 1a comparaison des durées des clignements a un certain

seuil, avec génération (1’un signal (1’alarme apte a éveiller 1e conducteur dés que cette
comparaison révele 1e dépassement vers le haut de ce seuil par cette durée, et
éventuellement la comparaison des variations temporelle des intervalles de temps entre

deux clignements successifs a un” autre seuil, avec génération d’un signal d’alarme
renforcé des que cettecoymparaison révéle 1e dépassement vers le haut de ce demier

‘ seuil. I

On va décrire maintenant plus en détail la réalisation de chacune de ces cinq phases
par le procédé et le dispositif selonl’invention.

La phase prélirninaire, qui détecte la presence (1’un conducteur en place et amorce
‘ la premiere phase de cadrage du visage, est déclenchée par un contacteur actionné

manuellement ou autrement, notamment par mise en oeuvre des procédé et dispgsitif des

demandes de brevet précitées,° elle commence efi‘ectivement avec le réglage du rétroviseur
« ~~~pour orienter-la face avant 9a du miroir sans tain 9 de celui-ci (figure 4) vers le conducteur

réglage.
La figure 6 illustre, entre les directions 230 et 23b, 1e champ 23 du capteur 10, la

téte T du conducteur devantse trouver, du fait du reglage du rétroviseur intérieur 8, tel que

décrit avec référence aux figures 4 et 5, a l’intérieur et dans la zone Centrale de ce champ
, conique 23. [Ce champ peut étre relativement étroit, étant donné que les de’placements de la

téte T du conducteur au cours de la conduite sont limités (sauf rares exceptions);
limitation du champ améliore la sensibilité du dispositif étant donné que l1mage du visage
du conducteur, qui est recue par la face 10a du capteur correctement on'enté e11 méme
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temps que le miroir 9, occupe alors une place relativement importante dans les trames du

signal vidéo ; elle est donc représentée par un nombre de pixels qui est une fraction notable

du nombre total des pixels par trame.

Sur la figure 6 on retrouve les directions ’011 rayons lumineux 1, 2a et 2b de la figure

La mise en place du conducteur est avantageusement détectée par les déplacements

de sa téte, en particulier de son visage, pour venir en position de conduite, par mise en
oeuvre du procédé et du dispositif selon 'les deux demandes de brevet précitées qui

permettent de détecter les déplacements, comme rappelé‘briévement ci-dessus.

En fait l’arrivée du conducteur a sa place et le déplacement de sa téte Ten résultant

sont révéle’s par le nombre important de pixels du signal vidéo pour lesquels le signal

binaire DP a la valeur «l» correspondant a une variation significative de la valeur du pixel

entre deux trames correspondantes successives et le signal numérique C0 a une valeur

relativement e'levée.

> Le rapport du nombre de tels pixels (avec DP et C0 ayant les valeurs définies ci-
dessus) au nombre total de pixels d’une tramey 'lors de la mise en place du conducteur,

dépend de la dimension du champ de vision du capteur de part et d’autre de la téte T en

place pour la conduite. En cas de champ de vision étroit (angle réduit entre 23a et 23b

figure 6), on peut conside'rer par exemple, que si plus de la moitié des pixels «en
déplacement» d’une trame out 1111 DP et un C0 avec les valeurs sus-avancées, il y a mise

en place du conducteur. 011 peut alOrs conside’rer un seuil de 50 % entre le nombre de

pixels «en déplacement» et le nombre total de pixels d’une trame et dans ce casda phase

préliminaire se termine par la production, lorsque ce seuil est de’passé vers le haut, d’un

drapeau «1» de presence qui amorce la suite du traitement du signal vidéo, en commeneant

par la premiere phase. Bien entendu 1e seuil retenu pour le déclenchement du drapeau «1»

peut étre different de 50 %, en tenant compte du champ de vision du capteur 10.

En variante, le drapeau «1» de présence amorcant la premiere phase peut étre

produit par une commande exteme a l’unité électronique 19, mais déclenchant celle-ci, par
exemple provoquée par l’actiOnnement de la clé de contact, le bouclage de la ceinture de
sécurité du conducteur ou le flechissement du siege du conducteur sous son poids.

Lorsque la presence du condUCteu‘r a été révélée et le drapeau «1» de presence
ge'néré, la premiere phase de traitement du signal vidéo peut commencer. Elle consiste,

comme indiqué précédemment,‘ a cadrer le Visage du conducteur dans le signal vidéo en

SAMSUNG EXHIBIT 1004
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éliminant les portions superflues, en haut, en has, ‘a droite et a gauche de la téte dans
l’image percue par le détecteur 10.

A cet effet, par mise en oeuvre du procédé et du dispositif selon l’invention, ce sont
les déplacements horizontaux, c’est—a-dire de la droite vers lagauche et inversement, qui .

éplacer horizontalement plutot5 sont détectés, car la téte d’un conducteur a tendancea se d
rticalement, cest-a-dire de haut en bas et inversement.

que ve

c, du flot des données représentées dans les trames correspondantesOn extrait, don

de déplacement horizontal, en position, sens et éven-
tuellement vitesse, grace a la matrice roulante des valeurs gle DP et C0, et on l’analyse par
successives du signal vidéo, un signal

10 selection suivant deux axes de coordonnées privilégiés, par exemple les axes classiques Ox
et 0y ides coordonnées cartésiennes, par mise en oeuvre des moyens de formation
d’histogrammes des demandes debrevet précitées

rames, des pixels représeittatifs (1’un déplacement
ment 1e long des bords du visage, pour

l sont les plus importantes,

La comptabilisation, en fin, de t

horizontal permet de détecter des pics de déplace
15 lesquels les variations de luminosité, donc de valeur de pixe,

11 en projection horizontale suivant Ox qu’en projection verticale suivant 0y paraussi bie

exemple.

_ Ceci est illustré sur la figure 7

que les histogrammes ~24x, ,suivantOx, et 24y,

sur laquelle on a représenté les axes 0x et 0y, ainsi
suivant 0y, c’est-a-dire en projection

20 horizontale et verticale respectivement.

Les pics 25a et 25b, de l’histogramme 24x, et 25; et 25d, de l’histogramme 24y,
r coordonnés respectives 26a, 26b, 26c, 26d, un cadre limit; par lesdélimitent, par leu

e 1e visage V du conducteur entouré par les ondulationsdroites Ya, Yb, Xc, Xd qui renferm

respectives 27a, 27b, 27c, 27d quiillustrent le

25 zones de plus grande variation des intensite’s des pixels, 1
Le repérage des coordonnées 26a, 26b, 26c et 26d, corresp

s légers mouvements du conducteur dans les
ors de ses mouvements.

ondant aux quatre pics

25a, 25b, 25c et 25ddes deux histogrammes 24x et 24y, permet done do mieux définir et
du conducteur dans la zone Z et 11’éliminer, pour la suite

perieure,inférieure, de droite et de gauche par
afigure8 par des zones hachurées

cadrer Pem'placement duhvisage V

du traitement du signal vidéo, les portions $11

30 rapport au cadre Xc, Xd, Ya, Yb, comme illustré sur 1
encadrant le visage V, ce quiperrnet d’accroitre la precision, et év

rtant sur la zone centrale Z, non hachurée, encadrée par les dro

ventuellement la cadence,

de l’analyse po

‘ Ya, Yb et contenant 1e visage V.
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Cette operation de cadrage du visage entier est renouvelée a intervalles re'guliers,

par exemple toutes les dix trames du signal vidéo, et les valeurs moyennes (au cours du
temps) des eoordonnées 26a, 26b, 26c, 26d, sont déterminées, en redéfinissant le cadre,
légérement variable, mais‘ relativernent stable, Xc, Xd, ‘Ya, Yb autour du visage V. On.
constate donc que la position dudit cadre (avec la zone limitée pour l’analyse ultérieure) est

trés robuste, c’est-a-dire stable au cours du temps?

Un nouveau drapeau «1»’de visage cadre’ est produit aprés 'établissement du cadrage

du visage Vdu conducteur.

La production de ce drapeau déclenche 1a deUXiéme phase, qui consiste a réduire

encore plus le cadre du traitement, a savoir a celui des yeux du conducteur.
Cette deuxiéme phase comporte, de préférence, une opération préliminaire

consistant a utiliser, dans l’unité électronique l9, le rapport anthropométrique habituel

entre la zone des yeux et l’ensemble du visage chez un étre humain, notamment dans le

sens vertical, 1a zone des yetix occupant seulement une portion limitée du visage entier.

L’unité électronique 19 détermine alors, dans cette opération préliminaire, par ratio

un cadre Z ’ plus limité, incluant‘les yeux U du conducteur, dans le cadre précédent Z du

visage V, limite’ par Ya, Yb, Xc, Xd, ce cadre Z ' étant, comme illustré sur la figure 9 défini
par les droites Y'a, Y'b, X'c etX'd a ly’intérieur du cadre Ya, Yb, Xc, Xd (zone Z).

On élimine ainsi les zones hachurées externes (simples hachures) sur la figure 9

pour ne conserver que le cadre Z ', ce qui facilite 1e cadrage définitif des yeux dans la
deuxiéme phaSe et augmente sa‘ précision et 1a vitesse de sa détennination.

Aprés la fin de cette opération préliminaire si: eIle existe, ce qui génére unjrapeau
«1» de cadrage grossier des yeux, ou directement apres 1a premiere phase de traitement,
c’est-a-dire reSpeCtivement en réponse a 1’apparition du drapeau «1» de cadrage grossier

(les yeux ou du drapeau «1» de visage cadré respectivement, l’unite' électronique 19
effectue la deuxiéme phase de cadrage effectif plus serré des yeux du conducteur en

de’tectant, dans la matrice des DP (at C0, les emplacements de pixels pour lesquels DP =

et C0 présente une valeur élevée, notamment pour des déplacements dans le sens vertical
du fait que les paupiéres clignent de haut en bas et‘inversemen‘t.

Lorsque 1e nombre‘de tels'emplacements (11% pixels atteint un certain seuil dans le

cadre Y'a, Yb,X'c, X'd (zone Z) dans le cas 01‘1 l’opération pre'liminaire est prévue ou dans

le cadre Ya, Yb, Xc, Xd (Zone Z) en l’absence d’une telle operation préliminaire, ce seuil

étant par exemple de 20 % par rapport au nombre total de pixels dans le cadre Y'a, Yb, X’c,
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X’d dans le premier cas et de 10 °/o par rapport au nombre total de pixels dans le cadre Ya,
Yb, Xc, Xd dans 16 second cas, un drapeau «1» de cadrage fin'des yeux est généré; ce
drapeau indique en fait que les paupieres du conducteur sont actives, car 11 est provoqué
par les clignements des yeux du conducteur; mouvements dans le sens vertical repérés de
la meme, maniere que les déplacements horizontaux du visage du conducteur dans la
premiere phase ‘

Sur la figure 10 on a illustré le cadre éventuel Y'a, Yb, X'c, X’d, définiSsent la zone
Z’ de cadrage grossier des yeux du conducteur, ainsi que les histogrammes 28x selon l’axe

0x et 28y suivant 1’ axe 0y des déplacements verticaux des paupieres du conducteur, c’est-
a-dire des pixelsde la matrice révélant, par leur DP et leur C0, de tels déplacements. Ces
histogramrnes 28x et 28y, qui correspondent aux histogrammes 24:: et 24y des
déplacements horizontaux du visage du conducteur, illustrés sur la figure 7, déterminent,
par leurs pics 29a, 29b, 29c, 29d, des droites horizontales X”c et X"(I et des droites

Yverticales Y"a et Y'b définissant, al’ intérieur de la zone Z' une zone Z " qui encadre les

yeux du conducteur dont les déplacements des bords sont indiqués en 30a et 30b pour un
mil et 30c et 30d pour l’autre oeil I

La position du cadre Y"a Y"b X"c X"d est réactualisée par determination des
valeurs moyennes au cours du temps, par exemple tOutes les dix trames, des coordonnées
des pics 29a, 29b, 29c, 29d et, a partir de la production du drapeau «1» de cadrage fin des
yeux, ce sont seulement les pixels compris dans le cadre limité de la zone Z" qui sont

’ traités dans la troisiéme phase déclenchéekpar ce drapeau (1a ZOne Z” e'tant figurée en blanc

sur la figure 9). , ,5

Dans cette troisieme phasesont déterminées les durées des clignements des yeux, et
wwwmps se'parant deux clignements successifs, en perfec-

tionnant l’analyse des déplacements verticaux des paupieres dans 1a zoneZ" par traitement
dans l’unité électronique 19 des portions des trames successives du signal vidéo corres-

‘ pondanta cettezone Z ”,ce qui perrnet une grande pre’cisiOn.
Sur- la figure 11 on a illustré dans un systéme de coordonnées suivant trois

directions orthogonales entre elles, asavoir 0Q sur laquelle on a porté CO, C’est-‘a-dire les
intensités de la variation de la valeur (161 pixel, correspondant au mouvement vertical des
paupieres, 0t sur laquelle on a porté les intervalles de temps entre deux clignements
successifs et Oz sur laquelle on a porté les durées des clignements, donc trois paramétres
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conducteur. Deux clignements successifs C; et C2 sont représentés sur la figure 11
La figure 12 illustre par la courbe C, sur la portion (a), la variation, dans le temps

suivant 0t du nombre de pixels par trame en mouvement vertical significatif (pour lesquels

5 DP = 1 et C0 a une valeur relativement importante), les pics successifs P1, P2, P3 du

nombre de pixels en mouvement correspondanta des clignements.
Les trames correspondantes successives relatives 21 la cOurbe C sont représentées,

schématiquement et en partie, sur la portion (b) de la figure 12, par des traits verticaux, tels

que 31, dont les pics P1, P2, P3 sont encadrés par des rectangles R1 R2 R3 respectivement,
10 les deux portions (a) ct (b) de la figure 12 étant- disposées, lune sous l’autre, en

synchronisme temporel Stir cette figure 12 on a représenté enfin les durées des

clignements (5,6,5) et les intervalles de temps (14,17) entreclignements successifs, en
nombre de trames, valeurs qui correspondent a l’état éVeillé du conducteur. '

g L’unité électronique 19, dans cette troisiéme phase, calcule les durées successives
15 des clignements des yeux et les intervalles de temps successifs entre deux clignements

consécutifs et fait une analyse statistique bi-dimensioimelle entre les durées successives

des clignements et les intervalles entre clignements. Elle établit si les durées des
clignements dépassent uncertain seuil, par exemple 350 ms, et dans ce cas déclenchent un
drapeau «1» de seuil de clignement dépassé et éventuellement‘ si les intervalles de temps

20 entre deux clignements successifs sont relativement constants on an contraire
significativement Variables dans le temps, 'et dans 1ew Sec0nd cas déclenchent un drapeau
«1» d’intervalles entre clignements variables '

Le premier drapeau sert a déclencher une alarme, sonore par exemple, apte a
rev—£111211e conducteur, tandis que le scoond drapeau renforce 1’ alarme, par exemple en

25 augmentant 1e niveau sonore. I
L’ordinogramme annexé (page suivante) résume les différentes phases successives.
Le dialogue avec l’extéfieur est réalisé, de préfe'rence en mode série (CAN — VAN).

Le rétroviseur des figures 4 et 5 eonvient aussi bien pour un conducteur occupant 1e

siége gauche que le 'Siége droit, pour les pays a conduite a dfoite, ct peut éventuellement
30 étre un rétroviseur extérieur, notarnment du c6té du conducteur

Comme i1 va de 501, l’invention 11’est pas limitée aumode de realisation préféré

décrit et illustre', ni a ses variantes mentionnéesci-dessus; l’invention englobe au contraire
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les modifications, variants et perfectionnement entrant dans 16 ca

l’invention données dans le

18

préambfile ct

dre des définitions de

les revendications jointes.
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‘ REVENDICATIONS

1. Procédé pour surveiller en continu l’état de vigilance du conducteur d’un véhicule
automobile, afin de détecter et prévenir une tendance éventuelle a l’endormissement de

celui-ci,

qui consiste

- a produire un signal vidéo représentatif, en temps réel, des images successives d’au
moins 1e visage du conducteur ;

- a traiter ce signal, successivement et en continu, pour

- .détecter, dans ce signal, 1a portion corres'pondant effectivement a l’image de
la téte clu conducteur, i

o determiner 1a valeur d’un parametre relatif au clignement despaupiéres, qui

se modifie notablement lorsdu passage de l’état éveillé a l’état somnolent du

conducteur de pan et d’autre d’un seuil, et

0 repérer, en temps réel, le franchissement, par la valeur de ce paramétre, de ce
seuil représentatif du passage de l’état éveillé a l’état somnolent du
conducteur ;:et

- a déclencher, en réponse au franchissement de ce seuil, une alarme apte a réveiller

1e conducteur ;

et qui est oaxactérisé en ce que

- d’une part, le signal vidéo est produit en utilisant un capteur optoélectronique
solidaire d’un rétroviseur du véhicule automobile et ayant son axe optique de

reception des rayons lumineux dirigé Evers la téte du conducteur lasque 1e
I rétroviseur est co‘rrectement orienté ; et

- d’autre part, 1e traitement‘ dudit signal vidéo consists, aprés avoir détecté la
présence du conducteurta sa place, a, successivement et en continu ,

0 . détecter, a partir ,_ dudit? signal vidéo, les déplacements horizontaux du
condiicteur, afin de cadrer, 1e _, visage de celui-ci dans les trames
comespondantes successives du signal vidéo,

o détecter, a partir dudit signal vidéo, les déplacements verticaux dans le

visage, ‘ai-nsi cadré, du conducteur, afin de cadrer les yeux de celui-ci,
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0. determiner, a partir dudit signal vidéo, les durées successives des

clignements des yeux, ainsi cadrés, de celui-ci, ces durées constituant le dit

paramétre,

0 comparer ces durées successives des clignements, ainsi déterminées, a un ,

5 seuil représentatif du passage de l'état éveillé a l'état somnolent du

conducteur, et

0 déclencher, lorsque les durées de clignement dépassent vers le haut le dit

seuil, une alarme apte réveiller le conducteur.

2. Procédé selon 1a revendication 1, caractérisé en ce que ledit capteur est placé clans le

10 boitier du‘ rétroviseur derriére la-glace de celui-ci qui est .constituée par un miroir sans

tain.‘

3. Procédé selon la revendication 1 cu 2, caracte’risé en ce qu’on détecte la presence du

conducteur a sa place en determinant le nombre de pixels correspondants dans les
trames successives de méme nature du signal vidéo pour lesquels un de’placement

15 significatif est détecté et en comparant ce nombre au nombre total de pixels par trame

du signal vide’o, afin de determiner si 1e rapport entre le nombre de pixels représentant

un déplacernent et le nombre total de pixels par trame dépasse un seuil représentatif du

passage de l’absence de conduéteur a sa place a la presence d’un conducteur a sa place.
4. Procédé selon la revendication 1, 2, cu 3 caractérise en ce qu’entre les phases de

20 detection des déplacements horizontaux, afin de cadrer le visage du conducteur, et de

détection des déplacements verticaux, afin de cadrer les yeux de celui-ci, on prévoit

une phase de cadrage large des yeux en se limitant a une portion du visage cadré

_Wnement immédiat, par application du rapport
anthropotnétrique entre ladite portion et le visage entier d’une personne.

25 5. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, caractérisé en ce,

simultanément a la phase de‘déterrnination-“des durées des clignements des yeux, on

pre'voit une phase de determination des intervalles de temps séparant deux clignements
succeSsifs dé ceux-ci‘ et on décl'enche une alarme renforcée dés que ces intervalles de

temps présentent une irregularité qui dépasse un seuil détermine'.
30 6. Procédé selon l’une ouelconque des revendications précédentes, caractérisé en ce qu’on

réactualise en Continu les données concernant au moins un des paramétres suivants:

déplacements hofizontaux, déplacements verticaux, durées des clignements des yeux,
intervalles entre clignements successifs, afin de perfectionner les approximations des
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valeurs normales de ces paramétres pour le conducteur effectivement présent et a l’état
éveilléi _

7. Proce’dé selon l’une qu

les diffe'rentes phases successives du

elconque des revendications précédentes, caractérisé en ce que
procédé sont réalisées au moyen de programmes

ment des valeurs successives des pixels
5 informatiques successifs portant sur le traite

al vidéo obtenu a partir dudit
correspondants des trames de méme nature du sign

capteur.

8. Dispositif pour surveiller

automobile, afin de détecter e-t prévenir une tendance éventuelle a l’endormissement de
10. celui-ci, qui met en muvre le procédé selon 1’une

en continu l’état de vigilance du conducteur d’un véhicule

quelconque des revendications 1 a 7

et qui est caractérisé en ce qu’il comprend, en combinaison:
- un capteur optoélectronique (10), qui, en combinaison avec une électronique

associée (19), élabore, en réponse a la réception de rayons lumineux, 1m
correspondantes, successives, ledit capteur étant

signal

6 et ayant son axe optique (101)) de15 solidaire d’un rétroviseur (8) du véhicul
(T) du conducteur lorsque 1eréception des rayons lumineux dirigé vers la téte

rétroviseur CS1 correctement orienté;

ecter 1a présence d_u conducteur a sa place dans le véhicule, et- des moyens pour dét

pour élaborer un signal de présence ;

20 - des moyens, activés par ce signal dc pré

vidéo,1es déplacements horizontanx de dit conduct

sence, pour détecter, a partir dudit signal
eur, afin de cadrer 1e visage (V)

1t signal video, et pourde celui-ci dansles trames successives de méme nature dud

élaborer un signal de fin de cadrage de visage,

signal de fin de cadrage du visage, pour détecter, a
sives de meme nature dudit signal vidéo

ements verticaux dans le visage,

- wmrials-111193311211s,.act1ves. par ledit

25 partir de la portion des trames succes
correspondant au cadrage du visage, les déplac

1 cadré, du conducteur, afin de cadrer lé's yeux
s de ce signal, et pour élaborer un signal de fin de

ains (U) de celui—ci dans ladite
portion des trame cadrage des
yeux du conducteur,

30 i - des moyens, activésparledit signal de
partir de la portion des trames successives de

correspondant au cadrage des yeux, les durées successiv

fin de cadrage des yeux, pour détenniner, a

meme nature dudit signal vidéo

es des clignements des

yeux du conducteur,
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— .des moyens pour comparer ces durées successives des clignements, ainsi

de’terminées, a un seuil représentatif du passage de l’état éveillé a l’état somnolent

du conducteur ', et

- des moyens pour déclencher, lorque les durées des clignements dépassent ledit

5 seuil, une alarme (22) apte a réveiller 1e conducteur.

9. Dispositif selon 1a revendication 8, caract‘érisé en 'ce que ledit capteur (10) est placé

dans le boitieradu rétroviseur (8) derriére le miroir de celui-ci, qui est un miroir (9) sans

tain.

10. Dispositif selon 1a revendication 8 on 9,caract‘érise' en ce que lesdits moyens pour

10 détecter la presence du conducteur a sa place’e‘t poflr élaborer un signal de présence

sont constitués par des moyens pour déterrniner 1e nombre. de pixels dans les trames
successives de meme nature dudit signal 'vidéo pour lesquels un de’placement

significatif est détecté, des moyens pour cOmparer ledit nombre au nombre total de

pixels par trame du signalvide’o, afin de déterminer si le rapport entre le nombre de

15 pixels correspondant a un :déplacement et le‘ nOmbre total de pixels par trarne dépasse
un seuil repre’sentatif du passage de l’état d’absence de conducteur a sa place a l’état de

presence d’un conducteur a sa place. i

11. Dispositif selon la revendication 8, 9 cu IO, caractén'sé en ce qu’il comprend en outre

des moyens, activés par ledit signal de fin de‘cadrage du visage, pour sélectionner, dans

20 ladite portion‘des trames successives dudit signal vidéo correspondant au cadrage du

visage, une portion réduite correspondant a un cadrage large, ou grossier, des yeux du

conducteur englobant les yeux et leur environnement immédiat par applioation du

rapport anthropométrique entre ledit cadrage large et le visage entier d’une personne et
des moyens pour élaborer un signal de fin de cadrage large des yeux, ce signal activant

25 _ lesdits moyens pour détecter les déplace’ments verticaux dans le visage du conducteur.
12. Dispositif selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédantes, caractérisé en ce

qu’il comporte des moyens, fonetionnant en paralléle avec lesdits moyens pour
déterminer les durées successives des clignements 'des yeux et donc activés par ledit
signal de fin de cadrage des yeux, pour déterminer‘ les intervalles de temps séparant

30 deux clignements successifs et pour "déclencher‘une alarme renforcée dés que ces
intervalles de temps préSentent une irrégularité qui dépasse tin seuil déterminé.

13. Dispositif selon l’une queloonque des revendications précédantes, caractérisé en ce

qu’il comporte des moyens pour réactualiser en continu les données concernant an
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moins un des parametres suivants: déplacements horizontaux, déplacements

verticaux, durées des clignements des yeux, intervalles entre clignements

successifs, afin de perfectionner les approximations des valeurs normales du

paramétre impliqué pour le conducteur effectivement présent et a l’état

éveillé. ‘

14.Dispositif selon l’une quelconque des revendications. précédentes, caractérisé

en ce que l’ensemble capteur opto-électronique (10) - unité électronique (19)

produit un'signal vidéo comportant une succession de trames correspondantes

de mérne nature a succession de lignes constituées par une succession de

pixels et traite ledit signal vidéo pour successivernent:

- déduire, des variations de la valeur ou intensité de chaque pixel entre une

trame et la trame correspondante antérieure, ‘_

o d’une part, un signal binaire, noté DP,Vdont les deux valeurs possibles

sont representatives;,slgune, d?une variation significative de la valeur du

pixel'et, l’autre; d’une non-variation significative gie cette valeur, et

- d’autre part, un signal numérique, noté-V C0, 2‘! nombre réduit de valeurs

possibles, ce signal étantreprésentatif de la, grandeur de cette variation de

la valeur du pixel; , _ _ _

— répartir suivant une matrice, par" roulernent, des valeurs de ces deux signaux

DP , et C0 pour une méme trame qui défile a travers 1a matrice; et

- déduire, ide cette repartition matricielle, 1e déplacement recherche et ses

parametres de localisation et de direction.

15.Rétroviseur de véhicule automobile, caractérisé en ce que son miroir est

constitué par une glace sans tain (9) et en ce qu’il comporte, derriére cette

glace, un capteur avec optoélectronique (10) qui coopére avec une unité

électronique (19) egalernent disposée a l’intérieur du rétroviseur et en ce que
l’ensemble capteur opto—électronique "(10) - unité électronique (l9) produit un
signal vidéo comportant une succession de trames correspondantes de méme

nature a succession lignes constituées par‘une succession dc pixels et traite

ledit signal vidéo pour successivement:

~ déduire, des variations de la valeur ou intensité de chaque pixel entre une

trame et la .trame correspondante antérieure,

- d’une part, un signal binaire, noté DP, dont les deux valeurs possibles

sont representatives, l’une, d’une variation significative de la valeur du

pixel et,
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o dautre part, un signal numérique, noté C0, a nombre réduit dc valeurs

possibles, ce signal étant représentatif de la grandeur de cette variation de

la valeur du pixel;

- répartir suivant une matrice; par roulement, des valeurs de ces deux signaux

DP et C0 pour une meme trame qui défile” a travers la matrice;

- déduire, de cette repartition matricielle, 1e déplacement recherché et ses

paramétre's 'de localisation et de direction; at

- déclencher un dispositif d’alarme (22) dés que laditer unité determine que les

mouvements verticaux des paupiéres d’une personne regardant 1a face avant

(9a).tie ladite glace correspondenta une durée des elignements des yeux qui

dépasse un seuil prédéterrniné inclus dans l’intervalle temporel compris
entre la durée des cliquements d’une personne éveillée et celle d’une

personne qui somnole.

16.Rétroviscur de véhicule automobile selon la revendication 15, caractérisé en
ce qu’il porte en outre au moins une diode (20) électroluminescente au moins
dans l’infra-rouge qui est activée au moins lorsque 1a luminosité ambiante

devient insuffisante pour éclairer le visage du conducteur et en ce que ledit

capteur optoélectronique (10) est sensible, entre autres, aux radiations infra-

rouges émises par ladite-diode. '
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_ REVENDICATIONS

rveillet en continu l’e'tat de vigilance du conducteur d’un véhicule1. Procédé pour su

ester et prévenir unetendance éventuellea l’endormissernautomobile, afin de dét ent de
5 celuicci,

qui consiste

- a produire‘ un signal vidéoreprésentatif, en temps. réel, des images succ'essives d’au
moins le visage du conducteur,'

a traitor cc signal, successivernent et en continu, pour
déteoter, dans ce' signal, la portion correspondant effectiveme10 ° nt a l’image de
la téte du conducteur,

metre relatit‘ au clignement des paupiéres, quio déterminer la valeur (1’un para

so modifi‘e notablement lots .81“ passage del’étatéveilléa létat somnolent du
conducteur depart etd’autre d’un seail, et

rer, en tempsreel,11: franchisse’ment, par la valcur de ce paramétre, de ce15 o , rcpé

seuil représentatif dug passage de l’état éveillé a l’état somnolent du
conducteur'1, e1

- a déclenchei', eni‘r'éponse au franchissement .de ‘ce seuil, une alarme apte a réveiller
1e conducteur}

20 . et qui est caraétérisé en ‘ce que
d’une part, le signal vidéo est produit en utilisant un c

(1’un rétroviseur du véhicule automobile et ayant so
s lumineux dirigé vers 1a téte du conducteur 1

- apteur optoélectronique
solidaire n axe optique de
reception des» rayon orsque le
rétfovi'seur est oorrectement orienté,' et

25 - d’autre part, le traitement dudit signal vidéo consiste, aprés avoiradétecté. la
presence du conducteur a 511 place, a, successiv
o . détecter a partir dudit signalvidéo les dépl

conducteur, afin de cadrer 1e visage de celui-ci

ement et en continu ,

acements horizontaux du

dans les trames

correspondant’es successives ciu signal vidéo,
3O - détecteryai partir dudit signal vidéo, les de'placements verticaux dans le

visage; ‘a‘irisi‘acadré;_nduvconducteur, afin de cadrer les yeux de celui-ci,
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determiner, a partir dudit signal vidéo, les durées successives des
ui-ci, ces durées constituant 1e dit

' clignements des yeux, ainsi cadrés, de cel

paramétre,
es des clignements, ainsi déterminées, a un

0 computer ces durées successiv
a l'état somnolent du

seuil representatif du passage lie l'état éveillé
conducteur,et

. déclencher, lorsqu

seuil, une alarme apte réveiller 1e conducteur.
en ce que ledit capteur est placé dans le

i-ci qui est constituée par un miroir sans

e les ‘durées de clignement dépassent vers le haut 1e dit

2. Procédé selon la revendication l, caractérisé

10 boitier du re'troviseur derriére la glace de celu
tain.

3. Procédé selon la revendicatio

condpcteur a sa place en détenninant
trames successives de meme‘nature ‘du signal rvidéo pour lesquels un déplacement

st détec‘té et en comparant ce‘nombre au nombre total de pixels par trame
e de pixels repre'sentant

il représentatif du

n 'l on 2, caractérisé en ce, qu’on de'tecte la presence du
le nombre de pixelsicorrespondants dans les

15 significatif e

du signal video, afin de déterminer si le'rapport entre le nombr
otaJ de pixels par trame dépasse un seuun déplacement et le nombre t

place a laprésence d’un conducteur a sapassage de l’absence de eonducteur a sa place.
4. Procédé selon la revendioation l, 2, on 3 caractérise en ce qu’entre les phases de

5 déplacements horizontaux, afin de cadrer
ernents verticaim, afin de cadrer les yeux

yeux ens se limitant a une portion
ement immédiat, 'par application du rapport

~ entier d’une perSonne.
récédentes, caractérisé en ce,.

gnements des yeux, on

deux clignements

ervalles de

le visage du conducteur, et de

de celui-ci, on prévoit

du visage cadré”u.

20 detection de

detection des déplac

une phase de cadrage large des

englobant les lgux et leur‘ environn
anthropométfique entre ladite portion et le visage

25 5. Procéde' selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1)
phase “dc détermination des durées des cli

I atiori des intervalles de temps séparant

e alarme renforcée dés que ces int
seuil déterminé. '

dentes, caractérisé en ce qu’on

es param‘etres suivants:

éplacements verticaux, durées des clignements des yeux,
afin de perfectionner les approxim

simultanément a la

prévoit une phase de détermin
successifs de ceux-ci et on déclenche un

temps présentent une ‘irrégularité qui dépasse un
30 6. Procédé selon I’une; quelconquefdes revendications précé

réactualise en cont

déplacements horizontaux, d

inu les donnéechoncemant- au moins un d

intervalles entre clignements successifs, ations des
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effectivement present et a l’état
valeurs normales de ices parametres pour le conducteur
éveillé. . g 1

7. Procédé selon 1’une quelconque des revendiCations précédentes, caractérisé en ce que
les différentes phases successives du procédé sont réalisées au moyen de programmes

5 info des valeurs successives des pixels

capteur.

8. Dispositif pour surveiller en co

automobile, afin de détecterct prévenir un

1-ci, qui met en oeuvre le procédé selon 1’une
érisé en ce qu’il comprend, en combinaison:

ectronique (10),qui, e11 combinaison av
onse a la reception de rayons lumineu

ondantes, successives, ledit capteur étant

ntinu l’état de vigilance du conducteur d’un véhicule

10 . celu quelconque des revendications 1 a 7
et qui est caract

- un capteur optoe'l

associée (19), élabo1e en rép

vidéo a trames de mérne nature, on corresp

ec une électronique

x, un signal

et ayant son axe optique (101)) de
solidaire (1’un rét1oviseur (8) du vehicule

(T) du conducteur lorsque 1ereception des rayons lumineux din'gé vers 1a téte
l’étl’OV‘lSfiUf est correctement onenté,

sence (111 conducteur a sa place dans le véhicule, etdes moyens pourdétecter la pré

pour élaborer un signal de presence;
des moyens, actives parce signal de présence,

éplacements horizontaux de dit conducteur,
trames successives de 1né111e nature d11dit

pour détecter, a partir dudit signal
afin de cadrer 1e visage (V)

signal vidéo, et pour

20 —

vidéo,1es (1

de celui-ci dans les

élaborer un signal de fin de cadrage de visage,
#Tal‘r‘sigrraffie‘finde—caéFage—duAlisage,poururdétecter,a

e meme nature dudit signal vidéo

s verticaux dans le visage,

- des moyens, act1vesp

artir de la portion des trames successives (1
ant an cadrage du visage, les déplacement

ainsi cadré, du conducteur, afin de cadrer les yeux (U) 11
gna1,et pour élaborer un signal de fin d

25 p

correspond e celui-ci dans ladite

portion des trames de ce 51 e cadrage des
yeux du conducteur,

30 - cles moyens, activés par ledit signal de fin de
partir de la portion (les trames successives de m

cadrage des yeux, les durées successive

cadrage des yeux, pour determiner, a

correspondant au

yeux du conducteur,
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- des moyens pour comparer ces 'durées sUccessives des clignements, ainsi

déterminées, a un seuil représentatif du passage de l’état e'veille’ a l’e’tat somnolent

du conducteur ; et

- des moyens pour déclencher, lorsque les (lurées des clignements dépassent ledit

5 seuil, une alarme (22) apte aréveiller le condu‘cteur.

9. Dispositif selon la revendication 8, caracte'n'sé en ce Que ledit capteur (10) est place’

dans le boitier du rétroviseur (8) derriére le miroir de celui-ci, qui est un miroir (9) sans

tain. i L i

10. Dispositi‘f selon la revendication 8 cu 9,caractérisé en ce que lesdits moyens pour

10 détecter la presence du conducteur a sa place ct pour elaborer un signal de présence

sont constitués pardes moyens pour determiner 1e nombre de pixels "dans les trames

successives de meme nature dudit Signal vidéo pour lesquels un déplacement

significatif est détecté, des moyens pour comparer ledit nombre au nombre total de

pixels par trame du signal vidéo, afin de determiner si le’ rapport entre le nombre de

15 pixels correspondant a un déplacement et le nombre total de pixels par trame dépasse

un seuil représentatif du passage de l’état d’absence de conducteur a sa place a l’état de

presence d’un conducteur a sa place.

11. Dispositif selon la revendication 8, 9 on 10, caractérise' en ce qu’il comprend en outre

des moyens, actives par ledit signal de fin de cadrage du visage, pour sélectionner, dans

20 ladite portion des trames successives dudit signal vidéo correspondant au cadrage du

' visage, une portion rédtiite correspondant a un cadrage large, on grossier, desyeux du
conducteur englobant les yeux et leur environnement irnmédiat par application du

rapport anthropométriqne entre ledit cadrage large e’téle visage entier d’une personne et
des moyens pour élaborer un signal de fin de cadrage large des yeux, ce signal activant

25 lesdits moyens pour de'tecter les déplacements verticaux dans le visage du conducteur.

12. Dispositif selon l’une quelcanue des revendications"‘précédantes, caractérisé en ce

qu’il comporte Ides ; hrnoyens, fonctionnant yen“ paralléle avec lesdits moyens pour

déterminer les durées gsuccessives des‘clig'nemient‘s‘ des yeux' et done active's par ledit

signal de fin de cadrage des’ yeux, pour déternfiher les‘iiitervalles de temps séparant
30 deux clignements successifs et pour déclencliiér uné":alarme renforcée dés que ces

intervalles de temps présentent une irregularité qui dépasse un seuil déterminé.

13. Dispositif selon l’une quelconque desk revendications préeédantes, caractérisé en ce

qu’il comporte des moyens pour réactualiser en continu‘ les données concernant au

SAMSUNG EXHIBIT 1004
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moins un dcs paramétres suivants: déplacements horizontaux, déplacements
verticaux durées des clignements des yeux, intervalles entre clignements
successifs, afin de pcrfectionner les approximations, des valeurs normales du

parametre impliqué pour le conducteur.seffectivement présent et a l’état
5 éveillé.

14.Dispositif selon 1’une quelconque des rcvendications précédentes, caractérisé
en ce que 1’ ensemble capteur opto—-électronique (10)- unité électronique (19)
produit un signal vidéo comportant une succession de trames correspondantes
de méme nature a succession de lignes constituées par une succession de

10 pixels et traite ledit signal vidéo pour successivement: .
- déduire, des variations de la ‘valeur ou intensité dc chaque pixel entre une

trame et la trame correspondantc antérieure,
. d’une part un signal binaire, noté DP, dont ‘les _deux valeurs possibles

sont représentatives, lune, d’une variation significative de la valeur du
15 ' pixel et,l’au11'e, d’uncnon-variation significativc de cette valeur, et

. d’autre part, un signal numerique, noté C0, 51 nombre réduit dc valeurs

possibles, ce' signal 'étant représentatif de la grandeur de cctte variation de
la valeur du pixel;

- répartir suivant une matricc, par roulement des valeurs de ces deux signaux
20 DP ct C0 pour une méme trame qui défile a travers la matrice; et

- déduire, de cette repartition matricielle, le déplacement recherché et ses

parametres de localisation et de direction. I ._ .
15.Rétroviseur de véliicule automobile, caractérisé en ce que son miroir est

constitué par une glace sans tain (9) et en ce_qu’il comporte, derriére cette
25 glace, un capteur avcc optoélcctronique (10). qui 'ctmpere avec une unité

électronique.(19)._égalememdisposée a l’ intérieur du rétroviseur et en ce ‘1“?
1’ ensemble capteur opto-électronique (10)- unité électronique (19) produit un
signal vidéo comportant une succession de trames correspondantes de méme
nature a succession lignes constituées par une succession de pixels ct traite

30 ledit signal vidéo pour successivement:
- déduire des variations de la valeur ou intensité dc chaque pixel entre une
trame et la trame correspondante antérieure,

o d’une part, un signal binaire, noté DP, dont les deux valeurs possibles .
sont représentatives, l’une, d’une variation significative de la valeur du

35 pixel ct. ' .1
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o’ d’autre part, un signal numérique, noté C0, 5 nombre réduit de valeurs
’possibles, ce signal étant représentatif de la grandeur de cette variation de
la valeur du pixel;

- répartir suivant une matrice, par roulement, des valeurs de ces deux signaux
5 DP et C0 pour une méme trame qui défile a travers la matrice;

- déduire, de cettc répartition matricielle, le déplacement recherché .et ses

paramétres de localisation et de direction; et ’
- déclencher un dispositif d'alarme (22) dés que ladite unité détermine que les

mouvements verticaux des paupiéres d’une personne regardant la face avant

10 (9a) de ladite glace correspondent a une durée desaclig‘nements des yeux qui
dépasse un seuil prédéterminé inclus dans l’intervalle temporel compris
entre la durée des cliQuements d’une personne éveillée et celle d’une

personne qui somnole.

16.Rétroviseur de véhicule automobile selon la revendication 1

15 cc qu’il porte en outre'au moins une diode (20) électrolumines
dans l-’infra-rouge qui est activée au moins lorsque la lumino

devient insuffisante pour éclairer le visage du conducteur et en ce
entre autres, aux radiations infra-

5, caractérisé en

cente au moins

sité ambiante

que ledit

capteur optoélectronique (10) est sensible,

rouges émises par ladite diode.
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différents permettant de determiner 1e passage de l’état éveillé a l’e’tat endormi du

conducteur. Deux clignements successifs CI et C2 sont représentés sur la figure 11.

La figure 12 illustre par la courbe C, sur. la portion (a), la variation, dans le temps

suivant 0! du nombre de pixels par trame en mouvement vertical significatif (pour lesquels'

DP = 1 et C0 a une valeur relativement importante), les pics successifs P1, P2, P3 du

nombre de pixels en mouvementcorrespondant a des clignements. _

Les trames“ correspondantes successives relatives 5. 1a courbe C sont représentées,

schématiquement et en partie, sur la portion (17,), de la figure 12, par des traits verticaux, tels

que 3], dont les pics P1, P2, P3 sont encadrés par des rectangles R1, R2, R3 respectivement,

les deux portions (a) et (b) de la figure 12 étant disposées, l’une sous l’autre, en

synchronisme temporel. Sur cette figure 12 on a représenté enfin les durées des

clignements (5,6,5) et les intervalles de temps (14, 17) entre clignements successifs, en
nombre de trames, valeurs qui correspondent a l’e'tat éveillé du conducteur. ‘

L’unité électronique l9, dans cette troisiéme phase, calcule les durées successives

des clignements des yeux et les intervalles de temps successifs entre deux clignements

consécutifs et fait une analyse statistique bi-dimensionnelle entre les durées successives

des clignements et les intervalles entre clignements. Elle établit si les durées des

clignements dépassent un certain seuil, par exemple 350 ms, et dans ce cas déclenchent un

drapeau «1» de seuil de clignementsdépassé et‘iéventuellement si les intervalles de temps

entre deux clignements successifs sont relativement constants on an contraire

significativement variables dansle- temps, et dans le second cas déclenchent un drapeau

«1» d’intervalles entre clignements variables. , *—

Le- premier drapeau sert a déclencher unethalarme, sonore par exemple, apte a

re'veiller 1e conducteur, tandis que le second drapeau renforce l’alanne, par exemple en

augmentant 1e nive’au sonore.

L’ordinogramme annexe a titre ;,de planche 6 (figure 13) résume les différentes

phases successives.

Le dialogue avec l’extérieur est réalisé, de préférence en mode série (CAN - VAN).

Le rétroviseur des figures 4 et 5 convient aussi bien pour un conducteur occupant le

siege gauche que le siege droit, pour les pays a conduite a droite, et peut éventuellement
étre un rétroviseUr extérieur, notamment- du cdté du conducteur.

Comme il va de sci, l’inVention n’est pas limitée au mode de realisation préféré

décrit et illustré, ni a ses variantes mentionnées ci-dessus ; l’inVention englobe au contraire
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. REVENDICATIONS

. Proce’de’ pour surveiller en continu l’état de vigilance du conducteur d’un véhiculev

automobile, afin de détecter et prévenir une tendance éventuelle a l’endormissement de

celui-ci,

 

10

15‘

20

'25

30

qui consiste‘

a produire un signal vide'o représentatif, en temps réel, des images successives d’au

moins le visage du conducteur ;

a traiter ce signal, successivement 'et en continu, pour .
o détecter, dans ce signal, la portion correspondant efi‘ectivement a l’image de

la téte du conducteur,

o determiner la valeur d’un'paramétre relatif au'clignement des paupiéres, qui

se modifie notablement lors du passage de l’état éveillé a l’état somnolent du

conducteur de part et d’autre d’un seuil, et

0 repérer, en temps réel, le fianchissement, par la valeur de ce paramétre, de ce

seuil représentatif du passage de l’état eveillé a l’état somnolent du

conducteur ;et

a déclencher, en réponse an fi'anchissement de ce seuil, une alarme apte a réveiller

1e conducteur ;

et qui est caractérisé en ce que

d’une part, 1e signal vidéo est produit en utilisant un capteur optoélectronique

solidaire d’un rétroviseur du ve’hicule automobile, diinensionné et disposé pour

7 reeevoiggsegtiellement lfimage du visage du conducteur enup'lace sur son siege et

ayant son axe optique de reception, des rayonslumineux dirigé vers la téte du
conducteur lorsque le rétroviseur est éoxrectement Oriente ; et I

d’autre part, 1e traitement dudit' signal video consiste, aprés avoir détecté la

presence du conducteur a sa place, a, ‘successivement et en continu ,
0 détecter, a partir d’une analyse des pixels en déplacement entre deux trames

successives de méme' nature dudit signal vidéo, les déplacements

horizontaux du conducteur, afin de cadrer 1e visage de celui—ci dans les
trames correspOndantes successives du signal vidéo,

FR 60.048J - 98.00.378

14/01/99
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Hum. '

20

  
art-ir d’une analyse des pixels en déplacement entre deux trames

dudit signal vidéo, les déplacements verticaux

afin- de cadrer les yeux de celui-ci,

0 détecter, a p

Successives de‘ meme nature

dans le visage, ainsi cadre', du conducteur,

déterminer, a partir d’une analyse des pixels en déplacement entre deux
trames sucCessives de meme nature dudit signal vidéo, les durées successives

des clignements (les yeux, ainsi cadrés, decelui-ci, ces durées constituant 1e

dit paramétre,

comparer ces durées successives des clignements, ainsi détermine'es, a un
seuil re rés’entatif' £111 assage de l'état éveillé ‘a l'état somnolent duP _ P

10 conducteur, et

0 déclencher, lors

seuil, une alarme apte réveiller 1e conducteur.
ce que ledit capteur est place dans le

que les‘ durées de clignement de'passent vers le haut 1e dit

2. Procédé selon la revendication l, caractérisé en

boitier du rétroviseur demére 1a glace de celui-ciqui est constitue'e par un miroir sans

axe optique de reception (2a) dudit capteur étant sym’étfique a un axe (2b)15 tain, 1’

plan vertical me’dian dudit véhicule, par rapport a un axe (6) orthogonalorienté clans 1e

au dit miroir sans tain.

3. Procéde’ selon la revendiCation l on 2, caractérisé en ce qu’on détecte la presence du
conducteur a sa place en determinant lei nomhre de pixels correspondants dans les

our lesquels un déplacementtrames successives de meme nature du signal ‘vidéo p
3.1 de pixels par trame

20

ficatif est détecté et en comparant ce nombre au nombre totsigni

mbre total de pixels par trame dépasse un seuil représentatif duun déplacement et le no

passage del'absence de conducteura saEiace‘a la presence?“ conducteur‘a 521 place.
 

25 4. Procédé selon la revendication 1, 2, 011 3 Carac'térise en ce qu’entre les phases de
detection des déplacemenrs horizontaux, afin-de cadrer

detection (les déplacements vertieaux, afin de cadrer les yeux de
adrage large des yeux en Se limitant a une portion du visag

leur environnement immédiat par application du rapport

1e visage du conducteur, et de

celui-ci, on prévoit

une phase de c e cadre
. englobant les yeux et

30 anthropometrique entreladite portio
_5. Procédé selon l’une queleonque 'des revendi

simultanément a la phase de cléterrnination des ‘durées

oit une phase de détermination des intervalles de temps séparant d

11 et le visage entier d’une personne.

cations précédentes, caracte'risé en ce,

des clignements des yeux, on

prév eux clignements
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successifs de ceux-ci et on déclenche une alarme renforcée dés que ces intervalles de

temps presentent une irrégularité qui dépasse un seuil déterminé.
Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, caractérise' en ce qu’on

réactualise en continu les données concernant au moins un des paramétres suivants:

déplacements horizontaux, déplacements verticaux, «'durées des clignements des yeux,
intervalles entre clignements successifs, afin de perfectionner les approximations des

valeurs normales de ces parametres pour le conducteur effectivement présent et a l’état

éveillé. ’ , y ‘-

Procéde' selon l’une quelconqfie des revendications sprécécientes, caractérisé en ce que
les différentes phases successives du proce’dé sont réalisées au moyen de programmes

informatiques successifs portant sur le traitement des valeurs successives Ides pixels

correspondants des trames de méme nature du signal vide'o obtenu a partir dudit

capteur.

Dispositif pour surveiller en continu l’état de vigilance du conducteur d’un véhicule
automobile, afin de détecter et prévenir une tendance éventuelle a l’endormissement de
celui-ci, qui met en oeuvre le procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications l a 7
et qui est caractérisé en ce qu’il comprend, en combinaison.

un capteur optoélectronique (10),»qui, en combinaison avec une électronique associée
(19), élabore, en réponse a la reception de rayons lumineux, un signal vide’o a trames de
méme nature, 011 correspondantes, successives, ledit capteur étant solidaire d’un

rétroviseur (8) du véhicule automobile et dimensionné et disposé pour recevoir
essentiellement rlr’image du visage du conducteur en place sur son siege et ayant soii' axe

optique (10b) de réception des rayons lumineux dirigé vers la téte (T) du conducteur
lorsque le rétroviseur est correctement orienté ', at

au moins d’un circuit intégré comportant

- des moyensipour détecter la presence du conducteur a sa place dans le véhicule, et

pour élaborer un signalde presence;

- des moyens, active’s par ce signal de presence, pour détecter, a partir d’une analyse
des pixels en déplacement entre deux trames successives de méme nature dudit
signal vidéo, les de'placements horizontaux de dit conducteur, afin de cadrer le
visage (V) dc, celui-ci dans les trames successives dc méme nature dudit signal
vidéo, et pour élaborer un signal de fin de cadrage de visage ;
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de fin de cadrage du visage, pour détecter, a- des moyens, activés par ledit signal
acement entre deux trames successives departir'd’une analyse des pixels en dépl

méme nature de la portion des trames successives de méme nature dudit signal

vidéo correspondant au cadrage du visage, les déplacements verticaux dans le
yeux (U) de eelui-ci dans

ladite portion des trames de ce signal, et pour élaborer un signal de fin de cadrage
des yeux du co‘nducteur;

des moyens,activespar ledit signal de fin de cadrage des yeux, pour déterminer,1‘1
cessives de

dit signal
partir d’une analyse des pixels en deplacemententre deux trames suc

10 méme nature de laportion des trames successives de meme nature du
vidéo

des yeux du conducteur, .

eomparer ces durées successives des clignements, ainsi- des moyens pour

il représeritatif du passage del’état éveille a l’état somnolentdéterrninées,,_a un seu

15 (in conducteur; et

- des moyens pour déeleneher,1orsque les durées des clignernents de’passent ledit
seuil, une alarme (22) apte a réveilier 1e conducteur

9. Dispositif selon 1a revendication 8 caracterisé en ce que ledit capteur (10) est placé
dans le border du rétroviseur (8)deniere 1e

20 _ tain, ledit capteur (10) étant portépar une premi
' traversant, a travers une rotule (17), un étrier (16) port

a l’intérieur de celui—ci, 1a seconde extremité de cette t1ge (
an moyen d’un joint (148,141)) a la prerméreextrémité
traversant, atraverstinerotule (15), 1e boitier dii rétroviseur (8), tandis que la seconde

25 extrémité de ladite secondetige (12) est fixée a la carrosserie(111 véhicule (en 5) an

miroir de celui-ci, qui est un miroir (9) sans

ere extrémité d’une premiere tige (13)
e par le boitier du rétroviseur (8),

13) étant articulée librernent,

d’une seconde tige (12)

dessus du pare—bris , _

symétrique _ _ , V

rapporta tin axe orthogonal (6)an dit miroir sanstain.
10. Disposmf selon 1a revendication 8 on 9,caractérisé en ce que lesdits moyens pour

30 détecter la présence duwconducteura sa placeet pour e’laborer un signal de présence
sont constitués par des moyens pour determiner 1e nombre de pixels dans les trarnes
successives de méme I nature dudit signal vidéo pofir leSquels 1.111 de’placement
significatif est détecté, des moyens pour comparer ledit nombre au nombre total de
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  11.171134.

pixels par trame du signal vidéo, afin de determiner si 1e rapport entre le nombre de
pixels correspondant ‘a un déplacement et le nombre total de pixels par trame dépasse

un seuil rep‘résentatif du passage de l’état d’absence de conducteur a sa place a l’état de

presence d’un conducteura sa place.
11. Dispositif selon 1a revendication 8, 9 cu 10, caractérisé en ce qu’i1 comprend en outre

des moyens, activés par ledit signal de fin de cadrage du visage, pour sélectionner, dans

ladite portion des trames successives dudit signal vidéo cerrespondant au cadrage du
visage, une portion réduite correspondant‘a un cadrage large, on grossier, des yeux du

conducteur englobant les yeux et leur environnement immédiat par application du
rapport anthropométrique entreledit cadragé large et le visage entier d’une personne et
des moyens pour élaborer un signal de fin de cadrage large des ye11x, ce signal activant
lesdits moyens pour détecter les dép1acements verticaux dans le visage du conducteur.

12. Dispositif sclon l’une quelconque des revendications 8 a 11, caractérisé en ce qu’il
comporte des moyens, fonctionnant e11 paralléle avec lesdits moyens pour déterminer

les durées successives des clignements des yeux et donc actives par ledit signal de fin
de cadrage des yeux, pour determiner les interValles de temps séparant deux

clignernents successifs et pourdéclencher une alarme renforcée dés que ces intervalles
de temps pre'sentent une irregularité qiii dépasse 1.111 seuil déterminé.

l3. Dispositif selon 1’une quelconqiie des revendications 8 a 12, caractérisé en ce qu’il

comporte des moyens pour réactualiSer e11 continti les données concemant au moins un
des paramétres suivants: déplacernents horizontaux, déplaeements verticaux, durées
des clignements (les yeux, intervallesentre clignements successifs, afim de

perfectiogner les approx1mat1ons des valeurs nprniales du parametre irnpliqué potir 1e 
  

conducteur effectivement present at al’état éVei'ilé. .
14.Dispositifselon1’une quelconque des revendiCations 8a ‘13, caractérisé en ce que ledit

ensemble capteur Opto-électronique(10)— unite électrOnique (l9) produit 1m signal
vidéo comportant une snccessiOn detrames correspondantes de méme namre a
succession de lignes constituées par tine succession depixels et traite 1e dit signal video

pour successivement: '1 i
- déduire, des variations de la valeur ou intensité de cheque pixel entre 1111c trame et la

trame correspondente ante'rieure,

11-”, 1 SAMSUNG EXH__I_B,IT1.11004
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o d’une- part, un signal binaire, noté DP, dont les deux valeurs possibles sont
representatives, l’une, d‘une variation significative de la valeur du pixel et, l’autre,
d’une nonovariation significative de cette valeur, et

0 d’autre pan, un signal numérique, noté C0, a nombre redmt de valeurs possibles, ce
5 signal étant représentatifde la grandeur de cette vanat1onde la valeur du pixel;

- répartir suivant une matn’ce, par roulement, des valeurs de ces deux signaux DP at C0
pour une méme trame quidéfilea travers la matrice; et

- déduire, de cette repartition matricielle, ledéplacement recherché et ses paramétres de
localisation et de direction

10 15. Dispositif selonl’une quelconque des revendications 8 a 14,caractérisé en
10), ladite électronique associée (19) et ledit circuit intégré sont constituées

que (chip) disposée a 1’intérieur du boitier du rétroviseur (8).

ce que ledit

capteur (

par une puce électroni

16. Rétroviseur de véhicule aut

une glace sans tain (9) et en ce qu’il

15 électronique (10) qui coopére avec une unité
I comportant une succession de trames correspondant

omobile, caractérisé en ce que son miroir est constitué par

compdrte, derriére cette glace, un capteur opto-

électronique (l9), produit un signal avidéo
es de méme nature a succession de

lignes constitué par une succession de pixels et traite le dit signal video pour
successivement :

déduire, des variations de la valeur ou intensité de chaquc pixel entre une trame et la
20 tramc correspondante antérieure,

'- d’une part, un signal binaire, noté DP, dont les deux valeurs possibles sont
representatives, l’une, d’une variation significative de la valeur du pixel et, 1’sautre,
d’une non-variation significative de cette valeur,et

5 mm“ brrédmfdevaleurspossibles, ce

eur du pixel;

ux DP ct CO

0 d’autre part, un signal numérique, net'éCO

25 signal étant représentatif de la. grandeur de cette variation de la val
- répartir suivant une matrice, par roulement, des valeurs de ces deux signau

pour une méme trame qui défilea travers la matrice,

- déduire, de cette répaitition matricielle,1e déplacement recherché et ses paramétres de
localisation et de direction ; et

30 - déclencher un dispositif d’alarme

mouvements verticaux des paupiéres 11’me p

ladite glace correspondent a une durée des clignement

(22) dés que ladite unité détermine que les
ersonne regardant la face avant (9a) de

5 des yeux qui dépasse un seuil
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prédéte‘tminé inclus clans 1’intervalle temporel compris entre la durée des clignements

d’une personne éveillée ct celle d’une personne qui somnole..

17. Rétroviseur de véhicule automobile selon la revendication 16, caractérisé en ce que

ledit capteur (10)), laditc électroriique associée (19) et ledit circuit intégré sont
5 constituéa par une puoe électronique (chip) disposé’e é l’intérieur du boitier du

re'troviseur (8). ' L ‘ ‘

18. Rétroviseur dc véliicule automobile selon la revendication 16 on 17, caractérisé en ce

qu’il port: en outre au moins une diode (20) électroluminesCente au moins dans l’infra-
rouge qui ut-aetivée au moins lorsque la. luminosité aIfibientedevient insufiisante pour

10 éclairer le visage du oonddc’teut 6t en ce que'ledit captéur optdélectronique (10) est
sensible entre autres, aux radiationsinfra-rouges énfisesfiax ladite diode.
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KISXEE  

oxra MAILED:

NOTIFICATION OF MISSING REQUIREMENTS UNDER 35 U.S.C. 371 IN THE UNITED
STATES DESIGNATED/ELECTED OFFICE (DO/EO/US)

1'. The following itcmshave been submitted'by the applicant or the 13 to the United States Patent and Trademark
Office as a Designated Office (37 CFR 1.494), -

an Elected Office (37 CFR 1.495):
U.S. B 1c ational Fee. .

Copy of the temational application in:
. non-English language.
English. ' . .

E] Translati n f the international application into English.
[:1 Oath or Dec ation of inventors(s) for DO/EO/US.
E] Copy of Article 19 amendments.

Translation of Article 19 amendments into English. '

in: International Preliminary Examination Report in; English and its Annexes. if any. ‘ /‘ Translation of Annexes to the International- Preliminary Examination Report into English.

 
 
 
 
 

ssignment document.

[I wer of Attorney and/or Change of Address.
[3 Substitute specification filed
D‘Statement Claiming Small Entity Status.

Priority Document. .
opy of the International Search Report and copies of the references cited therein.

2. Thefollowing items MUST be furnished within the period set forth below in order to complete the requirements for
acceptance under 35 U.S.C. 371: t. ,

E] a. Translation of the application into. English. Note a processing fee will be required if .submitted
later than the appropriate 20 or 30*t'nonth‘s from the priority date.

E] The current translation is defective for the reasons indicated on the attached Notice of Defective
Translation. ‘ . ’

E] b. Processing fee for providing the translation of the application and/or the Annexes later that the

Kappropriate 20 or 30 months from the priority date (37 CFR.1.49’2(f)).c

 

. Oath or'declaration of the inventors, in compliance 'th 37 CFR 1.497(a) and (1)). identifying the application
. by the International application number and international filing date. '

D The current oath or declaration does not comply with 37 CFR 1.497(a) and (b) for the reasons indicated
on the attached PCT/DO/EO/9l7. p

RSurcharge for providing the oath or declaration later that the appropriate 20 or 30 months from the‘ priority date (37 CFR 1.492(e)). . ' .
3. Additional claim fees of s as a [:1 large entity [1 small entity. including any required multiple .
dependent claim fee, are required. Applicant must submit the additional claim fees or cancel the additional claims foi‘
which fees are due (37 CFR 1.492(g)). See attached PTO-875.

rs.

ALL OF THE ITEMS SET FORTH IN 2(a)-2(d) AND 3 ABOVE ST BE SUBMITTED WITHIN ONE
MONTH FROM THE DATE OF THIS NOTICE OR BY D 21 OR 31 MONTHS FROM THE PRIORITY
DATE FOR THE APPLICATION, WIIICIIEVER IS LATER. F , T0 PROPERLY RESPOND WILL
RESULT IN ABANDONMENT. ,

The time period set'above may be extended by filing a petition and fee for extension of time under the provisions of 37
CPR 1.136(a).

4. Translation of the Annexes MUST be submitted no later that the time period set above or the annexes will be
cancelled. Note processing fee will be required if submitted later than 30 months from the priority date.
5. D The Article 19 amendments are cancelled since a translation was not provided by the appropriate 20 (37 CFR
l.494(d)) or 30-(37 CFR 1;495(d)) months from the priority date. - -

Applicant is reminded that any communication to the United States Patent and Trademark Office must be mailed to the
address given in the heading and include the U.S. application no. shown above. (37 CFR 1.5)

Enclosed: E] PCT/DO/EO/9l7 , E] Notice ofDefective Translation Vond'aflMiWallace
gyro-875 _ P-V' -

FORM PCT/DOIEOI905 (December 1997) ‘ TelephOne:

A copy of this notice» MUST be returned with this “gnome.. 7 '
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I hereby certify that this con ,pondence15 being deposited with the United LATENT
States PoStal Service as first class mailin an envelope addressed to: Attorney Docket NO.. 20046H-OOOOOOUS

Client Reference No; Q48J US 3724
Assistant Commissioner for Patents

Washington, DC 20231 %
On Se tember 26 2000 - 3

TOWNSEND TOWNSEND and CRFZW LLP

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

 

In re application of:
Examiner: Unassigned

PATRICK PIRIM, et a1. ‘
Art Unit: Unassigned

Application No.: 09/600,390
. ' ‘ INFORMATION DISCLOSURE

Filed: Herewith STATEMENT UNDER 37 CFR §l.97 and

§ 1 .98 

For: METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR
DETECTION OF DROWSINESS . -

 

Assistant Commissioner for Patents

Washington, DC. 20231

Sir:

The references cited on attached form PTO—1449 are being called to the
attention of the Examiner. Copies of the references are enclosed. It is respectfully requested

that the cited references be expressly considered during the prosecution of this application, and

the references be made of record therein and appear among the “references cited” on any

patent to issue therefrom. , . ‘

As provided for by 37 CFR l.97(g) and (h), no inference should be made that

the information and- references cited are prior art merely because they are in this statemen‘tand

no representation is being made that a search has been conducted or that this statement

encompasses all the possible relevant information.
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PATRICK PIRIM, ,. a1. 4 PATENT
Application No.: 09/600,390
Page 2

. Applicant believes that no fee is required for submission of this statement, since

it is being submitted prior to the first Office Action. However, if a fee is required, the

Commissioner is authorized to deduct such fee from the undersigned’s Deposit Account No.

20-1430. Please deduct any additional fees from, or credit any overpayment to, the above-

noted Deposit Account. I

Respectfully submitted,

Gerald T. GrayM4?
Reg. No. 41,797

TOWNSEND and TOWNSELND and CREW LLP
Two Embarcadero Center, 8th Floor
San Francisco, California 94111-3834
Tel: 650-326-2400
Fax: 650-326-2422

GTG/dxm

'SF 1138424 v1
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1 FORM PTO-1449 (Modified) ,I/ "/
1. . ' ,
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AH 5,469,143 11/21/95 Cooper 340 575 01/10/95

AI 5,682,144 10/28/97 Mannilc 340 575 , 11/20/95

AJ 5,684,461 11/04/97 Jenes 340 575 10/18/96

AK 5,689,241 11/18/97 Clarke, s1. et al. 340 575 05/31/96

AL 5,813,993 09/29/98 544 04/05/96

AM 5,841,354 1' 11/24/98

 

  
 

Kaplan et a1.

Bae et al. 340 . 575 02/27/97

 FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS

Country

  
Translation

Yes/No
Document No. ‘ Date Class Sub-claSS

  

 a‘ 7/18

7/20

21/00

HO4N

G06T

G08B

WO 97/01246

AO WO 98/05002

AP DE19715519A1

01/09/97
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1 1/06/97

PCT

PCT '

Germany
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  OTHER ART ncludin_ Author Title, Date Pertinent Paes Etc. .

Ueno, H. et a1.: “Development of Drowsiness Detection System” 1994 VEHICLE NAVIGATION &
INFORMATION SYSTEMS CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS a es 15—20’,_;" XP 000641294 8 {’
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5/74 1
C768 ’ ”MAB.

DEVELOPMENT OF DROWSINESS DETECTION SYSTEM
8

PAS—215;. ».
Hirosht Ueno I Masayuki Kaneda Masataka Tsukino

V Vehicle Research? Laboratory.
' "Nissan Research Center

' NISSAN MOTOR Co.. Ltd. , V -

l. Natsushima-cho. Yokosuka.’ Kanagawa 237. Japan

Abstract: The development of technologies for preventing
drowsiness at the wheel is a major challenge in the field of ,
accident avoidance systems. Preventing drowsiness during
driving requires a method for accurately detecting a
decline in driver alertness and a method for’alerting and
refreshing the driver. As a detection method. the authors
have developed a system that uses image processing

lCChnOIOEY ‘0 anflyzcfiimé—flimaffliksfl.
W iminished alertness is etected on

t c asxs ortmwgedmwmMed... This detection system provi es ncontact
technique for judging various levels. of driver alertness and
facilitates early detection of a decline in alertness during
driving. / >

1'. Introducrion

The growing number of traffic accident fatalities in
Japan in recent years has become a problem of serious
concern to society. Based on the results of accident
analysis. the authors are engaged in research and
development work on active safety systems that are
intended to reduce the number of accidents causing death
or injury. The key to driving safety and the prevention of
accidents before they happen lies with the driver. For this
reason. eliminating situations in which the driver is
insecure is essential to accident prevention.

Accidents due to droWsiness at the wheel have a high
fatality rate because of the marked decline in the‘driver's
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Tablet Techniques for Detecting'Drowsiness I
‘ ~ . . 1 Detection . .

Detection by Changes in Brain Waves. Blinking,
Heart Rate. Pulse Rate, Skin Electric Potential; etc.

_ . Detection by Changes in Inclination Drivers Head.
Physmal Reactions Sagging posture. Fre uenc at Which Eyes Close.-

eilieel. GlC.Gripping force on Steering

Detection by Changes in Driving Operations
(Steering. Accelerator. Braking. Shift LeVer. etc.)

Detectionby Changes in Vehicle Behavior
(Speed. Lateral G. Yaw Rate. Lateral Position. etc.)

abilities of perception. recognition and vehicle control
when sleepy. The prevention of such accidents is a major
focus of effort in. the field of active safety research.

Preventing accidents caused by drowsiness requires a
techniquefor detecting sleepiness in a driver and a
technique for arousing, the driver from that sleepy
condition. This paper describes a syStem that uses an
image processing technique to recognize the opener
closed stateof the driver's eyes as a way of detecting
drowsiness at the wheel. The results of various
investigations are presented to show the effectiveness of
this system in detecting a state of reduced alertness in the
driver.

2. Drowsiness-Related Accidents

Drowsiness can be caused by various t‘acrors such as
fatigue. lack of sleep and the use of medication. In
addition, another faCtor that can be considered is the
monorony of driving. on expressways or in congestedtraffic. . ‘

The continued construction of highways and
improvement of vehicle performance have made it possible
for drivers to enjoy pleasant, comfortable motoring. On
the other hand.’ drivers are'more' apt to operate their
vehicles under monotonous driving conditions. This
observation is proved 'b‘y‘th'e findings of various surveys.
which indicate that approximately 70% of the respondents
said they have experienced drowsiness while driving.
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An examination of the situations when drowsiness_ .
occurred shows that approximately two~thirds of the
instances were on expressways. The vehicle speed at the
time drowsiness occurred was over 80 km/h in about 60%
of the instances and Over 60 km/h in nearly 80%. These
large percentages are due in pan to the high incidence of
drowsiness while driving on expressways. In view of these
vehicle speeds. it is clear that sleepiness at the wheel is
likely to result in a serious accident.

The time frame in which drOWsiness most often occurs.
is from late at night to early morning, followed by the early
afternoon hours. During these time frames. drewsiness
occurs most often after less than 'one hour of continuoits
driving. This result indicates that drowsiness is not
necessarily caused by long hours of continuous driving.

Among those who experienced drawsiness. over. half
also indicated that they felt anxious about falling asleep
while driving.

in many instances. drivers are not conscious of
becoming drewsy while driving. A consideration of the
psychology of drivers suggests. that a slight feeling of
sleepiness is not regarded asla sufficient reason for
stopping to rest. As a result. it is not unusual for drivers to
subsequently fall asleep while continuing to drive. An
active safety system that could effectively prevent
drowsiness at the wheel would contribute‘to a large
reduction in fatal and injury-causing accidents.

'3. Techniques for Detecting Drowsiness in Drivers

The process of falling asleep at the wheel can be
characterized by a gradual decline in alertness from a
normal state due to monoronous driving conditions or other
environmental factors; this diminished alertness leads to a
state of fuzzy consciousness followed by the onset of
sleep. The critical issue that a drowsiness detection sysrem
must address is the question of how to accurately and early
detect drowsiness at the initial stage.

Possible techniques for detecting drowsiness in drivers
can be broadly divided into five major categories. asShawn in Table l. ‘

,Among these different methods. the best detecrion
accuracy is achieved with techniques that are based on
physiological phenomena, which. can be accomplished in
two ways. . .

One approach would be to measure changes in
physiological signals. such as brain waves. eye blinking.
heart rate. pulse rate or skin electric potential. as a means
of detecting a drowsy state. While this approach is
suitable for making accurate and quantitative judgments of
alertness levels, it would be annoying to drivers because
the sensing electrodes would have to be attached directly
to the body. Thus. it would be difficult to use a system _
based on this approach under real~world .driving
conditions. it also has the disadvantage of being ill-suited
to measurement over a long period of time owing to the
large effect of perspiration on the sensors. . _

The other approach in this category focuses on physical
changes. such as the inclination of 'the driver's head,
sagging posture; decline in gripping force ,on steering. .
wheel or the open/closed state of the eyes. Ways of
measuring these physical changes are classified as being »
either the contact type or the noncontact type. The former .
type involves thedetecrion of movement by‘direct means.
Such as by usrng a hat or eye glasses or attaching sensors to
the driver's body. The latter type makes use ofoptical
sensors or video cameras to detect changes. .1

Detection methods that are superior in'tc'rms of
practicality are ones that sense driving operation or vehicle
behavior that is distinctly characteristic of a sleepy‘driver.

:The, vehicle control systems that might be monitored for
sensing driving operation include the steering wheel.
accelerator. brake pedal or transmission shift lever. The

”vehicle behavior detected might be the vehicle speed.
lateral acceleration. yaw rate or lateral displacement.
Since these techniques allow noncontact detection of
drowsiness. they do not give the driver any feeling of
discomfort. On the negative side. they are subject to
numerous limitationsidepending on the vehicle type and
driving conditions. It would also be necessary to devise a
different detection logic for each type of vehicle. Still
another problem with this approach is that detection would
nor be possible at low speed

'This research focused on an investigation of a system
for detecting changes in the degree of openness of the
driver‘s eyes. which has a high correlation with drowsiness.
in Table 1. this apprbach falls under the category of
detection of physical changes in physiological phenomena.
This particular method was selected because a practical
drowsiness detection system would have to assure’a high
level of detecrion accuracy equivalent to that of methods
based on physiological signals and an early detection at the g
initial stage. Moreover. the system should be able to detect
drowsiness in the driver by means of a noncontact
technique. ‘

4. Drowsiness Detecrion by image Recognition

4.1 Detecrion method

. An investigation of the human eyes under a condition of
reduced alertness indicated that the eyes are narrower than
in a wide~awake state and that there are times when the

eyes actually close. Fig.l presents experimental results
showing the alertness level and the number of times the

driver's eyes closed for two or more seconds while driving
on a test course. Good correlation is seen between the two
sets of data. This result indicated. that a reduced level of
alertness Could be detected "with good accuracy by
monitoring changes in the degree of openness of the
driver's eyes.
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.Fig.1‘ Number of times eyes close and alertness level

4.2 System configuration

The configuration of the drowsiness detection system is
V shown in Fig.2.

A' small camera positioned in front of the driver
takes images of the driver's face. The facial image data are
converted to binary image data by one frame and‘sent to
the frame memory of the image processor. The frame
memorystores each image in a 5l2x432 pixel format‘ with
eight bits of memory capacity use or each pixel.
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Fig.2 System configuration ,
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A personal computer connecredto theimage processor
controls the image processing procedure and judges the
processed results.

An infrared lamp is provided in the insuument panel to
facilitate the recording of facial images during nighttime
driving.

4.3 Basic algorithm '

4.3.1 Flowchart of major functions ~

A flowchart of the major funcn‘ons of the drowsiness
detection system is shown in Fig.3.

. ‘ Facial Image Input
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Fig.3 Flowchart of Major Functions

 

The functions of the system can be broadly divided into
an eyeball detection function. comprising the first half of
the processing routine. and a drowsiness detecrion
function. comprising the second half.

4.3.2 Eyeball detection function
A brief explanation is given here of the eyeball

detection procedure. ,
After inputting a facial image. preprocessing is first

performed to binarize- the image and remove noise. which
makesjit possible for the image to be accepted by the
image processor. - .

The m ' ' h of the face is then detected so that
‘ ’ atfecan be identified. After

that. the vertica .' osit' 0” each e e-is detected
independently wttfitn an area defined by the center line of
the face width, and lines running through the outer-mom

    

-_ points of the face. On_ that basis. the area in which each
‘ eye is present is determrned. '

Once-the areas of eye presence have been defined, they
can be updated by tracking the movement of the eyes. The

g%%fig egg g‘g’enngss is output simultaneously with thees a lS ment or up attng of the areas of eye presence.
That value is used in judging whether the eyes are open or
closed and..als,o in judging whether the eyes have been
dclcCled correczly’ ‘or not. If the system judges that the eyes
have not bccn‘delcClcd correctly. the routine returns to the
detection of the entire face.

The following explains the eyeball detection procedure
in the order of the processing operations.

(ll‘Prepr6¢:SSing ~~ : . .
The preprocessing operations include the binarization of

a. facial image to. increase the processing speed and
. conserve memory capacity; and noise removal.

The image processor._developed for this drowsiness
detectionsyStem pe orms the expansron and contraction
operations oniithe..white pixels, andprocessing for noise

, removal is performe on the. small blackpixels of the
facial image.

After the binarization. the noise removal procedure
involves a expansion processing method combined with
the use of a median filter. These preprocessing operations
are sufficient to support detection of the vertical positions
of the eyes. . ‘

However. following identification of the eye positions.
the size of the eyes must be converted back to the original
image format at the time the degree of eye openness is
output. To facilitate that.‘data contraction is performed in
the latter stage of preprocessing.

(2) Face width deteCtion
The maximum width of the driver's face must be

detected in order to determine the lateral positions of the
areas in which the eyes are present.

Fac‘e width is detected by judging the continuity of
‘ white pixels and the pattern ofchange in pixel number. On
that basis. the outer edges of the face are recognized and
determined. as indicated in Fig.4.

(3) DeteCtion of vertical eye positions
Each vertical eye position is detected independently

within an areademarcated by the center line ofthe face.
which isfdund from the-face width. and straight lines
running through theright and left outer edges of the face.
In a binary image. thugs; become collections of black
ixels along with the eyebrows. nostn s. m0ut an at er
acta features. 7 ' t ’ '

These collections of black pixels are recognized on the
basis of a labeling operation. and the position of each eye.
is exn'acted by judging the area of each label albng with its
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aspect ratio and relative coordinate positions in the facial
image.

Through this process of detecting each vertical eye
position. the central coordinates of each eye are
recognized. The coordinates serve as references for
defining the areas of eye presence. as indicated in Fig.4.

Area of eye presence

 

 

Fig.4 Image of face and objects of detection ..

‘ (4) Eyeball tracking
A function for tracking the positions of the eyeballs is

an important capability for achieving high-speed
processmg because it eliminates the need toproeess every
frame in order to detect each eye position from the entire
facial image. This function consists of a subroutine for
updating the areas of ey‘e‘presence and. a subroutine for
recognizing when tracking becomes impossible.

The_basic concept of eyeball tracking is to update the
area or eye presence, in which an’ eye search is made in
the following frame, according to the central coordinates
of the eye in the previous frame. ” ' ‘
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Fig.5 Tracking of eye position

Thelfollowing is an explanation of the specific
processing procedure. _ . .

The updating process involves defining an area of eye
presence on the basis of the coordinates (xk. yk) at the
point of intersection of center lines running thmugh the
Feret's diameter of the detected eye (Fig.5-a). The area
thus defined becomes the area of eye presence in which the
system searches for the eyeball in the image data of thenext frame. 4 .

Owing to mo'vement of the driver’s head or other
reasons. the center point (point B) of the eye detected in
this area in the next frame changes relative to the center
point (point A) of this area of eye presence (Fig.5-b). In
relation to this change in eye position, the area of eye
presence is updated in reference to the center point
(point B) of the eye detected in this frame. and then the
facial image data of the next frame are input. Similar to
the previous step. the syStem then searches for the eyeball
in the updated area of eye presence (Fig.5-c).

This process of using information on eye position to
define the eye position for obtaining the next facial image
data makes it possible to track the position of the eyeball.
As is clear from this description. the size of the area of eye
presence, can. be defined so as to correspond to these eye
position changes. ' . .

If the eyes are tracked correctly. their degree of
openness will always vary within a certain specified range
for each individual driver. as illustrated in Fig.6.
Consequently. if the value found by the system falls
outside that range. it judges that the eyes are not being
tracked correctly. The process of detecting the position of
each eye from the entirefacial image is then executed oncemore. '

Feret's diameter
l

. M 7%‘ Closed:E , “—— smallI

I Degree of openness

 

 Open:
large  

‘ .---.——.--

Fig.6 Degree of.- eye openness.

4.3.3 Drowsiness detection function

(1) Judgment of whether eyes are open/closed
A window is defined on the basis of the Feret's diameter

of the eyes. The maximum number of black pixels along
the vertical axis of the window indicates the degree of eye

openness and is used as the basis for judging whether the
eyes are open-or closed (Fig.6).

(2) Criterion for judging eye open/closed State. and
learning function

A threshold value is established for each driver for

judging whether the person's eyes are open or closed. That
criterion is based on the degree of eye openness observed
for the individual when the eyes are open and closed.

The system also learns the size of each» person‘s eyes in
order to cope with variation in eye sizes due to individual
differences or to differences in the distance between the
camera and the driver's face at the time facial images are
taken. »

(3) Method ofjudging alertness level
As the level of alertness drops. rapid blinking gives way

to the appearance of long intervals when the eyes are
closed. which provides a basis for detecting drowsiness.

A specific method which we have devised for judging
the-level of alenness. is to count the number of times the
eyes close within a specified interval.
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As shown in Fig.7, the method of counting the number
of times the eyes close begins with the second conscCutive
closure. This is done to avoid including instances of eye
closure due to blinking. In the figure. the numbers in the
middle of the interval for judging the alertness level
indicate the eye closure count in this example. the system
judged that the eyes closed four times. The specified
interval for judging the alertness level with this system'hasbeen set at one minute. ; _

This interval for judging the alertness level varies
according to the processing speed determined from the ‘
ability of the image processor. >

Processing. interval

 

  
123

Interval lor'judging alertness level

Fig.7 Method ol totaling no. of times eyes close

Criteria forjudging the alertness level on the basis of the
eye closure count have been determined according to the
results of driving tests in which drowsiness at the wheel
was invesdgated.

5. Drowsiness Detectioa Performance ‘

5.1 Alertness index

An alertness index has been devised for making
ggantitative judgments of a drivgr's state gl‘ giggwsiness.

. This index ts based on t e assrgnment of points to rain
waves. blinking and facial expression. which are known to
vary according to a person's level of alertness. The point
toral provides a quantitative measure for judging the
alertness level. The specific procedure for rating these
three elements is outlined in Fig.8. ’

Facial 
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Iargmamolitude aZwavos lor Ion intervals CiOSéd

Fig.8 Evaluation criteria for brain waves. blinking
and lacial expression ‘

As a person's level of alertness drops. a large number of
a 2 waves appear and their amplitude becomes larger.
Points are thus assigned according to the number and
amplitude of the o 2 waves detected.

Blinking is rated by evaluating the measurcdywavel'orms
for the Upper and lower electric potential of the eyes. In a
normal state of alertness. blinking appears as sharp spikes
in the waveform. As the level of alertness dropspthe

spikes appear more frequently and subsequently lose their
shape to become a gentle. waveform when a person
becomes drowsy. Eventually, the waveform shaws
trapezoidal shapes indicating that the eyes close for long
intervals. .

in terms‘ of facial expression. a drowsy-looking
appearance can be determined from the slackness of the
face muscles and the drooping ol' the upper eyelids.

Each of the three elements is rated in this way ‘using a

. three-point scale and thepoints are totaled to indicate the
alertness level. which ranges from a wide-awake state (9
points) to a fuzzy state just prior to falling asleep (3
points). »

The correlationbetween the alertness level. based on
the alertness index. and the eye closure count was found
from the driving test data. When the correlation was
determined, states of alertness were divided into three
levels: a wide-awake state (an-alertness index of 9.0-8.0). a
slight decline in alertness accompanied by a little
drowsiness (7.5-6.5) and alarge decline in alertness, a
state ill-suited for continued driving (6.0-3.0). '

5.2 Evaluation of detection performance

The drowsiness detection performance of the system
was evaluated in laboratory tests andtaCtual driving tests.
In these tests. the subjects were asked to perform a simple
task or to drive under monoronous conditions in order to
induce drowsiness.

’ 5.2.1 Laboratory teSts
Fig.9.shows the laboratory test setup used to simulate a

1 icondition of driving while drowsy.
 

 
Drowsiness detection

by image recognition
  

  

  
  

CRT screen processor

YIEJ
Vertical
direction" ‘

   
  

Fig.9 Schematic diagram of test setup

Control task results

A CRT monitor was positioned in front of the driver's
seat of a trimmed body,'the interior of which was darkened
by covering the windows. '

A subjeCt sat in the driver's seat and performed a simple
task while watching the CRT screen. The task involved

. using a ring to pursue "a target point that moved at a
constant speed in a circular pattern on the screen. The
Subject moved the ring laterally by turning the steering
wheel and vertically by operating the accelerator.

Because of the monetonous simplicity of this task. it
soon made the subject drowsy. The subject's alertness
level was judged by the methods explained earlier for
detecting drowsiness from physiological signals. The
performance of the drowsiness detection system was
evaluated on the basis of the degree of correlation between
the alertness level provided by the system and the alertness
level obtained from the physiological signals.
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5.2.2 Driving tests using an actual vehicle. .

The subjects were asked to drive at a constant speed on
a circuit around the periphery of a test course. and this

monotonous driving served to induce a natural state ofdrowsiness.

Similar to the laboratory tests. a data recorder was used
to record the subject's brain .waves'and-eye electric
potential in order to facilitate judgment of the alertness
level on the basis of physiological signals. A CCD camera
was installed on the steering columntn the same position
as in the laboratory tests. The camera recorded the facial
image data used to facilitate drowsiness detection by
means of image recognition. This image data was also
used to facilitate judgment of the alertness level on the
basis of facial expression of physiological signals. _

Just as in the Iaborato tests. drowsiness detection
performance was evaluat by comparing the degree of
correlation between the alertness level indicated by image
recognition and thatbased on the physiological signals.

5.3 Evaluation results

Laboratory tests and driving tests were conducted
several times with multiple subjects and comparisons were
made of the alertness index scores found from the

physiological signals and the alertness levels obtained by

image recognition. An example of the results obtainedtsgiven in Fig. 10. .

By processing of facial images

. . . . . . . . . . . . i . . . . . . . . . :.
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Fig.10 Evaluation ol drowsiness detection

It is seen that the method of detecting alertness on the
basis ofimage recognition accurately traced the changes
that occurredin the alertness level with elapsed time.

Table 2 Correlation coefficients
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Using the method of counting the number of eye
closures, alertness levels were determined for 17 facial
image records obtained in laboratory tests involving five
subjects.The results were then subjected to a correlation
analysis and the correlation coefficients obtained are given
in Table 2.These data also indicate that an exceptionally

, high level of detection performance was obtained with the
system in these multiple tests involving a number of
subj.ects

The foregoing results thus confirmed that the
drowsiness detection system based on image recognition.
can provide detection performance close to that of
techniques using physiological signals. even though it is a
noncontact method. This indicates that the sysrem is '
capable of early detecting the initial stage of drowsiness.

Various factors can be considered as possible causes of
a decline'in the degree of correlation. One factor might be
subjective variation on the part of the test engineers in
judging intermediate levels of alertness from the
physiological signal data. Another factor might be
discrepancies between the timing for changestn alertness

' levels and the time when alertness judgments are made. In
order to obtain better correlation with alertness levels
based on physiological signals further studies are needed.
including possible alternation of the criteria for judging the
alertness level.

6. Conclusion

The results of tests conducted under a drowsy state in
‘ the laboratory and on a test course with an actual vehicle

have made the following points clear.

(I) Image recognition achieves highly accurate and

reliable detection of drowsiness.
(2) Image recognition offers a noncontact approach to

detecting drowsiness without annoyance and
_ interference.

(3) A drowsiness detection system developed around the
principle of image recognition judges the driver's
alertness level on the basis of a continuous time

history and provides early detection of reduced
alertness at initial Stage.

There are a number of issues that remain to be

addressed in the drowsiness detection system. These
include improvement of its adaptability to changes in
ambient brightness. assurance of reliability and attainment
of a more compact syStetn design.
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My residence. post office address. and citizenship are u elated below head to my flame.

I believe I am the original, first and sole inventor (ll only one name is listed below) or an original, llret and total inventor (i1 pluralnames are listed below of the eu- eat matter which is claimed and for which a meat I; souhton the invention entitled:

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR DETECTION or DROWSINESS  
the specification of which my. arm mmnw
C] Is attached heretoCH

W“ "i“ on (MM/DD/YYYY) Januaf 15- 19 99 as United States Application Number or PCT international

Application NumberWand was amendedon (MM/DDNWY) C::] (Ii applies-bit» ,
I hereby atate that l have reviewed and understand the contents of the above identified specification. Including the claims, as
amended by any amendment specifically relerred to above. v

-I acknowledge the duty to diacloaa iniorrnatlon which I: material to petenteblllty ee delined in 37 CFR 1.56.
 

  
   

 
 
  

 

 | ”Why claim "-‘ll'fli ofillicit"?a beneiita under 55 U.S.C. “9(a)? or 36503) at any foreign eppilcetIoMs) for patent or Inventor’scertificate. or 365“?" any CT inteMallonal affiliation which ooi noted at least one country other than the United States clAmerica, llsted below end have also idantllled be , by checking the ox, any foreign application tor etent or inventors certificate.
or at any PCT International application having e tiling dale hetore that of the application on which prlo ty la claimed.

Number a MMID It Not Claimed v5 - k e

' E1 Cl El98 00378 France 1/15/1998
PCT/EP98/05383

 

 
   

 
8/25/1998 

  
 

Application Number“) Filln om MM/nD/WW

. [Page 1 of 2] ’
Burden Hour Statement: This term is estimated to lake 0.4 hours to complete. Time will vary depending upon the needs or the

ind'V‘dua' '35“- ‘"Y CDmmenl: on the amount or time Du are required to oomglote this term should be sent to the Chi" intermationOfficer. Patent and Trademark Oilloe. Washington, C 20231. DO NOT END FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS
ADDRESS. SEND TO: Aaelotent Commissioner tor Patanla. Washington. Dc 20231, -

  
  
 

E Additional pronsionai applicatiOn
numbers are listed on a ‘
supplemental priority data sheet
PTO/$81023 attached hereto.
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Fax émis par: 33 01 53 O4 64 00 HARLE E PHELIP le 05/02/01: 12:54 A4 NORM Pg: 3/5I . ‘ ,
.3: U ‘ I. x J c; 'l 7:; ‘-x

. - . PTO/SB/Oi (12-97)
Please type a plus sign (+) Inside this be): ‘4 I Approved for use threugh 9/30/00. OMB 0651-0032

Patent and Trademark Office: U.3 DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act at 1995. no persona are required to respond to a collection at inIorrnetIon mine it containsa vaiid OMB control number.

 
  
  

DECLARATION — Utiiit ' or Desi - n Patent A . - iication

I herehy claim the beneilt under 35 Us.c.120 oi any United States appllcationla). 0t 355(0) 0' any PCT International application deeifnenegtin theunited Statue at America listed below and. Insoiar as the sublect matter at each of the claims or this ap "cation is not diudoeed n thegprier
United States or PCT International application In the manner previded bv the first paragraph at 35 U.5. G. 115. I eelmowledue the duty to disclose
lntort'nalion which I: material to purer-“ant" as donned in 37 Czi'i't i .40 which beam-nu uveiiebiu between the filing date at the prior applicationand the national or PCT International tiling to at this application

u.s. Parent Application or PCT Parent Parent Filing Date Parent Patent Number
Number MM/DDNY lfa- ”cab/9

I Additional u.s. or PCT international applimflon number: are listed on a supplemental priority data sheet PTO/551023 attached heroic
. As a named inventor. I hereby apeoint the toiiewing registered practitimor a to resonate this a "cation and to transact aiI business in the Paten

and Trademark Ofllee eennacted therewith: D Customer Number '

   

    
  

    

  
  

 

  
 

 
 

 

Registration
Number

 

 
  

 

 

  
  
 

Babak S. Sani

Gerald '1‘. Grey

 
Iatered Practitioner Information shoot PTO/SB/02C attached heretv.

Direct all coneepondenee to: [:1 swam..- Number — 'C . .' . orres ondenoe address below
‘ . . or Bar CodeLebeI ' . 0/? E] p . -

 

  
 

mean
”—5415—576—0300

I hereby declare that all statements made herein at my own mowied e are true and that all etetemente made on Iniorrnliion and ballet are
believed to be true: and iurther that than statements weremade wit the knewiedge that witnui false statements and the like no made‘ere

uuniehablebybyline or Irnerlsenment. or both. under 10 USc.1001 and that such wllltul ielae etei'ementa may Inpardize the WWW 0' 10°applicatIen or any enteritisneued thereon

 

 

 

 
a.» zit;

  

”I

im..._
Him“18 1 °
I‘M-muM

Poet Office Aden-ea:

——
_-M_E 75013
QAddllionai Inventors are bein_ named on the 1_au~ alementai Additional inventor 8 sheet 5 ,PTO/SB/OM attached heret-

i . , ' (Page 2 012]
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Fax émis par: 33 01 53 04 54 oo HARLE & 211an la 05/92/01 12:54 A4 N‘om Pg: 4/5
,- - . l _ 1" ,‘

a ' . PTO/$610M (3-97

Plano typo‘a plus sign (4;) inside this box -—>- ‘ Approved f0! use through 9/30/93. OMB 0651-006; +, Patent and Tiadamark Olflce: U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Hoduchn M 0| 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless It contains avalid OMB coniroi numbet. ‘

ADDITIONAL lNVEN‘T-OMS)

Supgalementai Sheetaga_L ol_1_

lnvonlor's
Signa'wre

_M-fl 95W.
Name or Additional ,iolm Inventor, ii any: ' * E] A petition has been filed in: this unsigned Inventor

' aw... Name (m and middle fit any» -

inVontor‘s
Signature  

Burden Hour swam-m: Tnis yorm la ”am-lad la ink. in hour: to complain. Tlrm will vary donondln upon me made oi iho individuui on“. An
comment! on ma amount oi limo cu. aro required In complete lhls lam should no son! to the Ohio iniormazion Ofllcor, Patent and Trudema
omen. Washington. Dc 20231. D NOT SEND FEES 0R COMPLETED FORMS To THlS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Assistant Commlaaloncr for

! Patents, Washington. Dc 20231. - . , , 
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Re'tydPCT/‘1 n ,
{Emmiw ‘ ‘ thus. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE AI“. '3 Y'S DOCKET NUMBER I

TRANSMITTAL LETTER TO THE UNITED STATES 20046H—000600US

DESIGNATED/ELECTED OFFICE (DO/EO/US)

CONCERNING A FILINGYUNDER 35 U.S.C. 371 09/600,390

INTERNATIONAL APPLICATION NO. ‘ INTERNATIONAL FILING DATE PRIORITY DATE CLAIMED , '

PCT/EP99/OO300 Januar 15, 1999 Januar 15, 1998
TITLE OF INVENTION -‘

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR DETECTION OF DROWSINESS

APPLICANT(S) FOR DO/EONS
PATRICK PIRIM THOMAS BINFORD'

Applicant herewith submits to the United States Designated/Elected Office (DO/EO/US) the following items and other information:

1. D This is a FIRST submission of items concerning a filing under 35 U.S.C. 371.
2. This is a SECOND or SUBSEQUENT submission of items concerning a filing under 35 U.S.C. 371.

3. E] This is an express request to promptly begin national examination procedures (35 U.S.C. 371(9).
  
  
  
  
 

 
 

 

4. D The US has been elected by the expiration of 19 months frométhe priority date (PCT Article 31)‘.

5- D A copy of the International Application as filed (35 U.S.C. 371(c)(2))
a. D is attached hereto (required only if not communicated by the International Bureau).
b. D has been communicated by the International Bureau.
c. D is not required, as the application was filed in the United States Receiving Office (RC/US).

6. D An English language translation of the International Application as filed (35 U.S.C. 371(c)(2)).
7 El Amendments to the claims of the International Application under PCT Article 19 (35 U.S.C. 371(c)(3))

a. D are attached hereto (required only if not communicated by the International Bureau).
b. C] have been communicated by the International Bureau.
c. I] have not been made; however, the time limit for-making such amendments has NOT expired.

d, [:l have not been made and will not be made.
8. D An English language translation of the amendments to the claims under PCT Article 19 (35 U.S.C. 371(c)(3)).

9. An oath or declaration of the inventor(s) (35 U.S.C. 371(c)(4)).‘ (2 counterparts)

10- D An English language translation of the annexes to the International Preliminary Examination Report under
PCT Article 36 (35 U.S.C. 371(c)(5)).

  

  
 
  
 

 

 

Items 11 to 16 below concern document(s) or information included:

11. D An Information Disclosure Statement under 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98. 5...

12. D An assignment document for recording. A separate cover sheet in compliance with 37 CFR 3.28 and 3.31 is included.

13. D A FIRST preliminary amendment.

D A SECOND or SUBSEQUENT preliminary amendment.

14. D A substitute specification.

15. D A change ofpower of attorney and/or address letter.

Other items or information: ‘

Copy [of Notification of' Missing Requirements

02/13/2001 L 0111113110 00000050 09600390

02 rmsa '

page 1 of2
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US. APPLICATION NO. (tfknown. see 37 CFR 1.5) INTERNATIONAL APPIJCATION no. ATTORNEYS DOCKET NUMBER

09 600 390' PCT EP99 00300 20046H—000600US
’ . . . P’I‘O use ONLY

17. The followmg' fees are submitted: CALCULATIONS
BASIC NATIONAL FEE ,( 37 CFR 1.492 (a) (1) - (5)):

Neither international preliminary examination fee (37 CFR 1.482)
nor international search fee (37 CFR 1.445(a)(2)) paid to USPTO

and International Search Report not prepared by the EPO or JPO """"" $100030
, International preliminary examination fee (37 CFR 1.482) not paidto ,
USPTO but lntemational Search Report prepared by the EPO or JPO------- 3350-00

International preliminary examination fee (37 CFR 1.482) not paid to USPTO but
international search fee (37 CFR 1.445(a)(2)) paid to USPTO .......... $710.00

International preliminary examination fee paid to USPTO (37 CFR 1.482)
but all claims did not satisfy provisions of PCT Article 33(1)-(4) ........... $690.00

lntemational preliminary examination fee paid to USPTO (37 CFR 1.482)
and all claims satisfied provisions of PCT Article 33(1)-(4) ............... $100.00

ENTER APPROPRIATE BASIC FEE AMOUNT =

Surcharge of $130.00 for furnishing the oath or declaration later thanE] 20
months from the earliest claimed priority date (37 CFR l.492(e)).

————

—_—_

TOTAL OF ABOVE CALCULATIONS =

D Applicant claims small entity status. See 37 CFR 1.27. The fees indicated above
are reduced by 1/2.

. ‘ SUBTOTAL =

Processing fee of $130.00 for furnishing the English translation later than D20 D 30
months from the earliest claimed priority date (37 CFR l.492(f)). 4-

TOTAL NATIONAL FEE = $ 130
Fee for recording the enclosed assignment (37 CFR l.21(h)). The assignment must be
accompanied by an appropriate cover sheet (37 CFR 3.28, 3.31). $40.00 per property

TI-TLFEESEN LOSED = $130
Amount to be

+

a. D A check in the amount of 3—...— to cover the above fees is enclosed.

Please charge my Deposit Account No.M... in the amount of $._1.EL___. to cover the above fees.
A duplicate copy ofthis sheet is enclosed.

The Commissioner is hereby authorized t8 chazge any additional fees which may be required, or credit any
overpayment to Deposit Account No. LIE—L. A duplicate copy of this sheet is enclosed.

NOTE: Where an appropriate time limit under 37 CFR 1.494 or 1.495 has not been met, a petition to revive (37 CFR
1.137(a) or (b)) must be filed and granted to restore the application to pending status.

SEND ALL CORRESPONDENCE T0:

Gerald T. Grey
Townsend and Townsend and Crew LLP

Two Embarcadero Center, 8th fl.‘ Babak S. Sani

San Francisco, CA 94111 'V NAME

37,495
REGISTRATION NUMBER

SIGNATURE:

 
Form PTO-I390 (REV l0-2000) page 2 of2
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,1 Y‘IQ‘Rec’d PCT/PTO 0 9 FEB 200i“

#/

EXPRESS MAIL NO. EL624022347US.

DATE OF'DEPOSIT: February 9, 2001

Attorney Docket No. 20046H-000600US

Enclosures: Petition to extend time, Form PTO-1390, 2 counterpart

declarations, copy ofNotification ofMissing Requirements

SF 172729 v1
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TED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

atent and Trademark Office

dress: ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS
, Washington, DC. 20231 
   

FIRST NAM ED APPLICANT I
——

09/600390 P-IRIM P 2 I O46H-00060
BAKAK 8 SAN! .

TOWNSEND AND TOWNSEND AND CREW ‘ ' PCT/EP99/00300
TWO EMBARCADERO CENTER
8THFLOOR '

SAN FRANCISCO. CA 94111 15 JAN 99 15 JAN 98

DATE MAILED: 2 2 FEB 2001
NOTIFICATION OF ACCEPTANCE OF APPLICATION UNDER 35 U.S.C. 371

. AND 37 CFR 1.494 OR 1.495

  

1. The applicant is hereby advised that the United States Patent and Trademark Office in its capacity as D a
Designated Office (37 CFR 1.494), '2 an Elected Office (37 CFR 1.495), has determined that the above
identified international application has met the requirements of 35 U.S.C. 371, and is ACCEPTED for national
patentability examination in the United States Patent and Trademark Office. '

2. The United States ApplicationNumber assigned to the application is shown above and the relevant dates are:
09 FEB 01 ' A 09 FEB 01

35 U.S.C. 102(e) DATE ' . DATE OF RECEIPT OF
35 U.S.C. 371 REQUIREMENTS

A Filing Receipt (PTO-103X) will be issued for the present application in due course. THE DATE
APPEARING ON THE FILING RECEIPT AS THE "FILING DATE" IS THE DATE ON WHICH THE
LAST OF THE 35 U.S.C. 371(C) REQUIREMENTS HAS BEEN RECEIVED IN THE OFFICE. THIS
DATE IS SHOWN ABOVE. Thefiling date ofthe above identified application is the internationalfiling date
ofthe international application (Article 11(3) and 35 US. C. 363). Once the Filing Receipt has been received,
send all correspondence to the Group Art Unit designated thereon.

 
A request for immediate examination under 35 U.S.C. 371(t) was received on 14 JUL 00 and

the application will be examined in turn. '

4. The following items have been received:
LE U.S. Basic National Fee.

E Copy of the international application in:
a non-English language.

English.

[3 Translation of the international applicatiOn into English.
Oath orkDeclaration of inventors s for DO/EO/US.

D Copy of Article 19 amendments. Translation ofArticle 19 amendments into English.
The Article 19 amendments [:I have D have not been entered.

The International Preliminary Examination Report in English and its Annexes, if any. . “’—
D Copy of the Annexes to the International Preliminary Examination Report (IPER). ‘

D Translation of Annexes to the IPER into English.
The Annexes D have have not been entered.

Preliminary amendment(s) filed 14 JUL 00 and

[2’ Information Disclosure Statement(s) filed ‘ 14 JUL 00 and 29 SEPT 00
I: Assignment document. . -
[:1 Power of Attorney and/or Change ofAddress.
[3 Substitute Specification filed _____“___.
D Verified Statement Claiming Small Entity Status.
[Z Priority Document. ‘ . ' ~ *
El Copy of the International Search Report [XI and copies’of the references cited therein.
D Other:

Applicant is reminded that any communication to the United States Patent and Trademark Office must be mailéd

to the address given in the heading and include the US application no. shown above..(37 CFR 1%I
. Vonda M. Wallace v

FORM PCT/DO/EO/903 (December 1997) Telephone): 703.305.3736
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NOTIFICATION OF ACCEPTANCE OF APPLICATION UNDER 35 U.S.C. 371
AND 37 CFR [.494 OR 1.495

1. The applicant is hereby advised the United States Patent and Trademark Office in its capacity as [:1 a
Designated Office (37 CFR l .494), an Elected'Office (37 CFR l495), has determined that the above
identified international application met the requirements of 35 U.S.C. 37L andis ACCEPTED for national
patentability examination in the United tates Patent and Trademark Office.

2. The United States Application Number assigned to the application is shown above and the relevant dates are: I
 

35 U.S.C. 102(e) DATE » - DATE OF RECEIPT OF

35 U.S.C. 37! REQUIREMENTS

A Filing Receipt (PTO-l03X) will be issued for the present applicationin due course. THE DATE
APPEARING ON THE FILING RECEIPT AS THE "FILING DATE" IS THE DATE ON WHICH THE

LAST OF THE 35 U.S.C. 371(C) REQUIREMENTS HAS BEEN RECEIVED IN THE OFFICE. THIS

DATE IS SHOWN ABOVE. flieflIing date ofthe above identified application is the international1‘Zing date
ofthe international application (Article 11(3) and 35 U.SC. 363). Once the Filing Receipt has been received
send all correspondence to the Group Art Unit designated thereon.

. 44 JUL 2000and
3. A request for immediate examination under 35 U.SC. 37l(i)wasreceived on __________the garden willbeexaminedintum ~ g,
4. e following items have been received:

.8. Basic National Fee.

Copy of the international application in:

a non-English language.

English.

Translatio . of the international application into English.

Oath or Declaration of inventors s for DO/EO/US.

Copy of Article 19 amendinents. Translation of Article l9 amendments into English.
‘ The Article l9 amendments D have C] have not been entered

The International Preliminary Examination Reportin English and its Annexes, if any. a.

Copy of the Annexes to the lntemational Preliminary Examination Report (lPER)

[I TranslatifihaAnnexes to the LPER into English.The Annexes v Qhave not been enteredPreliminary amendment( )fileimand
Information Disclosure Statem'ent(s)NWand .1 . .
Assignment document.

D Power of Attorney and/or Change of Address
D substitute specification filed ,

Verified Statement Claiming Small Entity Status.

Priority Document. . .

Copy of the lntemational Search Repo and copies of the references cited therein.
Other:

Applicant is reminded that any communication to the United States Patent and Trademark Otfice must be mailed

to the address. given in the heading and include the US. application no. shown above. (37 CFR LS) '

FORM PCT/DO/EO/903 (December 1997) Telephone: 703
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09 / 6 oo gag,
Attorney Docket No.: 20046H-000600US

Client Reference No.: 0481 US 3724

534 Rec’dPCT/PTC 14JUL2006 Rs
:11:

6.

‘ -. — 0
IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE] 2' Z

In re US. National Phase of

PCT/EP99/003QO of:

PATRICK PIRIM, et a1.

Application No.: Not yet assigned INFORMATION DISCLOSURE
STATEMENT UNDER 37 CFR §1.97 and

Filed: Herewith - §l.98

For: METHOD AND APPARATUS. FOR

DETECTION OF DROWSINESS

 
San Francisco, CA 94111
.July 14, 2000

Box PCT

Assistant Commissioner for Patents

Washington, DC. 20231

Sir: I

The references cited on attached form PT0-1449 are being called to the

attention of the Examiner. Copies of the references are enclosed. In addition, applicants attach

a copy of an International Search Report dated'April 6, 1999 which was issued in conjunction

with the above referenced application, and in which these references were cited. I

It is respectfully requested that the cited references be expressly considered

during the prosecution of this application, and the references be made of record therein and

appear among the “references cited”ion anypatentto issue therefrom.

As provided for by 37 CFR 1.97(g) and (h), no inference should be made that

the information and references cited are prior art merely because they are in this statement and
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09/600390
PATRICK PIRIM; 1. ‘ my:

Application No.: No. yet assigned ' . V p ,
Pagez- , 534Rec’dPCT/PT-e 14JULZOUU

no representation is being made that a search has been conducted or that this statement

encompasses all the possible relevant information.

Res ectfully submitted,
  

  
Babak s. Sani

Reg. No. 37,495

TOWNSEND and TOWNSEND and CREW LLP

Two Embarcadero Center, 8th Floor
San Francisco, California 941 1 1-3 834
Tel: 415-576-0200

Fax: 415-576-0300
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Examiner Initial Document No. Date Name Class Sub-class Filing Date
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Document No CountryDate Class Translation
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1
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LI IIII

HE!I!
 OTHER ART Includin Author Title Date Pertinent Paes Etc. 
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ll >2
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EXAMINER: Initial if reference considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609; Draw line through citation if not in conformance and not
considered Include copy of this form with next communication to applicant.
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 TENT COOPERATION TREATY T 7 a

PCT “J

INTERNATIONAL SEARCH REPORT

(PCT Article 18 and Rules 43 and 44)

» Applicant’s or agent’s file reference see Notification of Transmittal of International Search Report
_ FOR FURTHER (Form PCT/ISA/220) as well as, where applicable, item 5 below.

048d PCT 361 ACTION .

International application No. International filing date (day/month/year) (Earliest) Priority Date (day/month/year) .

PCT/EP 99/ 00300 ' 15/01/1999 9 15/01/1998
Applicant

HOLDING B.E.V. SA et al.

This International Search Report has been prepared by this International Searching Authority and is transmitted to the applicant
according to Article 18. A copy is being transmitted to the International Bureau.

This International Search Report consists of a total of _ 2 sheets.
m It is also accompanied by a copy of each prior art document cited in this report.

1. Basis of the report

a. With regard to the language, the international search was carried out on the basis of the international application in the
language in which it was filed, unless otherwise indicated under this item.

E] the international search was carried out on the basis of a translation of the international application furnished to this
Authority (Rule 23.1 (b)).

With regard to any nucleotide and/or amino acid sequence disclosed in the international application, the international search
was carried out on the basis of the sequence listing :

contained in the international application in written form.

filed together with the international application in computer readabte form.

furnished subsequently to this Authority in Written form. ‘

furnished subsequently to this Authority in computer readble form.
the statement that the subsequently furnished written sequence listing does not go beyond the disclosure in the
international application as filed has been furnished.

the statement that the information recorded in computer readable form is identical to the written sequence listing has beenfurnished

Certain claims were found unsearchable (See Box I).

Unity of Invention is lacking (see Box ll).

With regard to’the title,

K] the text is approved as submitted by the applicant.

D the text has been established by this Authority to read as follows:

With regard to the abstract,

3] the text is approved as submitted by the applicant.
D I the text has been established, according to Rule 38.2(b), by this Authority as it appears in Box Ill. The applicant may,within one month from the date Of mailing of this international search report, submit comments to this Authorlty.

The figure of the drawings to be pinlished with the abstract is Figure No. —

D as suggested by the applicant. m None of the figures.
.D because the applicant failed to 'suggest a figure. '

E] because this figure better characterizes the invention.

 
Form PCT/ISA/Zt 0 (first sheet) (July’1998)
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A.CLAsaHCAn0N0Fs BJECTMATTER
IPC 6 608821 00

INTERNAHONALSEARCHREPORT
in’ ‘ional Application No

I,~ /EP 99/00300

According to International Patent Classification (IPC) or to both national classification and IPC
B. FIELDS SEARCHED

Minimum documentation searched c(lassification system followed by classification symbols)
IPC 6 G088 G06T

Documentation searched other than minimum documentation to the extent that such documents are Included in the fields searched

Electronic data base consulted during the international search (name of data base and, where practical, search terms used)r

C. DOCUMENTS CONSIDERED TD BE RELEVANT

Category ° Citation of document. with indication. where appropriate, of the relevant passages ~

X,P N0 98 05002 A (CARLUS MAGNUS LIMITED 1-45

;PIRIM PATRICK (FR)) 5 February 1998
cited in the application
see claims 1-14

DE 197 15 519 A (MITSUBISHI MOTORS CORP)
6 November 1997

see the whoIe document

NO 97 01246 A (STEED VAN P ;CEJKA ROBERT K
(US)) 9 January 1997
see abstract

'3 Further documents are listed in the continuation of box C.
° Special categories of cited documents :

"A" document defining the general state of the art which is not
considered to be of particular relevance

"E“ earlier document but published on or after the international
filing date

"L“ document which may throw doubts on priority claim(s) or
which is cited to establish the publication date of another
citation or other special reason (as specified)

“0" document referring to an oral disclosure. use, exhibition orother means

“P" document published prior to the intematlonal filing date but
later than the priority date claimed

Date of the actual completion of the international search

28 May 1999

Name and mailing address of the ISA

European Patent Office, PB. 5818 Patentlaan 2 _
NL - 2280 HV Ftljswijk

Tel. (+31-70) 340-2040, TX. 31 651 epo nl,
Fax: (+31-70) 340-3016

Form PCT/lSA/210 (second sheet) (July 1992)

Patent family members are listed in annex.

"T" later document published after the international tiling date
or priority date and not in conflict with the application but
cited to understand the principle or theory underlying theinvention

"X" document of particular relevance; the claimed inventioncannot be considered novel or cannot be conSIdered to
involve an inventive step when the document ls taken alone

"Y" document of particular relevance; the claimed invention
cannot be considered to Involve an inventive step when thedocument is combined with one or more other such docu-
ments, such combination being obvious to a person skilledIn the an.

"&" document member ot the same patent family

Date 'of mailing of the international search report

04/06/1999

Authorized officer

Sgura, S
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INTERNATIONAL SEARCH REPORT

Inf< , )n on patent family members

Patent document

cited in search report

i tional Application No

r2 /EP 99/00300

Publication Patent iamily Publication
date member(s date  
  

NO 9805002 A 05---02 1998 2751772 A 30-01-1998

' 3775397 A 20-02-1998

0912964 A 06-05- 1999

 

 

 9277849 A 28-10-1997

FR 2747346 A 17-10-1997

5786765 A 28-07-1998 

___...__.._—_—_______—____..__—.______.____._.._____.V-______.___?_____——_________——

Fonn PCT/ISAI210 (paient family annex) (July 1992)
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WW? 99/00300

‘Européisches . European Patent Office européen
Patentamt Office des vets

 
 
 

Tr

PRIORITY new '15 man 1599
DOCUMENT

SUBMITTED OR TRANSMITTED IN

COMPLIANCE WITH RULE 17.1(a) OR (b)

. Beecheinigung Certificate . Attestation

Die angehetteten Unterlagen stimrnen The attached documents are exact Les documents fixes a cette attestationmit der urspriininch eingereichten Fas- copies of the internationa| patent appli- sont contormes a la version initialementsung der aut dem nachsten Blatt be- cation described on the toliowing page, déposée de la demande de brevet inter-
zeichneten internationaten Patentan- asoriginailytiled.
meldung fiberein.

, national spécifiée a la page suivante.

Den Haag. den
The Hague. 0 3 83;. 38
La Haye, ie

Der Prfisident des Européischen Patentamts
lm Auftrag’ 5” _ .
For the President of the European Patent Office
Le President de i'Oftice européen des brevets
p. 0.

we

R.L.R. Fem-r

Patentanmeldung Nr.
Patent application no. PCT/EP 98/053 83
Demande de brevet n° 

9.82
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Blatt 2 der Bescheinigung
Sheet 2 ot the certificate ‘ g p)
Page 2 de l’attestation :

 

AnmP'd9ng ”“3 PCT/EP 98/05383
Application no..
Demande n°:

Anmelder; - 1. HOLDING BEV SA. - Luxemburg, Luxemburg
ApplicanNS): 2. PIRIM, Patrick — Paris, France
Demandeur(s): ,

Bezeichnung der Erfindung:
TING Of the invention: Ima e rocessin a I e hTitre del'invention: g P g pparatus and m t ed

Anmeldetag:
Dt H'l' : 25A t1998 25.08.9802:29 3235:; ‘13“ < >
In Anspruch genommene Priorite‘tt(en)
Priority(ies) claimed
Priorité(s) revendiquée(s)

Staat: Tag: Aktenzeichen: ‘-
State: Date: File no.
Pays: Date: Numéro de depot:
Benennung von Vertragsstaeten : Siehe Formblatt PCT/RO/101 (beigelflgt)
Designation of contracting states : See Form PCTlRO/101 (enclosed)
Designation d'états contractants : Voir Formulaire PCT/RO/tot (cl-joint)

Bemerkungen:
Remarks:
Remarques:

EPA/EFOIOEB Form 1012 02.89
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lMAGli PROCESSlNG APPARATUS AND METHOD
inventor: Patrick l’irlm

BACKGROUND or 1111-; mvnm‘ton

l. ltield of the invention

The present invention relates generally to an image processing apparatus, and

more particularly to a 111ethorl and apparatus for identifying and localizing an area in
relative movement in a scene and determining, the speed and oriented di1cetio11 of the area

in real time.

2. Description of the Related Art

The human or animal eye is the best known system for identifying and

localizing an object. in relative‘movement, and for determining its speed and direction of
movement. Various efferts have been made to 111i mic the function of the eye. One type of

device for this purpose is referred to as an artificial retina, which is shown, for example,

in Gioeomo lndiveri et. at, Ib'oecedings'of Mierolx‘euro, 1996,1111. 15-22. (analog artificial
retina), and Pierre-Francois Rtiedii, Proceedings oi‘MioroNeuro, 1.996, pp. 2329, (digital
att1fic1al retina which identifies the edges of an object). However, very fast anditigh

capacity memories are required for these devices to operate in real time. and only limited

infornmtion is obtained ahon__tthe moving aregg or gbiectssohservulillheLexamplesof
artificial retinas and similar devices are shoWn in U S Patent Nos 5,694,495 and

.5,712,729.

Another proposed 111etl10d for detecting objects in an image is to store a frame

from a video camera or other observation sensor in a first two-dimensional memory. The
frame is composed of a sequence of pixels representative of the scene observed by the

camera at time to. The video signal for the next frame, which represents the scene at time

1,, isstored in a second two-dimensional memory. if an object has moved between times t0

and t,. the distanced by, whieh the object, as represented by its pixels, has moved in the
scene between. t, and t" is determined. The displacement speed is tltc11‘_eq11al to tiff. where
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'l‘ t, - to. This type of system requires it very large memory capacity if it is used to obtain

precise speed Itlld oriented direction. information for the movement of the object. 'l‘hcrc is

also a delay in obtaining the speed and displacement diicction information corresponding
to it 'I R, where R is the time necessary for the calculations for the period t9 - t, system.

These two disadvantages limit applications ofthis type of system.

Another type of prior image processing systeniis shown in French Patent No.

2.611.063. of v'vhichthc inventor hereof is also an inventor. This patent l’clr'ile‘s‘ to a

method and apparatus for real time processing of ya sequenced data ilow front the output

ofa camera in order to perform data compression. A ltistogrtim of signal levels from the
camera is formed using it first sequence classification low. A representative Gaussian
function associated with the histogram is stored, and the maximum and minimum levels

are extracted The signal levels of the nextsequence are compared with the signal levels

for the first sequence using a fixed time constant identical fox each pixel A entity

classification signalis generated that. characterizes the next sequence u- ith TClC'l‘Cl'iC't' t the
classification law An auxiliary signal is generated from the binary sit-uni; am. is

representative of the dutation and position of a range of significant \ulues Pin:32; the

auxiliary signal'is used to generate a signal localizing. the tango uith the lonuestct: .=-. on,

called the dominant range. These opcrtttions are repeated for subsequent sequent:~ the
sequenced signal. ,

This prior process enables data compression keeping oniv into-.mng
parameters in the processed flow of sequenced data. in particular. the ptoeess i. ta}....':ile

_of processing a digital video signal in enter to extract and lotuli/c tli l;=‘:'-‘~‘;Lllc

characteristic of at least one area in theimage.Itis thus possible to classify, int neuritic,

brightness and/oi chrominancc levels of the signal and to characterize and looses-.1 an
objectin theimage M

U.S. Patent No 5.488430 detects and estimates 6 displacement by separately
determining horizontal and vertical changes oftlto observed area. Difl‘erencc signal; are

used to detect movements from tight to left at from left to tight, or from top to but: (till or
bottom to ton, in the hotmental and vertical (lites-lions respectively 'ihis is new:In}:‘isiicd
by carrying out an EXCI.USWJ‘. OR function on horimntttl/vctticul differenec signals and
on frame difference signals, and by using a ratio of the sums of the horizontalvertical
signals and the sums {of frame difference Signals with respect to n K x 3 window.

(tuleuiated values of the image along, orthogonal horimntal and vertical directions are
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used with an identical repetitive difference K in the orthogonal directions, this difference

K being defined as a function of the displacement speeds that are to be determined. The
device determines the direction of movement along, each of the two orthogonal directions

by applying a set of calculation operatiOns to the difference signals, which requires very

5 complex computations Additional complex computations are also necessary to obtain the

sliced and oriented direction oi displacement (extraction ofa square root to obtain the
amplitude of the speed, and calculation of the tuetan function to obtain the oriented

direction), starting from projections on the hetimntal and vertical axes 'Jhis device also
does not smooth the pixel values using a time constant, especially a time constant thatis

10 variable for each pixel, in order to centpcnsate for excessively fast variations in the pixel

. values.

Extraction from a Sequence of Digitized Clray-Scale’images," institute of Electrical and

Finally, Alberto 'l‘ornita Sales Representative. and Roltuva lshii, "lland Shape

Electronics Engineers, Vol. 3, 1994, pp. 1925-1930, detects movement by subtracting

15 between successive images, and forming, histograms based upon the shape of a human

hand in order to extract the shape of ahtiinan hand in a digitized seeno._’]‘he histogram
analysis is based upon a gray'aealc inherent to the human hand. it does not include any

in cans of forming, histograms in the plane coordinates . The sole purpose-or the method is

to detect the displacement of a human hand, for example, in order to replace the normal

2.0 computer mouse by a hand, the movements of Which are identified to control a computer.
It would be desirable to have an image processing system which has a

. t‘ rclatire:ly sinn‘rlc structure and requires a relatively smallmemory capaciiy, and by which
information on the movement of objects Within an image can be obtainedIn real-time. It
would also be desirable toahave a method and apparatus for detecting movements that are

2.5 not limited to the hand, but. to any object (in the" widest sense of the term) in a scene, and
which does not use histograms based on the gray values of a hand, but rather the

histograms of different variables representative of the displacement and histograms of

plane coordinates. Such a system would be applicable to many types of applications
requiring the detection of moving, and nonmoving objects.

30 _ , , . _
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The present inv111tion is a1)!OGGSS for identifying relative 1nove111e111 of an
object in an input signal, the input signal having a succession of f1'.111nes each 111111111

2)! having a: succession of pixels. 1101 each pixel cf the input signal, the input signal is
smoothed using a time constant for the pixel in order'to generate a smoothed input signal.

1101' each pixel111 the- smoothed input signal, a hinaiy value corresponding to 111 c existence
of 11 significant variation in the amplitude oi the pixel hotwecn the cancut fiamt and thc
innncdiatoly p'lCViOUS smoothed input frame, and the amplitude of the vzniatin1:.are

10 determined.

. Using the existence of a signiiiosnt vaiiation for a given pixct 1h: 1i111e
constant for the pixel, whichis to he used111 smoothing subsequent {11111112 11‘ 1.111 input
signal, is modified The time Constant is preferably in the 1‘01111 2' . and is i1.::1.' :ei 0|
decreased by incrementing, or decrementing 11 lot each panieulm pixel 01 1'11: 2111111t

15 signal, two matrices are then fumed: a first manix comprising tht 11111111y 11;: of a
subset oi the pixels of the flame spatially related to the particular pixel; and 1: 53-11116

matrix comprising the amplitude. of the variation of the subset of the pixels 1111:.1’:s1110

spatially related to the partieulm 11151111111 tht fitst matrix, it is detennined 1.1.-”111'? "the
particulru pixel and the pixels along, an oriented direction ielativc to the piitlitt-JFT pixel

20 have binary values of a particulai value representing significant vaiiation, and in web
pixels, it is determined'in the second matiix whether the amplitude of the pixels 11.21.1111. the

. oriented direction relative to the particular pixel varies in a known mann1c: i1:..i11:.':1 1.;‘1‘g,
movcnwnt in the oriented direction of the particular pixel and the pixels alone the
oriented direction relative to the partieulm pixel. the amplitude of the vaiiatirm oi the

Minolta-along the oriented direction determines tlnrvoiocity of movement of the paitihdar
pixel and the pixels along, theouented dtrcchon ielatiVeto the particular pixel.

in each oi‘ one or moire domains,ahistogram of the values d1st11huted in the
first and second 1111111611.: 11111111111“: eachsuch domain is formed. l-01'a11a1tie11l11.1 domain,
an men of significant variation is determined from the histegiam for that domain.

30 Histograms of the area of srgruhmnt vaiiation along coordinate axes are then formed
From these histograms, it is detennined whether there is an area in 1110\1e111ent for the
particulru d01nain.'l‘he domains are preferahly selected from the group consisting of i)
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luminance, ii) speed (V), iii) oriented direction (Di), iv) time constant ((30), v) hue, vi)

saturation, and vii) first axis (x(rn_)), and viii) sceond axis (y(n1)).

in one embodiment, the first and second matrices are square rrratrices, with the

same odd number of rows and columns. centered on the particular pixel. In this

5 embodiment, the steps of determining in the firstamatrix whether the particular pixel and
the pixels along an oriented directionrclative to the particular pixel have. binaryvalucs of

a particular value representing significant variation, and the step of determining, in the
second matrix whether the amplitude signal varicsin- e predetemrincd criteria along an
oriented direction relative to the particular pixel, eornpriSc applying nested n x n matrices.

it) where 11 is odd. centered 011 the particular pixel to the pixels within each oi the first and

.. second matrices. 'l ‘he process thenincludes the further step of determining, the smallest
L L nested matrix in which the amplittrdc signal varies along an oriented direction around the

particular pixel. L L L L

L In an alternativeembodiment, the first and second matrices are hexagonal

l5 matrices centered on the particular pixel. in this L,ernbodimcnt the steps of dctennining, in
the first matrix whether the particular pixel and the pixels along an oriented direction
relative to the particular pixel have binary values of a particular value representing

significant. variation, and the step of determining, in the second matrix whether the

amplitude signal varies in apredetemrined criteria along an oriented direction relative to

2.0 the particular pixel, comprise applying, nested hexagonal matrices of varying size centered
on the particular pixel to the pixels within each of the first and second n1at1iees. 'lhe

.‘ process then further includes determining the smallest nested matrix in whigh the
‘ “*2 amplitude signal varies along an oriented direction around the particular pixel.

In a still further cnrbodirnem_of the itrventiorrLthe first31W
25 - arc inverted lrslraped matrices with a single row and a single column. In this

embodiment, the steps of deteunining1n the first matrix whether the particular pixel and

the pixels along an oriented direction relative to the partieular pixel have binary values of
a particular value representing significant variation, and the step of determining in the
second matrix whether the amplitude signal varies in a predetermian criteria along, an

30 oriented direction relatch to the particular pixel, comprise applying nested n x 11 matrices,
where 11 is odd, to the single line and the single column to detennine the smallest matrix
in which the amplitudevarles on a line with the steepest slope and constant quantification.
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If desired. successive decreasing portions of frames of the input signal may be

considered using a Mallat time-scale algorithm, and the largest of those portions, which
provides displacement, speed and orientation indications compatible with the value of p,
is selected. 2

in a process of smoothing an input signal, for each pixel of the input signal, i)"J-

thc pixel is smoothed using a time constant (CO) foi that pixel, thetchy gene-11111111; a
smoothed pixel value (1 0), ii) it is determined whether there exists a significant \a1iation
between such pixel and the same, pixel in a previous 1'1me, and iii) the time constant (CO)

for such pixel to be used111 smoothing the pixel111 subsequent f1 antes of the input s1,1,11*1l is
10 modified based upon the existimcc er non-existence of a significant variation.

. The step of determining. the existence of a si1,nit'1eant variation rota. -ivc11
pixel preferably comprises dctct1111111111; whether the absolute value of the d1tTc1cncc1AB)
between the given pixel value (1‘1) and the value of such pixel111 a smoothed 1121111 name

(1 i) exceeds a threshold (Sit) lhe step of smoothing the input signal 1111214111th
15 comprises, for each pixel, i)modifying the time constant (CO) fat pixcl suchon:1 1.1.011

the existence of a significantvariation as dotenitined111the pliOl step, and iii dc“:1 mi 1ing,
a smoothed value for the pixel (1.0) as fellows:

1’) U
L021“ (,0-

20

"If '1"mm constant (C20)‘1s prefe111ny111 the 1‘01111 2', and p is incremented in the
event that AB<SE anti (lectetncnted111 the event AliPSli.

"r—-—-—~~~‘ in this process, the system generates an output signal comprising, {01.9111111___.

25 pixel, a binary 1111111111)indicating the cxistmtee or non-existence of a significant
v111iation,and the value of the time constant (00) l‘l1e11111'uyv=alucs (DP) and the time
constants (C‘O) are prefc1ably 5101edIn a memory sized to cencspond to the flame site.

A process for identifying an area in 1clative movement in an input signal
includes the steps oil

30 generating a first may indicative of the existence of significant variation in

the magnitude of each pixel between a canout frame and a prior flame;
gcnctating a second anay indicative of the magnitude of significant vatiation

of each pixel between the cumin frame and a print frame;
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establishing a first moving, matrix centered one pixel under consideration and

comprising pixels spatially related to the pixel under consideration. the. first moving
matrix traversing the first. array for consideration of each pixel of the current frame; and

determining whether the pixel and m consideration and each pixel of the pixels

5 spatially related to the pixel under consideration along an oriented direction relative
thereto within the first matrix are II paItietIlaI value Iepresenting the presence of

significant variation, and if so, establishing, in a second matrix within the. first matrix,
centered on the pixel under consideration. and determining whctlIeI the amplitude of the

pixels in the second matrix spatially related to the pixel under considcmtion along an
10 oriented direction relative thereto are indicative or movementalong, such oriented

. direction, the amplitude of the vaIiation along the oriented direction being indicative ofthe velocity of movement, the sine of the second matrix being varied to identify the matrix

size most indicative of IIIochIIcnt.
The process further comprises, in at least one domain selected from the gtonp

15 consisting of i) luminance, ii) speed (V), iii) talented direction (1)1), iv) time constant
(CO), v) hue, vi) saturation, and vii) first axis one», and viii) ascend axis (y(m)), and ix)
data characterized by external inputs, forming II inst histogram of the values in each

domain for pixels indicative ofmovement along an oriented diIection relative to the pixel
under consideration. it” desired, for the pixels in the first histogram, histograms of the

20 position of such pixels along, coordinate axes may he formed, and from such histograms,
an even of the image meeting criteria of the at least one domain may he dotcnnincd.

Q; A process. for identifying pixels in an input signal in one 0] a pitttalitv of' ’ classesIII one of a plurality of domains comprises, on afIaIItc-hy-framchaais:

, I—WWmanWMw—PIXGWIHDoutput

25 signal for each domain containing information to‘ identify each domain in which the pixel
is classified;

pIoviding II classifiet for each domain, the classifiet enabling classification of
pixels within each domain to Selected elaSses Within the domain;

providing a validation signal for the domains, the validation signal selecting,

30 one or more of the plurality ofdomains for processing; and

forming a histogram for pixels of the output signal within the classes selected

by the classifier within each domain selected hy the. validation signal.
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The process further includes the steps of forming histograms along coordinate

axes for the pixels within the classes selected byithc classifier within each domain

selected'hy tlte validation signal, and forming a composite. signal corresponding to the

spatial position of suelr pixelscwithin the frame. Pixels falling within limits. I,, I». It, 1,, in

5 the histograms along the coordinate axes are then identified, and a composite signal from

the pixels falling within these limits is forrned.

A process for identifying the velocity ofmovement of an area of an input

signal comprises: i

for each particular pixel of the input signal, forming a first matrix comprising

10 binaryvalues indioatingt-the existence or non-existence of a significant variation in the

. amplitude of the pixel signal betwecntlre current frat-no and a prior fmore for a subset of
the pixels of the frame spatially related to such particular pixel, and a second matrix

comprising the amplitude of such Variation;

determining iii-the lirst matrixwhetlrerthe particular- pixel and the pixels

15 , along, an oriented direction relative to the particular pixel have binary values of a
particular value representingsignificant variation, and, forsueh pixels, determining; in the

second matriwihethcr the amplitudes of' the pixels along an oriented direction relative to

the particular pixel vary in a known manner indicating movement of the pixel and the

pixels along an oriented direction relative to the partieular pixel, the amplitude of the

20 Violation along the oriented direction determining lhe velocity of movement of the

particular pixel; _

A process for identifying a non-moving area in an input signal comprises:

g forming histograms along coordinate axes forpixcls of the input signal
without significant variation between the eun'ent framc and a prior frame; and
 

25 , ”WM—Forming a compo—site signal corresponding to The spatial position (if such

pixels within the frame. ' ‘
An apparatus for identifying relative movement inan input signal comprises:

means for smoothing the input signal using a time constant for each pixel. thereby

generating a smoothed input signal; ,
30 means for determining for each pixel in the smoothed input signal a binary

value corresponding to the existence of a significant, variation in the amplitude of the

pixel signal between the current frame and the immediately preVious smoothed input

frame, and for determining {the amplitude of the variation;
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means for using the existence of a significant vaIiation 1'01 a given pixel to

modify the time constant for the pixel to he usedIII smoothing subsequent frames of the-
input signal;

means for forming, a first matrix coIIIprisinglIe binary values of a subset of
'pixel, and i'or forming a second5 the pixels of the frame spatially related to each particular

the pixels of the framematrix comprising the amplitude of the variation of the subset. of

spatially related to suchparticular pixel;
means for deteIInininp, in the first matrix a particular area in whi

variation, and, for such

ch the binary

value for each pixelIs a particular value representingsignificant
l0 particular area, for dctchining in the second matrix ivhctheI the amplitude varies along

an oriented direction relative to the particular pixel in” a known manner indicating
movement of the pixel in the oriented direction, the amplitude of the variation along the
oriented direction determining the velocity of IIIoveIncpt of the pixel.

An apparatus an entcothing an input signai comprises:
15 means feI smoothing each pixel of the input signal using a time tonstant (CO)-

for such pixel, therebygenerating, II smoothed pixel value _(1 O),
means for dethnIining the existence of II significant variation for a given

pixel, and modifying the time constant (C‘O) for the pixel to be used in smoothing the
pixelIII subsequent frames ofthc input signal based upon the existence of such significant

20 variation.

An apparatus: for identifying an area in relative movement in an input signal

comprises:

means for generating a firstarray indicative of tlIc'existcnce of significant

__ variation in the maggitndc of each pixel bctWecII a current frame and a priorname; _‘ . ,
25 means for generating a scccnd atray' indicative of the magnitude of significant

variation of each pixel between the current frame and Ii pIior frame,
‘ means for establishing a‘flrst moving matrix centered on a pixel under

consideration and comprisingpixcls spatially related to the pixel under consideration, the
first moving matrix traversing; the first army for consideration of each pixel of the current,

30 frame; I
means for determining whether the pixel imdcr consideration and each pixel

along an oriented direction relative to the pixel under consideration within the first matrix
is a particular value‘rcIIt'eSCIIting the presence of significant variation, and if so, for
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'estrrblisl-ring, 11 second matrix within the first matiix, centered on the pixel under

consideration, and for determining, whether the amplitude of the pixels in the second

matrix are indicative of inevement along, an oriented direction relative to the pixel under

consideration, the amplitude of the variation along the oriented direction being indicative

5 of the velocity of movement, the size of the second inutrix being varied to identify the
matrix size most indicative of movement. 1

An apparatus for identifying pixels in an input signal in one of 11 plurality of

classes in one of a plurality of domains comprises:

means for analyzing each pixel of the inpui signal and for providing 1111 output

10' _ signal for-each domain containing information to identifycach domain in which to: pixel

.‘ is classified;
domain in selected classes within the domain;

a classifier 1‘01 each domain, the elussiticr classifying pixels1111112.. each

a linear combination unit for each domain, the linear communist. unit

15 generating a validation signal for the domain, the validation signal selecting out: more
of the plurality of domains forprocessing; and ,

I means for forming, 11 histogram for pixels of the output signal 11.;1'1121 the
classes selected by the classifier within each domain selected by the validation Sigh-:1

An apparatus for idcntit‘yingthc’velocity ot'rnovemcnt of an area <11 :11: input.
20 signal comprises: ’

metms for determining for each pixel in the input signal 11 binary autuc

corresponding to the existence of 11 significant variation in the amplitude of thr- 111er
.3 signal between the current frame and the immediately previous smoothed input i‘1 inns, and

t‘or determining thr- amplitude of the variation. _
25 WWmeix

comprising the binary values ota subset of the pixelsspatially related to such psrtizrnlat'
pixel, and a second matrix comprising the amplitude of the variation of the subset cttthc

pixels spatially related to such partreular pixel; and

menus fo1 dctortnrnrn in the first 1111111111 whctlrci for a particular pixe‘ , and

30 other pixels along 1111 oriented ducctron relative to the particular pixel, the hinar) mint for
each pixel is a particular value representing significant variation,and, for such particular
pixel and other pixels, determining inthe second matrix whether the amplitude varies

along an oriented direction relative to the particular pixel in aknown manner indicating
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movement of the pixel and the other pixels. the a1i11iiitiitlti of the variation niong the
oriented direction determining the velocity of movement of the pixel and the other pixels.

' 1 An apparatus for identifying a nonmoving area in an input signai comprises.
means for i‘o1ming histograms along coordinate axes foi pixels of a current

5' frame without asignifieant variation from such p1xcls1n 11111101 f1amc;and

means {01 fonning a composite signal COIIlbspOndlllg to the spatial position of

such pixels within the frame.

10 . 111111-11111113011111'1‘1011 011'1‘1111111mwmos

. Fig. 'l is 11 diagrammatic illustration ol'the system according to the invention.
Fig. 2 is a block diagram of the temporaliand spatial processing units of the

invention. 1

Fig.3 is a block diagiam of the temporal processing unit of the invention
15 Fig 4 is 11 block diagramof the spatial processing unit of the invention

Fig.5. is a diagram showing the processing ofpixels in aceorciancc with the

invention. ' ' 1

Fig. (1 illustrates the numerical values of tlic Freeman code used to determine
I l v ‘ I I I - i

movement direction in accordance With themvention. :
1
!

20 Fig. 7 illustrates two nested matrices 11s processed by the temporal processing
unit. 2

» - Fig.8 11111111111111 hexagonal’matrices as proicesscd by the temporai processing
9 unit. . V ‘3 V I» -‘ i 1..

. . Fig.9 illustratesreverse-.1), matrices as proiesscd by...thc. temporal p1:occs.si11g__.____.
25 unit. ' ' ' 1 4

liig.9a illiistiiates 1111 11111111 sector shaped 111ai|1iccs as p10cesscd by the tempoia]
processing unit. : i i i

Fig 1013 a block diagram showing,the relationship between the temporal and
. i

spatial processing units, and the histogram 1‘01motion units.
30 Fig. ii is 11110141 diagramshowing the int'ltirrclati0115hip between the various

histogram formation units. I i
l-ig.12 shows the formation of a two-dimensional histogram of a moving area

from two onetcl1111e11s1oiiai histograms.
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1:11;. 13 is a block diagram of an individualihistogram formation unit.

Fig.14 illustrates the use of the classificrxior finding, an alignment 0111011118
relativeto the direction of an analysis axis.

1119,1411 illustratcsa one-dimensional hiswgram.

5 Fig. 15 illustrates the use of the.1 System of the invention for

videoeonfercnei11g.';

11111.16 is a 10]) view of thc aysunn ofthe 11ii'e11tion fez viclco- Lrinfc1mung
Fig.1?1s a diagram illustrating histogr11111101111111 on, the shape 1111111 1161-1111 of

a participant ina video 1.0111“crcnce

101113 18 illustrates the system of the invention eiiminating 11mmcosmy

. information111 a v1deo~eonfe1enen1g application.
Fig. 19 is a bios}: diagram showing use of the system of the inventic-a- for

target tracking.

Fig. 20is an illustration of the system of the invention sateen.- 1g,1 1111--: 1'01

15 tracking.

Figs. 2123 illustrate the system oi~ the invention 1001411111 on to 1: scl;.1e(l
target. .

1119,24 illustrates the processing ot'the system using, a Mallet diagram

20 , .

111111111 .111) JJIiSCl'Ul’TlON 011‘ '1'11111Nv11N'1'10N
' ‘ g, i

.1 _ 'Ihc piesent invention is 11 1111111106 and apparatus {'01 detection 01' 1111511111
; movement or non-movement of an area within an image Relative movement as. 11:ed

‘25 herein,memmovmmfiHmWWoinW
tercm,_ .g. a person, a portion of 11 person,or any animals01 inanimatc 011' eel, in an

approximately motionless environment, or appmxnn'tte immobility of an am 111 an
environment 11111115 at toast partially 111tuovcment _ 5

Referring, to Fit, 1, image pioeossing systmn ll includts an input 12 that
30 receives 11 digital video signal S oiiginating 110111 11 video camera 01 0111111 imaging device

13 which monitots 1: seem 1311.1111agii1g device 13 isI inefetably a conventional (MOS
type (‘CD eamem. lt1s, ltowcve1, foreseen that 1111: system of the invention maybe used
with any appropriate sensor 0. g. ,ultrasmmd,ll'{,l{11<la11 tuctileanay, etc. ,that generates
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an output in the form of an array of information cmrcsiponding to information observed by

the 1111agtng dcvrec. hnagmg, dcv1cc 13 may have a: dnect d1g1tal output, or an analog,

output that is mnvcrtcxl by 1111 All) converter into digii'al signal 8.

While signal 8 may be a progressive siginal. in'a preferred e111bodiment, in
'.h which imaging device 13 is a conventional 11111111’1'11111111-1, signal S is composed of a

succession of pairs of imcrlaeed fi'a111cs,'l‘ll: and ’l‘lt'i, and TR. and 'J'R',, each consisting
cfa succession ofhorizontal scanned lines, 0.3., 1...)..1...._,l,., i111‘R..11ndl,_'.111111, Each

line consists of 11 succession of111xcls er imagepoimsit’l, e.g, 11,.1, 11,, and a,_1 tor line II,,

alm and at.m for line lm ; at” and 511.1 for line l,}.. Signal S(Pl) represents signal S

lt) composed ofpixelsi’l. V i .

. As known111 the art. S(l’l) includes a frame synchronisation signal (ST) at the
’ beginning of each frame, a line synchronization signal (8].) at the beginning of each line.

and 11 blanking signal (13]). Thus, 80]) includesi a Succession flames, which are
representative of the time domain, and within each irame,a series of lines and pixels,

15 which are rcp1cscntat1ve of the spatial domain. 1

In the time domain. “successive frames" shall refer to successive names of the
same type (i. c. , odd frames such as 111,, or even fraines such as "lR',), and "successive

pixels111 the same position" shall dcnetc successive viilucs of the pixels (l‘l)'111 the same
location in successive frames of the same type, er... 11.3, of 11.1 in frame TR, and a” of 1M

20 in the next corresponding, frame The. V
image processing system ll generates oiitputs Z]! and SR 14. which are

‘ preferably digital signals. Complex sign-1117.11 comprises a number of output signals
’ generated by the system. proferahly including Sigrials indicating the existence and

localization of an area or ohjcci'111 motion, and the speed V and the oriented direction of
25 displacement 1)) of pixels of the1111age. Also output from the system, if desired, is input

digital video signal S Whichis delayed (SR) to 1.1111111 synclnonous with the output '/.H
fo1 the frame. taking into accomit the calculation time for the data111 composite signal 7.1]

(one frame). ”the delayed signal SRis used to display t‘ic'image received by camera 13 on
a monitor or television semen 10,w111c11 may also be used to display the information

30 contained in composite signal /]1.Con1positc signal"; 7.)] may also be transmitted to a
separate processingassembly We in Which further {processing of the signal may be
accomplished. 'l

l1

i
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Referring to Fig. 2, image processing system 11 includes a first assembly 113,
which consists ot‘ a temporal processing unit 1.5111117111211111 associated memory 16, a spatial
processing unit 17 having 11 delay. unit 18 and scqucnieing unit. 19, and a pixel clock 20,
which generates a clock signal l'll’, and which servesigas a clock for temporal processing
unit 15 and sequencing unit 19. Clock pulses lil' arcigenerntccl by clock 20 at the pixel
rate of tht image, whiehts 111cfe1dbly 135 MllZ _ i

Fig' .3 shows the operation of temporal processing unit 15, the tunctiou of
which'Is to smooth the video signal and gzetnmuo a nutnbct of outputs that are uti'imd by

_ spatial processing unit 1 7. During processing temporol processing unit 15 retrieves from
memory 16 the smoothed pixelvalues] l of the digital video signal Item the innuccliately
prior [1ante, and the valuesof a smoothing tune eo1istam Cl for each pixel. A- used
herein,1 O and CO shall heused to denote the enroll; values (1.))and time constants (C‘)
stored in memory 16 from tcmpoial prOCessiI1gunit 15 and l 1 and (1 shall t‘l(111(11;' the
pixel values (L) and time constants (C‘) respecttvcly for such values 11'1etIieiet'l 112111
memory 16 for use by temporal processing unit IS Temporal pIoecsune 1111:; ‘15
generates a binary output signal ])l’ for each ptxel which identifies whethci th: 11.; tic-l :zas
undergo1c significant variation, and a digital signalC‘O, which represents 111:1 ted

i

'1
Referring to Fig. 3, temporal processing'unit 15 includes a firs-1 blocs 35a

calculated value of time constant (I.

which recelves the pixels P] of input video signal S. For each p:.XLI 1’], the terns;I=11211

processing unit retrieves from memory 16 11 5111001111111 value Ll of this pixel ire-'11 the
immediately preceding, conesponding frame. whi|1h was calculated by tempt.1.al
p1ocessing unit 15 during processing of the immcfliatcly prior frame and store in
memory 16 as] O 'l‘cmpolal processing unit 15 taleulatcs the absolute value AB 01‘ 1.10
d1fic1enWleWWe—MHW—pmmommr example

a,,, 0leIn TR and of], , in ’ll<,:

Il

IIl
I

AB 1111-11 1

“temporal processing unit l5"Is controlled y clock signal 111‘ from clock 20 in
order to maintain syIIChIouimtion with the incomingpixel stream. lest block 1511 of
temporal processing unit 15 receives signal AB and a'threshold value 811. 'Jhreshold $11;

. 1
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i

may be constant, but preferably varies based upon thei pixel value P], and more preferably
varies With the pixel value so as to form a gamma clirr‘cction. Known means of varying
SP. to form a gamma correction is represented by the ' ptional block 150 shown in dashed
lines Tlest block 15b compares, on a pixelby-pixcl Lois, digital signals Ali and SE in

5 order to determine a binary signal DI’. 11‘ AB exece’tlvi threshold Sit, which indicates that
pixel value P] has undergone significant variation as 3compared to the smoothed value I I
of the some pixelIII the prior frame, DP is set to "ll' for the piItcl under consideration
Otherwise, DPIs set to "O" for such pixel.

When DP = 1,1hc difference between thcipixel value 1’] and smoothed value
10 L] of the same pixelIn the pIioI frameIt: constdcrcd”teepleat, and temporal pIoeessing

. unit 1'I attempts to reduce thisdifference in auhseqncnil frames by reducing the smoothing
time constant C l‘OI that pixel. Cetwerscly if DP i- (l, temporal processing unit 15

atlcmpts to increase this difference in sulIsquIc-nt l‘rhmcs byincreasing, the smoothing

time constant C. for that pixel 'lhcsc adjustments to time constant C as a function of the
15 value of UP are made by block 156. It DI'— l,bloel<115c News the time constant by a

unit value I) so that the new value of the time constipttCO equals the old value of the
constant C] minus unit value 1); i

l

, i,

'CO=(‘J-il EI

 
 

20 ’ .

If I>P=-0, block ISc increases the time Ioiistant by a unit value U so that. the

. new value of the time constant (‘0 equals the old valui‘ of the constant Clplus unit value
U. i

l

25 C0- (II-It) l
, ll

ihus, for each pixel, bloc-k ISe receives lite binaIy signal DP from test unit
15b and time constant (‘1 fran memory 16, adjuats Ci up or clown by unit value U, and

generates a new time constant-CO whichIs stored in nitemory 16 to replace time constant
so Cl. ' 1

In a preferred caribodimcnt, t.inIc:eonstauti C“, is in the form 2” where p is
incremented or decrcmetttctl by unit value U, which preferahlyequals 1 in block 150.

Thus, it UP =1 block lSe SIIlItracts one (for the cafe where U— I) from p in the time
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i
ceIIstIIIIt 2p which becomes 2’”. if l'-)l’' 0, block 151 adds one to p in time cons-131.1 2‘
which heeoIIIes 2””. “the choice of II time constant 0111K: form 2‘ facilitates calculations

, 'I and thus simplifies the strue1uIc oi'lIloclI 15c.
1 Block lSe includes sevetal tests to eIIsuIe pIopeI opetation of the system.
': f 5 first, (.‘0 must remain within defined limits. lo a picfeued eIIIlIoIliIIIcnt (0 must not

become negative (CO > O) and it must not exceed II liIiIit N (CO s N) which is Index:1th
seven in the instance in which (‘1 and CO me in tlIL form 2", the upper limit N is the

maximum value 101 p. «
i

The uppei limit N may citlILII he constaiIt or vmiable. If N is vanablc, an
10 optional input unit le includes II registCI ox mentor? thatenables the mm, m 51111-11161

I

I

i

. eeIItIoller to why N. ’lhe consequence ofIncreasingNIs to iIIcIeasc the SC])Slii\11_\ of the
i system to detecting displacement of pixels, WholcaS'l‘GdtiC-illg N impiOVCS (leteetio:Iof
, high speeds. N maybe made to depend on H (N may vary on a pixel--hypixci basis if
' desired)III older to regulate the VIIIIIItIon of l (1 as .1 function of the inn 01H. i; ,j, -=

15 mp the calculation of whichIs done in block 151, Ii'hich in this case would IL-L civcthe
;, , value of 1’] Item video camera 13.

linally,a calculation block 15d TOCOIVCS,1?T each pixel, thL new time (1IIstIIIIt

(‘0 chIcIated in block 15c, thepixel values P] of 111? incoming video signal 8. an 1110|

1 smoothed pixel value 1.l of the pixelIII the previous flame from mommy 16. C“1.1:: IlI'IILIII
I

20 block 15d then calculates It new §IIIootlicd pixel value 10 1‘01 the pix‘Ll as fellovts

 25 WOW 2r, then

' ’ lIO= lli(l'l-ll)/2‘°

where "po",:8 the new value ofp calculatedIII unit 150 and which Iepluees pIevious Ialue
30 of “pi" in IIIeIIIory 16. ' i

The purpose of the smoothing operation is o IIeIIIIali'Ie variations in the value
of each pixel 1’} of the incoming video signal 10) ted chip the vaiiatien diiTCIeIIces l‘or
each pixel of the fI‘aIIIe, temporal processing unit 15 re Iieves 1.1 and (.1 item IIIL'IIIeI'y 16,

l

i

i
lI
1
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and generates new values 1 0 (new smoothed pixel ivalue) and CO (new time constant)l
l

i that are steted in memory id to replace 11 and C respectively. As shown in l‘,ig 2.

i temporal processing unit l5 hansmils the CO and
l l

1I processing unit 17 through the delay unit 18.

)l’ values for each pixel to spatial

The capacity of memory 16 assuming I]: I there are R pixels in a frame, and

therefore 2R pixels per complete image, must be II lcast 2R(e-l 1) bits, where e is the

number ofbits required to Store II single pixel value I 1 (preferably eight hits), and f is the.

‘ numbet ofbits required to store It single time constant C] (prefetably 3 bits). If each video
i image is composed oi II single frame (progtessiveIIIIII go), it is sufficient to use Md0 bits
l 10 tuthet than 2R(e l 0 hits. ' ' y

‘_ spatial processing unit 17 is. used to ideniify an area in relative movement in
i the images from custom l3 and to determine the sit-ed and oriented direetion of the
i IneVeIIt-ent. Spatial processingunit 17, in eonthIIetieI‘ILith delay unit 18 cooperates with
i a conttol unit 19 that'Is eonttolled by clock 20, old it genetates clock pulse HP at the
l 15 pixel erqucIIey. Spatial ptocessing unit 17 receives 5gnals Din,- and (30ij (whereI and'3

correspond to the x and y coordinates of the pixel) fr III temporal processing unit 15 and

processes these signals us discussed helow. Who Gas temporal processing unit 15
processes pixels within each home, spatial proecssi‘ g unit 17 processes groupings of

pixels within the frames. _

20 Fig.) 5 diagrammatically shows the tenporal processing of successive
eon-eSponding frame sequences TR” 119. 'JR, and he spatial processing in the these

. . 1. frames of.» pixel P] with coordinates It, y, at limCIf 1,, t,, and t.,. A plane in Fig. 5
corresponds to the spatial pI'otxessiIIg of a frame, w mess the superposition of frames

 
25 Signals DP“- aud COu from temporal pro .essing unit 15 are distributed by

spatial processing, unit 17 into a first matrix 21 containing a number of rows and columns
much smaller than the number of lines 1. of the frami: and the number of pixels M per
line. Matrix 2] preferablyineludes 2] -t 1 lines along 1 e y axis and Zm-Il columns along

the x axis (in Cartesian coordinates), where 1 ant III are small integer numbers.‘

30 Advantagcously, l and III are chosen to he powers of? where for example i is equal to’l'
and III is equal to 2", II and b being integer numbrstof about 2 to 5 for example To
simplify the drawing and the explanation, III willbe to on to be equal to 1 (although it may

so different) and m = 1* 2"- 8 in this case, matrix 21 will havc2 It 8 I l L 17 rows and

1

1
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I7 columns. Fig. 4 shows a portion of the 17mins \io. Y,,... Y”, Y", and 17 columns X0,
X,."X”, X“which fmm matrix 2]. i i

, Spntial processing unit 17 distributes into:i l x III matrix It the incoming flows
of DP”, and (‘03, from tempoxal processing unit 15 it will be tIppIceiatetl that only a

5 subset of all D1}, and C'0,“ values will be included iii matrix 2i. since the frtamt is much
laIgeI, having, 1 lines and M pixels peI row (043‘ 312.5 lines and 250 800 pixels).
depending upon the 'lV standard used. I

III order to distinguish the 1 II M matrix oi'the incoming video signal from the
I It m matrix 2.] of Spatial pIocessing unit 1'.) the indites i andi will he used to rcpIescnt

10 the wetdinates of thc forIIIeI matrix (which will oily he seen when the (l1“ll.ai UItieo
signal is displayed on a television screen 01 InonitoI) Ind the inciiecs x and y will ht used
to represent the coordinates of the latter. At II given i slant, a pixel with an instantancous

value PIijt is eharaeterimxl at the input ofthe spatial p eessing unit 17 by signals III’I: and
Clo-..'l‘lIe(21-Il )x (2m -t l ) matrix 2.] is formed by s IInning, each of the I. x M nut-Incas

15 In: DP and co. ' ' _ I

in Inattix 21, each pixel is defined by it row InIIIIlIeI between (I an: l6
(inclusive), for rows Y0 to Y}, respectiI'Iely, and a ohimn numbet bctvccn (I £21K 16

matrlx 2.1 will he a plane of l I x l 7 -. 289 pixels. !

20 ' In Fig. 4, elongated horimntal rectangles ,, to Y,,, (only four oi'whieh have

been shown i .c., ‘I’o, Y,,Y,s andY,,,) and vertical lines X to X" (of nhieh only fun have.

been‘Iewn, i.e., Xm;X,,X,5 and X"; ) illnstrate Inatrii 21 with I? It i? imagemenus or

I
i

I
II

I
i
I

II

I
I

I

‘C
I

i

i

i (inclusive), for columns X, to X“ respectively,III the ease in wlIieh I III--- 8. In this case,

II
I

1! pixels having indiees defined at the intersection oftan ordinate Iow anti an abscissa
I
I 001mm. For example, the 1’" is at the intersection of Tlumn 8 and row 8 as illustrated III25 Fig. 4 at position g, whieh is the center of matrix '21

In response to the III’ and Bi signals fif‘OIl clock 20 (big. 2), a rate control or
sequencing unit 19: i) yeenemies II line sequeneesign at SI, III II fIccpIeuey equal to the

the numbet of columns pet franIerr example 400) to clay unit 18, ii) geIIeIates a framequotient of 13 5 MH? (int an iIIIIIgewith a com-spewing IItIIIIlIcI of pixels) divided by
5, iii) and outputs the III’ clock

signal. Blanking signal lit] is usual to render sequene

30 signal SC, the frequency of which'Is equal to the quot em 13.5/400 MHZ dividedov the

zip, unit 19 non-WopeIIItional tinting

l

I

‘ number of rows in thevideo image for examplt 3]
I

i synehronimtion signalsIII the input image.

i

I

I

I
I
I
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A delay unit 18 carries out the distributi 111 of portions of the l, x M matrix

into matrix 2] Delay unit 18 rtee1ves the DP, C.0, a d incoming pixel S(Pl) signals, and
distributes these into matrix 21 using, clock signal 11’ and line sequence and column

sequence signals SL and SC.‘

5 in order to'form matrix 21 {mm the inmning stream of D1’ and CO signals,

the successive rows 1'01on 10111111111» and (70 sign is must be delayed as follows:

row Yo - not delayed ;  

 

 

row Y, - delayed by the duration of u from .line 'l‘l’;

lrow Y2 - delayed by 2 TP;
and so on 1111111 A

row Yw - delayed by 16 'l1'.

The successive delays of the duration of a mine row 11’, are carried out in a

cascade of sixteen delay citeuits r,,r,,.. .1" that serve ows Y,,’ ...,Y,, , respectively, row

Y being served di1cetly by the DP and CO signals w hout any delay upon arriving ftom

15 temporal processing unit 15. All delay circuits 1.,1'2," 111 may be built up by a delay line
with sixteen outputs, the delay imposed by anysecti 11 thereof between two successive

outputs being constant and equal to 'l‘l’. ‘
Rate control unit 19 controls the scannin of the entire 1. x M frame matrix

'1
l

l

l
l

1 over matrix 21. The circular displacement of pixels in row of the frame matrix on the 17

20 x 17 matrix, 1‘01 example 110111110111 X“ 011 row Yo.i done by a cascade of sixteen shill
registers d on each of the l7 news from Y" to Y" (gi- ing a total of 16 x 17 272 shill
registers) placed'111 each row between two successive ‘ixcl positions, namely the register

(10’ between positions 1'1“, and 1’1m, legister do. betw 11 positions P10, and NW, etc. Each
rcgistcl imposes a delay ”is equal to the time differed e between two successive pixels in

25 a row or line, using column sequence signal SC.1¢eca1se rows I 1,1,.‘In111 a frame TR.

(Pig. l), for S(P]) and fat DP and (‘0, reach delay unit 18 shifted by TI' (complete
duration of a row) one after the othe1‘, and delay unit 18 distributes them with gradually

' increasing delays of 'l1’ onto rows Y¢,Y...1_Y,,,these r ws display the DP and CO signals
at 11111111 time for mm 1,. l,,.. .17 in thesame frame portion. Similarly in a given row,

30 cg, It, successive pixel signals 11,, ,, an. .arrive "s 111cc by’l‘S and shift registers 11
impose a delay also equal to 'lS. As a result, the pix is of the DP and CO signals111 a
given row Y to Y", in matrix 91,1111: contemporary i..e, they concepond to the same

frame portion.
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The signals representing the (305; and 1) ’s in matrix 2] are available at it

till/011 inStent on the 16 x 17 '— 272 outputsoi‘the shift 'cgisters. as well as unstremn of the
registers ahead of the 17 tons, Lei registers cl“, d“ elm, which makes a total of 16 x
17 -t- 17 * l7 x 17 outputs for the l? x l? positions PM, :l’o_,,...l’8_..’..l’,,,.w

5 In order to better understand the process 0 isptttialproecssing. the system will
be described with respect to It small mfitrix MS eont' ning ,3 rows and '3. columns where
the central element ot‘the‘ 9 elements thereof is pixel g with coordinates x r~ 8, y e B as
it lustratecl below:

a b e,

10 ‘ d‘ c r (my;

gh'i

in matrix MS, positions in. h, e, d. f. g, h. 5 around the C-Clllt'ill pixel 3:
correspond to eight. oriented directions relative to thci eemt‘al-pixel The eight chi-mime

15 may be identified using, the Freeman code illustnited i Fig. 6, the directions being coded
0 to 7 starting from the x axis, in steps of 45 °. in th -. Freeman code. the eight possible
oriented directions, may be represented by 'a 3-bit num or since 2’ t‘ 8.

Considering matrix M3. the 8 directions oi‘ttheFrecmaneode are as follows:

20

-“__  
75 Wiinifiniatr_ix 2.] having 17 x l"! pix ls, a calculation unit 17a examines

at. the same time variottsgtncsted square eeeond matriee centered on 9. with dimensions l5
x15, 13 x 13, 11' x rife x 9, 7 x7, S'x s and 3 x 3, within matrix 21,111: 3 x 3 matrix
being the M3 matrix; mentioned above. SpatittLpro cssing unit 17 determines which
matrix is the smallest. iniwhieh‘ pixels with-DP =- l are aligned along a straight line which .

30 determines the directionof movement ofthc aligned pi 'cls.
For the aligned pixels in the matrix. the, » elem determines if CO varies on

each side of the central. position in the direction of ligntncnt, from -la in an oriented
direction andl—a in, the opposite oriented direction, where l <a<N. For example, if
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positions 3,, e, and e of M3 have values -t, 0, +1, the a displacement exists in this matrix

from right to left in the (oriented) direction 1 in tlr -,I"rccman code (Fig. 6). However, 

 
 

positions 3, e, and e must at the same time have DP 'l. The displacement speed of the
pixels in motion is greater when the matrix, among, th . 3 x 3 to 15 x 15 nested matrices, in

Lh which CO varies from 11 or1 between two adiaeent rositions along. a direction is larger.

l‘or example, ifpositions g, e, and t inthe 9 x9 nratr rt denoted M9 have values 1,0, t l
in oriented direction 1, the displacement will be fast r than for values -l, 0, H in 3 x 3

matrix M3 (Hg. '7). litre smallest matrix for whirh rr ine meets the test of DP- ] for the

pixels'm the line and (‘0 varies on each side of the central position in the direction of
10 alignment, from 'I a in an oriented direction and -a it the opposite oriented direction, is

\ chosen as the'prineipal line of interest. 1 " A
iii a further step in the smallest matrix 3x3! the validity of the cale’ulation with

a variation of plus or minus two units ((20) withl)l"- 1 determines a snbpixel movement
i.e. one halfofpixel per image. ~

15 ]n the same way if the variation isoi'pltr‘ or minus 3, the movement is still

slowerie. one third ofpixel per image. ' ,

One improvementfor reducing. the pew of calculation is to test only the
‘ values which are syrnetriealrelntive to the central v inc. The test DPr- l and COr-il or

(302.12 and 13 in‘the smallest matrix allows to sirnpii v the hardware.

20 Since CO is represented as a power of 2 in it preferred embodiment, an

extended range-of speeds may be identified using oily a few hits for CO, while still
enabling identification of relatively low speeds. Var)" 1“,.speed may be detected because,

- for example -2. 0. i2rn positions 9,. e, e in 3 x 3 mat x M3 indicates a speed half as fast
as the speed corresponding to l 0, +l for the same no itions in matrix M3

25 ‘ 'l‘wo tests are preferably performed on the c‘sults to remove uncertainties. The

first test chooses the Strongest variation, in other wo srtlre highest time constant, if there
are variations of CO along several directions in one f the nested matrices. The second
test arbitrarily chooses one{if two (or motc) direction alongwhich the variation of C0Is

identical, for exariiple by choosing thesmallestvaluc fthe-Freeman code,'in the instance
30 when identical lines oferotica are directed in a singl :nratrix in different directions This

usually arises when theactual direction of displaeerr out is approximately between two
successive coded directionsiii the Freeman code, for xamplc between directions 1 and 2
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corresponding to an (oriented) direction that can be cached 1.5 (Fig. 6) of about 67.5“

with the x axis direction (direction 0 in the Freeman e do).
The scanning of an entire frame of the dig 1111 video signal S preferably occurs

in the following sequence. The first group of pixels co aidcred is the first 17 rows or lines

5 of the frame. and the first 17 columns of the frame. Subsequently, still for the first 17
1ows ofthe frame, the matrix is moved column by coli 11111 {10111 the lrfl ofthe f1am to the

right, as shownin Fig 5 ic from portion 'I‘M, at the meme left, then "lM, offset by one
column with respect to "lM,,until 'iMM (where MIs he number of pixels pei f1amc line

or row) at the extreme right Once the that l? rows ha e been considered foi each column
10 item left to right, the process is repeated fot rows to 18 in the flame. 'ihis process 

 

 

continues, shilling downone row at a time until the la t group of, lines at the bottom of the
111111111, i.c., linesL - t‘ L (wheieL1s the numbm of loss per frame) are considered

Spatial processing unit 17 genomes the following output signals for each
pixel: i) a signal V repiescnting the displacement seed for the pixel, based upon the

15 amplitude ofthe maximum variationofCO surroundii g the pixel, the value of which may

, be, for example, 1eprcseiited by an integer in theiangc 07 if the speed'is in the {01111 of a
power of 2, and therefore maybe stored'in 3 bits, ii) a signal 1)] representing the diicction
of displacement of the pixel which is calculated from the direction of maximum

valiation, the value of 1)] beingalso preferabl) repres ted by an integer in the range 0- 7

20 coucsponcling to the human code, stored i113 hits, iii) a lunary validation signal V],
which indicates whether the result of the speed and o outed directionis valid in ordei to
be able to distinguish a validoutput with V= 0 and D - 0, from the lack of an output. clue.
to an incident, this signal being. 1 for a valid output 0 1‘01 an invalid output, iv) a time

_ constant signal C0, stored in 3 11111.11» example, 116 v) a delayed video signal SR
““‘flWnsmtnnrloti1nnuW1deesignalS-delayedin the clay unit. 18 by l6 consecutive line

, durations TR and therefore by the duration 01' the dist button oftlie signal Sin the 17x 17
mauix 21, in order to obtain a video signal timed to uatrix 21, which may be displayed

'on a television set or nionitoi. Also output are the el velt signal l-ll’, linc sequence signal
SL and column sequence signal SC from eonhol unit 9

30 An improvementin the calculation ofthe notion where several diieetions are
responsive at the same time consists in testing by cup of 3 contiguous directions the
validity of the. operations and to select only the cenu11] value.
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Nested hexagonal matrices (Fig 8) or an inverted L-shnped matrix (Fig. 9)

may be substituted for the nested reclangular‘matriccs 11111131411111 7.111 the ease shown

in Fig. 8, the nested matrices (in which only the mo0‘1 central matrices MR] and MR2

matrices M3, M9'111 Fig. 7. “the advantage of a hexag

have been shown) are all centered on pointMRO whiei corresponds to the central point of
11111 1111111111 system is that it allows

the use of oblique coordinate axes 11,, y,, and a bras down into tiianglcs with identical

sides, to cany out an isotropic speed calculation. 8‘ '
'l‘hcmatrix in Fig. 9 is Composed ofa sing e 1011 (1..) and a single column ((2,)

starting from the central position MRI, in which the t o signais‘l)l’ and CO respectively
10 are equal to "l " for D1’ and increase or decrease by on unit tor CO,if movement occurs.

if movement is in the direction of the x' coordinate; the CO signal is identical

 

 

 

i I 5

L 1.1 11 positions (boxes) in column cmfana the 1111 'y signal 111 is equal to'l in all
positions in row 1.“, from the origin MR4; With the val c (30;; up to the position in which

CO is equal to COu +1 or -l inclusch. ifmovement is nthe direction of the y coordinate,

15 the CO signal is identical in all positions (boxes?) in 1w 1.". and the binary signal DP is
equal to l in all positions in column Cu, from the ori in MR". With the. value C0“, up to

the position in which (‘0 is equal to (‘0n -!1 01--l '11eh1sive.lf movement is oblique
relative to the x and y coordinates, the binary signal I 1’1s equal to l and (‘0rs equal to

1 CO“ in positions (boxes)of]and1n positions (lmxes of C“, the slope being, determined

20 by the perpendicular to the line passing 11110111111 tl1t 1w positions in which the signal (30.,

changes by the value ofonc unit, the DP signal always ‘cing equal to l. ‘
Fig 9 shows the ease in which i)1’=1 an C‘O Changes value by one 1111.11.51! _

the two specific positions I.“3 and Cu, and 1111111ates he corresponding slope l’. in all
.1 cases, the displaaecment speed111 a function of the posi ion in which (0 changes value by  

25 one unit. 11‘ C0 changes by one unit in L 01 Conly, it corresponds to the value of the (‘0

variation position. if (‘0 changes by one unit in a po him in I... and1n a position in C...

I the speed is proportional to the distance bole/eon M i1. and l? (intersection oi the line
perpendicular to Cu--lu passing through MR). i

Fig.9a shows an imaging device With s nsors located at the crossings of
30 concennie lines e and radial lines d, said lines coritspo 1dingto the rows and columns of a

rectangular matrix imaging device.

A11 angular seetorishapod odd matrix an Me is associated to said imaging
device.
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The operation of such imaging arran cmcnt is controlled by a circular

scanning sequencer.

Except the sequencing differences, the operation of this arrangement is

identical to that ofthc. square matrix arrangement.  
U! As shown in Figs l0- 14, image process 11g system ii is used in connection

with 11 histogram processor 2211 for identifying object : within the input signal based upon

userspccificd e1iteria fo1 identifying such objects A bus #7., (See Figs? .10 and ll)

transfers theoutput signals ofimage processing sys em ll to histogram processor 2211.

Histogram processor 2211 generates composite 0 11pm signal “All which eern‘sins

10 information on the areas in relative movement in the 5 zone;
Referring to Fig.- 11, histogram proc ‘sor 2211, includes 1». hm. 2}. for

communicating signals between the verious compoi ents thereof. 11151111111111: i7:=:‘;1‘1::=.ion

and processing blocks 24 . 291;recei\1e the various inp tsignals, i.c., delayed 111311]: -;j:lco

signal SR speed V, oriented directions (in ll‘rcennmc dc) D], time constant (‘13. :.xis
15 11011) and second axis y(1n), which are discussed in letail below. 'lhc film:111:. 1 1 .-.1ch

histogram formationblock is to enable a bistogr 111 to be fo1med {01 111:: .21;1.;1in

associated with that block. For example. histogram formation block 2.4 u the

delayed digital video signal SR and enables 11 hiStogr 111 to be formed for the ”121:“, ice

values of the video signal. Since the luminance of the 'ignal will generally he were ' red

20 by a number inthc rangcoftl-ZSS, histogram formati 11 block 24 is preferably :1 2;.1.,.'11-y

addressable M1118 bitswwitlrcach1110111913! location 11 ving a, sufficient nunibc: of 3111- to

correspond to the number ofpixelsin 11 frame.

 
Histogram formation block 25 1cccives speed signal V and cow 11

sent in 11 frame. in 1; 11113111111 

 
 

histogram to be formed f01 the various speeds p

"25 ' eiiib‘d1111c11“tlie"speedis an iiiteg—ierntlifrlirfgflflHistogram formation 11111er
 

thenpreferably a memory addressable with3 bits, wi 11 each mommy location Inning, a

sufficient nnnrbcr‘ofbits to correspond to the number o pixelsin a fmore.

' Histogram forinittion block 26 receives rientcd direction signal ‘1)? and
enables a l’iistogram to be fanned forthe oriented 'rcctions present in 11 frame ln :1

30 preferred embodiment, the oriented direction is an into :er in- the range 0-7, corrcSponéing

to the Freeman code. Histogram formation block .6 is then preferably a memory

addressable with 3 bits,1with each memory location 1111 ring a sufficient number of hits to

correspond to the number ofpixels in a frams.)
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Histogram formation block 27 receives tit is constant signal CO and enables a
time constants of ti o pixels in a frame in a preferredhistogrrnn to be formed for the

togratn formation blockembodiment, the time eonstant‘is an integer in the r' go 0-7. His

27 is then preferably a memory addressable with bits, with each memory location
5 having a sufficient number ofbits’to con'espond to the-number ofpixels in a frame.

Histogram formation blocks 28 and 2 receive the x and y positions

respectively ofpixels for which a histogram is to hc fo med, and form histograms for Such
greater detail below. llistogra‘n' formation block 28 is preferablypixels, as discussed in

with
addressable with the number of bits corresponding to he number of pixels in a line,

10 each memory location having a sufficient number of its to correspond to the number of

. lines in a frame, and histogram formation block 29 is preferably addressable with the‘” number of bits correspondingto the number of tho 3 in a frame, with eachwmcmory
location having a sullici cnt number ofbits to correspo d to the number of pixels in a line.

Referring to Figs. liltind 13, each of the l

15 has an associated’yatidatioh“block-30 - 3S respectiEcly, which generates a validation
istogram fornmtionhlocks 24 ~ 29

signal VI - \’6ircspeeth}ely. hi general, each of the h stogram formation blocks 24-29 is
identical to the others and functions in the same mann r. F

be described with respect to the operation of histoxam formation block 25. it being
or simplicity. the invention will

appreciated that the remaining histogram formation blocks operate in a like manner.
nihiStogram fo mingpottion 2521, which forms the20 Histogram formation blockZS includes

a of pixels for whichhistogram for that block, and a classifier '25b, for sole ing, the criteri
the histogram is to he formed. Histogram forming po ion 25:: and classifier 25b operate
under the control of computer software in. an ‘intcgrat- circuit 25c, which extracts ccrtiiin

__ timitsdfthc histo ram ,cncratcd by the histogram fort ationb’lock.
Referring to Fig. l3,"histog,i\am forming p rtion 258 includes a m

the case of histogram formation

 

 
25 emery ltltl,

which is preferably a conventiontal‘digital memory. ll
block 25 which forms a histogram of' speed, memory 00 is sized to have addresses 0-7,
each of which may store upto the number Of pix

memory 100 is initiated, iic.; cleared of all memory, hyi setting mm in multiplexers 102.
t, withirespcct to multipl . or 102 of selectingthc "0" input,

Is in an image. Between frames,

30 and lO4.'l’his has the cffcc

which is output to the Ditto in line of memory 100. At ic same time, setting im’ta-l causes
multiplexer 104 to select the (touiiter
memory 100. The Counter input is connected to a court or (not sh0wn) that counts through

input, which is output to the Address line of
M.C’I/w
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all of the addresses for memory 100, in this case O<nticlrcsst§7. This has the effect of

placing a mom all memory addresses of ittemory, lO . Memory 100 is preferably cit-.111 ed

during'tltc blanking interval between each frame. A or memory 100 is cleared, the 1111'!

line is set to zero, w-biel-t‘in the-ease of multiplexer l 2 results in the content of the Data 

 

 

 
 

 

5 line being sent to memory 100, :md in the ease ot'mul iplcxor 104 results in the (ii-ll?! from

spatial processing unit 117-, i.e., the Meta, being sent o the Address line of 111mm},- 300.

Classifier 25b enables only data having elected classification criteria to be

considered further; meaning to possibly be- incline-4i in the histograms {owned by
histogram formation ‘hloeks 24-29. For example, 'ith respect to speed. whit-.1: is

10 preferably 11 Value in the range of 07, classifier 25 may be set to consider en}: 1.111111
within a particular speecleategory or categories, 0.11., speed 1, speeds; 3 or 1‘", 3115-11? .‘~.~-(1,

 
ct..c Classifier 25b includes 11" register 106 that enable the classification 01310121? to. “r:- set

by the user, or by :1 sepmate computer program By way 0. example, rage-1::- it”. will
include, in the ease of speed, eight registers number , ,(1-7, By setting, 11 11:31:11“- -,-. l",

15 e.g.,registernumberz,only'datathntmeetsthc criteri ot‘the selected Chi-$5,113., 2.3:»? 2,
will result in a classification output of "l". Expros ednmthcmatieaily, for 1:}.- gen

register in Which 1100 r ,b, where it is the register umber and b is the basic-:1: ‘. 1-:ue

stored in the register:

20 ‘ ,0utput= R(dota(\’))

So for a datapoint \’ of magnitude 2,1111; output0 classifier 25b will b" . ' 1.511; if

11(2)=-=.l 'l‘he classifiet associated with histogram for: ation 1110:1124 preferablx‘. i356“s.

registers, one register fot each possible luminance mine of the i111age.’l‘i=2: 3:;tier
"'“2Mssomfled—wrth—lnstogmm—formattorrhleekJemmfer 11};has8registe1:s,-onc 1121-111:; for

each poss1blc direction Value. The classifier tissooitttetlwitb histogram formation bloc-i. 27

 

prefetabiy has 8 registers, one te'gistet for each po sible value of (‘0. "iii: tiCtSSl not

associated with histogram formation block 28 prefetaby has the same numbet off regi ::13
as the number of pixels per line. Finaliy, the cl ssit'ter associated m’th his-1012111111

30 formation block 29 preferably has the saute ntnnhcr o registers as the number oi‘iines per.
frame The output of each classifier is mmmunieat i to each of the validation blocks
30-35 via bus 23 n the east of histogram 1111111101: blocks 28 an 2, through

combination unit 36, which will he discussedfinthcr b :low.
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Validation units 30-35 receive the elassiii tation information in parallel from
all classification units in histogram formation bloc 's 24 - 29. liaeh validation unit
generates a validation signal Which is communicated t its associated histogram formation
block 24 - 29. The validation signal

S histogram fonnation block will utilim that

to Fig. 13, which shows histogram forma

determines, for each incoming pixel. whether the

pixel in fo thing it histogram. Referring again
tionhloelt 25, validation unit 3} includes a

with ash histogram formation block, or

main that the system is capable of

processing, in this case, luminance, speed. directim CO, and x and y position. The
a I value that may he set by a user or

ria has 23 the output of each of the

register block 108 having a register associated

more generally, a register associated with each data 6

 
 

 

10 content of each register in register block 108 is a bin

by a computer'eontroller. Bach validation'unit receive
classifiers, in this case number-odd p, keeping, in i ind that for any data dopiain, c.g.,
speed. the output of the classifier for that data domai l will only he “1" if the particular
data point being considered is inwthe class-of the tegis ers set to " l " in the classifier for

15 that data domain. The validation signal from each va idation unit will only be "i" if for
each register in the validation-mitt that is set to "l“, 1 input of "l" is received from the
classifier for the domain of that register. This mayhe pressed as follows: ‘

20 out = (in, d ch(,).(iiti1-Reg1)...(ir-t,.-l Reg,,)(ino -t ma ...m,_)

where Rego is the rcgistcr’in the validation unit assoei .ted. with input in... Thus, using the

 
classifiers in combinatioii with validation units 30 - 35, the system may selec‘T for
preseasing only data points in‘ any selected classes within any selected domains. For

ata ioints‘h'aving, speed 2, direction 4,25 example. the system may be used to detect only (i
gisters to “ ,l ": the registers in theand luminance 125 by setting each of the following r

validation units for speed, direction, 'and luminanee‘,‘ register 2 in the speed classifier.
register 4 in the directionelassiiier, and register [25 1

s into a block, the registers in tl e validation units for the x

l the luminance classifier; In order

to form these pixel and y
30 directions would be set to “ l " as well.

gain to Fig. 13, validation sign lVZis updated on a pixel-hy-
is "l", adder 110 increments the

Referring a pixel
basis. if, for a particularpixel, validation signal V

output of memory 100 by one. If. for a particular pix , validation signal V2 is "0", adder
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Eh memory locations 11a pixel with speed 6 isreeeived t 1: address mput to 111111111111.) 01 104
through the data line will be (1. Assumingthat validatt 11 signal V2is " 1“. the (011‘ out in
memory at locat1on6wtllbctne1e1nentet1 01.1 theconsc of an 1111.11,: 111e1noi1 111ft will
contain a histoglant ol‘ the 11111115 for the intane in the eategoxy associated 11:11 the
memory. If, for a particular 111111.1-11111111011 signal V2is "0111.11.11.11- that pixel is 3101 in a

10 oatcgmy for which pixels are to be counted (c 1111111151: that plXti does not 1.111the
correct direction. speed, or luminance), that pixel till not he 11:ed in 1011111111; the

histogram. A

For the histogram formed in titetnory 100, key c11‘a1aotcrist:e.~. 1.1111

histogram are simultancmtsly computed in a unit 11Unit 112 includes 11'.-.'. for
15 each of the key characteristics, Which 111111111:- the nth mtnm (MIN) 01the hist:__ . the

maximum (MAX) ofthc 1118103111111, the number of no 1115. (Nlil‘TS)111 the hing-.1: .. the

position (POSRMAX) of the maximum of 11111111111111, and the 11111111131 :1: j nits

(RMAX) at the maximum of the histogram These- cltatactetisties are (11-:- ' in
parallel with the formation 1111111 histogram as follows '

20 For each pixel with a validation signal V2. 1f "1 ":

(a) if the data value of the pixel <M1N (w itch1s 1111111111, set to 11.: "3111111

possible value of the histogram), then 1111111111111value 11 MIN,

 
(b) it‘ the data value of the pixel > MAX (\ hieh'is initially set to the.. t‘rimum

possible value of the htstogram) then write data value '11 M .AX;
thcxlrtlajalue 01 1‘12: pix-1111 > '

RMAX (which is initially set to the minimum possi 1c value of the hislugt'ntrf. {1:211 i)
write data value in POSRM AX‘ and ii) write the memo 1111111111 in khlAX.

(d)increment. NBPl‘S (whichts initially s to zero).

 

At the completion of the 10111111111111 oftltc 1istogratn in 1110111011 1(10::'.1'11' end

30 of each frame, unit 112. will contain important data characterizing the- 111111011?.".111 “1111

histogram in each tttcmory 100, and the characteristi s of the histogram in units 1 121 are
read during the scanning spot of each frame by 11 11c arate processor, and the memories
100 are cleared 111111 units 1 12. are re-initialized for pro easing the next frame.
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lt‘iguro 14 shows the determination ofthe ricntation of an alignment ofpoints

relative to the direction of an analysis axis.

, In this figure, the analysis axis extends w » h an angle relative to the horizontal

side of the screen and the histogram built along the analysis axis refers to points
5 concerned by the analysis appearing on the screen.

For the histogram calculation device five articular values are calculated:
MIN, MAX, nears, RAMX, POSRMAX '

lhe use ofthese values allows to obtain s me1apid results

For example, the calculation of the ratio NllP’l‘S/RMAX i..e the number of

10 points involved1n the histogram and the number of 1 slots in the 111aximal line allows to

find an alignment of points perpendicular to the seam 11g axis. -
The smaller is R and the most the alignm at is perpendicular to The scanning

axis.

Ono improvement of the calculation for e 'amplc for positioning a vehicle on

15 the road1s to canyout for each pixel simultaneously. analysis according all the possible
analysis axis. in an analysis region, the calculation of 1c ration R for all the analysis axes
and the search of the smallest value of R allou's to find the axis perpendicular of the

analysed points and consequcmtly to know the align nent with a positioning, from the

valuel'OSRMAX. ‘ I ' '

20 Presently the map is divided by 16 (180°ll ' .

The use of the moving, pixels histogram directiou histogram and velocity

histograms allows to find by reading POSRM AX the overall motion of the scene (moving

 
camera) and in the classifying unit to inhibit these prep )lldCl'iml classes.

The device thus becomes responsive to elk home which are subject to relative 

25 motion in the image. The use of histograms aemrdi g to two perpendicular axes 'with

these elements in relative motion as'validation elem . t allows to detect and track and 
 

 
 

ohjet in rel ativc motion.

The calculation of the histogram accordin to a projection axis is carried out

in a region delimited by the associated classifier hot on points a and b on the analysis
30 axis. I d

An important improvement is to assooatc anticipatibn by creating an
histogram of the same points‘with Orientation and inter 'ity of motion as input parameters.
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The: nominal values O-MVT corrospondi tg to orientation of tin,- mowment

and I'MVT corresponding to intonsity of niovumont al ow to modify the vellum; a and b of

the. classifier ol‘ the unit connected to the calcula ion of thc analysis axis for the

calculation for the next frantic. 'lhis is anticipation. i
5 , ' The. rcsultis gt'oatly improved.

Fig.11hi shows zurcxamplc. of tho succ: ssivc, classes (‘.,(.?, ..C,..;.'-C'i.. catch

representing a particular vclocity,t‘or a hypothctical w ocity histogram, with their tinny.

categorization for up to lt’irivclncitics ( 15 ttl‘t‘ $110“ ) in this cxmnplc. Also shuez‘xn is

cnvclopc 38, which is asmoothcd representation of tho histogram.

10 in order to lomtctho position of an object l aving user spccii‘lui tt‘liii'i‘i. ‘\ xi thin

the image, histogram blocks 28 and 29 are used to g nitrate histogmni; for tax. : 2nd y

positimts of pixels with the sclcclcdoritcria. 'l‘hcsc a cpshown in Fig, ll whit-2119:; yams

along the x and y coordinates. 'l'imse x and y data at . output to moving mu; i-u...‘ :thll 

block 36 which combines- tho abscissa and ordinlc information Kim); -:'_m)_.

15 respectively into a composite signal xy(m) that isoutp 1 onto bus 23. A sampt: w... :ISitc

histogram 40 is shown in'li‘ig. 12. Thu vat-ions histo ramp- «and coznposit: u- -(m)

that are output to bus 23 arousal to dctcnninc 'it" thcr, r is a moving area in hr 412-: , 2:,10

localize this area. and/or to determine its speed and ori ntml direction. [means-:- ;2 .2». in

relative movement may bc in an observation plane. alo g directions 3: and y\ . not

20 necessarily orthogonal. (o. g. , as;discussod below witl l'CSpffcl to lips. 1f:- a:z-;% .intu

change. block 37 may he usedto convcrs the x and y d ta to mthogonal coma»... :- lata

changeblock 37 receives oriuntation signals x011)o and-yon}, for x021)? and yam as

well as pixel clock signals HP, lino segue-nor: and no tnnn sequence signals iii ~SC

(these three signals bring grouped together in huh in l“ in Figs. 2., -‘l, and it and
film—inhibiting]: far; - ' 1.: i ion 

blocks 28’and 29 respectively.

In onicr to process pixelsonly within a user—defined area, the )bd‘il'fi‘tlion

histogram formation unit may be set to process pixels nly in a class ot‘pixch. df‘lit‘zét‘i by

boundaries, i.c. XMIN and XMAX. Any pixels outsidciof this class will not by pit-Cuesmrl.
\

30 Similarly. the y-dircction‘ histogram formation unit ma he set to process. pixels on. in a

 
class of pixels defined by lmundarics YMtN and YM X. Thus, the. system can process
pixels only in n dcfinodzrrcctanglc by setting the X 1N and XMAX; and ‘i’Mll‘.’ and
YMAX values as desired. Of course, the classification tritcria and validation Ci'liffl‘lfi from
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the other histogram fonnation units may he set in MM to form histograms of only

selected classes of pixels in selected domains in select 1 areas,

I Fig 12 diagrammatically represents the ct velopcs oi'ltistograms 38 and 39,

respectively in x and y coordinates, for velocity data. 1 thts example, 11M and yM represent

5 the x and y coordinates ofthc maxima ot'tltc two hint grams-38 and 39, whereas I and 1,,
for the x axis and I and l, for the y axis1cpresent the imits of the range of significant or

interesting speeds, I and] being thclongcr limits and I and Id being, the upper limited of

the significant portions of the histograms. Limits 1,, lb, 1, and I, may hc set by the user or

by an application program using thesystem, may hes .t as a ratio of the maximum of the
10 histogram, e.g., xM/Z, or may he set as otherwise desire for the particular application.

The vertical litres 1,, and l.,'of abscisscs and i, and the horizontal lines 1.,

and L, of ordinalcs Ic anti 1,, form a rectangle that sun runds the cross hatched area 40 of

significant. speeds (for all x and y directions). A from s taller areas 41 with longer speeds,

exist close to the main area 40, and are typically igtored. In this example, all that is

15 necessary to charactcrim the area with the largest ariation of- the parameter for the

histogram, the speed V in this particular case, is to ide tify the coordinates of the limits 1,,

1,, I, and I, and the maxima 11,, and y”, Which may he readily derived for each histogram

from memory 100, the data in units 112, and the xy(1n) data block.

Thus, the system ofthe intention generate ‘invrcal time, histograms of each of

20 the parameters being detected. AsSuming that it were lesired to identify an object with a

speed of "2" and a directionOf "4", the validation uni s for speed and direction would be

set to "l", and the classifiers for speed"? and-Tdiretion "4" ‘would he set to '1". in

-— addition, since it is desired to locate the objeet(s) w 111 this speed and direction on the

video image, the validation signalsforhistogram f rmation blocks 28 and 29, which  
25 correspond to the x and y coordinates, would be set to ”I" as well. inthis way, histogrmn

formation blocks 28 and 2‘) would form histograms f' only the pixels with the selected

speed and direction, in real-time. Using the informati 111 in the histogram, and especially

'POSRMAX, the object witl1’_thc greatoSt number 0 pixels at the selected speed and

direction could be identified on the video image in realztime. More generally, the
30 histogram formation blocks can localize ohiccts '1 real-time meeting user-selected

cuter1a. and may produce an output signal, e.p... a ligh 01 abnz/er if an obicet'1s detected.

Alternatively, the information may be transmitted, .g., by wire, optical film or radio
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relay for remote applications, to a control unit, such a unit 10a in Fig. 1, which may be

near or remote from imageproccssing system 11.

Fig. 15 shows an example of use of thc ystem of the invention to perform

automatic framing of a person moving, for example, tiring a video conference. A video

5 camera 13 observes the subject 1’, who may or may no be moving. A video signal S from

the video camera is transmitted by wire, optical fiber, adio relay, or other eotumunieatimi

means to a monitor ltlbrantl-to the image pt‘oecssin system of the invention 1i l‘l-e

image processing system determines the iposition ant movement of the subject 3-. and

controls servo motors 4.3 of camera 13 to direct the. on ion] axis of the camera tows. c. the

10 subject and particularly towards the face of the sub eet, ‘asa function of the it‘:.‘-.rt,a,t:l,

speed and direction of the subject, and may vary the '/ om, focal distance and-"or tht tr .3 us

of the camera to provide the best fraining and image 0 .thc subject.

Referring to Fig. 18, the system of the in cation may be used. a». :;.;i.-,:.-- ;..:2

face of the subject in the video signal while climinatin , superfluous portions of it}? __-c

15 received by the camera 13 above, below, and to the right. and left of the tic-at? ..:::

subject. Camera 13 has a field ofvicw 123, which is <1 .tined between directions; 321-: . .=d

123b. The system rotates camera 13 using, sorvomo ors 43 so that the head I. ' c

subject is centered on central axis 2a within conical ti 21d 123, and also adjusts 1.; .i 

 

of camera 13 to ensure that the head '1‘ of the V’suhjee. occupiesa desired amoutr ' . t:
:5

20 frames of the video signal, preferablyas represented y a desired ratio of the :itis..':~

pixels comprising head ”He the total-number ofpixels or frame.

1 _ _ in order to accomplish this, the system of t einventionmay foes-ism. the neat‘5.

., the system will be dcsct lbs}? t-sEt'n

 
using its luminance or motion. By way ofexamplc onl

respect to detecting, the head of the user, basedupon i s motion. The peripheral edge: of

25 the headmflherttscrrare-detectcthisingethediotéinonta n-tovcmentsefthehead. in other

_ words-movements right and left. and the vertical mov incnts, in other words. nioveinciits

up and down. As the horizontal and vertical motion of the head is determined by tit-2-

system, it is analyrcd. using, preferred coordinate axe , preferably Cartesian coordinates

Ox and 0y, in moving, area block 36 (Fig.1!) . :

30 , 'l'he pixels with greatest movement withi the image will normally core: at 
 the peripheral edges- of the head of thesubjeet, where :venduc to slight movements, the

pixels will vary between the luminance of the head of t e subject and the luminanre of the

background. Thus, if the system ofttio invention is set 0 identify only pixels with 1)l‘= 1,
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and to form a histogram of these pixels. the histogra will detect movement peaks along

the edges of the face where variations in brightness, nd therefore in pixel value, are the
greatest, both in the horizontal projection along 0): nd in the vertical projection along

0y. _

5 ’ This is illustrated in Fig.1? m which a es 0): and by are shown, as are

histograms 124x, along 0x, and 1243/. along}, 03, i.e., in horimntal and vertical
projections, respectively. Histograms 1243: and 124} would be output from histogram

 

formation units 28‘and 29 respectively (Fig. 11 ).l’eal: 125a and l25b of histogram 124x,

and l2$c and 125d ofhistogram 1243!, delimit, by tltei respective coordinates 126a, 12%,

to 126:: and 126d, a frame hounded by straight lines Va,’ b, Xc,_and Xd, which encloses the

face V of the video-conference participant, and whicl‘:denote area‘s 127a, 1271), l27c and

127d, which are areas of slight movement of the 11 ad '1‘; which will he the areas of
 

 

 

greatest variation in pixel intensity-during these tnov rents.

Location of the Coordinates 126a, 1261). 1 6e and 126d, corresponding to the

15 four peaks 125a. 125b.'125e and l~25d,‘is preferahl

reading the 'x and y coordinate histograms (luring t] 0 spot scanning sequence- of each

frame. The location of the coordinatesililfia; 126b, 1 Ge turd 126d of peaks 125a, 1251),

determined by computer software

l25e and 1256 of histograms l'2'4x and 124y make it tossihle Iohetter define and center

the position of the face V oft-ltc’subjeet. in the image. it a video conferencing system, the

20 remainder of the image, i.e.'thc top bottom, right nd lefl. portions of the image, as

illustrated in Fig. 18 by the'eross-hatehed areas 'urrounding. the taco V, may be

eliminated to reduce the bandwidth required to transn it the image. The center of face V

may be detcnnined, for example, by locating the pix 1 position of the center of thcihox
bounded by Ya. Yb, Xe. and‘Xd ((Xe -| (Xd - Xe l2), (Ya + (Vh - Va)/2)) and by

25 comparing this position to a desired position of facet! V on the screen. Scrvomotorafidft
(Fig.13 are then actuated to move camera 13 to b tter center face V on the screen.

 

 

Similarly, if face V is in tnoventent,\tlic system may ctcet the position of face- V on the

screen as it moves, and follow the movement by gener ting cor-tnnands to servont‘otors 43.

if desired, the center position of face ’ may be determined at regular

30 intervals, and preferably in‘caeh frame, and the avcra ’e valuc'(0ver time) of coordinates
126a. 1261), l26c and ‘lZGd used to modify the movem nt ofearnern 13 to center face V.

I With face V centered; the system‘may ad‘ at the zoom ot‘ camera 13 so that

face V covers-a desired amount'of the iiii’agc. ’l‘h'c tiimplcs method to accomplish this
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: zoom function1s to determine the dimensions of (01 1 tunber ofpixels in) the box boundedby Ya, Yb, Xe, and Xd. Camera 13 may then34}: momed in or out until desireddimensions (01 pixel count) 111c achieved

5 by, for cxrnnplc, a spotlightor a woman Using a spot itght, the invention might be 11126 on

11 helicopter to hack :1 111011'119, target on the ground 01 to track a pc1't"o1mc1 £121 1111111130

during an exhibition. The invention would similarly be applicable to weapons 1::rec-ting
 Another application of the invention mix5 to automatic tracking, (11’ target

systems. Referring to Fig. 1‘), the system includes camera 200 which is 1111;111:111 a

conventional CCD cantora which communicates an Klimtsignal 202 to image111-51119,10 system 204 of the invention Especially {01 covert nd military am:ii.catiom it be
appreciated that the system 111aybc used with sensor 5 1(‘ll as Radio and lt{,1n he. 1. . -; " in
combination with, camera 200.11 controller 206 hieh is preferably-:1 c1121: -..-=.E'-11al

111icropioccsso1—bascd controller, is used to contrholt0 various elements of the.1 .nd
to enable user input of commands and controls, all h as with computer 111021;: L. . a

15 keyboard (not shown), or other input device. As in the prior embodiment ;::111
includes one 01 more sc1vomotors 208 that control 111 vcment of camera 2-0011 he
desired target. it will be appteciated that any apptopiatc means may be used 1. ' - "oi

the area of interest of camera 200, including usc of toying mirrors 1elatix-1: . . .ed
camera, and the trsccf a steered beam, for example11 a Radat system, to bar‘s: . ct

20 without physically moving thoscnsor. _

, _ 111 the example shown in Fig 20, inonito 2:12 is shown with five sins... ed
objects which may be, 111 example, vehicle-$01 peonncrs 011 a stage, i1.ct'111:1:.'.. our
background targets 216 and one target to be tracked 2 8. Computer mouse7101.:11'. :‘-.+ to
control an icon 220 on monitor 212. '11:;- user of the system selects the target 101 1. Fug

25~—by~111ovn1g,icon-220 over target 2111,1111 depressing a predetermined button on :11: so
210 '1he pixel position ofteen 2201s then used as a” tarting position for t11111011 isnot
216.

 

Referring to Fig 2i, the initial pixel staring position is shown as.w ' , in
order to process the pixels surroundingthe starting pos tion,image proccssing 11;. 51.1 11- 2114

30 will process thepixels111‘ successively larger atcas s nounding thc pixel aciju 51111.; he
center of the area basedupon the shape of the ohicct, until substantially the Uitm; target.
area is being tracked. Tchinitial area is set by control or 206 to include an arc: honvied
by x,“ X", ye. y., This is acconnt1lisbed by setting, 01 I 'c boundaries in the classi:: cation
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the boundary of the target. Referring to T11. 22, when

a

m ~Pssjoso

35

units "of x and y histogrmn 1011111111011 units 28 and 2.9 Thus, the only pixels that will be
processed by the systeurare those falling within the 01111th area. Assuming that in the
example given, the target. is in motion. the System 111a 1' be set to track pixels with DP—l.

Those pixels with DI =~l would normally be located 0 the peripheral edges of target 21 8,

unless the target had 11 51101111 color 01 luminance v iation thtoughout, in which case,

many oi the pixels of the target would have I)P= l. 1any case, in ordci to locate pixels
with DP—l, the validation units would be set to (let pixels With lb)]'=l. Thus, the only 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

pixels that will be considered by the system are thein the bounded area with DP—l.

Alternatively, the system may be set to detect a vclo ity g1eater than zero, or any other
critmia that define the cdgcs of the object.

Histograms are then formed by x and 3' hi togram 1011111111011 units 28 and 29.
in the example shownin ltig. 2.1, an insignificant num c1 oipixcls would be identified as
having 1) ’=1, since the selected area does not inclu c the hor'dei of target 218, so no
histogram would he formed 1111: size oi” the area undo L censidcration is then successively

ine1e.ased preferably by a constant size K, so that i subchuent iterations, the pixels
considered would he'111 the box houndedby 1. ,“K, 11,, ,,,,;)111111 511111110\1'l1erc 11 is the number

of the current iteration \ .

This process is continued until the hisiog1 n1 formed by eithei of histogram
formation units 28 and 29 contains 111caningful intern ationL,i. e. , until the box overlaps

“e area undei censidcration begins

to cross the borders of target 21 8, the histograms 222 ad 224 for the >1 and y projections

will begin to include pixels111 which DIM (or any the selected criteria to detect the
target edge) Prior to furtli‘ei enlarging the area under Lusideration, the center of 111:area
undet consideration, which until th1spomthas been titelite] selected by the user, will be
adjusted based upon the content of histogtams 2-2?) at l 224. In a preferred embodiment,

, the new center of the area is detcrnined to he (11W -i MA,,)12 (3111111 4 3“,,1/2, where KM",

and XMAXare the positions of the mininia and nmxitna of the x proicction histogiatn, and

histogram This serves to udjust the tuna undci eonsidc ation for the situation in which the
initial star[1111, position is nearer to one edge of the 1m 'Let. than to another Other methods
of teloeatingthe eente1 of the target box may be tut-ed1L =dc1~11ed

Alter additional iterations, as shown in Fi,. 23 it being, understood that the
eentet of the box bounding the area of consideraticu may have moved from the prior
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iteration, the hex will be larger than the target in tha : XA111K<XMIHI xA.,,x>xMAx, ymfiymm,

and YA-11.1<>)’1.u.x- When this oeetu's, the entire target iehounded, and the constant K may

then be reduced, to thereby reduce the size of he tracking box. in a preferred

embodiment, when initially trackinga' target eonsta t K is preferably relatively large,
U!

o11., 10-20 pixels or more in order that the systemin y lock on the target expeditiously.
Once a 1111get has been locked onto, K may be 1ed11c 1.11 will be 1111111count. 111.-1 111 the
course 0.”tracking a 1.1119.01, the hacking box will be out rgcd and reduced as 11111110111111th to

maintain a track of the 1311501., and1s pici‘crahly adjust 01111 frame byframe basis

Assumingthat the system is to he used to train ti spotlight on 11131111121. .‘.1r

10 extirnple- from an 11111101no vehicle or in a theater. the centers is 111ci‘eia'nlys_.>_11..1..-11.....d
with the spotlight sothat each is pointing, at the san e location. 111 this 11try, I- the
camera has centered the target on its image, the spot] 3111 will be centered .511 111;- 1:13-ch

Having acquired the target «11111011111206 controls scr omotoi's 208 to 111aimain 111: 1; 1-11 er
of the target in the center of the"image. For example, i the center of the tar1121111.- 12:. 111'

15 and to the left of the center of theimage, the camera is novcd downward and to 11:: g:..' 513

required to center the t111Let “the centei of the targetin y bedetermining'111 real 111.: '- 1 :111
the contents oil’OSRMAX 11171110 x and histogram for union units.

it will he appreciateii that as the target 11 hes, the targeting; 11111.1. '0
with the ta.1,ct constantly adjusting the center of re targeting box based 1.11;; no 

 

 

 

20 movement of the target, and 011111151111; and reducing he size of the lumen.11.. ’ 1111
targeting box may be (lisnhiyml on monitor 212, 01 on anotheI monitor as (1;.. t0

visuallytiaclt the taiget _ ,,

A siniilartiaeking hex mavhe used to trae' an object'in an image b.1315: .7311
its characteristics. l-oi example, 1118111111111, it is desired etrztelt a taiget 111011111, 0111. 1111111

..5.ngln-mfirmnagflhfinstogmn‘fonnatmnmm t li‘at‘th’e only taitrla‘i 2111

units set to "l" are 1‘01 direction and for the x and y 1110cottons. The classifieation 1.11 1:11

direction is set so that only diieetion "right"is set to " " .'l‘hc histograms for the x 2111‘ y
pioicctions will then classify only pixels moving to ti 0 1'.ight Using, these inst-1211111113. a

box bounding the tmget 11111y he established. For cxa 1111c, referring to Fig 1?. the 11011 ,

30 surrounding the target may be estahlishcd using 1,11, ,, and In as the bounds 01 1112'11111;.
'lhe target box may be displayed on the screen 1111111111 hniqucs known'in the art.

 
Ai‘tcr a very short initialization notied on the order of about 10 frames the

invention determines the relative displacement paramc 1s instantaneously ailet the 1nd of
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each frame on which the teIIiporal and spatial pro essing was pcrfonned due to the

rceursivcn‘css of calculations according to the inventio‘ .

The invention, including components lie and 223Is preferably formed on a

single integrated circuit, In on two integrated eircui .lf desired, a Inieroeontroller, for

U! enabling user-input to the system; e.g.. to program tlI validation and classification units,
 
 

 

 
 

 

 

may be integrated on the same iniégrated circuit.

It will be appreciated that the present nvcntioII is subject to numerous

modifications; In an embodiment in willielrfia color lantern is used, thesystem of the
invention pieferably includes liiStogram formation tnits fer hue and saturation This

it) enables classification of targets to be made using thes chardotcristics as well in fuel, the

invention may be modified by adding histogram fen alien units for any possible other
IneasuIable characteristics oftlrcp1xclsMbreoVenWhlé the invention has been described

with Iespeet to tracking a single target, it is foresccn l at multiple taIgets may be tracked
each with user-defined classification criteria, by repl lating the various elements of the

by eolOr.

it will also be appreciated um the: limitatie I of eight speeds may be increased

 
by using II greater bit count to repr‘escntttltcsneeds.’ : orcever, while the inventionhhas

been described withrespect todetection of eight dili‘eI IItdirections, it maybe applied to“
25 I detect 16 or more directions by using different sive In trices, e.g. sixteen directions may

be detected'III a SxSmatnx to detecta greaternumber l‘direetions.
Finally, Fig. 24 shows a method or traelcit I awidet range of speeds V if the

limited number provided by 1) bits for time constant ‘0Is insufficient. Using Mallat's
diagram(see article by S. Mallet "A Theory foI' IIIIIlti-I‘ ‘ lotion signal decomposition"In ‘

3t) lFBE Transactions on Pattern Anslysis and Machine] telltgencc, July 1989 p 674-693),
the video'Imageis successively broken down into hal cs,identified act, 2, 3, 4, 5. 6, 7

This creates a compression that only processes pottior s of theImage For example. with
p= 4 (2’ '— 16), the system may determine speeds witlIiI a wideI range.
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If initially, while processing, the entire image, the system determines that the.rminahle with 2"==]0 for the timeSpeed of an object exceeds tlter‘maximtnn speed (let
4,... until the speed of the object

   

 

constant, the system uses partial observed inmges 1. 2, .,
6 within the parti l image after (:ornpt'cssion. To usedoes not exceed the maximum spec

is inserted into the system shown
5 Maliat. compression with wavelets, a unit 13A (Fig. 2

in: Fig. l to perform the eon-npression. Forexamplept is unit could he composed of the
£3.1’ig. 2 shows; an

"IN 601 .Low Dost Multiformat Video Codee" by, 02110;; Dex-'19
optional compression unit 133 of this type.

Although theprcsent invention has been described with rcspcrt to 7:‘.:e‘t'.'tiil
l0 . embodiments and examples, variations exist that. are ithin the scope of the intmmmt as

described in the following étatms.
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39  l. A process as identifying pixels inani put signal in one of a plurality of

classesin one of a plurality of domains, the input ignal comprising a succession of
frames, each frame comprising a succession of pix is, the process comprising, on a

5 framc'by—framc basis: I
for each pixel of the input signal, analyzin '. the pixel and providing an output

signal for each domain containing inforr‘nation to iden i‘y each domain in which the pixel

is classified; .

providing a classifier for each domain, the classifier enabling classification of

10 pixels within each. domain to selected classes within th .dom-ain;

previding a validation signal 'for the clear inspthe validation signal selecting
one or more of the plurality of domains for processing; and W

forming, a histogram for pixels of the outp t signal within the classes selected

by the classifier within each domain selected by the va idation signal.
15 2. The process according to claim 1 further comprising:

forming histograms along coordinate ax for the pixels within the classes
selected by the classifier within each domain selr ed by the validation signal; and
forming a composite signal corresponding to the spati l position of such pixels within the
frame.

20 3. The process according to claim 1 con irising identifying the velocity of
movement of an area of an input signal, the input ignal comprising a succession of

frames, each frame ccmprisinga succession of pixels said identifying, of the velocity of

movement comprising : k

for each particular pixel of the input signa , forming a first matrix comprising
 

25 binary values indicating the existence'or non-existcn c of a significant variation in the
amplitude of the pixel signal between the current {ran c and a prior frame for a subset of
the pixels of the frame spatially related to such pa icular pixel, and a second matrix
comprising the amplitude of such variation;

dctcnnining in the first. matrix whether he particular pixel and the pixels
30 along an oriented direction relative to the portion ‘11" pixel have binary values of a‘

particular value representing significant variation, and for such pixels, determining in the
second matrix whether, the amplitudes of the pixels 3 .ng an oriented direction relative to

the particular pixel vary in a known manner indieat 1g movement of the pixel and the
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pixels along. an oriented direction relative to the pa ieultn' pixel, the amplitude of the

variation along. the oriented direction determining, 1e velocity of movement of the

pattieulalfipixcl.  

 

4. The process accordingto claim 3 fulther mnprising:
'J‘I rim to detcnniningt‘nc hinaryvniues 101 ueh pixel smoothing each pixel of

the input Lsignal usinga time constant for such piuel ti etch) genei1111119 11111111131ml input
signal, the determination oi the existence of 11 signifie it vaiiution in the 11111111111111.1111 the 

pixelboingperfomied to: rich piXCi of the smoothcdi 11111511111111; and using 1h: CM'1. 111111
of a significantvaiiation for a given pixel to modify i e time constant forth: 1111;" be

10 usedin smoothim. subsequent flames of the input sign 1

RA piecess aceoiding to claim 1 fm id ntifying :1 11(1111111111i115 .11. 2.11

input signal, the input signal conmrising a succession 1” 1‘1tunes, each 131111111 0111:1111-1-.. a

successionofpixels tlicproecsscomprising L

forming histograms stony, cooidinale axis for pixels ot the 11 gal
15 without significant variationbetween the current flame and 11 11110111111111; 111113

forming 11 composite signal eon'espontiin; to the spatial posinw 1:. .- eh
pixels within the frame. .

(1. The ptoecss according to claim 7 01 5 f1 thei eonipiisinrg id011111;-'-.- :ls

fallingwithin limits!131,111.11;in the histogram: alongt t1 ecortliiiate 1111. .1111? 10.1: :-: he
20 composite signal itom the pixels falling within such hit its

7. 'lhe pioecss according to claim 4 1111 the! ‘mnprising:

prior to the histogram forming step i) st oolhing the input Signs? 11 -. .311

 
pixel thereof using a time constant for such pixel,tl1 1e-hLy generating, a $11alumina": gig-Jill

signal, and ii) determining io1 each pixel in the S111 othod input si-ml 11 hinir, '=.':'.':uc
25‘1‘101rcsponfii-ihg—te-ll-le—nen-existeneect‘usignificant11.111. alienintheairinlitude 111‘111:. 11c]

signal between the cancutframe and the immediately} cvious smoothed input it11111:.
8. The process accmdtng to claim (5 111111153. compiising using the c.1111 H.520 ot‘ 

a‘signifieant variation for 11 given pixel to modify th time constant for the pnei be

usedin smoothing subsequent tonnes 01‘ the input sign
t

30 9. A process according to claim 1 eomptijing identifying relative I'llt‘V-{f.1..i'lli.

 
in an input signal, the input signal cmnprising a tecession 01 inches, cacti 111mm

comprising a succession of pixels, wl'iei'ein the i cntifying of relative movement

comprises :
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for each pixel of the input signal, smoot 'ing the input signal using a time

constantior such pixel, thereby generating a smoothed '11put signal;

L determining, for each pixel in the some hed input signal a binary value

corresponding to the existence of a significant varia ion in the amplitude of the pixel
5 between the current frame and the immediately p1cvi~us smdothed input frame, and the

 

amplitude oi" the variation:
using the existence of a significant variati n for a given pixel, modifying the

time constant for the pixel to be 11st111 something, suh~etp1ent frames of the input signal;
for each particular pixel of the input signal, forming first matrix comprising the binary

10 values of a subset. of the pixels of the frame spatially r latcd‘to such particular pixel, and a

second matrix comprising the amplitude ‘of the variati 11 ofL the subset of the pixels of the

I

| frame spatially related to such particular pixel; '
determining in the first matrix whether 1: particular pixel and the pixels

‘ alongLan oriented direction relative to the 'particulrr pixel have binary values of a
t15 particular value representing significant variation, and or such pixels, determining in the

second matrix whether the amplitude of the pixels aid 19, the oriented diteetion relative to
emcnt in the oriented

 

 

 

the particular pixel varies in a known manner ind eating mov

direction of the pettieulnr pixel and thepixels along tte oriented ditcetion 1elative to the
particular pixel, the amplitude of the variation of the pixels along the oriented direction

20 determining the velocity of movement oi‘ the pixel and the pixels along theoriented
direction relative to the particular pixel,

in each of one or 1110111 domains, forming h1slog1am of the values distributed
. in the first and second matrices falling ineach such do 1min,

for a particular domain, dctennining fro the histogram for such domain an

25 area of significant variation; _

forming histograms of the area of signiiie nt variation along coordinate axes;
and deteunining from the histogram along the coordfnate axes, whether there is an area
in movement for the particular domain

10. The process according to one of claii s l and 9 wherein the domains are
30 selected from the group consisting of i) luminance, i) speed (V), iii) oriented direction

(1)1), iv) time constant (CO), v) hue, vi) saturation, v i) first axis (x(1n)) and viii) second
axis (y(m)) and ix) data characterized by external inp 11.
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ll. ’lhe process 11eco1dmg to claim 9whc1 111 the font and second maniacs 1111'
square matrices with the same odd number of re s and columns centered on the
particulai pixel. '

12. The process according, to claim 11 who 0111 the steps of deter1111111113 i2. the

fitst matrix whethm the particular pixel and the pixels ilong an oriented di1eetioi1rc‘1ati2‘e
11111 value representing significant 

to the panieulrtr pixel have hina1y values of 11 pan-ti
variation, and the step of detenninin11 in the second 11 atrix whether the amplit.1112.211.1111]

varies in a predetermined criteria along an oriented lireetion relative to the p:11".‘:.:1111‘
ppm], comprise applying nested 11 x n matrices whole 1is odd, centeied on 11112;. :12‘1111: :ar
pixel to the pixels within each of the first and 89 1nd matrices, the pioe: 12.21131er
comprising:

determining the smallest nested matrix i111 hich the amplitude 1113111113 21 2.21 of

predetermined values symctrieal relative to the particu 1112111ch along, an oricmc: - .23:- on
wound said particular pixel. i

13. 'lhc process aeeoiding to claim 9 wheniin the first and scoondn '. -. re
hexagonal nnit1iees centered on the pattitular pixel !

14 The process according to claim 13 wh ciu the steps 11fd0131111'1112:.3 : '11::
first matrix whether the pmtioularpixcl and the pixels 110111; an oriented (1111:2111 , 2.‘c

to the particular pixelhave binary values of 11 parti 1la1' value representing 2.2.; .2-11t
variation, and the stepof determining in the second 11 atrix whether the mnpii1... 1. :al
varies in 11 p1edetermmcd criteria along an oriented ircetion relative to 111-: 11.2.-. tar
pixel. comprise applying nested hexagonal matrices of varying size (223.119.111.225 :22.. 2.111:
particular pixel to the pixels within each of the firsti and second matrices,.1 _ 4.1:“ as
fu1ther comprising

determining, the smallestnested man111 in 1 hich the amplitude signal 11:; of
predetermined values symetriealrelative to the patticn 111 pixel along an orientcci1321:.s :111 
around said particular pixel.

is “the process according to claim 9 wher in the first and second 1.111111;20s are
inverted l shaped matrices with a single 10w and a sin .111: column. N

16. The ptocCSS according to claim 15 wh min the steps of deteimining1:the i
first matiix whether the particular pixel and the pixels long an oriented 1111111111111 111131110
to the partienlm pixel have binary valves of 11 1111111 ularValue representin31 sigmi 1"1111nt
variation, and the step of determining in the second 1 atrix whethe1 the amplitude 521111111

fi—-—_——.-.
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l
varicsin a predetermincd criteria along 1111 01111110111direction rcla

n is odd, to the single line and the

live to the particular

pixel, comprise applying nested 11 x n matrices, wheri.
single column to determine the smallest matrix1n w licil the amplitude varies on a line
with the steepest slope and constant quantification.

5 l7. The process according to claim 9 wheiizinthe first and second matrices are

angular sector shaped matrices 1cprodueing a portion fan eye.

l8. The process according to claim ll wh rein the steps of determining in the
{11111 11111111x whether the particular pixel and the pixels along an oriented direction 1elative

to the particular pixel have binary vaiucs of a parti 111111 value rep1esenting significant
to variation, and the step of determining in the second 1 atrix whether the amplitude signal

varies in a prchtermined criteria along an oriented ditcetion relative to the particular
nested anguish secto1 shap l matticcs of vatying size centered

ch oflthe first and second matrices, the
pixel, comprise applyingn

on the particular pixel to the pixels within ca

process further comprising «

15 determining the smallest nested matrix in \i'hich the amplitude signal varies of

predeterminal values sym etrical relative to the partieu‘ar pixel along an oriented direction
around said particular pixel.

19. The process according to claim 9 who cin the time constant is in the form

2“, the time constant being reduced or increasedtby in 'cmcnting or deerementing p.

20 20. The process ascending to claim l‘) Wh .rcin successive deerea sing portions
of complete frames of tits input signal are considered using a Mallat time-scale algorithm
and the latgcst of those portions, which ptovidcs dsplaeentcnt, speed and otiontation

 indications compatible with the value of p, isselected.

21. 'lhcprocess according to claim 4, com tising:
25 fat each pixel of the input signali) snioo . dug the pchl usinga11111111 conStant

(CO) for such pixel, thereby generating a smooths pixel value (10), ii) dctc1mining
whether there exists a significant vatiation between 'ttch pixel and the same pixel111 a
previous flame, and iii) mod1fy1ng the time constan (CO) for such pixel to be used in
smoothing the pixel'111 subsequent frames of the inptt signal based upon the existence or

30 non--cxistenee oi‘ a significant va1iaiion.
22. 'lhe processaccording to claim 2) wh rein:
(a) the step oi” determining the existence 1' a significant vatiation {01 11 given

pixel comprises determining vvhothcr the absolute v he of the difference (Ali) between

i
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the given pixel value (Pl) and the value of such pi>§cl in a smoothed prior frame (Ll)
exceeds a threshold (SE); and

(b) the step (if-smoothing the input si no] comprises, for each pixel. i)

modifying a time constant (CD) for pixel such based ‘upon the existence of a significant

5 variation as determined in step (a), and ii) tictcnpittihg a smoothed value for the pixel
(1.0) as follows: i|

1’ LI

J.=0 II-l -fC0
i l

10 23'. The process according, to claim 21 WS’ICICilithe time constant (1O i:
the tom 2". and wherein p is incremented'111 the ex 111 that MKS}; and 11.. ;' is

deerententetl1n the event AB>SF _ 5

24. The process according to claim {3 wherein p is ir1c1'c..11-.=111-;:7 or
,deeretnentcd byone _ . 1'

15 25 The process according to clann 22 futtter eomprtsmg gene.ant. . atyut
signal comprising, for oach pixel, a binary value (DP) indicating th: 1:11.91 or
nonexistenceof ti significant variation, and the value 0 the time constant (C.O}

26. The process accortltnr, to claim 25 Wh rein the binary values’.I>3 ,. 2:1 Inc

time constants (C0)are storcxiin a memory sized to trespond to the framt st:
20 27. The process according to claim 1 tomprising identifying, s... .m- in

relative movement in saiti inpttt signal, through:
generating a first array indicative of the xistence of significant 1:. "inY».

 
 

  

 
the magnitude ofeaeh pixel between a current frame a 1d a prior frame;

i second 1m indicative Oftlt: magnitude of significant .w-tuon

 

 

 

25 {of each pixel between the current frame and a prioti frame, establishing a iiat 11‘ittg
matrix centered on a pixel underconsideration andc imprising pixels. spatially rel~~~~~ .to
the pixel under consideration, the first moving in trix traversing the first art-a for
consideration of each pixel ofthe current frame; and

determiningwlrfirm the pixel under consi ieration and each pixel of the p11; 21$
30 spatially related to the pixel nutter consideration a ong an oriented direction relative

thereto within the first matrix are a particular lue representing the mesa:.e-.'. of
significant variation, and if so, establishing in a se onti matrix within the first matrix,
centered on the pixel under consideration, and detett ining thiether the amplitndt oithe
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pixels in the second matrixspmially related to the direct under consideration along an
oriented direction relative thereto are indicative o movement along such oriented

direction, the amplitude of the variation along the or nted direction being indicative of

the velocity of movement, the size of the second matri being varied to identifv the matrix
2" sine most indicative ofmovement.

28. 'llrc process according to claim 27 tort or comprising:

in at least one domain selected from [ht t oup consisting of i) luminance, ii)

speed (V) iii) oriented direction (Di). iv) time eunsta it (C0), v) hue, vi) saturation, and

vii) first axis (x(m)), and viii) second axis (ytnr)), an ix) data clraraetcrincd by external

10 inputs. forming at least one histogram of thevalucs it such domain for pixels indicative

ofmovement along an oriented tlirectiotrrelative [to the pixel under consideration.
29.1110 process according to claim 28 {indie-r]comprising:
tor the pixels in said at least one lristo ram, forming histograms of the

position orsuch pixels along coordinate axes  

 
 

 

)5 30. The process according to claim 2.9 in her Comprising determining from

the histograms along the coordinate axes an area of t 9c image meeting criteria of the at

least one domain.

31. The process according, to claim 27 wt win the first and second matrices

are square and the sizes ot' the second matrix arenest:n x n matrices, where n is odd.

20 , _ 32. The process according to claim 31 wh rein the matrix most indicative of
movement is the smallest nestedmatrix containing pi 'els indicative of movement along
an oriented direction relative to the pixel under eonsid alien. '

33. The process according to. claim 27w =reiii the first and second matrices

are selected from thegroup consisting of hexagon matrices and inverted L-slraped

2S matrices. , ‘ i ‘

34 An apparatus for identifying pixels in 11 input signalin one of a plurality

of classes'in one of a plurality ot‘ domains the input signal comprising a succession of
trams.0, each frame comprising a succession ofpixels, re apparatus comprising:

means tor analyzing each pixel of thetnpu signal and for providing an output
30 signal for each domain containing intonnation to iden ty each domainin which the pixelW

is classified;

a classifier for each domain, the classi or classifying piricls within each

domain in selected classes within the domain;

 
__...~_~__M,._~..:L.
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a linear combination unit. for each domain. the linear combination tmit
generating a validation signal for the domain, the valiilntion signal selecting one or more

Itof the plurality ofdomains for processing; and , _

' means for forming a histogram for pixcis of the output cignnl wrthir; the

5 classes selected by the classifier within each domain neglected by the validation signal.
35. The apparatus according to claim 34 fittifthcr comprising:
means for forming histograms along coordinate axes for the pixels within the

classes selected by the classifier within each domain srétceted by the validation sinnoi; and
means for forming a [composite signal corrgsponding to the spatial position of

to such pixels within the frame. t

i 36. The apparatus according to claim 345xvltcrcin the domain: gm: azeetcd
from the groups consisting of i) luminance, ii} greed (V), iii) oriented direction a" ‘-i iv)
time constant (CO), viltne, vi) saturation, and vii) first axis (xt'm)), and viii) 5:; 0.1.. mic

(y(m)) and ix) data characterincd by external inputs.

15 37. The apparatus according to clcitn 3:4 for identifying Eh: p of
movement of an area of an input signal, the input. éignal comprising 2 sums . of

frat-nos. each frame eomprisinga succession of pixels “it: apparatus, Compt‘isiny
means for dctcnnining for each pitcl in the input signal it b.4223; tine

' corresponding to the existence ol'jasignilieant variaiionin the amplitude oi ‘lXCl
20 signathctwecn the cument frame and theimmediatelylifcvious smoothed tnp;.; i: - ‘ sun!

for determining the amplitude of the variation; '-

mcnns for farming, for each particular pixel of thc input signal, is {23:12 .r::;=.trix

 
comprising the binary valuesof: a subset-of the pixelsffspatially related to sue}: granular

pixel, Hlld a second mntrix comprising the. amplitude (if the variation of the sot-ism e." the
’25 pixels on 't t . t ', :._ ' , . , :

means for determining in the first matrix ivhcther for ti particular hire? and
other pixels along an oriented direction rchttivc to the iinrliculnr pixel, the binary win: 2' for

each pixel is aparticular value representing significani variation. and, for such pane .itiial‘
pixel and other pixels, determining in the second intitrix whether the amplitude varies

30 along an oriented direction relative to the. particular pixel in a known fllittlttcf “nth-firing
movement of the pixel and the other pixels. the amplitude of the variation :tiong: the

oricntcd direction determining the velocity ofmovcmcnt of the pixel and the other pixels.
5'

i
t.IA
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38. The apparatus according to claim it? further comprising means for

smoothing each pixel of the input signal using 11 tinic constant for such pixel prior to
detennining a binary value for each pixel, the binar? values being; determined on the
smoothed pixels I 1 L L i ~

5 39.1111: apparatus aceo1ding to claim 34 for identifying a non-moving urea in
an input signal, the input signal comprising a succession of f1antes each frame
comprising a succession ofpixcls, the manants comp: sing:means for forming histograms along vomitinaic axes for pixels of a current
frame without a significant vatiation from such pixels 1 11 prior frame; and

lo ' means for forming a composite signal cert aponding to the spatial position of
such pixels within the frame. 5 ‘ J '

40. The apparatus according to any 0 e of claims 34 and 39 further

comprising means for identifying pixels falling, nithm1hnt1t1. 1,, 11.1,, Id.111 the histograms
along the coordinate axes, and formingthe composite signal from the pixels falling within

15 suehlimits. . .‘ i

4] 'lhe apparatus according to claim 3‘) fur;thercomprising:
means for smoothing the-input signalusipg a time constant for each pixel,

thereby generating a smoothed input signal; and ' i
means fer detcnnining for each piitel in tim‘smbothcd input. signal a binary

20 value corresponding to the existence or noniexistenco: of thesignificant variation in the
amplitude of the pixel signal between the current frq‘me and the immediately previous
smoothed input frame. L ‘ i

 
42'. The apparatus according to claim 11] ‘u‘ther comprising, means for using

the existenceofasignificant variation for a given pill to modify the time constant for
25 the pixel to be used111 smoothing subsequent frames oi‘ithe input signal

43.11 process according to any one of elai is l -33 for tracking a target in an
input signal, the input signal comprising a succession 1‘ frames, each frame eomprising a
succession ofpixels, the target comprising pixels in or eor’inorc of a plurality of classes
in one or more of a plurality of domains, the process co uprising.

3t) selecting a pixel of the target as a starting p'xcl;l

on a fi'amc-by-frarnc basis: a
i'
i

i
1

i
l
1
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forming a tracking box around the startihg pixel and for each pixel of the

input signal in the tracking box forming a histogram f the pixels in the one or more of a
plurality of classes in the one orinore of a plurality oftiotnains;

successively increasing the size of the tra .king box and for cash pixei or" the

5 input signal, in each successive tracking box iformin‘g‘t histogram of the pixels in the one
or more of a plurality of classes in the one or more of plurality of domains;

5 dctcrntitiingwhen the targetgis substantial y Within the tracking hos. Stopping
the sire increasing of said tracking box, and adjusting Pie center of the tracking ‘c-Cizn based
upon the histograms. :

10 '44. A process of tracking a target in inn input signal, the trips: signal

comprising a succession of frames, each frame confiirising a Succession or" pixie. the
target comprising pixels in one or more of a plurality of classes in one 0'; new: of a
plurality of domains, the process comprising, on a fraineby-frntne hasis: forest; ,~.. least
one histogram of the pixels in the one or more ot‘a plitrality of classes in tin more

15 of a plurality of domains. said at least one ltistogt'ntit referring to classes than... . said
target, and identifying the target from said at least. oncgihistogram.

45. The process according to claim 44 ftlltli‘lCl' comprising drawing. ~:- . ’z‘xing
box around the target. ' i

46. The process according to claims 433mm 45. comprising c.t:-.;:.:._ the
20 tracking hox relative to the optical axis of the image. t

47. The apparatus according any one of eliaint. 33-42, eonnirising l2 3 . gram

formation block fanning histograms of speed, a itt‘nory storing up to li’lt' 3;:.;.'.:-.:r of
 

pixels in an image, multiplexers controlling settinI an clearing of said facility, a
classifier enabling only data having selected class fieation criteria to be cons-Listed

25“—futtlTer:”nrcaning—to—possibly~he—"included ~in hist grams formed by commending

histogram formation block.

48. “the apparatus of claim 47 wherein tl e classifier includes a register that

enables the classification criteria to be set by the user r by a separate program.

49. The apparatus according to claim 4 ., comprising a computing mm for

ristics which include the minimum

30 comprising the key characteristics for histograms ion 'th in said memory said (NEE-'tlp‘tlllllg

unit including, memories for each of the key eharact

(MlNloi‘ the histogram, the maximum (MAX) of tlie histogram, the rnnnbs-t' ct” points

-..3.--“.h‘f’.~75...
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(NBP'l‘S) in the. histogram, the position (I’OSRMAXZ of the maximum of the. histogram
and tho number ofpoints (RMAX) at the maximum ofitlic histogram.

' 50. The apparatits' «wording to claims 7-4.9 further comprising an adder
inorommning output of saidincmory, said adder boir 3 controlled by a validation signal

5 from a corresponding validation unit receiving via a his the ”output of said classifier so as

to select only data points in any soicctcd classcs wilhii any sclcctcrldomains.

5 5]. The procoss nocording to claims 43-46 comprising calculating a histOgrom

awarding to a projection axis in a region delimited ‘y an associated classifier, between
two points on tlio projection axis, creating a histogram} of the same points with orientation

to and intensity of motion as input paramctoin and incitiifying the values corresponding to
said two points 'oftltc claésilicr and calculiito an antichiratod next fruinc. i
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dctcnnining, the speed and direction theteofin real tine 1s diselosed.Racl1 nine! (11 animage is smoothed using its own time constant ”A iiinai'y value corresponding to the
existence of 11 significant variation in the etnnlitude o the smoothed pixel from the prior
{1111119.de the amplitude of the variation, are detei111i
pixel is. updated. For each particular pixel twoinatrioi;s are fanned that include a sunset

30f the pixels spatially totaled to the patticnlat pixel. i’ho first 1'11at1i11 (Will1115. the h.nary
values of the subset of pixels. 'th second ntati'ix coniains theannilitnde of11m 1-9.1";511ion

of the subset of pixels. 111 the first 111atiix,it is (leteiininecl whether the pix:is 2!]:11'- an
oriented diteotien relative to the particular pixel have binaryvalues rcnrcsci1:12.0sz of
significant variation, and, for site-h pixels, it is dctcmiined.‘111 the so.(1116 111.111 1 nwh:.‘ncr‘
the amplitndo of these pixels varies in 11 known 1n11n11er indicating mottnni.’ 1 the
oriented direction. in each of several domains, :1 histdgiam of the \(dues in (ii-:- :"::'-'- and
second matrices falling in such domain is formed. Uslngthe histogmmsd. i: (in: cred

whether there is an area having thecharactmistics oi flrcpmtiettlai domain '1'1-: (1‘.l . 3.13
include 111n1i'mmce, h11c,satinntion, speed (V), oriented direction (Di), time. .(II. Till“
(CO), first axis (x(1n)), and second ax1s»(y(m)).
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Period for Reply

A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR REPLY IS SET TO EXPIRE 3 MONTHlS) FROM
THE MAILING DATE OF THIS COMMUNICATION.
- Extensions of time may be available under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136 (a). In no event, however, may a reply be timely filed after SIX )6) MONTHS from the
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- If the period for reply specified above is less than thirty (30) days. a reply within the statutory minimum of thirty (30) days will be considered timely.
- If NO period for reply is specified above, the maximum statutory period will apply and will expire SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication.
- Failure to reply within the set or extended period for reply will, by statute, cause the application to become ABANDONED (35 U.S.C. § 133).
- Any reply received by the Office later than three months after the mailing date of this communication, even if timely filed, may reduce any

earned patent term adjustment. See 37 CFR 1 .704lb).

 

 

  

  
  

  
  
  
  

  

  

  Office Action Summary

            

 

  

 
 

  
  

 

Status

1): Responsive to communicationls) filed on

2a) This action is FINAL. 2b)[\_(I This action is non-final.
 
   

3) Since this application is in condition for allowance except for formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is

closed in accordance with the practice under Ex parte Quayle, 1935 CD. 11; 453 O.G. 213. ‘

 4)I)_(, Claimls) 1‘39 . is/are pending in the application.

 

 

  
  

  

  
  
  

  
  

  
  

  
  

  

  
  

 

  
4a) Of the above, claimls) is/are withdrawn from consideration.

5) Z Claimls) 74-22 and 24-38 is/are allowed.

6)x Claimls) 1-6 70-73, 23 and 39 is/are rejected.

NR Claimls) 7—9 I is/are objected to.

8) _ Claims are subject to restriction and/or election requirement.
Application Papers

9)I:I The specification is objected to by the Examiner.

10)_ The drawingls) filed on is/are a) CI accepted or bIU objected to by the Examiner.

Applicant may not request that any objection to the drawing(s) be held in abeyance. See 37 CFR 1.85(a).

11)- The proposed drawing correction filed on is: a)I:I approved bICI disapproved bLthe Examiner.
 

If approved, corrected drawings are required in reply to this Office action.

12H:1 The oath or declaration is objected to by the Examiner.

Priority under 35 U.S.C. ‘§§ 119 and 120 .

13H)? Acknowledgement is made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119la)—(d) or (f).

mg All b)I:I Some* c)I:I None of:

1. 3 Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.

2. :I Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No.

3. SZI Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this National Stage
applicatlon from the International BUreau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).

*See the attached detailed Office action for alist of the certified copies not received.

14)C Acknowledgement is made of a claim for domestic priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(8).

a) :I The translation of the foreign language provisional application has been received.

15H: Acknowledgement is made of a claim for domestic priority under 35 U.S.C. §§ 120 and/or 121.
Attachmentls)

 
 

 
1) w Notice of References Cited (PTO-892) ‘ 4) D interview Summary (PTO-413) Paper Nols).

2) D Notice of Draftsperson's Patent Drawing Review (PTO-948) ‘ 5) [:1 Notice of Informal Patent Application (PTO-152)

3) R] Information Disclosure Statement(s) (PTO-1449) Paper No(s). 3! 6  6) [:1 Other:

U. S. Patent and Trademark Office

PTO-326 (Rev. 04-01) Office Action Summary Part of Paper No. 8
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i 1. Receipt is acknowledged ofpapers submitted under 35 U.S.C. 119(a)-(d), which papers

have been placed of record in the file.

2. The drawings are objected to as failing to comply with 37 CFR 1.84(p)(5) because they do

no_t include the following reference sign(s) mentioned in the description: “327d” (see page 39, line

4, and note reference sign “27d” in Fig. 24). i

The drawings are objected to as failing to complywith 37 CFR 1.84(p)(5) because they do

include the following reference sign(s) no_t mentioned in the description: “10a” (note the

unlabelled box at the right edge of Fig. l) and “13A” (note the unlabelled, dashed-line box in the

upper left corner of Fig. 2, which apparently differs from element “13a” in Fig. 1).

The drawings are. objected to because the lowermost figure on sheet 5 of the drawings is
not labeled as a “figure”, i.e. it appears that should be labeled “Fig. 11".

The drawings are objected to because in Figs. 2 and 11, it appears that “Z’ ” (denoting

one end of a “bus’f mentioned on page 20, line 22 of the specification) should be --Z1--.

The drawings are objected to because in Fig. 2, it appears that “VI” should be --VL-— (see

page 19, line 4).

The drawings are objected to because in Fig. 11, it appears that “DL” should be “DI-3

(see page 9, line 29).

A proposed drawing correction, corrected drawings, or amendment to the specification to add

reference sign(s) in the description (as appropriate), are required in reply to the Office action to

avoid abandonment of the application. The objection to the drawings will not be held in abeyance.

3. The lengthy specification has not been checked to the extent necessary to determine the

presence of all possible minor errors. Applicant's cooperation is requested in correcting any

errors of which applicant may become aware in the specification.

Errors noted by the examiner include:

page 1, line 22, the patent number at the end of the line is incomplete;

SAMSUNG EXHIBIT 1004
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Art Unit 2632 I

page la (“amended sheet”), line 1, it appears that the Germanpatent number is incorrect,
assuming that this1s the same Germanreference cited by applicant (IDS filed 9/29/00); ,

page 1a (‘amended sheet”), lines 6 and 11- 12, it is unclear if the reference numerals 10,11 and 22
correspond to elements shown1n applicant’s drawings (wherein one or more of applicant’s
drawings constitutes admitted prior art), or to elements shown in a particular prior art

reference; . I

page 3, line 20, “a histograms’ is vague; ‘

page 9, line 11, it appears that the letter “1” should be inserted before the subscript “2.1";
page 9, line 13, it appears that “al” (3 occurrences) should be --a--;

page 9, line 17, it appears that after “succession” should be inserted --of--;

page 9, at the end of line 24 should be inserted a period;

page 9, line 26, it appears “1 1" shOuld be -—12--;

page 11, line 3, a vertical line should be inserted at the end of the equation (to properly indicate
the absolute value function);

page 16, line 27, it appears that “45-” should be --45°--;

page 18, line 15, it appears that “675-” should be --67.5°--;

page 23, line 24, “28 an 29" should be -_-28 and 29--; a,

page 23, last line, it appears that “it” should be --its--;

page 24, line 24, it appears that “13" should be --_l4--;

page 24, line 27, “increments” shOuld be --increment—-;

page 25, last line, it appears that “16" should be --l7--;

page 25, last line, it appears that “53" should be --52--;

page 26, line 1, it appears that after “pixels” ShOuld be inserted --53--;
page 26, line 8, it appears that “50" should be --51--; 0
page 28, line 25, it appears that “longer” should'be --lower--;

page 28, line 26, it appears that “limited” Should be --1imits--;

page 30, line 4, it appears that “any” should be -’-and--;

"—m M ‘ * SAMSUNGE‘XHIBIT 1004
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page 30, line 28, it appears that “increases” should be -—decreases—- (note the equation defining
parameter “R”, described as having a “high” value in Fig. 15A--page 30, lines 24-26);

page 30, line 29, it appears that “maximum” should be --minimum-- (see above);

page 35, lines 1-2, it appears that “310" (2 oCcurrences) should be --319-—, assuming that

“controller” refers to the image processor rather than the sensor per_s_e;

page 39, line 9, it appears that after “driver” should be inserted --is--; A
page 40, line 13, it appears that “is” should be --are--; and

page 41, lines 19-20, reference numerals 30a—d should be 330a—d, respectively (see Fig. 27).

4. Claims 3 and 9 are objected to under MPEP 608.01(m) as containing reference characters

not enclosed by parentheSes; note “V” on line 3 of each claim.

5. Claims 2, 7-13 and 39 are objected to under 37 CFR 1.75(a) for failing to particularly

point out and distinctly claim the subject matter which applicant regards as the invention.

Claim 2, line 1, after “identifying” should be inserted --the--.

Claim 7, line 15, after “step” should be inserted --of--.

Claim 9, line 14, after “step” should be inserted --of--. a.

Claims 11-12, “the step of identifying a facial characteristic...” lacks clear antecedent

basis--note the step recited on lines 16-17 of claim 3, “identifying the location of a facial

characteristic...”.

Claim 39, next-to-last line, the period should be a semi-colon.-

6. The following is a quotation of the second paragraph of 35 U.S.C. 112:

The specification shall conclude with one or more claims particularly pointing out and distinctly claiming the
subject matter which the applicant regards as his invention.

7. Claims ,1-6, 10-13 and 23 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 112, second paragraph, as being

indefinite for failing to particularly point out and distinctly claim the subject matter which

, SAMSUNG EXHIBIT 1004
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applicant regards as the invention,

Claim 1, the subject matter on the last 5 lines of the claim-~starting with “comprising the

steps of’-—is indefinite as it is unclear what part of the overall process is being defined (or further

defined) by these “steps”, i.e. it is unclear how the last two steps recited in the claim are related to

the previously recited steps (such as the “selecting pixels” step, which was originally defined on

lines 4—5 and filrther defined on lines l3-l4). '

Likewise, in claim 3 it is unclear if the “identifying” steps recited on the last 4 lines further

define one of the previous steps recited (such as the “selecting pixels” step, which was originally

defined on lines 4-5 and further defined on lines 13-15), or merely set forth additional steps of the

overall “process” being defined. I

Claim 10, line 3, it appears one or more words are missing after “selecting”.

Claims 10 and 23, line 4 in each claim, the abbreviations “DP” and “CO” should be spelled

out at least once in the claim to identify the intended parameter, more generally, it is unclear what

eye characteristics are being defined by items (i) and (ii) in the claim.

8. The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of 35 U.S.C. 102 that form the

basis for the rejections under this section made in this Office action: 8-

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless -

(b) the invention was patented or described in a printed publication in this or a foreign country or in public use

or on sale in this country, more than one year prior to the date of application for patent in the United States.

9. Claim 39 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. ’1 02(b) as being anticipated by Gerhardt.

See in Gerhardt, Figs. 4—8c; col. 9, line 32 to col. 10, line 17; col. 10, lines 35-48; and col.

16, lines 11-26. Gerhardt discloses a process of detecting a “feature” (e.g. pupil) of an eye, by

acquiring an image comprising pixels corresponding to the “feature” (Figs. 4, 7a, 8a), selecting

pixels of the image corresponding to the “feature” (Gerhardt teaches defining different “sets” of

pixel data, ofwhich one set would correspond to a pupil), forming at least one histogram of the

selected pixels (Figs. 5, 7b, 8b), and analyzing the histogram over time to identify characteristics
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of the “feature” (Figs. 6, 7c, 8C).

10. Claims 14-22 and 24-38 are allowed. Claims 1-13 and 23 would be allowable if rewritten

or amended to overcome the rej ection(s) under 35 U.S.C. 112, second paragraph, set forth in this

Office action.

11. The prior art made of record and not relied upon is considered pertinent to applicant's

disclosure.

Okumura and Suzuki disclose eye-image analysis systems for drowsy car drivers, each

using a histogram ofpixels. Ueno et a1 appears related to the Conference Proceedings publication

cited by applicant. Kumakura et a1 is the US equivalent to the German publication cited by

applicant. Pirim ‘187 is cited of interest.

12. Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the examiner
should be directed to Tom Mullen whose telephone number is (703) 305-43 82. The examiner can

normally be reached on Mon—Thur from 6:30AM to 4:00PM. The examiner can also be reached
on alternate Fridays (6230-3100).

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's superayisor,
Jeff Hofsass, can be reached on (703) 305-4717.

Any inquiry of a general nature or relating to the status of this application or proceeding
should be directed to the Group receptionist whose telephone number is (703) 305-4700.

Any response to this action should be mailed to:

Commissioner ofPatents and Trademarks

Washington, DC. 20231

Or faxed to:

(703) 872—9314
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Hand-delivered responses should be brought to. Crystal Park H, 2121 Crystal

Drive, Arlington. 'VA., Sixth Floor (Receptionist).

T. Mullen

October 2, 2002 ' /
Thomas J. Mullen, Jr.

Primary ExaminerArt Unit 2632
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 Assistant Commissioner for Patents

Washington, DC. 20231 . / > I . V R
on £24454.” . ' 6.1405

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re application of: Examiner: - ‘ Thomas J. Mullen
PATRICK PIRIM, et a1. . Art Unit: 2632

‘W

 
1
:1

Application No.2 09/600,390

., Filed: February9, 2001

For: METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR ‘
DETECTION OF DROWSINESS

,311
i

i
i
I1

 

1 Assistant Commissioner for Patents
J washington, DC. 20231 ’ ' I1 . p /
l
l

Sir:

In response to the Office Action mailed October 8, 2002, please amerLd the

g; above-identified application as follows:

IN THE SPECIFICATION:
/’“

Please amend the indicated paragraphs to read as follows:

Para a hbe innin' on a el line21:

Numerous devices have been proposed to detect drowsiness of dnvers.
Such devices are shown, for example, in US. Patent Nos. 5,841,354; 5,813,993;

 

63 5,689,241; 5,684,461; 5,682,144; 5,469,143; 5,402,109; 5,353,013; 5,195,606; 4,928,090;
W' 4,555,697; 4,485,375; and 4,259,665. In general, these devices fall into three categories:

i) deviCes that detect movement of the head of the driver, e.g., tilting; ii) devices that

Lg G (A
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al . detect a physiological change in the driver, e.g., altered heartbeat or breathing, and iii)
0 MLl devices that detect a physical result of the driver falling asleep, e.g., a reduced grip on the

steering wheel. None of these devices is believed to have met with commercial success--
  

 Parag‘rarfieginning on page 2, line 1:

\ The-German patent applicatiOn DE 19715519 and the corresponding

French patent application FR-2.747.346 disclose an apparatus and a process of evaluation

of the drowsiness level of a driver using a video camera placed near the feet of the driver

and a processing unit for processing the camera image with software detecting the blinks

of the eyes to determine the time gap between the beginning and the end of the blink. ‘

More particularly, a unit of the processor realizes . I
W 0 a memorization of the video image and its treatment, so as to

determine an area comprising the driver’s eyes,

0 the detection of the time gap between the closing of the driver

eyelids and their full opening and

0 a treatment in a memo and a processor in combination with the unit

to calculate a ratio of slow blink apparition. -

—————-————-——————————-—-—-—-T-—————-——————"‘—.‘ I , a; '
, Paragraph beginning on page}, line 23: _  

 
 
 

Commonly-owned PCT Appl' ation Serial Nos. PCT/FR97/01354 and / .

/EP98/05383 disclose a generic image rocessing system that operates to localize/the
driver, or a facial characteristic of the driv r, such as the driver‘s nostrils, and then

w . l identify the sub-area of the image using
driver may be identified by selecting pi

 

 

 
 
 

 

anthropomorphic model. The head of the

ls of the image having characteristics

“ corresponding to edges of the head of t driver. Histograms of the selected pixels of the
ledges of the driver‘s head areproj ecte onto orthOgonal axes. These histograms are then

t nalyzed to identify the edges of the d iver's head. .

bl
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/.,

Para a hbe innin On a e3 line 7:

The facial characteristic of the driver ”may be identified by selecting pixels

 

 

of the1mage having characteristics corresponding to the facial characteristic. Histograms
of the selected pixels of the facial characteristic are pm]ected onto orthogonal axes.

These histograms are then analyzed to identify the facial characteristic. If desired, the

step of identifying the facial characteristic in the image involves searching sub-images of
the1mage until the facial characteristic is found. In the'case‘in which the facial

characteristic is the nostrils of the driver, a histogram is formed ofpixels having low

4’ luminance levels to detect the nostrils. To confirm detection of the nostrils, the0‘ histograms of the nostril pixels may be analyzed to determine Whether the spacing
between the nostrils isrwithin a desired range and whether the dimensions of the nostrils
fall within a desired range. In order to confirm the identification of the facial

characteristic, an anthropomorphic model and the location of the facial characteristic are

used to select a sub—area of the image containing a second facial characteristic. Pixels of

the image having characteristics corresponding to the second facial characteristic are
selected and histograms of the selected pixels-of the second facial characteristic are

analyzed to confirm the identification of the first facial characteristic.

  
step of selecting pixels of the1mage having characteristics corresponding to
characteristics of an eye of the driver involves selecting pixels having low luminance

a5“ levels corresponding to shadowing of the eye. In this embodiment, the step of analyzing
the histogram over time to identify each opening and closing of the eye involves

, analyzing the shape of the eye shadowing to determine openings and closings of the eye.

The histograms of shadowed pixels are preferably projected onto orthogonal axes, and
the Step of analyzing the shape of the eye shadowing involves analyzing the width and

U z/ ,_ W
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/
a hbe innin on a e4line1:

 

  
 

 

   Para

An alternative method of determining openings and closings of the eyes of

the driver involves selecting pixels of the image having characteristics of movement

corresponding to blinking. In this embodiment, the step of analyzing the histogram over

time to identify each opening and closing 'of the eye involves analyzing the number of

w pixels in movement corresponding to blinking over time. The characteristics of a
blinking eye are preferably selected from the group consistihgof i) DP=l, ii) CO

indicative of a blinking eyelid, iii) vaccity indicative of a blinking eyelid, and iv) up and

down movement indicative of a blinking eyelid. .

 
 

 
 

PWeginning on page 4,” line 9:
An apparatus for detecting avdriver falling asleep includes a sensor for

acquiring an image of the face of the driver,» a controller, and a histogram formation unit
for forming a histogram on pixels having selected characteristics. The controller controls

a r, the histogram formation unit to select pixels of the image having characteristics
corresponding to characteristics of at least one eye of the driver and to form a histogram

of the selected pixels. The controller analyzes the histogram over time to identifies each

opening and closing of the eye, and determines from the opening and closing information

on the eye, characteristics indicative of the driver falling asleep.

Para V a h be innin on a e 8, line 24:

The apparatus of the invention is similar to that described in the

aforementioned PCT Application Serial Nos. PCT/FR97/Ol354 and PCT/EP98/05383,

which will be described herein for purposes of clarity. Referring to Figs. 1 and 11, the

generic image processing system 22 includes a spatial and temporal processing unit 11 in

ii , combination with a'histogram formation unit 22a. Spatial and temporal processing unit ‘
11 includes an input 12 that receives a digital video signal S originating from a video

QM: camera or other imaging device '13 which monitors a scene 13a. Imaging device 13 is
preferably a conventional CMOS-type CCD owera, which for purposes of the presently-

described invention is mounted on a vehicle facing the driver. It will be appreciated that

' \ ‘ SAMSUN’GWEXH'IBIT 1004 I
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when used in non-vehicular applications, the camera may be mounted in any desired

fashion to detect the specific criteria of interest. It is also foreseen that any other

appropriate sensor, e. g., ultrasound, IR, Radar, etc., may be used as the imaging device.

fig Imaging device 13 may have a direct digital output, or an analog output that is converted
1m,& by an A/D converter into digital signalS Imaging device 13 may also be integral with

generic image processing system 22, if desired, for example as represented by element

13A. . ,
Mt.)

L. ‘ Parmming on page 9, line 9:
While signal S may be a progressive signal, it is preferably composed of a

succession of pairs of interlaced frames, TR1 and TR'1 and TR2 and TR'z, each consisting

of a succession of horizontal scanned lines, e.g., 11,1, 11,2,..’.,11.17 in TR], and 12_1, TRZ. Each

afl line consists of a succession ofpixels or image pointsPI, e.g., am, am and a” for line
11.1; am and a117,; for line 11,17 ; an and am for line 12,1. Signal S(PI) represents signal S

compOsed of pixels PI.

L Paragraph begmning on page 9, line 15: ,
S(PI) includes a frame synchronization signal (ST) at the beginning of

M 

each frame, a line synchronization signal (SL) at the beginning of each line, and a

a! o blanking signal (BL). Thus, S(PI) includes a succession of frames, which are
representative of the time domain, and within each frame, a series of lines and pixels,

which are representative of the spatial domain.

L Paragraph beginning on page 9, line 20:
' In the time domain, "successive frames" shall refer to successive frames of

, the same type (i.e., odd frames such as TR1 or even frames such as TR'1), and "successive

OJ l pixels in the same position" shall denote successive values of the pixels (P1) in the same
location in successive frames of'the same type, e.g., a“ of 11,1 in frame TR1 and a“ of 111

in the next corresponding frameTRz.
 

icy/i (X
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Paragraph beglnnmg on page 9,,11ne 25:

 
 
 

 
  

Spatial and temporal processing unit 11 generates outputs ZH and SR 14

to a data bus 23 (Fig. 12), which are preferably digital signals. Complex signal ZH

comprises a number of Output signals generated by the system, preferably including
signals indicating the existence and localization of an area or object in motion, and the
speed V and the oriented direction of displacement D1 of each pixel of the image. Also

preferably output from the systemis input digital video signal S, which is delayed (SR) to
make it synchronous with the output ZH for the frame, taking into account the calculation '
time for the data in composite signal ZH (one frame). The delayed signal SRIS used tomay
display the image received by Camera 13 on a monitor or television screen 10, which may
also be used to display the information Containedin composite signal ZH. Composite
signal ZH may also be transmitted to a separate processing assembly 10ain which further
processmg of the Signal may be accomplished. _ -

L, P graph beginnin on a e 10, line 25:
Referring to Fig. 3, temporal processing unit 15 includes a first block 15a

 
 
    

' which receives the pixels PI of input Video signal S. For each pixel PI, the temporal

processing unit 15 retrieves from memory 16 a smoothed value LI of this pixel from the
immediately preceding corresponding frame, which was calculated by temporal

Q‘b processing unit 15 during processing of the immediately prior frame and storedin 3‘
memory 16 as LO. Temporal processing unit 15 calculates the absolute value AB of the
difference between each pixel value PI and LI for the same pixel position (for example

a1,1,of11,1 in TR1 and ole in TRz: I
i = |PI-LI|.

  
 

Spatial processing unit 17 distributes into Ix m matrix 21 the incoming

aid flows of Dpijt and com from temporal processing unit 15. It will be appreciated that only
M a subset of all DPijt, and COiJ-t values will be includedin matrix 21, since the frameIS

I SAMSUNG EXHIBIT 1004 i
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0L [4 much larger, having L lines and MA pixels per row (e.'g., 312.5 lines and 250-800 pixels),
0M " depending upon the TV standard used.

, K?E_ ‘ Paragraph beginning on page 16, line 24:
 

. In matrix M3, positionsa, b, c, d, f, g, h, i around the central pixel Q

correspond to eight oriented directions relative to the central pixel. The eight directions

aiS—I‘ may be identified using the Freeman code illustrated in Fig. 6, the directions being coded
,~ 0 to 7 starting from the x axis, in steps of 45. In the Freeman Code, the eight possible

oriented directions, may be represented by a 3-bit number since 23 = 8.
 

‘ w u o n
1: Paragraph beginning on page 18, line 6:
 

Two tests are preferably performed on the results to remove uncertainties.

The first test chooses the strongest variation, in other words the highest time constant, if
there are variations of CO along several directions in one of the nested matrices. The

second test arbitrarily chooses one of two (or more) directions along which the variation

of CO is identical, for example by choosing the smallest value of the Freeman code, in

a‘ L! the instance’when identical lines of motion are directed in a single matrix in different
directions. This usually arises when the actual direction of displacement is

approximately between two successive coded directions in the Freeman code, for

example between directions 1 and 2' corresponding to an (oriented) direction that canbe

denoted 1.5 (Fig. 6) of about 67.5. Withthe x axis direction (direction 0 in the Freeman

code). . ' I I '

 Paragraph beginning on page 20, line 6:.

Fig. 9 shows the case in which DP = l and COu changes value by one unit

in the two specific positions Lu; and Cus and indicates the corresponding slope Pp. In all

m7 cases, thedisplaceme‘nt speed is a function of the position in which CO changes value by
one unit. If CO changes by one unit in Lu or Cu only, it corresponds to the value of the

W. CO variation position. If CO changes by one unit in a position in Lu and in a position in

' ' SAMSUNG EXHIBIT 1004
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Cu, the speed is proportional to the distance between MRu and E}u (intersection of the line

perpendicular to Cu - Lu passing through MRu).
 

E. , Paragrapfibegfnning on page 23, line 1:
 

 

Classifier 25b enables only data having selected classification criteria to

be considered further, meaning to possiblybe included in the histograms formed by

histogram formation blocks 24—29. For example, with respect , to speed, which is

preferably a value in the range of 0-7, classifier 25b may be set to consider only data
within a'particular speed category or categories, e.g., speed 1, speeds 3 or 5, speed 3-6,

. etc. Classifier 25b includes a register 106 that enables the classification criteria to be set

by the user, or by a separate computer program. By way of example, register 106 will

include, in the case of speed, eight registers numbered 0—7. By setting a register to "1",

e.g., register number 2, only data that meets the criteria of the selected class, e.g., speed

2, will result in a classification output of "1". Expressed mathematically, for any given

register in which R(k) = b, where k is the register number and bis the boolean value

stored in the register: '

i Output= R(data(V))

So for a data point V’of magnitude 2, the output of classifier 25b will be "1" only if

R(2)=l. The classifier associated with histogram formation block 24 preferably has‘256

registers, one register for each possible luminance value of the image. The classifier—
associated with histogram formation block 26 preferably has 8 registers, one register for

each possible direction value. The classifier associated with histogram formation block

27 preferably has 8 registers, one register for each possible value of CO. The classifier

associated with histogram formation block 28 preferably has the same number of

registers as the number ofpixelsiper line. Finally, the classifier associated with

histogram formation block 29 preferably has the same number of registers as the number

of fines per frame. The output of each classifier is communicated to each of the

validation blocks 30-35 via bus 23, in the case of histogram formation. blocks 28 and 29,

through combination unit 36,, which will be discussed further below.

‘ : Hr
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i / u n -
Paragraph begmning on page 23, line 26: 

_ Validation units 30-35 receive the classification information in parallel

from all classification units in histogram formation blocks 24 - 29. Each validation unit

generates a validation signal which is communicated to its associated histogram
formation block 24 - 29. ThenivalidatiOn signal determines, for each incoming pixel,

whether the histogram formation block will utilize that pixel in forming its histOgram. ,

Referring again to Fig. 14, whichishOwsahistogram formation block 25,1validation unit 31
includes a register block 108 having aregister associated with each histogram formation
block, or more generally, a regiSter associated with each data domain that the system is V

capable of processing, in this case, luminance, speed, direction, CO, and x and y position;

The content of each register in register block 108 is a binary value that may be set by a

user or by a computer controller. Each validation unit receive-via bus 23 the output of

each of the classifiers, in this case numbered 0 p, keeping in mind that for any data v

. domain, e.g., speed, the output of the classifier for that data domain will only be " l " if the

particular data point being considered is in the class of the registers set to "1" in the
classifier for that data domain. The validation signal from each validation unit will only

be "1" if for each register in the validation unit that is set to "1", an input of "1" is

received from the classifier for the domain of that register. This may be expressed as
S—

follows:

out #(Eo + Rego).(l7u + Reg,) .;. (En + Reg" )(ino +in, +... in”)

where Reg0 is the register in the validation unit associated with input inc. Thus, using the

classifiers in combination with validation units 30 - 35, the system may select for

processing only data points in any selected classes within any selected domains. For

example, the system may be used to detect only data points having speed 2, direction 4,

and luminance 125 by Setting each of the following registers to "1 ": the registers in the

validation units for speed, direction, and luminance, register 2 in the speed classifier,

register 4 in the direction classifier, and register 125 in the luminance classifier. In order

(lb
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to form those pixels into a block, the registers in the validation units for the x and y
directions would be set to “1" as well. ________________________.__——————-——

Paragrgh beginning on page 24, line 24: p

Referring again toFig 14, validation signal V2 is updated on a pixel—by—
pixel basis. If, for a particular pixel, validation signal V2is "l", adder 110 increments
the output of memory 100 by one..1f,for a particular pixel, validation signal V21s "0",
adder 100 does not increment the output of memory. In any case, the output of adder 100
is stored1n memory 100 at the address corresponding to the pixel being considered. For

example, assuming that memory 1001s usedto form a histogram of speed, which may be
categorized as speeds 0-7, and where memory 100 will include 0-7 corresponding
memory 10cations, if a pixel with speed 6'15 received, the address input to multiplexor
104 through the data line will be 6. Assuming that validation signal V2 is "l“, the
content in memory at location 6 will be incremented. Over the course of an image,

memory 100 will contain a histogram of the pixels for the image in the category

associated with the memory. If, for a particular pixel, validation signal V2 is "0" because
that pixel'18 not in a category for which pixels are to be counted (e g, because that pixel
does not have the correct direction, speed, or luminance), that. pixel will not be used1n
forming the histogram.

 
 

Paragfim'eginning on page 25, line 29:
The system of the invention includes a semi-graphic masking function to

select pixels to be considered by the system. Fig. 17 shows a typical image 52 consisting
of pixels 53 arranged in a Q x R matrix, which is divided into sub-matrices 51 each
having a dimension of s x t, wherein each s x t sub-matrix includes s x 2‘ number of pixels
of the image. Each sub-, matrix shown in. Fig. 17 is a 3x4 matrix. In a preferred
embodiment, s=9 and t=12, although any appropriate sub—matrix size may be used, if
desired, including 1 x 1. Referring to Fig. 12, histogram processor 22a includes a semi-

graphic memory 50, which includes a one-bit memory lOcation corresponding to each s x
‘1‘ matrix. For any given sub-matrix 51, the corresponding bit in memory 50 may be set to

(fl 1 9
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"O", which has the effect ofignoring all pixels in such sub—matrix 51, or may be set to "1" ‘ '

in which case all pixels in such sub-matrix 51 will be considered in forming histograms._

Thus, by using semi-graphic memory 50, it is possible to limit those areas of the image to

be considered during histogram formation. For example, when an image of a road taken

by a camera facing forward on-a vehicle is used to detect the lanes of the road, the pixel
information of the road at the farthest distances from the camera generally does not
contain useful information. Accordingly, in such an application, the semi- graphic

_ memory 50 is used to maSk off the distant portions of the road by setting semi-graphic

memory 50 to ignore such pixels. A1ternatively,_the portion of the road to be ignored

may be masked by setting the system to track pixels only within a detection box that

excludes the undesired area of the screen, as discussed below.

Para a E be innin on a e 27, line 3:

In order to locate the position of an object having user specified criteria

within the image, histogram blocks 28 and 29 are used to generate histograms for the x

and y positions of pixels with the selected criteria". These are shown in Fig. 13 as

histograms along the x and y coordinates. These x and y data are output to moving area

formation block 36 which combines the abscissa and ordinate information X(m)2 and

y(m)2 respectively into a composite signal xy(m) that is output onto bus 23. A sampk.

composite histogram 40 is shown in Fig. 13. The various histograms and composite

signal xy(m) that-are output to bus 23 are used to determine if there is a moving area in

the image, to localize this area, and/or to determine its speed and oriented direction.

Because the area in relative movement may be in an observation plane along directions x

andy which are not necessarily orthogonal, as discussed below with respect to Fig. 18, a

data change block 37 (Fig. 12) may be used to convert the x and y data to orthogonal

coordinates. Data'change block 37 receives Orientation signals x(m)1 and y(m)o for
x(m)o and y(m)o axes, as well as pixel clock signals HP, line sequence'and column

sequence signals SL and SC (these three signals being grouped together in bundle F in
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a; ': . Figs. 2, 4, and 11) and generates the orthogonal x(m)1 and y(m)1 signals that are output to
N. histogram formation blocks 28 and 29 respectively. V

D Paragraph begmning on page 27, line 20: v
In order to process pixels only within a user defined area, the x—direction

XMIN and XMAX values in a uSer-programmable memory in x-‘direction histogram

formation unit 28 or in linear combinationurrits 30-35. Any pixels outside of this class

will not be processed. Similarly,,.y-di_rection histogram formation unit 29 may beset to

process pixels only in a class ofpixels defined by boundaries YMIN and YMAX. This is
accomplished by setting the YMIN and YMAX values in a user-programmable memory

in y—direction histogram formation unit 29 or in linear combination units 30—35. Thus, the

system can process pixels only in a'defmed rectangle by setting the XMIN and XMAX,
and YMIN and YMAX values as desired. Of course, the classification criteria and

a9.3) validation criteria from the other histogram formation units may be set in order to form
histograms of only selected classes of pixels in selected domains within the selected

rectangular area. The XMIN and XMAX memory locations have a sufficient number of
bits to represent the maximum number ofpixelsin the x dimension of the image under

4 g consideration, and the YMIN and YMAX memory locations have a sufficient number of
bits to represent the maximum number of pixels in the y dimension of the image under
consideration. As discussed further below, the x and y axes may be rotated in order to

create histograms of projections along the rotated axes. In a preferred embodiment, the
XMIN, XMAX, YMIN and YMAX memory locations have a sufficient number of bits to

represent the maximum number of pixels along the diagonal of the image under

consideration (the distance from "Origin" to "Stop" in Fig. 15). In this way, the system

may be used to search within a user-defined rectangle along a user-defined rotated axis

‘ system. ,

 a/ f... '
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N v Paragraph beg1nn1ng on page 28,11ne 21: /\

Fig. 13 diagrammatically represents the envelopes of histograms 38 and

 

39, respectively in x and y coordinates, for velocity data. In this example, xm and yM

represent the x and y coordinates of the maxima of the two histograms 38 and 39,

whereas 12, and 1b fer the x axis and 1c and 1d for the y axis represent the limits of the range

QM of significant or interesting speeds, la and 1c being the lower limits and 1b and 1d being the
upper limits of the significant portions'of the histograms; Limits la, 11,, 1c and 1d may be

set by the user or by an application program ‘using'the system, may be set as a ratio of the

maximum of- the histogram, e.g., xM/2:,_ or may be set as otherwise desired for the

particular application.

 
While the system of the invention has been described with respect to

formation of histograms using an orthogonal coordinate system defined by the horizontal

and vertical axes of the video image, the system may be used to form histograms using

non-orthogonal axes that are user-defined. Figs. 15A and 15B show a method of using

rotation of the analysis axis to determine the orientation of certain points in an image, a

method which may be used, for example to detect lines. In a preferred embodiment, the

x-axis may be rotated in up to 16 different directions (180°/l6), and the y-axis may be

independently rotated by up to 16 different directions. Rotation of the axes is

a}; accomplished using data line change block 37 which receives as an input the user~defined
fl axes of rotation for each of the x and y axes, and which performs a Hough transform toQ convert the x and y coordinate values under consideration into the rotated coordinate axis

system for consideration by the x and y histogram formation units 28‘and 29. The

operation of conversion between coordinate systems using a Hough transform is known
in the art. Thus, the user may select rotation of the x-coordinate system in up to 16

different directions, and may independently rotate the y-coordinate system in up to 16

different directions. Using the rotated coordinate systems, the system may perform the

functionality described above, including searching within user-defined rectangles (on the
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w rotated axes), forming hiStograms on the rotated axes, and searching using velocity, 1
 

 
direction, etc.  

Paragrap‘h’fiegnning on page-3‘0, line 24:

Fig. ~15A shows a histogram of certain points under consideration, where

the histogram isitaken along the xeaxis, i.e., projected down onto the x-axis. In this
example, the ratio R, while not calculated, is high, and contains little information about
the orientation of the points under consideration. As the x-axis is rotated, the ratio R

decreases, until, as shown in Fig. 15B, at approximately 45° theratio R would reach a

minimum. This indicates that the points under consideration are most closely aligned

perpendicular to the 45° x=axis. In Operation, on successive frames, or on the same
frame if multiple x-direction histogram formation units are available, it is advantageous

M to calculate R at different angles, e.g., 33.75" and 57.25° (assuming the axes are limited
to 16 degrees of rotation), in order to constantly ensure that R is at a minimum. For

applications in which it is desirable to detect lines, and assuming the availability of 16 x-
direction histogram formation units, it is advantageous to carry out the calculation of R
simultaneously along all possible axes to determine the angle with the minimum R to
determine the direction of orientatiOn of the line. Because the x and y axes may be

rotated independently, the x and y histogram formation units are capable of 3'.
simultaneously independently detecting lines, such as each side line of a road, in the same
manner.
 
  

  

 

Paragraph beginning on page 31,71ine 11: ..  
 

As discussed above, the system of the invention may be used to search for

objects within a bounded area defined by XMIN, XMAX, YMIN and YMAX. Because a

4 moving object may leave the bounded area the system preferably includes an anticipationM function which enables XMIN, XMAX, YMIN and YMAX to be automatically modified

tmk . by the system to compensate for the speed and direction of the target. This is
‘ accomplished by determining values for O-MVT, corresponding to orientation (direction)
of movement of the target within the bounded area using the direction histogram, and l-

(
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MVT, corresponding to the intensity (velocity) of movement. Using these parameters,

controller 42 may modify the values of XMIN, XMAX, YMIN and YMAX on a frame-

(1 by-frame basis to ensure that the target remains in the bounded box being searched.
0d These parameters also enable the system to determine when a» moving object, e.g., a line,

CMiL that is being tracked based upon its axis of rotation, will be changing its axis of
orientation, and- enable the system to anticipate a new orientation axis in order to

maintain a minimized value ofR.

L, * Pafi'grap‘l'rb’eginning on page 311, line 25:
Referring to Fig. 12, a controller 42, which is preferably a conventional
 

microprocessor based controller,lis used to control the-various elements of the system and
to enable user input of commands and controls, such as with a computer mouse and
keyboard (not shoWn), or other input device. Referring to Fig. 11, components 11 and

22a, and controller 42, are preferably formed on a single integrated circuit. Controller 42
is in communication with data bus 23, which allows controller 42 to run a program to '

09% control various parameters that may be set in the System and to analyze the results. In
order to select the criteria of pixels to be tracked, controller 42 may also directly control

the following: i) content of each register in classifiers 25b, ii) the content of each register
in validation units 30-35; iii) the content of XMIN, XMAX, YMIN and YMAX, iv)‘the

orientation angle of each of the x and y'axes, and V) semi-graphic memory 50. Controller

42 may also retrieve i) the content of each memory 100 and ii) the content of registers

112, in order to analyze the results of the histogram formation process. In addition, in
general controller 42 may access and control all data and parameters used in the system.

i g . ‘ Paragraphheginning on page 32, line 28: ,
' The system of. the invention utilizes a video camera or other sensor to

receive images of the driver T inorder to detect when the driver is falling asleep. While

Q99 various methods ofpositioning the sensor shall be described, the sensor may generally be

Qm positioned by any means and in. any location that permits acquisitibn of a continuous
image of the face of the driver when seated in the driver's seat. Thus, it is foreseen that

. ,, ‘ /\V15 ‘SAMSUNG EXHIBIT1004 5\
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sensor 310 may be mounted to the vehicle or on the vehicle in any appropriate location,

0 9 q such as in or on the vehicle dashboard, steering wheel, door, rear-view mirror, ceiling,
etc., to enable sensor 310 to view the face of the driver. An appropriate lens may be

6”. mounted on the sensor 310 to give the sensor a wider View if required to see drivers of
different sizes.
 

 
  

Figs. 18 and 19 show a conventional rear-view mirror arrangement in

which a driver T can see ahead along direction 301 and rearward (via rays 302a and
302b) through a rear-view mirror 303; Referring to Fig. 20, mirror 303 is attached to the

vehicle body 305 through a connecting arm 304 which enables adjustment of vision axes
302a and 302b. Axes 301 and 302b are generally parallel and are oriented. in the
direction of the vehicle. Optical axis 306, which is perpendicular to the face 303a of

mirror 303, divides the angle formed by axes 302a and 302b into equal angles a and b.

Axis 307, which is perpendicular to axis 302b and therefore generally parallel to the

‘ attachment portion of vehicle body 305, defines an angle 0 between axis 307 and mirror
w I face 303a which is generally equal to angles a and b. A camera or sensor 310 is

preferably mounted to the mirror by means of a bracket 299. The camera may be
mounted in any desired position to enable the driver to have a clear View of the road.,_

while enabling sensor 310 to acquire images of the face of the driver. Bracket 299 may

be an adjustable bracket, enabling the camera to be faced in a desired direction, i.e.,
toward the driver, or-may be at a fixed orientation such that 'when the mirror is adjusted

by drivers of different sizes, the camera continues to'acquire the face of the driver. The
signal from the camera is communicated to the image processing system, which operates

as described below, by means of lead wires or the like (not shown in Figs. 18—20).
 

 
E: Para Ia hbe—i’nQn on a e 33, line 25:

'Figs. 21 and 22 shew a rear-view mirror assembly 308 in which sensor

Mi 310 IS mounted interior to the mirror assembly Mirror assembly 308 IS adapted so that as
QW‘ assembly 308 IS adjusted by a driver, sensor 310 remains dlrected toward the face of the
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driver. Rear-view mirror assembly 308 includes a two-way mirror 309 having a face

309a, movably oriented to provide a rear view to the driver. Sensor 310, .which is

preferably an electronic mini-camera or MOS sensor with a built-in lens, is axed to a

bracket 311, is oriented facing the driver using a mechanical arrangement that enables

sensor 310 to receive an image of the faceo‘f the driver when mirror 309 is adjusted so

that the driver has a rear View of the'vehicl'e". The mechanical arrangement consists of a

0M . Cardan type mechanical joint, which causes automatic adjustment of the bracket 311
when the driver adjusts the rear view mirror: so that the receiving face 310a of sensor 310
receives theimageof the face of the driver,1.e., optical axis 310b remains aligned toward

the head of the driver.

 e‘innin on a e34, line 26:

sensor 310 is connected by means of one or more lead wires 318 to image

processor 319, which1s preferably an image processing system of the type discussed
above and1s preferably1n the form of an integrated circuit inside rear-view mirror

assembly 308. In a preferred embodiment, image processing system 319is integrally

W constructed with sensor 310. Alternatively, image processing system 319 may be located
exterior to mirror assembly 308 by means of conventional lead wires. While controller

319 is preferably a microprocessor, it is foreseen that controller 319 may be an ASIQ or
simple controller deSigned to perform the functions specified herein, particularly if the
system is embedded, e.g. contained in a mirror assembly or integral with a vehicle.

V I - Paragraph beginning on page 36, line 21: , .

As an alternative method of detecting the presence of the driver, if sensor

310 is mounted in a manner thatenables (or requires) that the sensor be adjusted toward

01:56 the face of the driver prior toluse,‘ e.g., by adjustment of the rear-view mirror shown in
. Fig. 21, the system may activate an alarm until the sensor has acquired the face of the

driver.
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 Paragraph’lfinning on page ‘36, line 25:
The driver may also be detected by using the image processing system to

detect the driver entering the driver's seat. This assumes that the1mage processing
system and sensor 310 are already powered when the driver enters the vehicle, such as by

connecting the1mage processing system and sensor to a circuit of the vehicle electrical

system that has constant power. Alternatively, the system may be poweredlupon
detecting the vehicle door open, etc. When the driver enters the driver's seat, the image
from sensor 310 will be characterized by many pixels of the image being in motion

Lt (DP=1), with CO. having a relatively high value, moving in a lateral direction away from
a5 the driver's door. The pixels will also have hue characteristics of skin. In this

embodiment, in a mode in which the system is trying to detect the presence of the driver,

controller 42 sets the validation units to detect movement of the driver into the vehicle by

setting the histogram formation units to detect movement characteristics of a driver

entering the driver's seat. Most easily, controller 42 may set the validation units to detect

DP=1, and analyze the histogram in the histogram formation unit for DP to detect

movement indicative of a person entering the vehicle, e. g., NBPTS exceeding a

threshold.
 

L, , Paragfiph-befinning on page 37, line 10: _
Fig. 23 shows the field of View 323 of sensor 310 between directions 323a

and 323b where the head T of the driver is within, and is preferably centered in, conical

field 323. Field 323 may be kept relatively narrow, given that the movements of the head

W T of the driver during driving are limited. Limitation of field 323 improves the
sensitivity of the system since the driver'5 face will be represented1n the images received

from sensor 310 by a greater number ofpixels, which improves the histogram formation

process discussed below.

i ParaéaphQng on page 39; line 1:
As illustrated in Fig. 24, the pixels having the selected characteristics are

Q5] I formed into histograms 324x'and 324y along axes Ox and 0y, i.e., horizontal and vertical
7 P
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projections, respectively. Slight movements of the head ofthe driver having the

characteristics selected are indicated as ripples 327a, 327b, 327C and 327d, which are

shown in line form but which aetually extend over a small area surrOunding the periphery
of the head. Peaks 325a and 325b of histogram 324x, and 3250 and 325d of histogram

324y delimit, by their respective coordinates 326a, 326b, 3260 and 326d, a frame

bounded by straight lines Ya, Yb, Xc, Xd, which generally correspond to the area in which
the face V of the driver is located. Controller 42 reads the histograms 324x and 324y

from the histogram formation units, preferably during the blanking interval, and detects

the locations. ofpeaks 325a, 32'5b2.32§° and 325d (408). In order to ensure that the head
has been identified, the distance betWeen peaks 325a and 325b and between peaks 325b

and 3250 are preferably testedto fall with a range corresponding to the normal ranges of

human head sizes.
 

i:- ' emfigfifi beginning on page 39, line 15: 0
Once the location of coordinates 326a, 326b, 3260 and 326d has been

established, the area surrounding the face of the driver is masked from further processing

(410). Referring to Fig. 25, this is accomplished by having cOntroller 42 set XMIN,‘

XMAX, YMIN and YMAX to correspond to Xc, Xd, Ya, and Yb respectively. This

masks the cross- hatched area surrounding face V from further consideration, whichvhelps

to eliminate background movement from affecting the ability of the system to detect the

eye(s) of the driver. Thus, for subsequent analysis, only pixels in central area Z, framed

by the lines Xc, Xd, Ya, Yb and containing face V are considered. As analternative
method of masking thearea outside central area Z, controller 42 may set the semi-graphic

memory 50 (Fig. 12) to mask off these areas. As indicated above, the semi—graphic

memory may be used to mask off selected pixels of the image in individual or small

rectangular groups. Since head V is not rectangular, use of the semi-graphic memory

enables better masking around the rounded edges of the face to better eliminate

background pixels from further consideration.
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Paragraph beginning onpage 40, line 6: 

’ Once the frame has been established, a centered—Face flagIS set to "1"
(412), and controller 42 initiates the process of reducing the frame size to more closely i
surround the eyes of the driverReferring to Fig. 26, in which frame Z denotes the area

bounded by. Ya, , Yb, Xc, Xd determined1n the prior step, controller 42 initially uses the

usual anthropomorphic ratiobetween the zone of the eyes and the entire face for a human
being, especiallyin the vertical direct1on to reduce the areaunder consideration to cover

a smaller zone 2' bounded by lines Y'a Y’b X’c and X’d that includes the eyes U of the

driver. Thus, the pixels in the outer cross-hatched area of Fig. 27 are eliminated from

a%% Consideration and only the area within frame Z' is further considered. This is
accomplished by having controller 42 set XMIN, XMAX, YMIN and YMAX to

correspond to X' X'd Y' and Y’b respectively (414) This masks the pixels in the area

outside Z' from fi1rther consideration. Thus, for subsequent analysis, only pixelsin area

' Z‘ containing eyes U are considered. As an alternative method of maSking the area

outside area 2‘, controller 42 may set the semi-graphic memory 50 to mask off these
areas. It15 foreseen that an anthropomorphic ratio may be used to set frame 2' around
only a single eye, with detection ofblinkmg being generally the same as described below,
but for one eye only.
 $..

- [: ParagKh beginning on page 41, line 14: > ' '
l ' ' ' ' Fig. 27 illustrates histogram 328x alongaxis 0x and histogram 328y along

axis 0y of the pixels with theselected criteria corresponding to the driver's eyelids,
preferably DP=1 with verticalmovement. Controller 42 analyzes thehistogram and

determines peaks 329a, 329b,329C and329d of the histogram. These peaks are used to
Oqu ' determine horizontal lines X’ and X”d and vertical lines Y"a and Y”b which define an

fit area of movement of the eyelids Z", the m6vemerits of the edges of which are indicated at‘ 3Q 330a and 33% for one eye and 330c and 330d for the other eye (424). The position of
the frame bounded by Y"a, Y”b, X”c, X”d is'preferably determined and updated by time-

_averaging thevalues of peaks 032921,. 329b, 3290 and 329d, preferably every ten frames or
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less. Once the eyes have been detected and frame Z" has been established an Eye 7

Centered flag is set to "1" (426) and only pixels within frame Z" are thereafter‘processed.
.W. 

i. w Paraglfipl-rfié'gfinin on a e42,line 3: - , '

0419

Fig. 29A illustrates on curve C the variation over time of the number of

pixels in each'frame having the selected criteria, e.g., DP = 1, wherein successive peaks.

P1, P2, P3 correspond to successive blinks. This information is determined by controller

42 by reading NBPTS of the x and/or y histogram formation units. Alternatively,

controller 42 may analyze the x and/or y histograms of the histogram formatiOn units

(Fig. 27) to detect peaks 329a and 32% and/or 329C and 329d, which over time will

exhibit graph characteristics similar to those shown in Fig. 29A.
_—_—______________________________________________——————J—

I Paragraph‘beginning on page 42, line 10:

Ml

Controller 42 analyzes the data in Fig. 29A over time to determine the

location and timing of peaks in the graph (428). This may be done, for example, as

shown in Fig. 29B, by converting the graph shoWn in Fig. 29A into a binary data stream,

in which all pixel counts over a threshold are set to "1", and all pixel counts below the

threshold are set to "0" (vertical dashes 331), in order to convert peaks P1, P2, P3 to
framed rectangles R1, R2 R3, respectively. Finally, Fig. 29B shows the lengths of each

blink (5, 6, and 5 frames respectively for blinks P1, P2 and P3) and the time interval: (14

and 17 frames for the intervals between blinks P1 and P2, and P2 and P3 respectively).

This information is determined by controller 42 through an analysis of the peak data over

time.

  

(149/

Paragraphbeg-inning on page 42, line 28: '

Figs. 31,— 36 show an alternative method by which the generic image

processing system may be used to detect a driver falling asleep. Initially, controller 42 is

placed in a search mode (350) (Fig. 35), in which controller 42 scans the image to detect

one or more image. It is also foreseen that the entire image may be searched at once for '

the nostrils, if desired.
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In the present example, only a single eye is analyzed to determine when
the driver is falling asleep. In this case the shadow of the eye in the open and closed

positions is'used to determine from the shape of the shadow whether the eye is open or
closed. As discussed above, for night-time applications, the invention is preferably used

in combination with a short-wave IR light source. For the presently described example,

the IR light source is preferably positioned above the driver at. a position to cast a shadow

having a shape capable of detection by. the system. The anthropomorphic model is
preferably adaptive to motion, toffeature‘s of the driver, and to angular changes of the
driver relative to the sensor.

 

 

Paragraph'begifining on page 45, line 12: _

Referring to Fig 32, having determined the location of the nostrils 272 of
the driver having a center position XN, YN, a search box 276IS established around an eye

274 of the driver (366). The location of search box 276 is set using an anthropomorphic

model, wherein the spatial relationship between the eyes and nose of humans is known.

Controller 42 sets XMIN, XMAX, YMIN, and YMAX to search within the area defined

by search box 276. Controller 42 further sets the luminance and x and y direction

histograms to be on, with the linear combination unit for luminance set to detect low

histogram levels relative to the rest of the image, e.g., the lowest 15% of the luminance
1eVels (368). As a confirmation of the detection of the nostrils or other facial feature

being detected, search box 276, which is established around an eye of the driver using an

anthropomorphic model, may be analyzed for characteristics indicative of an eye present

inthe search box. These characteristics may include, for example, a moving eyelid, a
pupil, iris or cornea, a shape corresponding to an eye, a shadow corresponding to an ‘eye,

or any other indica indicative of an eye. Controller 42 sets the histogram formation units

to detect the desired criteria. For example, ‘Fig. 36 shows a sample histogram of a pupil

432, in which the linear combination units and validation units are set to detect pixels

with very low luminance levels and high gloss that are characteristic of a pupil. The

‘6’
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pupil may be verified by comparing the shapes of the x and y histograms to known »
characteristics of the pupil, which are generally symmetrical, keeping in mind that the

symmetry may be affected by the angular relationship between the sensor and the head of
the driver.
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Please amend claims , 2, 3, 7, -1 , 23 and 39' to read as follows:

1. (Amended) A process of detecting a person falling asleep, the '

process comprising: I
acquiring an image of the face of the person;

identifying a sub-area of the image comprising at least one eye of the

person, including: .
identifying the head of the person in the image; and

identifying‘the sub-area ofthe image using an anthropomorphic model;

selecting pixels within the sub-area of the image having characteristics
corresponding to characteristics of they at least one eye of the person;

forming at least one histogram of the selected pixels;

analyzing the at least one histogram over time to. identify each opening

and closing of the eye; and I

determining from the opening and closing information of the eye,

characteristics indicative of a person falling asleep.

2. (Amended) The process according to claim 1 wherein identifying
the head of the person in the image comprises: 1 &

selecting pixels of the image having characteristics corresponding to edges

of the head of the person;

forming histograms of the selected pixels projected onto forthogonal axes;

and

analyzing the histograms of the selected pixels to identify the edges of the
head of the person. i l L

3. (Amended) A process of detecting a person falling asleep, the

process comprising:

acquiring an image of the face of the person;
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identifying a sub-area of the image comprising at least one eye of the

, person, including:

identifying the location of a facial characteristic of the person in the

image; and I

' identifying the sub-area of the image using an anthropomorphic model and\OOO\]O\U14>
the location of the facial characteristic;

“‘6 10 ,/ selecting pixels within the sub-area of the image having characteristics
Mm , 11 corresponding to characteristics of the at least one eye of the person;

0 12 forming at least onehistogram of the selected pixels;,
13 analyzing the at least one histogram over time to identify each opening

14 and closing of the eye; and If

15 determining from the opening and closing information of the eye,

16 hutntWM—m—w»
WM

 

1 , ,0 I (Amended) A process of detecting a person falling asleep, the
2 process comprising the steps of

3 ’ acquiring an image of the face of the person;

4 selecting pixels of the image having characteristics corresponding to
5 characteristics of at least one eye of the person; s_

6 forming at least one histOgram of the selected pixels;

7 analyzing the at least one histogram over time to identify each opening

0.64! L 8 and closing of the eye; and ‘ p
9 determining from the opening and closing information of the eye,

10 characteristics indicative of a person falling asleep;

11 wherein the step of selecting pixels of the image comprises selecting

12 pixels having low luminance levels correspOnding to shadowing of the eye; and

13 wherein the step of analyzing the at least one histogram comprises

14 analyzing the shape of the eye shadowing to determine openings and closings of the eye.

64 tax
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[9" {. (Amended) A process of detecting a person falling asleep, the
process comprising the steps of

‘ acquiring an image cf the face of the person;

' selecting pixels of the1mage having characteristics corresponding to

characteristics of at least one eye of the-person;

forming at least one histégram of the selected pixels;
analyzing the at least one histogram over time to identify each opening

and closing of the eye; and '

determining from the Opening and closing informmion of the eye,
characteristics indicative of a person falling asleep;

Wherein the step of selecting pixels of the image comprises selecting

pixels in movement corresponding to blinking; and

wherein the step of analyzing the at least one histogram comprises

analyzing the number of pixels inmovement over time to determine openings and

closings of the eye.

/22

I ,5”. (Amended) The process according to cla1m/wherein the step of
selecting pixels Of the1mage having characteristics corresponding to characteristics of at‘5.—

least one eye of the person comprises selecting pixels having one or more characteristics

selected from the group consisting of i) parameter DP= 1 indicative of significant

variation, ii) time constant CO indicative of a blinking eyelid, iii) velocity indicative of a

blinking eyelid, and iv) up and down movement indicative of a blinking eyelid.

? )1. (Amended) The process according to claim§wherein the step of
identifying the location of a facial characteristic of the person in theimage comprises the _ ’

step of searching sub-images'of the image to identify the facial. characteristic.
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*4 1 7% The process according to claim 5 wherein the step of identifying
0“ n 2 the location of a facial characteristic of the person in the1mage comprises the step of

‘ 3 searching sub-images of the1mage to identify the nostrils.

‘ 026 Z. (Amended) The apparatus according to claim gwherein the
histogram formation units selects pixels of the1mage having characteristics of movement

(141

l

2

3 corresponding to blinking, such characteristics being selected from the group consisting
4 of i) parameter DP =1 indicative of significant variation, ii) time constant CO indicative I
5 of a blinking eyelid, iii) velocity indicative of a blinking eyelid, and iv) up and down

6 movement indicative of a blinking eyelid.

 

39. (Amended) A process of detecting a feature of an eye, the process

comprising the steps of: I
acquiring an image of the face of the person, the1mage comprising pixels

corresponding to the feature to be detected;

identifying a portion of the1mage of the face comprising the feature to be

detected using an anthropomorphic model based. on the location of the identified facial

N characteristic; 4 s.
) selecting pixels of the portion of the image having characteristics

1

2

3

4

5 identifying a characteristic of the face other than the feature to be detected;

6

7

8

n

10 corresponding to the feature to be detected;

11 > forming at least one histogram of the selected pixels, and
12 I ' analyzing the at least one histogram over time to identify characteristics of

13 the feature to be detected;

14 said feature being the iris, pupil or cornea.

60 J Qx
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REMARKS

Claims 1-39 are pending Claims 1, 2, 3, 7, 9- 12 23 and 39 have hereby

been amended.

Objections to the Drawings

The drawings were objected to as failing to comply with 37 CFR
1. 84(p)(5). In particular, the reference sign "327d" as mentioned1n the description is not
included. A proposed correction to Fig. 241s included, wherein "27d"1s replaced with

"327d". Additionally, it is allegedthat the reference signs "10a" in Fig. 1 and "13A" in

Fig. 2 are not mentioned1n the deseription. With regard to the reference sign "10a"
Applicants respectfully point-out page 10, line 5 and page 29, line 23 for discussion of

"10a". With regard to the reference Sign "13A", correction has been made tothe

specification, specifically to the paragraph beginning at page 8, line 24, to include the

reference"l3A".

The drawings were objected to because the loWermost figure on sheet 5 is

not labeled as a "figure". A proposed correction to sheet 5 is included, wherein the

lowermost figure is labeled as "Figure 11".

The drawings were objected to because it appears that "Z'" in Figs. 2 and

11 should be "Z1". A proposed correction to Figures 2 and 11 are included, whereiri‘“'Z"'

is replaced with "21“.

The drawings were objected to because it appears that "VI" in Fig. 2

should be "VL". A proposed correction to Figure 2 is included, wherein "V1" is replaced

with "VL".

The drawings were objected to because it appears that "DL" in Fig. 11

should be "DI". A proposed correction to Figure 11 is included, wherein "DL" is

replaced with "DI".

Additional proposed corrections to the drawings are included to conform

the drawings to the specification. In particular, corrections were made to Figs. 8, 16 and

‘29. No new matter is introduced by these corrections.
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Minor Errors in Specification

Numerous minor errors were identified by the Examiner. The

specification has hereby been amended to correct the indicated minor errors as well as

other minor errors. No new matter ispresented by such amendments.

_ Objectibns to the Clai'rfis

I Claims 3and 9 were objected to under MPEP 608.01(m) as containing
reference characters not enclosed by parentheses. Appropriate correction has been made

in the amendments to claims 3 and 9 herein, by removing the reference characters.

Claims 2, 7-13 and 39 were objected to under 37 CFR l.75(a) for failing

to particularly point out and distinctly claim the subject mater which applicants regard as

the invention. Appropriate amendments have been made to these claims so as to more

particularly point out and distinctly claim the invention.

Rejections to the Claims ,
Claims 1-6, 10-13 and 23 were rejected under 35 USC §112, second

paragraph, as being indefinite. Appropriate amendments have been made to these claims
so as to more particularly point out and distinctly claim the invention. 3.

Claim 39 has been rejected under 35 USC §102(b) as being anticipated by

Gerhardt et al., US. Patent No. 5,481,622. ’

Applicants respectfully assert: that Gerhardt fails to teach or suggest either

or both of the limitations of "identifying a characteristic of the face other than the feature

to be detected" and "identifying a portion of the image of the face comprising the feature

to be detected using an anthropomorphic model based on the location of the identified

facial characteristic" as is recited in amended claim 39. Accordingly, withdrawal of this

rejection is respectfully requested.
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I Allowable Subject Matter

Applicants thank the Examiner for the indicated allowability of claims 14—
22 and 24-38. .

‘ Claims 1— 13 and 23 were indicated to be allowable if rewritten or amended .

to overcome the re]ections under 35 USC §112, second paragraph. Such amendments to

the claims have been made, and Applicants respectfully assert that these claims are now

in condition for allowance.

CONCLUSION _

In View of the foregoing, Applicants believe all claims now pending in this

Application are in condition for alloWance. The issuance of a formal Notice of

Allowance at anearly date is respectfully requested.

If the Examiner believes a telephone conference would expedite

prosecution of this application, please telephone the undersigned at 925-472-5000.

Respectfully submitted,

Gerald T. Gray 2
Reg. No. 41,797

TOWNSEND and TOWNSEND and CREW LLP
Two Embarcadero Center, 8th Floor
San Francisco, California 94111 ~3834
Tel: 925—472-5000

Fax: 415-576-0300
GTszkh
SF 1428653 v1
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